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Absnact

Natural Hazard is a test of survival efficiency of the peasantry in Bangladesh.
Peasants have generally been successful

in coping with extreme natural events for

centuries. The challenges of envi¡onmental extremity are overriding the survival efficiency
of the people in recent years. The objective of my work was to look into the causes of such
"e¡osion" of adjustment ability through examining the agrarian sftucture in the Brahmapufa

flood plain and impact therein of the natural hazards such as river bank erosion

and

flooding.
In the present study, it has been shown that a certain group of elites have brought
the',vhole country into a condition similar to "intemal colonialism". The existing political

institutions deliberately foster a policy of resource concenEation into the hands of a few.
There were impressive achievements in rural inftasÍucture development programmes, but
these infrastructure buildings associated

with modern innovation in agriculture have

benefited the land-rich farmers.

It

has been argued that the structure of social relations of production moulds the

peasants' ability to respond to natual hazards. This ability is a function of socio-economic

position of a peasant in the social sÍuctule. The peasanny in Bangladesh is clearly
differentiated into classes. Therefore, the impact of flood and bank erosion is experienced

differentially by different social classes. Hence, adoption of efficient mitigation measures
against a potential hazard is subject to ones' economic ability.

Findings from this study suggest that the disfess, dislocations and poverty of
peasants are not due to extreme physical phenomenan only

.

Rather, natural hazards only

accentuate the prevailing precarious socio-economic condition. Peasants in the flood plains
are as socio-economically snatified as anywhere else in Bangladesh. They are increasingly

confronted with the social process of impoverishment which is drastically weakening their

ability to adopt suitable strategies for facing hazards of rive¡bank erosion and flooding.

It was found that

a high

proportion of farms operate at a marginal condition. The majority

of farms (more than 90 percent) in the study areas fall drastically short of being viable. In
terms of production, most of the peasants are incapable of mainøining a bare subsistence
and lack the capacity needed to recuperate from disasters. In order to survive, peasants
innovate strategies in various informal sectols to supplement their income. Sharecropping

as an alternative access to land does not hold any hope for the poor peasants or the

landless. It was found that the overall proportion of those renting-out land in the study
areas is very insignificant, and tho relationship between tenancy and natural risk is

negative. A very high propoûion of households in the study areas does not employ wage
labour and a very insignificant number of permanently hired labourers are actually involved

in a similarly insignificant number of households.
There is a positive relationship between farm size and natural ¡isk. In other words,

the households with higher agricultural income are those who experience higher loss of

iand due to riverbank e¡osion. However, the proportion of households vulnerable to
erosion-loss is not very high compared to the overali population in the study areas.

The study suggests that natural hazards are viewed as serious problems, but the
majority of peasants are concerned more with day to day problems of survivai. Lack of
sufficient 1and, alternative employment opportunities, education and health care services,
and housing are all of prime concern for the millions of landless or

in the floodplains. The resilience of natual hazard victims is

a

virtually landless people

function of thei¡ conBol of

resources or occupational diversity. The amount of land lost to ¡iverbank erosion does not

necessarily make one destitute. Moreover, riverbank erosion is not the only cause of loss

of land,
Despite their economic limitations, villagers offer assistance to victims at a rate
exceeding expected levels. It was noted that while larger farmers expect more assistance

from local or national government, the poorer peasants expect assistance from within their
own community (relatives, ftiends, and villagers). The ¡ole of the state is hardly noticeable

despite peoples' expectations.

It

was found that assistance from local leade¡s and

government adminisfation is nil.

The most prominent adjustment strategies in Kazipur and Chilmari were to (a)
abandon land, (b) sell livestock, and (c) clismantle housing structures and move

have to sell cultivable land and ornaments

However,

it is the poorer

out. Some

in order to bear the cost of resettÌement.

peasants who are forced to make the highest proportion of

disfess sales.
Results of the present study suggest a need for a drastic shift in rural development
stsategies, including

\

ater resource management, from those currently being pursued,

A

comprehensive endeavor to generate rural employment outside of agriculture is urgently

needed.

It is possible to encourage informal

income-generating activities in rural areas

.

sector investment which

will diversify

Besides offering formal incentives, monitoring

and forecasting of disasters would be needed as necessary mitigation strategy. Since
flooding and fast currents cannot be stopped from occuring and eroding lands, peasants can
be encouraged to

live with such hazæds. In fact, that is what the peasants have been ûying

to do for ages. Thus, peasants urgently need a more pragmatic form of support to be
successful in their struggle with natu¡e.
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I

ENUNCIATION OF THE PROBLEM OF PEASANTS' ADruSTMENTS TO

NATURALHAZARDS

1.1 PERSPECTVES ON TT{E PROBLEM OF

NATT]RAL I{AZARDS

Natural hazards a¡e a chronic problem in underdeveloped countries. More than 88
percent of disasters occur in the poorer countries of Asia, Africa and Latin America, ancl

Asia alone accounts for 41 percent of the world total (UNECOS OC,

l97I

cired in

Westgate and O'Keefe, 1976). Of all disaster types, floods are the most cornmon natutal

event (more than 90 percent) haunting poor counh'ies in the world (Long, 1978).
Moreover, their frequency appears to have increased significantly in recent years. Stanissis

(1972i cited in Westgate ancl O'Keefe: Table 8, 9 and 10) notes that an average of 2.9
floods occured por year over the 52 year period between 1979 to 797L, and increased to an
average of six per year during 1951-1971. In the period between 1968 and 7977, the

frequency increased further to 6.75
has also been reflected

pt

year. This globai increment in flood frequencies

in the Bangladesh situation in recent years. Over the last two

clecades, about a dozon severe floods have occured (Table 1.1); the country experienced

exceptional severe floodings in the 1984-88 period.
Bangladesh is a low lying flat flood-plain situated at the confluence of the Ganga,

Brahmaputra and Meghna rivers. The country is crossed by about 250 river channels

which have a total length of 24,140 km. The shallow gradient of these rivers results in

very sluggish run-off as some 1,200 million acre feet of water annually pass through
Bangladesh. At the peak flood season of June to September, the flow often exceeds five

million cubic feet per second

(Tarafde

r,

1974). The result of such flow is extensive

flooding of the countryside. The impact of these floods is manifest in extensive crop
damage and in the destruction of ¡ural infrastructure, and often runs into millions of dollars

in damages. For example, in the I974 flood there was an estimated US$380 million in
crop damage and destruction of rural infrastructure; twenty-five percent of livestock was
also lost and poor peasants were compelled to "distress-sell" th¡ee percent of their scarce

farm land (Bangladesh Planning Commission, 1974; Alamgir, 1980; cited in Long, 1978
and Torry, i 984).

Table 1.1: Area Floocled in Bangladesh since 1954.
Yea¡

1954
1955
19s6
1960

1961

t962
1963

t964
965
966
967
968

969
970

97t
972
974
975
980
984
987
988

Percentage of Total Area

41,584
50,680
35,606
28,589
28,849
37,426
35,346
31,188
28,s89
33,527
2s,990
37,426

16,000
19,500
13,700
1 1,000
1 1,100
14,400
13,600
12,000
1 1,000
12,900
10,000

4t,584

16,000
16,400
14,000
10,000
20,277
13,000
12,800
22,000
32,000
40,000

42,624
36,386
2s,990
52,700
33,787
33,267

57,t78
83,168
103,960

t4,400

28.57
34.8s
24.46
19.64
19.82
25.71
24.29
21.43
19.64
23.04
17.85
25.71
28.5'.7

29.28
2s.00
17.85

36.2r
23.21
22.86
39.29

57.t4
t.43

7

Source: Tarafder, 197 4; Elahl 1985; World Bank, 1987;
Canadian Red Cross, Mail # 1, Sept. 19, 1988.

Distress sale of land during floods is accompanied by another land-losing
phenomenon in rural areas namely, land lost due to riverbank erosion, Because rivers in

Bangladesh flow through unstable alluvial soils, most of the net-work of 250 ¡ivers is
affected by erosion each year. Severe erosion occurs through 356 km of bankline along the
major rivers, and a further 195 km of bankline along minor river channels is also subjected

to severe erosion (Kamal, 1988). The flow discharge of the Ganga, Brahmaputra and
Meghna fluctuates from 0.25 million cubic feet per second in the dry season to five million

cubic feet per second in flood season. At that time, these rive¡s cary between 1.5 to 2

billion tons of sediments. This fluctuation in river flow 'poses

a unique

hydraulic problem

associated with river instability' (Klan and Rashid, 1985). Besides fluctuations in flow
discharges, Kamal (1988:4) notes that there are four other causes confibuting to bank

erosion, namely (1) rapid rise and

fall in water levels, (2) rate of sedimentation

and

scouring ofbed materials, (3) the formation and movement of large bed forms, and (4) the
soil condition of bed materials.

Chronic flooding, soil instability, and shifting ofrive¡ channels are manifest in the

desÍuction of towns and villages, agricultural crops, and mortality among humans and
livestock. A Bangladesh Water Development Board (BWDB) study records that rivers have
been eroding in about 254 places in recent years (Islam and Islam, 1985). The significance

of such hazards can be highlighted thoroughly on consideration of the economic burden to
society of rebuilding flood-effected infrastructure and taking other protective measures on
the one hand, and of the economic and social dislocations inflicted upon poor peasants on
the othel hand. BWDB estimates that it would cost about TK. 60,000 millionl to control
the river-borne hazards for the whole country. This amount is about double that of the

Annual Development Budget of the country.2 Under the existing socio-economic
condition, these hazards pose serious problem in deciding development needs, and
priorities, in terms of ability of the national economy. Flooding and bank erosion places
agricultural development planning into dilemma.

The fact that 90 to 95 percent of the disaster losses in underdeveloped countries
arise from floods suggests an immediate need for pragmatic agricultural pianning. For

L Cdn S 2,222 frlittlon ar rhe rare of Cdn I ro TK. 27
$
2For example, the A¡nual Developrnent Budget for 1982-83

TK. 38,960 million, 90 percent of which

was Tk. 27,000 rnillion a¡d for 1984-85 ivas

was funded th¡ough foreign aid,

obvious reasons, agriculture, being the dominant economic sector, is most susceptible to
the flood hazarcl in underdeveloped countries. Amidst the existing problems that pervade

Thi¡d Woricl agricuiture, flood hazard intensifies the vulnerability in pooror countries like
Bangladesh. The challenges of undertaking preventive and cuative measures against
pervasive natural hazards are colossal for the national government of a poverty sticken

country like Bangladesh. The limited internal availability of resources and technology
simply do not permit the adoption of mitigation measures on a self-help basis. Hence,
governments

in

underdeveloped countries draw heavily on foreign resources and

technology.

1,2 STATEMENT OF THE GENERAL PROBLEM OF TTIIS STTJDY
Bangladesh is sÍanded in a poverty trap. About 85 percent of its 1 15 million people

live below the poverty level.3 It is one of the world's poorest counffies, perhaps second
only to Ethiopia, with

a

per capiø income of US $ 150.

Table 1.2: Land Disrribution in Bangladesh.
Landholding

Percentages

sizes (acres)

households

0.0
0.01

2.0r -

4.01 10.0 +

2.00
4.00
10.00

28.80
47.80
t2.70
8.20
2.50

of

Percentages

of

land owned

0.00
2t.'10
22.40
30.70
25.20

Source: Jarnuzi and Peach, 1978.

3 According to The Seconcl Five Year Plan (1980), a poverty level is calculated on a rninimurn in-take
of
2,722 calones. The sarne document defines an exheme pove y level at 1,805 ca.lories in-take; about 54
percent of the population are at this level. Alarngir defines the poverty level as a 'level of per capita
expenditu-re adequate to pu¡chase a bundle offood and retated items rvhich is adequate to satisfy trninimuln
need of a penon' (Alungr, 1978:2-3).

The crowding of 115 million people within an area of only about 146,000 sq.km (56,000
square miles) ¡esults in a density of about 1,964 persons per square

mile. Agriculture, the

country's prime economic sector, is characterized by small-hotdings, with average farm
sizes of under 2 acres (0.81 hectare) per household.4 However, this average does not
clepict reaiity, fo¡ more than 76 percent of the rural households are

virtually landless and

practically depdved of any rneaningful employment (see Table 1.2).
Despite attempts of various rural development and self-reliance programmes since

the 1960's, agricultural production has not increased sufficientþ to feed the population that

is increasing at the rate of about 3 percent per year. After an initial growth in output

following

1967

, the beginning year of the 'green revolution', production declined during

1970-75. Rahman (1983) notes that, "in I975-76 agricultural production exceedecl the
levels achieved in 1969-'70, and since then has increased substantially". But the benefits

from this increase in production did not reach the majority of the population; a small
minority of rich peasanfiy reap all the benefits of modernization (Farmer, 797'1 and,1983;
Johnson, 1982; Dewan, 1978; Dasgupta, 1977).

Table 1.3 : Landholding size and calorie intake in rural Bangladesh.
Landholding

size

Below 1.00
1.00-3.00

acres

Above 3

acres

Calo¡ie intake*

196I.33
2193.00
237 5.00

hotein
54.4
62.s
6',7.6

Source: Nutrition Suwey of Bangladesh, 1975-'16,

Bangladesh Bureau of Statistics (BBS),1981.
*BBS considers 2248 calories as the minimum level.

4It

has been found that the average fa¡m size decreased
acres in 1977 (AJarn Etr,1979t94-95i Wood, 1981:11).

ftom 3.5 ac¡es in 1960, to 2.8 in 1974, and to 2.0

As can be seen from Table 1.3, all rural households of over 3 acres (1.21 hectare)
are placed

well above the poverty lne (2722 calories). A significant difference between the

rich farmers and the small and marginal farmers is that their accessibility to,

and

reproduction of the means of procluction is biased in favour of the former. Institutional
c¡edits, HYV seeds, fertilizers, pesticides, and water pumps, are all monopolized by the
rural elites. Reproduction of the means of production in the sphere of small and marginal
farms remains archaic. Modernization has been minimal and hence land and labour ¡emain

by far the most important economic factors fo¡ the majority of the peasantry. Clearly, an
unequal class sfucture is characte¡istic of the peasantry in Bangladesh.

The process through which natural and human resoutces are exploited in
Banglaclesh intensifies the unequal lesoutce distribution ancl the unequal social class

structüe. The process has a long historical background during which the actual producers
(the peasanfy) were gradually separatecl from the means of production.5 This process

of

separation was accompanied by a deliberate neglect of agriculture. Exploitation of
agriculture was geared to developments in the indusniai sector dudng the Pakistani colonial

period. Attention directed to tho rural sectot was in the form of infrastructure development
to enhance the extraction of more resources for the benefit of the urban centres. The
agricultural crises in the country are frequently intensified by deliberately conceived biased
development policies. The development strategies of the 1950's and 1960's unduly

favoured urbanization and industrialization. Industrialization was depenclent on the
importation of highly advanced capital intensive technoiogy. The whole economy was
sfeamlined through export-orientecl strategies that encoulaged only cash-crop production.

Much needed foodcrop production was neglected, and this neglect has resulted in an
inability to meet crisis situations in particular, and has led to an overall food deficit.

5 This separation of the producers frorn the rneans
of production is not ne.essarily a negative phenolnenon
there is scope for replacement in meaningful altemarive ernployment.

if

Tho contemporary view

in

natural hazard studies is that the occuIrence of extreme

natural events is a random, uncertain phenomenon, while in the 'human-use system',
"...tho on going conditions that ptovide the setting for disaster are inferrecl to be stable,
orderll¡ and plcdæ.taþ!9, or at least sufficiently so to be called managed and even pþ¡¡g¡!"

(Hewitt, 1983: 22; emphasis added). Hence, any natural event perturbing the 'stable' and
'orderly' life is an accident. Hewitt holds that hazards are characteristic rather than
accidental featules of the places and societies where they occur and ale more expected and
'knowable' than manv of the contemporaty social developments that pervade everyday life.
He reasonably believes that modemization in developing countries weakens the ability of
those societies to deal with hazard problems. The processes of "...alienation of people

from land

and therefore f¡om nature and the 'man-envhonment relations' that must develop

to deal with natural exfemes, are integral to the unavoidable vulnerability of ordinary folk
to natu¡al calamity" (Heviitt, 1983: 25,27; emphasis added).

The concept of natural hazards being uncertain, unpredictable, and peoples'
'stupidity' in responding to it, has seen policy responses evolve that have remained
unchanged over the last 2,300 years.6 There are other views, which prefer to see the
hazard problem as administrative or institutional weaknesses, and propose structural
remedial measures (Brammer, 1975; Cuney, 1978). Like many others, the sÍucturalists
also suffer from naivete in unde¡standing the historical process of weakening of the ability

of the rural peasantry. Their naivete is ¡eflected in statements, such

as B¡uce Currey's

6 It is interesting to note that the modern public responses are rea.lly not that'modern', like distribution
of
grteL in Langarkhar¡d, agricultual loans, seed a¡d fertilizer distribution ând consÍuction of embanl(nents
a¡d so on. For "...In the tines of famine, âccording to Kautilya (a minister in the court of the ernperor
Chmùagupla Maurya, around 320 BC), the king should provide to his subjects, seeds dndfood oblain^b\e
from king's orvn store or ftorn rich subj eats ot rt'on? ki g's rt'lerrds (modem foreign aid,/relief?). Kautilya also
recornmends--¿nc¿ urugement of agt'icultw e (grow more food/IRDP?), chdrging ad.ditiondl reve ue or
co¡tttibut¡o s rt'ontl¿¿ r'¡cft (President's Relief Fund?). In the 1334-35 famine, "the measule adopted by the
sfate (of Sultan Moharnmad Bin Tughlaq) to fight the calamity, Ëke qdvances of loans, sinkittg of wells,
e coutageme t of agicultw'e d d establishmefi of chaùty houses to distribute cooked food.In 1583-84
fzunine, Emperor Alba¡ laid foundation of
emba kìnent, opened ahns houses and free kitchen n the
cities" (Srivastava, 1968i 14-17). For sirnilar approaches in public responses to natùral hazards during
colonial rule (British and Pakistani) ând self rule since 1971, see Ghosh (1944); Mukerji (1965); Srivastava
(1968); Muqrada (1981); Sen (1981); Alarngi¡ (1977); ¿¡d Skeet (1977).

a

(1978:92): "...more than 500 of the 790 households surveyed were eating less than one
rice meal per day which is in sharp conÍast to the normal three rice meals per dav in rural
Bangladesh" (emphasis added). It is quite wishful to assume th¡ee rice meals to be norm

i¡

rural Bangladesh. In Bangladesh as a whole, more than 80 percent of the population live
below the poverty line, and mote than 76 percent of the rural people are virtuaily landless
and have no meaningful employment alternatives. In the face of such pervasive poverty,
such statistics as Currey's only generate misunderstanding.

1.3 TTIE THEORETICAL BASIS OF TI{E STUDY
1.3.1 The Development ConEoversy

The orthodox notion of an underdeveloped country like Bangladesh is that
agriculture is backward and traditional; the underdeveloped counÍies

¿üe

poor because of

lack of capiøl, technology and expertise. Furthermore, it is held that peasants are fatalistic
and are subject to pewasive hunger, malnutrition, disease and natural hazards. In orde¡ to
redress these conditions in third wo¡ld counEies, a host of western development theories

have been tested cluring the last 40 years without significant success. Despite the
unqualified adoption and implementation of western development theories into various
sectors of the Third World economy, poverty could not be alleviated; rathet

it

has

intensified. Generally, Third World counfies have made some ptogress, but there is
continuing and widespread poverty, inequality and unemployment. Bangladesh, for
example, experienced a kind of agricultural growth in absolute terms during the period
between 1960s and 1970s, yet it needs to import about 2 million tons of food grains each
year.
What went wrong with the enthusiastic development approaches so far undertaken?

The conventionai development theories are characterized with a variation in contention.
Theoretical generalizations about prosperous and depressed nations and regions have been

put forward by a number of researchers since the 1950s. Despite thefu ceaseless efforts,

there is not yet a generally accepted theory based on comrnon and fundamental elements

of

development and unde¡development. However, as Kates (1980: 164) suggests, "...it is

widely conceded by both critics and defenders of conventional development policies that
development exacerbates differences among people and groups."
The basic idea behind conventional theories is that growth is necessarily unbalanced
and takes place through a "chain of disequilibria," (Hirschman, 1958). It appea¡s that for

both the equilibrium theorist (takeoff theory of Rostow, 1960) and tunnel theorist
(Hirschman, i958) development is a necessary process for increasing a nation's resoutces

prior to sharing them. Marxist contenders hold that the deliberate unbalancing of
development is an inevitable adjunct to capitalist accumulation and is contemptuously
viewed by Frank (1970) as the development of underdevelopment (cited in Kates, 1980).

The development approaches so far put forward all centre around the proposition that
technoiogical innovation is necessary in the underdeveloped countries, but disagreement
revolves around the question of how to get those technologies adopted and located in the
underdeveloped economies. This disagreement can be summarized as follows.

In the 1950s, the concept of unbalanced growth was the prime theme foilowing the
dissatisfaction with equilibrium ot balanced regional development concepts. Hirschman
noted that growth is communicated from the leading industry's sector to the other sectors.

He argued that deveiopment is possible with an increase in output of existing indusuies
which will have

a

kind of multiplier effect through backward and forward linkages between

industries having complementary relationships. The main theme of his argument is that
agglomeration at a growing point will, at the initial stage, have polar.ization of growth that

imposes costs on the other areas. This deliberate unbalancing shal1 be redressed by

ultimate convergence through the play of the forces in the market. Hirschman further
contends that growth is necessarily unbalanced geographically and takes place through a

"chain of disequilibria". Convergence

will occur, as he hoped, through

a process of

'Íickle-down' that works patticularly through interregional trade and transfer of capital to
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the backward regions. Hirschman believed that scarce resources cannot be invested
everywhere at once and, hence, projects must be selected fo¡ thei¡ growth potential. In his
concept it is also presumed that the state

if

will intervene to influence

the growth of imbalance

the normal market mechanism fails to bring about convergence.

Myrdal's concept of cumulative causation highlights ideas similar to Hirschman.
He focused on the problem of inequality and postulated the concept of 'backwash' effects

and 'spread'effects comparable to Hirschman's polarization and trickle down effects.

Myrdal's 'backwash' is effected ttn'ough migration, fade and movement of capital and the
'spread' is effected through trade through interregional complemontarities that are reflected

in the increased flow of agricultu-ral products and raw materiais to, and technological
diffusion from, the growth centres. He proposes that any weakness arising out of
externalities will be countered by public policy formulations, specially in the regulation of
the market. Yet the problem is with the market mechanism. In unde¡developed countries
the market is not organized and integrated nationally and it is on this ground that the market

mechanism by itself would not bring about any convergence as expected by theorists.
Williamson (1965) holds that state intervention is, therefore, expected to control the market

in the first place

as to effect an integrated capital, labour and

Íade market so that the

equilibriating market effects will be realized and the regional disparities will disappear.
Willìamson postulated his hypothesis as follows:
"...tho early stages of national development generate increasingly large North-South
income differentials. Somewhere dudng the course of develoþmen{ some or all of
the disequililriating tendencies diminish, causing a reverial in the patter.n of

interregional inequality. Instead

of

divergencè

in

interregional levels of

development, conv€rgence becomes the rule, with the backward règions closing the
development gap between themselves and the already industrialized areas. -The
expected result is that a describing static regional inequality will trace out an
invefted "U" over the national gowth path..."

His empirical evidence shows that the counfies with highest income tend to display

lower levels of regional disparities; newly indusnializing underdeveloped counfies like
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B¡azil and Colombia have the highest levels of intenegional disparities; low income
countries like India have moderate level of interregional disparities; the long-term profile of
regional disparities indicate a decline from an early higher nend in disparities. Friedmann
(1966) holcls that:
"...centres not only grow so rapidly as to create problems of an entirely new order,
but they also act as suction pumps, pulling the more dynamic elements from the
more static regions. The remainder of the counÍy is thus relegated to a secondclass, peripheral position. It is placed in a quasi-colonial relationship to the cenÍe,
experiencing net outflows ofpeople, capital and resources, most of which rebound
to the advantage of the centre, where economic growth will tend to be rapid,
sustained and cumulative".
Friedmann presumed that though a space system of hierarchical growing points the

distinction be¡¡¡een the cente and the periphery can gradually be eliminated and integration

of the whole national economy can be effected through the extension of an efficient
commodity and facto¡ market. Eaflier, Siebert noted that the regional difference occuning
due to the difference in factor mobility, and price differences for commodities are caused by

immobilities of factors. Friedmann holds that successful innovation (factor disnibution)
increases the potential power of innovators and when this power is accepted socially,

it

becomes the authority and the adopters become dependents. The points of highest potential

interaction within a communication field tend to be the cenues of such change; innovation
tends to spread downward and outward from such centres. Through various feedback
effects, the centres economic strength is concenfated and without a political intervention
the spread effects cannot be operationalized. There appear conflicß between the cenfe and
the periphery about the concentration. The local peripherai elites may develop a sense

of

deprivation and lack of accessibility to the cenfe's authority. This may lead to demancl for
decentralization, autonomy, and even separation.
The concept of innovation diffusion originated from the postulations of Schumpeter

(194'l) and Penoux (1952) and were pursued further by several authors who hypothesized

how development originates from innovation in general and innovations in a leading
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industry generate diffusing gro\'r'th, and in turn results in a pole. Contributions of
Haggerstrand (1953), Brown (1968),

Monill

and Pitts (quoted in Sunderam, 1983) are

important in this context. Berry (7972) suggested that knowledge relating to the poles of
growth, the channels of spread and the sequence of change can point to a means whereby
the spatio-temporal lag between innovative and backward regions can be nanowed by
setting up new growth poles and new channels, and by changing the pace ancl sequence of
spread.

The growth pole concept is operative in the diffusion of innovations through the
process by which impulses of economic change are Eansmitted, in order, from higher to

lower centres in the urban hierarchy and by the process whereby the spatial incidence of
economic growth is a function of distance from the central

city.

These processes of

diffusion are a function of the probability of contact between poles and probability of
acceptance at the lower levels of the hierarchy. The neo-classical and 'disequilibrium'

theories of development and underdevelopment, however, were subjected to severe
criticism from structu¡alist and neo-marxist authors. Of them, Frank (1969), Bettleheim
(1972), Annn (1976) ancl Emmanuel (1972) arc note worthy. Their postulations can be
summarized as follows:

.

the problem of spatial organization of economic and social development of

underdeveloped count¡ies cannot be adequately unde¡stood without considering it in

the context of the overall sÍucture of the world capitalist economy and the
dependent position of these countries within that stmctute,

o

the internal distortions in the space economy of the underdeveloped counfies
can be athibuted to the prevailing unequal and exploitative relationship they have
with the developed countries, and

'

the unequal exchange between developed and underdeveloped countries due to
\ age-price differentials of the commodity trades explain the growing inequalities
between core and peripheral regions within underdeveloped countries.
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One has to decide as to what really generates inequality internationally as well as

intenegionally. Is it inadequate ma¡ket mechanisms or inequitable production and trade
relations? Search for an answet again leads researchers, planners and administrators to
another dileÍima, that of welfare and efficiency (Todcl, 1980). Todd holds that the very
context of the gro\ryth centre apptoach is insufficiently addressed. The fundamental point is
to identify tho role of gro\¡i th centre as being either an instrumont of tvelfare or as a tool for

promoting economic efficiency. He further contends that "...the basic stumbling block in
the application of growth centre strategies stems from the mismatch botween the stated
goals of regional development and the structu¡al pians which define what is actually
permissible in growth cenÍe operations".

However, it is possible from the neo-classical point of reasoning to show that the
balancecl growth for reducing regional disparities is an inefficient approach. This kind

of

reasoning may completely overlook social objective of capital accumulation (Saha and
Srivastava, 1983). In line with Saha and Srivastava,

I

hold that the purpose of capital

accumulation can only be justified in terms of equitable social welfare. Rejuvenation of
production and distribution and, for that matter, the increased flows of goods and services,
should be the purpose of accumulation. Any approach of regionalization, deliberately
unbalancing or othetwise, is appropriate

fulfilled. But

as Saha and Srivastava hold,

if
in

the above social objective is assured and
a

world of spatial resistance to migration and

factor flows, spatial concentration of capiøl stock in one region is bound to mean increased

palticipation in the process of production by the population of that region and inadequate
utilization of the human and material rosotuces of other regions. This is more true in a
society which is conspicuously sEatified into different classes. Hence, to share equity, it is
necessary for the regions and different social classes to participate in a national production

process and, in this context, jobs should be moved to workers and not the other way
around.
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The concept of efficiency in resou¡ce allocation cannot be made meaningful if that

efficiency doos not account for the greater society. Maximization of national product by
investment concentration in particular advantageous regions and into the hands of
privileged classes is bound to be at the expense of other less-advantaged regions and social

classes and the depressed conditions shall be perpotuated in the peripheral depressed
regions. To quote Saha and Srivastava: "...thus quite apaft from any moral considerations

of equity in welfare, the imperative for di¡ect planning intervention in securing interregional balance in the ievels of development seems to stem from an appropriately
formulated efficiency criterion as well".

In relieving the dilemma at the govemment level of the choice between equity and

efficiency, Todd proposes a 'two routes policy' as a pragmatic policy option. The first
route is to initially emphasize the efficient functioning of activities in growth centres and

indirectly foster welfare in adjacent deprived areas though external economies, while, in
contrast, the second route involves direct public investment in the provision of social and

economic facilities for tempering depressed communities. The major weakness of the
convenúonal and neo-classical development theories is that these theo¡ies ignore the issues

of social relations of production. The fact is that the benefits of economic growth

are

bound to accrue to the owners of the means of production, especially in a class-based
society (Chilcote,1984; Sunke],l970 and 1972; Furtado,1964 and 1973; Casanova, 1969).
The natural polarization of resouces into the hands of a few privileged elites leads to the

pauperization of the majority of the masses, placing them into a vulnerable situation in the
face of extreme natüal, social and market phenomena (Goodman anct Redclift, 1981).
Failures of the western approaches in alleviating disness conditions of poverty-stricken

Third world countries led to the enquiry into the cognitive behavioural aspects of the
people in the underdeveloped ',vorld to asceltain why certain people, or groups of people,
adopt modem technology while othe¡s do not. This cognitivo behavioural tool of study also

ignores the conflict between tho processos of innovations and the processes of exploitation.

tc
To overlook the class factor as a barrier to equitable flow of results of growth, or the
trickledown effects of growth, is to give a one-sided evaluation of the reality. Technology,
as

far as it is concerned with development, is class biased; it benefits the dominant classes.

Dickson (1975) holcls that technology is

a

political process and notes that:

"...Social relations of production - the relationship between the different social
groups o-r classes involved in the production process - become incorporated in the
means of production and that technology and social pattems the¡efore ieinforce each
other in a dialectical fashion at both a material and an ideological level" (cited in
Dewan, 1978: 17).

Any theoretical propositions that ignore the fact that technology is class-biased are
destined to failu¡e. It fails to enunciate the problems of development.and that technology
helps owners of the means of production where ciass differentiation is conspicuous. And

in the above context, developrnent through technological innovations becomes a tool of
exploitation and resource polarization in the underdeveloped countries. Simplistic
development approaches did not take into considetation this reality whereby the pove¡ty

situation deteriorated rather than improved.

1.3.2 Mode of Production in Bangladesh Agriculture
In regards to the mode of production in the agriculture sector of Bangladesh, some
researchers are explicit in characterizing the peasanfy as semi-feudal (Alamgir, 1978;

Arnes and van Buerden, 1977; Westergaard, 1985; Jansen, 1987). Their contentions are
based on the reasoning that the labour force is bonded to a group of patrons who control

the socio-political realm of the peasantry through economic and political power. The

confol over the peasantry is articulated through a vertical integration of the different socioeconomic classes in a fashion of 'patron-client' relations. such patron-client relations, for
some social scientists, are cemented bv tho omnipotent power of kinship relations, where

povefty sÍicken blood relatives are morall]¡ obligecl to

obeJ¿

the rich and powerful kin, as

well as to work fo¡ them. The relationship between the non-kin clients are maintained by

tb
the advancement of economic or social 'favours', in exchange for which the client has to
repay the paÍon by labour in the fields. As a result, thg_S]Ass_C_erìfliçl is mediated through

this form of vertical integration of the society. Therefore, transition, ot for that matter,

revolution does not take place. This is a very simplistic attempt to charactelize the
condition necessary for revolution. ff one has to believe the above contention, then one has

also to believe that once the vertical social integration is removed, the transition or
revolution will spring up immediately.

A few social scientists found no evidence to show that the peasants of India

and

Bangladesh ever indulged in any kind of ¡evolutions (Jansen 1987; Moore, 1977). But

history shows ample evidence of peasants resistence in India in general ancl in Bangladesh

in particular from the colonial period to vety recent time. Relating consciousness to
revolutionary activities is also a misnomer in the sense that revolutions cannot be a daily
routino job to prove one's social or political consciousness.T As Lenin said in his Zeltwittg Communism , an Infontile Disorder

,

"...for a revoiution to take place it is not enough for the exploited and oppressed
classes to realise the impossibility of living in the old way, and demand õhanges;
for a revolution to take placo it is essential that the exploiters should not be ablè to
live and rule in the old way. It is only when 'lower classes' do not want to live in

the old way and the 'upper classes' cannot carry on in the old way that the
revolution can triumph. This nuth can be expressed in other words: revolution is
impossible without a nation-wide crisis (affecting both rhe exploited and the
exploiters ). It follows that, for a revolution to take place, it is essential, first, that a
majority of wo¡kers (or at least a majority of the class-conscious, thinking and
politr,cally_active workers) should fully realise that a revolution is necessary-, and
that they shoulcl be prepared to die for it; second, that the ruling classes shoirld be
going through a governmental crisis which d¡aws even the most backward masses
into politics" (citecl ftom Pomeroy, 1985).
Refering to the above quoration, Pomeroy (1985) holds that, "...by this definition
many of the cases of a¡med or other sharp struggles in the 'Thircl World' countries have not

TEven

if one warts to see consciousness reflected in day-to-day resistances by the peasantry, one has to
simply tåke the üouble of looking into the v ious fascinating ¡ecords of such actitities available in the
police and judicial reco¡ds which a¡e available tfuoughout the country. (For concepts of every day peas ìt
resistance, see Tu-rron (1986) and Scott (1986).
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been, strictly speaking, revolutionary situations, but part of a process leading towarcl that

pg!4. which may not necessarily

be reached" (emphasis added).

For a revolution to take place, thetefoto, it is a matter of necessarv objective
condition, not only of consciousness of the concerned class. The vital issue that needs to
be investigated is whether a revolutionary situation exists or

not.

The peasants of

Bangladesh are more class conscious than is being posed by their apparent docile
behaviour. However, the criteria by which the peasantry is characterized as semi-feudal are

very weak and insignificant in order of dominance, contrasting to what is found in the
present study. However, this issue

will

be taken up in more details in a iater chapter.

To recapitulate the two prominent schools of theories of development outlined

âbove, the innovation-diffussion theorists demonstrate that the root cause of
underdevelopment lies in the weaknesses in the social system in the Thhd World. The only

way suggested to remedy the structural constraints is transfer of technology, capital,
institution and modern concept of development from the developed countries to under- or
undeveloped countries. The dependency theorists emphasize the elimination of the extemal

consÍaints, such

as

capital and technology dependency on developed capitalist countries,

since development is hindeled by the domination of, and exploitation by, the foreign

capital. From the study of the two conflicting schools of thought, it can be realizecl that
underdevelopment of a Third World country is a function offactors both (1) internal, such
as

local class sttucture ancl elitist power shuctrue; and (2) external, such as excessive

economic dependence on wolld meÍopoles.

However, the external forces do operate in collaboration with the internal ruling
class of elites, hence

it is more important to d¡aw serious attention to the internal constraints

which are being posed by the local elites. With such an understanding, the focus of this
study will be on internal colonizing processes (Chapter 3), the ptocess of inte¡nalization of

the external constraints (Chapter 4), and existing social relations of production in
Bangladesh in general and in the study area in pæticular (Chapter 5 and 6).
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1.3.3 Towards a Conceptual Frame
The problem of defining hazard is not as acute as

it is to posit a theoretical basis to

hazard adaptability and vulnerability of a given society. Hazard research is about 30 years

old, but it has been realized recently that conventional wisdom of hazard causes and
consequences is

insufficient. A number of researchers have challenged the conventional

wisdom (Hewitt, 1983; Copans, 1983; Waddel, 1983; Watts, 1983; Susman, 1983;
O'Keefe, 1983; Wisner, 1983). Some of the earlier investigators are coming to terms with
social relations of the phenomenon. For example Kates (1980: 135) holds that: "...to be
poor is to be vulnerable to the harmful acts of men and the hazardous events of nature. It is

only recently, however, that we could begin to specify the relative vulne¡ability of poor
nations to natural disaster".

On locating links between disaster and development, Kates fu¡ther notes that,
"...every livelihood system, society, and nation has the capacity to absorb hazatd, a
capacity paradoxically endangered by development and change". Since developrnent is a

political issue, vulnerability of a society to natu¡al haza¡d must be viewed in the light of
society's economic and political development. In natu¡al hazard studies, the economic and

political causes were, until recently, frequentþ overlooked (Monen, 1983).

It may be argued that fa¡mer's problems of adjustment to riverbank erosion and
flood is related to their ability to cope. This ability, in turn, is a function of their socioeconomic position in the social structwe they are placed

in.

The peasanny in Bangladesh

is vividly differentiated into classes. Therefore, the impact of flood and bank erosion is
experienced differentially by different social classes. Man-environment relations are not

discrete. Any perturbation in these relations is to be viewecl as an extension of a condition
already existing in both the systems (natüal or social). Hence, a proper context of analysis

should encompass social interaction in exploiting nature -- the resources thr.ough which a

given society reproduces its material means of existence and thus advances, Any exÍeme
natural event, such as flood hazard, for example, that perturbs this societal reproduction
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and progress, can be viewed in terms of society's
a1., 1975; Copans, 1983; Westgate and

ability to cope with such events (Baird et

O'Keefe, 1976; Watts, 1983; Susman et a1., 1983;

Hewitt, 1983; Waddel, 1977, I983i Monen, 1983). Hazard would nor be a hazard,

as

White (1974) postulates, if there were no human involvement in that haza¡d. Man is bound
to interact with nature ancl hence involve himself with all the natural events, normal or
extremo. The issue is whether man or, for that mattet, society, is prepared and capable of
coping with any exÍeme events. To measure the ability of a sociery, investigators need to

look into the characte¡istics of the society in question.

Social characteristics are best reflected

in its process of production and

reproduction. In resource exploitation and reproduction, society needs to enter into a form

of social organization involving all its individual members, groups, and classes. Thereby
society enacts a particular social relation of production and reproduction. Society acquires
resources and wealth through exploiøtion of labour, expropriation and accumulation. A
society that unbalances its condition ttrough uneven disnibution of accumulated resources
weakens the forces of production. Therefore the forces of production become weak and

vulnerable to any hazard-socio-economic, political, or natutal. This understanding leads
one to focus on tho premises of the modes of production theory propounded by

Marx. It is

believed here that the Marxian tool of analysis of the social relations of production gives a

clear understanding of the condition and processes of exploitation and expropriation of
surplus value of iabour by which an elite group of people dominate and

confol the poverty-

stricken masses.

The structure of social relations of production moulds human response to natural
hazards (Smith and O'Keefe, 1980). In order to unde¡stand impacts of, and adjustment

srategies to natural hazards of a given society, it is first necessary to understand the social
relations of production. In a more general perspective radical writers have analyzed the
relations of production and exchange in the Third Wo¡ld count¡ies. Their aim was more

revolving around formulating theories of 'underdevelopment'. These theories

are
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popularly known as the'theories of dependency', propounded first in the pioneering work
of Baran (1957), and furthered by Frank, Sweezy, Immanuel, Wallerstein, Amin, Sunkel,

Furtado, and Casanova. Despite a remarkable debate amongst the radicals in their
theoretical contentions, there was a general agreement as to the integration of the Thi¡cl

World countries into the 'World Economic System' that underdevelops the Third World
countries. The processes through which the 'underdevelopment' takes place in the Thi¡cl

World counÍies, are pinpointed in Frank-Baran's 'Mefropole-Satellite,, Amin,s 'CentrePeriphery', and Immanuels 'Unequal Exchange' theories. Some of the radicals were more

specific about the social class relations ofproduction in a national as well as international

Ievel. Later day works by Amin, Sunkel, Furtado and Casanova are good examples.
Marxian class analysis is

a

rich tool in analysis of the social realities and in seeing why

development does not occur despite ceaseless efforts. According to Griffin and Gurley

(1985), class analysis is a powerful tool to understanding political macro-dynamics ancl
economic micro-issues.

1.3.4 Concept of Peasant Classes
The richness of class analysis has been exemplified

by

researchers. Chilcote

(1984) reviewed a number of them mostly ftom Latin America. Griffin and Gurley (1985)
also surveyed some prominent class analyticai works such as that of Moore (1966), Alain
de Janvry (1981) and

Mitra (1977). Remarkable studies have also been done in the sub-

continent of South Asia; prominent among them are the works by Rudra (1970 and 197g),
Patnaik (1970 and 1976), Chattopadhaya (1972), Atavi (1975), Akhtaqur Rahman (1986),

Atiur Rahman (1986), Wood (1981) and Gough (1955, 1978).8 The concept of social
class in Marxian lite¡ature is very important.

I

In understanding whât is tneant by 'class', fiÌst it is necessary to highlight some relevant concepts that
help in grasping the Marxian concept of social class and class relations in a certain mode of prod'uction.
The concepts of mode ofproduction, forces ofproduction, relations ofproduction are sorne of tñe concepts
relevânt here.
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According to Ma¡x "...the owners of mere labour-po\ror, the ownets of capital, and
the land owners, whose respective sources of income are wages, profit and rent of land,

in

other words, wagelabourers, capitalists, and land owners form the tfuee great classes of
modern society based on the capitalist mode of production". In The Eighteenth Brumai¡e

of Louis Bonaparte (1852), Marx defined class: "...in-so-far as millions of families live
under economic conditions of existence that separate their mode of life, their interests, ancl

their cultural fo¡mation from those of the othor classes and bring them into conflict with
those classes, they form a class". From these definitions,

it

emerges that class is a

relational concept and, as Wood (1981: 4) puts it, "...a class only exists in telation to
another class either through struggle and opposition or through domination and bondage

with it".
However, class in the rural areas of Bangladesh can be defined in terms of land

ownership. In defining peasants classes in Bangladesh, Rahman (1986:27 L) argued that,
"...the size of landholding was still considered a rough pæxy_ofe]asg5l¿lug in the context

(a) The mode of production : A mode of production is a "
--cotnplex sructure, doubly articutated by the
productive forces connexion and the relâtion of production connexion, and containing three eletnents: the
labouer, the neans of production (sub-divided into object of labour and instrunent of labour), and nonlabourer" (Al thusser and Baliba¡, 1970:317).
It is, therefore, the combination of forces of production and the relations of production in a given
society. The rnode ofproduction is structured by the dorninalce ofrelations ofproduction.

(b) Forces of hoduction: In a productive process there appears various productive units, such as the labour
power, technology and resou¡ces. Hindess and Hirst (1975) pointed out lhat ' Forces of production refers to
the mode of appropriation of nâture, that is to the labour process in which a determinate râw material is
fansfonned into a determinate produce.
"The detenninate elernentary factors of the labour process are (1) the personal activity of man, i.e.,
work irself, (2) the subject of thar work, and (3) instrurnents" (Capital 1:178).
(c) Reiations of hoduction: According to Marx (1967:217), " ...the essentiâl difference between the various
fonns of society, between, for instâJìce, a society based on slavelabour, and one based on wagelabou, lies
only in the mode in which this surplus labour is in each case extracted from the actual producer, the
labou¡er". Based on this Ma¡xian concept Hindess and Hfust (1975: 9-10) outlined the concept of "relations
of production" as the "specific mode of appropriation of surplus labour and the specific fonns of social
distribution of the rneans of production conesponding to that mode of appropriation of suçlus labour,'.
Thus, it becomes clear that a given society necessarily divides itself into diffèrent forrns (i.e.,
Class) through the relations of production it e.stablishes within itself. Different classes are brought together
in terms of a speciJic set of relations in the process of production. The relâtionships are determinecl by the
ownership aJìd control, ard corresponding distdbution of the mears ofproduction. Hence, it cân be seen that
production is a social process by which a society, with the labourprocess, gains tnaterial benefits.
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of rural Bangladesh." Virtualty there are two classes of peasants in Bangladesh, namely,
class

A and class B, depending on their viability

as

farme¡s. These classes can be furthe¡

sub-divided into five groupings depending on the size of the operational holdings of
farmland:
Class

(i)

A:

hotdings of iessthan 0.50 acre (landless, those who own no land, or own only
of land for homesteads);

a nominal amount

(ii)

holdings of between 0.51 - 2.00 acres (marginal peasants);

(iii)

holdings of between 2.00 - 5.00 acres (small peasants);

Class B:

(iv) holdings of between 5.00 - 7.50 acres (midclle peasants);
(v)

and

those with landholdings above 7.50 acres (large peasants).

These classes are based on a specified level of sustainability at the farm level which

will

be

discussed in detail in Chapter 6.

Accessibility to land significantly determines social relations of production in rural
Bangladesh. Hence, operational holding, which reflects control of agricultural land and
size of fa¡m operated, is considered to be an important variable in this study. Related to

farm size are such variables as sharecropping, wage labour, and ru¡al credit. These
variables are often used, in conjunction with landownership, to determine the social
relations of production in Bangladesh agriculture, and thus a critical attention',vas given to
these variables. Variables ¡elated to flooding and bank erosion, such as impact of bank

erosion (amount of land lost, loss of income, etc.) and local and national level mitigation

efforts (rescue, relief, etc.) were ovaluated in relation to respondents' conception of the
problem, and their expectations and personal displacement experiences.

This study is therefore organized in the following manner. The research problem
and its relevant theoretical propositions are identified and evaluated in this chapter, and

specific problems of interest, and objectives of the present study, are pinpointed in the
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section that

follows. In Chapter 2, an attempt is made to review available literature to

construct hypotheses, and to elabo¡ate the methodology. Chapter 3 contains a c¡itical
review of the ¡ole of the state regarding socio-economic development. Chapter 4 focuses
on government sfrategies regarding natural hazard mitigation. Chapter 5 enunciates the
general condition and process of agrarian organization in Bangladesh., while chapter 6

contain concrete empirical analysis of the agrarian organization in the study areas.
Peasants' knowledge, experience, and adjustment to natural hazard strategies are analyzed

in Chapter 7. There are six individual life histories f¡om case studies in Chapter 8. The
study is summarized and concluded in Chapter 9.

1.4 SPECIFIC PROBLEMS AND OBJECTIVES OF THE STTJDY

In the face of the general food and agricultural problems, the conditions of
pervasive poverty and inequality in rural areas are exacerbated by natural hazards such as

cyclones, droughts, floods, and riverbank erosion. Such natural hazards often trigger
conspicuous famine conditions more at local levels and occasionally also at the national

level. The major rivers in the country flood, erode, and redeposit much of the land every
year. A major flood occurs every 3 to 4 years causing tremendous loss to the economy.
They uproot people from their settlements and create unemployment, which, in turn, lead to
a greater concontration of the poor and homeless in urban and ru¡al squatter settlemonts.

Cuney (1979) points out that recu ent famine conditions in the counfiy are accentuated by
the displacement of population by flood and ¡iverbank erosion. Such disruptions add to the

ever-increasing crises in social, poiitical and economic conditions in an already overpopulated nation.

Despite the potential hazard risks in flood prone areas, the average density of
popuiation in these floodplains is higher (more than 2000 per sq. mile) than the national
average (Eiahi and Chowdhury,

i976). Therefore, it may be expected that the plight of

peasants is intensified by the occunence of natural haza¡ds,

But, one should also ask why
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natural hazards such as flooding becomo a pivotal issue for which a hue and cry is
frequently raised, while hundreds of thousands die of hunger and malnufition each year.

For example, "...1n 1976, despite record harvesrs and massive food aid, 360.000 infants
and voune child¡en died of malnutrition."g Why does a hunicane claim 200,000 lives in
Bangladesh and only 10 in USA? (Charny,

l99l:17). A recent Canadian media reportecl

that in Bangladesh "...4n infant dies every minute, usually from dianhea or other easily

preventable causes" (The Globe and Mail, April 4, 1992:AI). Hence, the perrinent
questions that need to be asked are

.

:

how do people survive in the face of such precariousness?;

o what are the procosses

that make the people so vulnerable?; and

o what is the role of the state in alleviating the peoples' sufferings?
It is the general objective of this study to provide somo answers to theso questions.
In the light of the situation stated in this chapter, the specific objectives of this study are:

I

to evaluate the underlying plocesses that contribute to peasants' vulnerability in
general, and in particular, at the times of crises caused by flooding and riverbank
eroston;

o

to analyze the condition and process of peasants adjustment to flooding and

riverbank erosion; and,

' to focus on the links between hazard vulnerabitity and national developrnent
policy objectives.
The present study generally contends that peasants' tesponso strategy to cope with
natural hazard is a function of their capability

gcarty

.

and Smirh (1981:124) notes thar "...of rhe 600,000 rons of inrernational food airl shipped ro
Bangladesh thât year, only 10% reached the destitute-orphans, widows, refugee camp residents and t¡è rural
unemployed. FulLy 90la was pumped into the country's food ration systern which gives first priority to the
military, police and civil service".
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1,5 JUSTIFICATION OF THE STUDY
Bangladesh is aland of many problems. Insufficient production in agriculture and
natural haza¡ds affecting agriculture are the major threats to this poverty stricken country

which already depends heavily on foreign food supply and other aid. There are, of course,
other equally important problems which confibute to the deterioration in the nation's ability

to feed itself. The inquiry into the agricultural situation leads one on to a fascinating
journey into the ¡ealm of social, cultural, behavioural, and political economic aspects of this

agricultural society. It is interesting to see how these aspects are moulded, or,

if

one

prefers not be deterministic, are adapted to chlonic natural hazards. Bangladesh is also a
land of rivers, it is a large delta createcl by three major rivers, the Ganga, the Brahmapufa

and the Meghna. These major rivers, along with their numerous tributaries and
distributaries, are the

lifelino of a large population of over 115 million living in a space of

only 146,000 square km. National planning and development strategies are often
incompatible with the processes of natural phenomena and of the society. It is necessary to
take account of the processes through which the peasant society carves a living out of the
precarious man-land ratio and other resource sc¿ucities.

Until the 1960's, geographic records were nothing more than ¡esource-inventories
(Grigg, 1981, 1983; Schwartzberg, 1983). Interest in geographic synthesis of agriculrure,
and its spatial analysis in relation to socio-economic, cultural, political, and natural hazard

setting is inadequate. It is worth while to explore the reiationships between social class
shucture and the issue of agricultural development ancl peasants' adaptive strategies. The

peasants' adjustment strategies to social differentiations and to natural hazards and

environmental deterioration, and the human strategies
Bangladesh,

is a fieid providing scope for

environmental studies.

of

resource exploitation in

fascinating geographical as well

as

¿o

CHAPTER

II

STUDY FRAME AND RESEARCH METTIOD

In light of the problem enunciated and the objectives set in Chapter 1, it is necessary

Io analyze the characteristics of and the relationships between the state and the peasants
communities in Bangladesh. An evaluation of public policies and sÍategies regarding
hazard mitigation and agricultural development is also undertaken. Chapter 3, 4 and 5

will

be devoted to such analyses. The data used in these chapters were collected from
secondary sources. Analysis of peasants' sustenance and capability to cope with natural
hazards is based on pdmary data collected through field suweys. This chapter outlines the

methods of study.

2.1 LITERATURE REVIEW

The knowledge and understanding of hazard problems are ftamed in the media as
news items and occasionally in technical reports of damage conÍol programmes of the

state.l To date, little has been done to analytically study the impact of natural hazarcls, and
adjustment strategies thereto, on the agriculturally clependent population

in rural

Bangladesh. The role of geographers in Bangladesh appeats to be inadequate in attempting
such a special study. Aspects of agriculture, such as its patterns, level of development, and

socio-economic and environmental relationships have been studied mostly within the

f¡ame-work of general geography. The interest shown historically by geographers was
primarily for the purpose of mercantile intelligence backed by the colonial or local state
powers (see, for example, James Rennell's work of 1781, and the district gazetteers).
1 See for exarnple, " La-ncl of Hope or D espur?", Bangladesh
Today,yoL.l(l) : 16-28, March 1, i983; The
Nerv York Times (i987, June 21); Shamsu¡ Rahman (1984); Marin and Talukder (1980); IBRD a¡d IDA
(1972); EPWAPDA (1968); Chowdhury and Siddiqui (1984) Brixron and Brixton (1972); md Tanfdat

(1974).

¿t
Resea¡ch and investment in cash crops frequently expressed the interests and preferences
the state and the merchant-interests @tienne, 1983:1; Sopher, 1973:

of

lll).

The occurrence of natu¡al hazards in Bangladesh is long-sønding, but research into
hazard-impacts, and public and private responses to them, has begun only recently. The

hazard event that first drew widespread attention from journalists, politicians and
researchers in other disciplines, was the Bengal Famine

of 1943. The incidence and cause

of the great Bengal famine was vividly recorded and analyzed by Santhanam (1944),
Ghosh (1944), Narayan (1944), Famine Inquiry Commission (1945a,1945b), Mukerji
(1965), Srivastava (1968), Sen (1981), and Venkararamani (1973).
Evidence shows us that heavy floods or severe drought invariably precedes famine.

Administrators and a few investigators, while recording and elaborating famines, accused
natural events (drought or floocl) as the cause of such famines. Yet othets emphasized
socio-econornic ancl political conditions of the population concerned as more relevant
causes of famines, This emphasis on socio-political causes of famine was, ho',vever, not a

very recent focus. More than a century ago, Walford presented apaper to the Statistical
Society of London (1879), elaborating on the "a¡tificial causes" of famine @alforcl, 1970:
l0'7

-293). The cause of famines is more related to social organization, rather than

to

natural hazards, and in Walford's own language, "...the occurrence of famines would
appear to me to be

likely to result rathe¡ from the failure of human means and foresight in

many instances than otherwise" (Walford,

197

0:

4).

The Famine Inquiry Commission,

interestingly, was also emphatic in its conviction of the "artificial causes" of the infamous
Bengal Famine of 1943 (Farnine Inquiry Commission, 1945).
The theoretical stance of recent investigations of hazard response in Bangladesh is
based on recent behavioural approaches in geography (Islam, 1970,

I9j

l,

1974, l9B0;

Islam and Kunreuther, 1973; Khan, 1973; Ralph, 1975; Paul, 1984; Rasid, 1987). These
studies, though rigorous in data collection and analysis, are constrained by a misplaced

context of the farmers' behaviour. contextual misplacement leads investigators to come
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up \'r'ith inaccurate and simplistic statements regarding fa¡mers' attitudes and behaviou¡s.

'Traditionaliy fatalist', 'disinte¡ested in employment opportuniries', ,naditionally attached
to land in the hazard area' and 'are reluctant to move'-- are ail instances of such thinking.

For the last two and a half decades, agricultural geographers have been concerned

with determinants of agricultural land-use patterns. Invariably they were investigating the
influences of environmental determinants of agriculture. with the development of superior
technology which gave farmers better conEol over environmental factots, the focus moved

to market factors, in which farmers we¡e Íeated as rational entrepreneurs (Symons, 1967;
Coppock, 1971). The implicit attitudes and values that moulded farme¡s' decision-making
behaviour in adapting themselves to the pervasive vagaries of the environment and the
market were recently drawn to the forefiont in studies of agricultural land-use patterns

(Ilbery, 1985). At the same time, significant attention was also drawn to the human
responses and adjustment strategies to natural hazards (Burton, 1962, 1979; Burton and

Kates, 1964; Kates, 1962; Saarinen, 1966; White, 1974, 1964). These behavioural
approaches t¡eated farmers' attitudes and values as independent, with the result that
decision-making behaviour in a given situation was taken as,

o

deliberate problem-solving, and

.

automatic decision behaviour (trbery, 1978).

However, no comparable work has been undertaken in Bangladesh. The existing
behaviou¡al approaches often fail to locate other impoftant social, economic and political
factors that influence and ultimately shape the behavioural complex of peasants.

Recently two Ph.D. dissertations on impacts of, and adjustments to, natural hazards

in Bangladesh have been submitted to the University of Manitoba, Canada (Haque, 19gg;
and Zaman,

1988). These works neecl special mentioning here because the geographical

location of the study population of these studies is same as that of the present study. The
data used in Haque's study is also the same Riverbank Erosion Impact study (REIS) data
base used

in the present study. Zaman's study population belongs to one of the REIS
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study villages. The focus of Haque's thesis was "the examination of the characte¡istics of

human response to natural haza¡cl and the socio-economic and demographic impacts of

natural hazard upon human habitat", while the major theme of Zaman's thesis was
resettlement of population displaced by riverbank erosion. Both Haque and Zaman set theil
study problem on the historical background of the pioneering process of land colonization

in the Bengal floodplains. They elaborated on the settlement process of the floodplain
habitat of Bengal, nanating how the marginalized peasants (usually the labour force) were

mobilized to colonize the marginalized land of hazarcl-prone areas in the pioneering phases
of fl oodplain settlement.
Haque deserves credit for the analysis of the level of hazard petception among
floodplain inhabitants which he found to be very high. He also found that, despite the high
level of understanding of the hazard problem, the "...majority of them either accept hazard
loss or reduce their loss through incidental and/or purposeful actions". He then arrived at

the conclusion that "...human responses are significantly related to socio-economic
entitlements among floodplain users and the available resources and opportunities".

Zama¡ made valuable observations in higlrlighting the conflict in rural land resource
control, especially of char lands. His elaboration of class-based rural politics of power that

control local land resou¡ce is vivid and thought-provoking. The merit of Zaman's wor.k
lies in his critical evaluation of the laws and regulations of lancl control and settlemont in
Bangladesh.

However, both of these works have conceptual limiøtions that need to be examined
here. Haque and Zaman both chaacterize the agrarian relations in their study areas and, for
that matter, in the whole of Bangladesh as semi-feudal. The arguments they put forwa¡d
in favour of their contention are that the labour force is "bonded" and "market for free wage
labor is non existent", and that 'the (semi-feudal) social reiations function as a deterrent to

both social and geographicat mobility because of sfong kinship and quasi-kinship ties'
[especially between the "Talukde¡s" and thei¡ poor relatives] (Zaman, 1988: 93; Haque,
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1988: 179). They further argue that the labour bondage functions though ,,exÍa-economic
ancl personalized sanctions" offered

by the "local landlords or talukdars. Because these

landlords and talukdars need these destitute people to provide pqlitþêLsuppqt, cheap labor

or to work fo¡ them as sharecroppers" (emphasis added). Both authots claimed that
complex labour relations exist in the study area, but theh contention that the labour force is
bonded has not been substantiated by any concrete evidence. Zaman (1988:92) presented

several kinds

of labour relations in a table. These includes "Uthuli,,, ',Kamla",

"Bargadari", "Goal Bathan", "Khet Mojur", and "Chukani". These relations, according to
Zaman, we fhe bases of the existence of feudalism.

It is misleading to define "Uthulis" (free users of land fo¡ homesteacl)

as a separate

category of labour. Most likely these "Uthulis" are the same people that constitute
"Bargadari" (sharecropping), or "Khet Mojur" (agricultural wage labourer). In other
words, the landless peasants who ea¡n a living as wage labourers or sharecroppers, but do

not own land for homestead, become "Uthulis" or free use¡s of somo one else's land for
their homestead. The land owners in these cases are not necessa¡ily all "talukders" or land-

rich. Middle and small farmers
as

are also seen to give homostead land to users locally known

"Uthuli", obviously for no political motivation or exploitation.
The "Bargadars" and "Khet Mojurs" within the domain of a particular Talukdar a¡e

not necessarily

a

part of the armed forces (Lathials) of the Talukder. Al1 the ,,Lathials',, on

the other hand, are not necessarily his "Khet Mojurs" or "Bargadars" under bondage.
Zaman himself noted that one Ahmed ralukder hired "Lathials" from distant places like
Sil'ajganj and Tangail for his "famous" invasion of a char in 1982. The fact thar the "Khet

Mojurs" and "Bargadars" rise in favour of

a

particular Talukder is not because they are

under some kind of 'obligatory bondages', but because they are very much aware of the
fact that if the control of the land (char) in question is lost to another Talukder, theh own
sou¡ce of livelihood

will

also b€ lost to other "Bargadars" and "Khet Mojurs" aligned to the

invading talukdar. There is, perhaps, a limit to extra-economic and personalized sanctions
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that can be extended for an unlimited period of time until the day when political
maneuvering

will be needed. To say that a few Talukders extend

"extra-economic

sanctions" in the form of renting out lancl only to maintain a huge clientele for political
maneuvering is tantamount to saying that there would be no sharecropping in Bangladesh

if

there were no political involvements such as lathyal institutions. It should be understood
that there are intriguing economics of sharecropping, as thete are politics, in a country of

too many peasants and too little land (see Cheung, 1969; Bardhan and Srinivasan, 1971;
Hossain, 1978, on theory of sharecropping).

However, as has been mentioned in Chapter 1, the idea of semi-feudalisrn in
agrarian relations in Bangladesh held by Haque and, Zaman is shared by quite a number

of

social scientists. It is too simplistic to characterize agrarian relations in Bangladesh only on
the basis of appearances of "kinship" and/or insignificant occurrence of "bonded" labour.
The residuals of feudalism are so insignificant that characterizing agrarian relations on the
basis of these residues is

unjustified. Moreover, it remains to be seen how the wretched

"kin" or the unfortunately "bonded" workers behave when the question of distribution of
family properties arises. In fact,

a major

pottion of land-related disputes, which often turn

into violence, occur within kinship relations in rural Bangladesh.
Zaman's vivid narrative of land grabbing in the char areas may lead a reader to

believe that land-grabbing, and therefore reiated violence, are phenomena only to be
encountered in acc¡eted charland. But, land-dispute related violences a¡e no 1ess significant

in the so-called Mainland villages of Bangladesh either. Such land conflicts may exist
between people of the same class. Perhaps the annual sfatistics,

if collected, would

surpass

the char statistics by a very high margin. The keeping of an army of Lathyals by Zamindar

or Talukdar was not necossarily always related to land-grabbing. In most cases, Lathyals
were used to realize land rents which the overtaxed peasants often refused to pay (see sen

Gtpta,7974:27).

,5¿

Zaman's conceptualization of the habiøt of char lands as "frontiers of sub-culture"

is also misconstrued (Zaman, 1988:124). Perhaps geographical location, and rherefore
physical distance of the char from the mainland, led Zaman to assume the existence of a
"choura sub-culture", an isolated cultu¡e distinct from the mainstream (Zaman,1988: 58-

60). Unfortunately, Zaman focussed on the appearance only; he overlooked the profound
underpinnings of the class-based social relations of production in the whole geographical

limit ofhis

sn¡dy area. This is an analytical problem posed by vertical classification of the

class relations in rural societies in Bangladesh.

It is important to understand that "social

interaction" between the mainland and the cha¡land or, for that matter, anywhere in
Bangladesh, runs along ttre horizontal class telations, not across classes,

The kind of social interactions Zaman expected, in fact, do not exist within the socalled mainiand community itself. "Kamlas" in the Mainland are not expected to have any

social interaction with "Talukders" of the same mainland. Despite common people,s
opinion about the "chouras", the charland talukders aro very much socially interactive.
Examples can be cited from Zaman's own work such as the powerful "choura,' Rahim
Chaklader, who has two wives in the mainland, and his nephew is seriously involved in

mainland politics and businesses (Zaman, 1988: 120-121); Ali Hossain, the Chairman of
cha¡ utter Tekani union council, is a close relative and ally of the Talukder and chair.man

of mainland union council of Shubhagachha (Ibid: 133). Surprisingly, Zaman himself
elaborated, in a flow chart, this social interaction of the whole region including chars
(Figure 8, Ibid: 119). characterization of the powerful etites of the chars as "sarders of
chor-dakats" by the common people, does not necessarily indicate the existence of an
"isolated subculture" in the chars. Talukde¡s of the mainiand are not spared from such
characterizations either (Ibid: 134). This is a common resentment expressed by the poorer
peasants towards the rich and powerful class.

The point to be made here is that social isolation may not take place along the
horizontal class relations as envisaged by Zaman. In fact, charland talukders are relatives

aa

and allies of the mainland talukders. By extension, it can be said that there is social and

cultural interaction amongst the poor classes of the two geographical areas. It should also
be unde¡stood that in most cases the chars of today are the mainland of yesterday (for

geomorphic process of char formation see Coleman, 1969; Haque, 1988). There is a

probability that the inhabitants of the newly accreted chars are the section of the same
population they left behind in the mainland due to erosion-related displacement, or in
zaman's own words, "Many social and political forces tie villagers both within the village

and resionall]," (lbid,:

27). Further,

anyone with knowledge of Hat-Bazars in rural

Bangladesh knows that the rural markets are not only a centre of exchange of agr.icultural

produce, but also aro centres of socio-cultural exchanges. These centres are traditional
places of exchanging ideas, discussing family problems, settling disputes, or even of
taking maÍimonial decisions. Zaman pointed out that the people from charland regularly

visit the rural markets in the mainland. In such

cases,

it is hard to believe that the

"chouras" are not having any social interactions with the mainiand inhabitants. In view of
the above discussions, postulating a concept of "chou¡a subculture" is confusing.

The above review of Zaman's work touches on the much debated characteristics of
social structure in the study area. In general, this reflects on the process of social ¡elations

of production in Bangladesh. Peasants vulnerability to natural haza¡ds in Bangladesh can
be understood in the light of the existing social structure. The social structure in rural

Bangladesh is characterized by widespreacl poverty and inequality. The inequality is
manifest in highly unequal distribution of productive resotuces. The number of landless
peasants is increasing at a rapid rate while land-rich farmers are accumulating productive
and othe¡ income generating resollIces. Moreover, development activities in Banglaclesh
have placed millions

ofpoor peasants to vulnerable situation. As Kates (19g0:145) notes

"."protective works ordered in Karachi [in Pakistan], designed in Holland, and financed in
washington D.c., encouraged hungry people to settle in highly hazardous areas". Incleed,
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hungry people or for that matter, pool people are the most vulnerable ones to natural ot
social disaster.

In a condition of inequitable social organization, every class of peasants is not
equaliy vulnerable to any disaster, natural or social. There exist different levels of
vulnerability and, therefore, ofcoping capability to disasters. The differential vulnerability

of rural people was conceptualized by Susman et. al., (1983) and Baird et. al., (1975).
These authors

li¡ked differential vulnerability to the social process of marginalization of the

peasanÍy. It is held in their contention that vulnerability to natulal hazard differs between
the exploiters and the exploited. The majority of the population become marginalized and
hence vulnerablo to disastels. Baird et al., (197 5:29) notes that "...marginalization is the
process which leaves the underdeveloped population more vulne¡able than

it was earlier to

the vagaries of the environment". According to both Susman at e1., (ibid) and Bai¡d at el.,

marginalization stems from a condition of dependency of a society on internal dominant

elites and external powers (see Amin, 1974). The condition of dependency cteates a
process

of

'development

(ibicl:33) put

it

of underdevelopment' (Frank, 1966) and, as Bai¡d et

al.,

"...the process of underclevelopment is intimately linked with the control

and exploitation ofindigenous resources by the goveming elites and outside intetosts,,.

Differential and increasing vulnerability of peasants in Bangladesh have also been
highlighted by Rahman (1991). Rahman (1991:1) holds that "...rhe major concern in
Bangladesh for the majority of its people is survival". This concern is commensurate with

pervasive poverty inflicted upon the peasantry through a process of 'differentiation and

polarization'

in rurai

Bangladesh (Rahman,

1986). Rahman (1991:4) succinctly

demonsÍated that vulnerability is a function ofpoverty, and holds that "...in the contoxt of
Banglaclesh the issue of vulnerability can be further redefined

in terms of crises or

contingencies which most people are forced to face every day by nature and society".

Vulnerability emanates from what Rahman (1991:7) puts as ,'...physica1, social and
motivational sources". Rahman clearty explained that landless and marginal peasants are
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forced to face to live in vulnerable situations by the existing social process of
differentiation. Public policies biased towards rich farmers have neglected the issue of
increasing proneness of majority ofpeasants. As Rahman (1991:4) points that "...a lack of
stable poljcy regime encouraging a departure from ad-hoc, personalized style of governance
has further eroded the capacity of the the people to cope with rising contingencies".

Earlier, Kates (1980) postulated an interactive model of disaster vulnerability and

coping capability of societies at different level of development. According to Kates
(1980:147) "...differential vulnerability arises ftom the interactions of nature, society, and

technology". He futther held that the accumulation of people and wealth in a hazardous
area increases thei¡

vulnerability. Interesting point in his argument is that a nation

[industrial and post-industrial nations] which accumulate more resources becomes more
vuherable to natural disasters than least developed nations. The argument is 'who has less
losses iess', hence poor people or societies are iess vulnerable to disaster. Kates argument
appoars reasonable when losses of property to a disaster is estimated in dollar value. For

example, proporty damage due to a recent forest fi¡e in California was estimated to have
reached US$5 billion and only 24 human casualties (CNN Headline News, Channel 20,

October 23,

I99l).

Would this event have occur¡ed in Bangladesh, most likely the

property loss would have cost a few millions of clollars o¡ less and a large number of
human

lives. However, this comparison is spurious since market prices in

these two

countries are not comparable. For example, one kilogram of rice costs about a dollar in the
US, while the cost of the same would be about 30 cenß in Bangladesh.

According to Kates, adjustment strength of a society is relatecl to the stages of its'
techno-social development. He identified four types of adjustments and vulnerability
conesponding to four stages of societ¿l development, such as:

(7) " ...absor.'ption, whereby human beings and societies develop so as to be able to
absorb significant extremes of natural events with little or no harmful effects;

(2) "...acceptance, whereby individuals and societies bear their losses of life ancl
plopeÍy when they (disaster) occur or some times sha¡e them with kith and kin";
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(3) " .,,reduction, where.the consequences of ext¡eme natural events are reduced by
means of adjustments designed to either modify or prevent the natural event or to
diminish the damage potenrial"; and

(4) '-' ...change, a ¡adical coping mode that involves fundamental change either in
livelihood systems, location, oi both" (Kates, 1980: 148).
These coping modes are based on the techno-societal organization of a society, such

as (1) folk society, (2) industrial state, (3) developing countrios, and (4) post industrial
society.

Modifications will be needed to Kates' model if it is to be applied in the case of
Bangladesh where traditional adjustments are destroyed.

In Bangladesh, traditional

adjustment capacities have been destroyed thÌough intricate process of modernization and

development. The process of development has led the majority to a condition what Bai¡d

et. a1., termed "underdeveloped response". Baird et al.,

(197

5:36) note that

,,...a

'underdeveloped' response ro hazard appears which has lost touch with folk adjustments

but has not the capital or organizational resources to provide modern adjustment to more
than a tiny minority". In a Third world situation such as Bangladesh, this tiny minority
can adopt rcsponso mode of "reduction" or even "change" proposed by Kates.

A tiny minority of elites in Bangladesh conüol all productive resources available
locally or procured from external sou¡ces. Bangladesh has

a

very low level ofper capita

income and agricultural land. The distribution of landholdings and incomes are skewed.

In such

a situation, a sudden crop damage or loss

of employment due to natual hazard will

very likely cause a disaster for malginal peasants and agricultural labourers who constitute
the overwhelming majority in rural areas. Katos (1980:164) succinctly summarizecl this

problem as "...disaster, by its' very nature, is inequitable, but
exaggerates inequalities

it

also magnifies and

within a society. Much of what is considered development also

widens the gap in areas of wealth, education, class, and ethnicity". The eve¡ increasing
gap in resource dist¡ibution has placed Banglaclesh's peasants in a severe condition of
unequal access to disaster adjustment. In his study in Eastern Kenya, wisner (1977 cited
,
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in Kates, 1980:164) identified several factors of differential accessibility based on social
class. Rahman (1991) highlighted several sou¡ces of vulnerability reflecting this unequal
accessibility in Bangladesh.

However, integration of the social, economic, and political factors into the cuuent

theoretical framework is needed to better understand why peasants in Bangladesh
behave/respond in a way which may

appe

to a casual observel as irrational. This issue of

factor integration becomes more reasonable in conditions where peasants are beconing
destitute and have very limited choices in adapting themselves to dislocations caused by
market forces or natural hazards. Hence, a comprehensive framework showing the various

relationships of social, economic and political factors affecting farmer's decision-making
processes

will

be examined (Chapters

3,

4 and 5).

2,2 HYPOTTIESES
Ever-increasing problems in terms of food shortages, agricultural stagnation,
povefty, socio-economic inequalities and poiitical crises all shape the agricultural landscape
on this hazardous floodplain. This in turn determines the peasants' ability to copo with the

hostility of drought, flood, and erosion. Therefore, it is necessary to investigate the root
causes ofpeasants'

inability to adopt strategies of adjustments to natural hazards in the face

of an incompatible social structure. The inquiry into existing acljustment practices of the
peasantry in an erosion affected area

will

create an information base for pianning. The fact

that natural hazards have a spatial dimension and affect diverse socio-economic classes

differentiy me¡its

a

geographically o¡iented study. The study will attempt to establish the

relationship between certain socio-economic and political variables within themselves,

weil

as

as

with the farmers' responses to flood and riverbank erosion. In this perspective, the

following set of hypotheses is proposed:
1: the peasants' ability to cope with riverbank erosion and flooding
is moulded significantly by their. socio-economic standing in society, anã

4IpSrstA
(RBEF)
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that their response to RBEF vary directly with variations in their class positions,
and
H]¡.pothesis 2: public policy responses to the needs of rural agricultural development
will seriously influence the peasants' adaptive strategies.

The basic assumption of the behavioural model is that sociai processes are
conditioned unilineally by an individual's psychological make-up and hence their
perception of, and successful response to a problem is a matter of alternative choices
availablo. This does not apply in situations where peasants have to operate in a "no-choice"

or "veryJimited-choice" condition. As Romanowski (1986), among many others, points
out "...Bangladesh is de facto a stratified society" and hence accessibility to the limited
"alternatives" is constrained by the class relations of the peasantry. Therefore, the
perception of objective conditions and reaction to those conditions may result in conflicting
attitudes.

The contention in Hypothesis 1 is that agricultural adjustment sfiategios to RBEF

will vary in relation to peasants' social

class

relations. Given thei¡ variable command ove¡

resources, marginal and landless peasants, middte class peasants, and rich peasants are
expected to respond irstantaneously or in

a

plgpþnngd_wêy. The rich peasants would have,

within their capacíty several alternative choices, while the poor may have to risk and lose,
and thereby become fu¡the¡ marginalized.

It is contended in Hypothesis 2 that public policy intervention in terms of

damage

reduction strategies ancl physical infrastructure building is expected to benefit the ¡ich
farmers since, as Romanowski (1986) points out, the "...government, by definition,

reflects the power structure". Measures for protection of RBEF and agricultural
development, therefore, may result in distorting the poor strata of the peasantry, forcing
dislocations of agricultural practicos, and reinforcing the viable fa¡mers. Hence, three subhypotheses arc also to be tested:

luÞ-n,vpoúosis 1: farm sizes in a hazard prone area will be determined by iandlosing factors such as bank erosion;
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Sub-h]¡oothesis 2: due to devastating RBEF, and the resulting land loss, the
agricultural practices will be characterizecl by excessive numberi of agricultural
labou¡ers and higher competition for tenancy farming;
Sub-hypothesis 3: while farming becomes relatively risky in the face of RBEF, the
incidence of sharecropping will be dete¡mined by natural risk factors such as
location of the parcel of land relative to risk factor, land loss, or crop damage.

2,3 METI{ODOLOGY
The focus of this research is on the peasants' accessibility to, and control of, the
means of production, social ciass structure, perception and response to riverbank e¡osion
and flood hazards. The

following survey method was undertaken to study the impacts of

riverbank erosion and floods, and the adjustment sÍatogies adopted by peasants in the
floodplain zone. The survey required the collection ofdata on fæming practices and the
socio-economic structure with which peasants are obliged to respond to specific hazatds.
Specific objectives of the survey are as follows:

'

to generate a detailed information base on the demographic and socio-economic
characteristics of the survey population;

'

to determine the natute of agricultural adjustment of floodplain occupants to
erosion and flood hazards;
o

to assess land-use pattem and practices with regard to market forces; and

'

to

assess the perceptions and responses to

river erosions and floods as future

hazards.

Issues to be addressed are related to the target population of the study consisting

of

all occupants of two upazilas (sub-districts) in the Brahmapufa floodplains.

2.3.1 Selection of the Study Area

The research was undertaken in the context of the Brahmapufa flood plain.
Previous investigations have identified several severe erosion ancl flood affected areas
along the Brahmaputra river (Coleman, 1969; Currey, 1979; Kamaluddin, 1983; Hoque,
1983; Khan, 1985, and Hossain, 1984). Of these places, Chitmari, Sariakancli, Kazipur,
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chouhali, and Belkuchi are the more notable. River erosion on the west bank of the
Brahmaputra is significantly more frequent. About 150 miles (241.39 km) of bant line

from chilmari south to the Ganga-Brahmaputra confluence stand out in this respect (see
Figure 2.1). These are rapid erosion zones where loss of life and property, including

aglicultural land, is high. One study has estimated that some 100 villages have been
washed away between 1965 and 1985. Kazipur, a subclistrict in the district of Serajganj,
has long been subjected to erosion problems, and experienced severe erosion and

in

flooding

1984 and 1985.

Two upazillas were selected purposively from the above-mentioned highly erosion
and flooclprone areas on the west bank of the Brahmaputra river (see Figure 2.2A and

2.28). These case studies were a) Kazipur in the district of Sirajganj (formerly in the
district of Pabna) and b) chilmari in the district of Kurigram (formerly in the district of
Rangpur). hime determinants of selecting Kazipur and chilmari for the present study are
as

foilows:

o

physiographically, Kazipur and Chilmari are ffue representations of typical
floodplains of Bangladesh
. the two upazilas can be conside¡ed as a microcosm of the socio-econolnic
characteristics of rural Bangladesh, as can be realized from the studies mentioned
above; and

.

public development strategies are more conspicuous in these two upazilas. The
Brahmaputra Right Bank Flood Protection Embankment, a remarkable attempt of
flood conÍol and agricultural development runs through both these areas.
According to the Bangladesh Bu¡eau of Statistics (885,1985), Kazipur occupies an
area

of 143 square miles (372 sq.km) (11 Unions, l 18 Mouzas) and has a population of

213,885 (37,078 households). This represenrs a population density of 1496 persons per
square

miles. Chilmari occupies an area of 91 square miles (236.51 sqkm) (7 Unions, 5g

Mouzas) and has a population of 89,102 (16,497 households), giving a density of 979
persons per square

for serious study.

miles. The ch¡onic conclitions prevailing in Kazipur and chilmari call
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2.3.2 Sources of Primary Data

himary
and

data were collected through field surveys in the two subdisnicts of Kazipur

chilmar. A structured questionnaire was tho principal research tool in the survey.

This field survey \tras a part of the research conducted by the Riverbank Erosion Impact
Study (REIS), a joint collaborative project between the University of Manitoba, Canada
and Jahangirnagar university, Bangladesh and funded by International Development
Research centre (IDRC). The field survey was conducted in the months of April, ancl

November, 1985. This writer was involved as one of the field supervisors in these
surveys.

2.3.3 Sources of Secondary Data
The¡e ale a number of statistical reports at the district, sub-district and revenue unit

levels,

in addition to agricultural

statistics published by the Government Bureau of

statistics. Sub-district level maps and topographic sheets of revenue units (Mouza) are also
available fo¡ the study areas. A number of studies on the socio-economic aspects of the area
are also available for a general overview and comparison.

The subject of this survey is the corollaries of differentiations in peasant agriculture,
and hence attention was firstly drawn to al1 census data and statistics available at the

national and local levels. The national level statistics were aptly analyzed by such
researchers as Alamgir (1978) and Jannuzi and peach (1978), while empirical case studies

of Rahman (1986); de Vylder (1982); van Schendel (1981) and Westergaard (19g5) are
interestingly supplementary to the national picture. The Bangladesh census of 19g1:

upazilla statistics, provides ample data on land ownership, operational holding, crop
production, labour input, employment and occupational structures, etc.
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2.3.4 Sampling Units
Two levels of sampling units were used fo¡ the surveys; namely Areal Units, and
Primary Units.
o Areal Units:

The areal sampling units involved administrative and revenue units, the

Unions and Mouzas. The areal units we¡e determined f¡om the national census

reports. A total of 8 sample Mouzas weto selected randomly f¡om a total of
mouzas

in

11 unions

of Kazipur

ancl

117

7 mouzas from 43 mouzas in 10 unions of

Chilmari.
o The Primary Sampling Units:

The primary units invoived individual households. In the process of
selecting Primary Sampling Units (PSU), a census list of households in each of the
selected Mouzas was prepared. A total of i,203 households (619 fiom Kazipur,
and 584 from Chilmari) were sampled randomly (using a random number table).
Heads of selected households were interviewed using a structured quostionnaire
(see Appendix
hence

A).

The REIS survey covered all possible land-owning classes ancl

it is expected to be representative of the peasant classes in the study

area.

2.3.5 The Case Studies

one of the limitations of all structuled questionnaire survey is that on sudclenly
being asked to ve¡balize experience, respondents react with delucling or self-deceptive

replies. As Douglas (1976:93) points our,
"'..the self-deceptions are actually conscious feelings and ideas which are readilv
available, easily expressed, well verbalized, and ad-ve¡tised to the world: thev arä
the verbal accounts, the self presentations, that the individual gives to the worlcl
about things which a¡e vital añd fearful to him; but which are in õonflict with those
deeper generally unconscious fears".
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Hence, an attempt was undertaken to redress, at least partially, the consfiaints set

by the questionnai¡e. The case studies in chapter 8 are expected to focus on the relations
and/or differences between the

of the informations gathered

through structured questionnaires. The case studies entailed open-ended discussion on
aspects of agricultural practices, responses to market forces, erosion and flood problems,
and public development approaches. The purpose of these case studies was to ¡aise issues
on farming problems and affects of natural hazards on agriculture, ancl to allow peasants to
express their opinions and ideas freely.

In this exercise, peasants were not subjected to predetermined sets of questions,
and it is the¡eforo expected to highlight their inner feelings about the problems they deal ancl

iive with. The sample for the case stuclies we¡e selected ¡andomly from the list of large
farmers, middle farmers, small farmers, marginal farmers and the landless. One case from
each of the land-owning/operating classes was selected for the
gathered from these

life histories will

are personalized and

vivid accounts of particular lifeways;

be presented

it, "...life history studies emþhasize the experience
the individual copes with and develops

in

life histories. Info¡mation

a descriptive
as

manner. Life histories

Mandelbaum (1973: 177) puts

and requirements of the individual--how

within society" (cited from crane

ancl Angrosino,

1974:77). The

case studies presented

as defined by an

ethnographe¡. what is actually aimed at here is to gain an insight into the

in chapter 8 may not appear

as proper

life experiences in the socio-economic sphere of individual cases--only

a

life histories

portion of

a

life

history.

2.3.6 Sampling Design

In the light of observations

rnade by a number of researchers

(Curey, i979;

Kamaluddin, 1983; Hossain, 1984) and during several reconnaissance surveys conductecl
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by the REIS Team,2 it appearecl reaiistic to take revenue units on the basis of their location
relative to the bankline. Because of heterogeneity in the adjustment process of agricultural
occupance in relation to location, social and economic structure, a multi-stage stratified
sample design was undertaken for the REIS Survey.

The fi¡st stage involved the stratification of eleven Unions in Kazipur and ten
unions in Chilmari. The unions were stratified according to the criteria mentioned earlier

and categorized as: a) Char Unions; b) Unions with Bankline; and c) Unions without

Bankline. The second stage involved selection of 8 Mouzas from Kazipur

ancl seven

mouzas from Chilmari using a simple random sampling procedure. This was based on a
sample proportion of five percent of Mouza level population. Thus mouzas selected from
these union-categories were four from the char unions, two

ftom unions with bankline, and

two from unions without bankline in Kazipur, and three f¡om char Unions, two from
bankline and two from interior Unions in Chilma¡i.

In the thi¡d

stage, the primary sampling units (the households) were selected.

The¡e was considerable variation in the number of households in the mouzas ancl unions
selected from th¡ee zones. In order to have a better representations of the population, the

selection of the sarnple size was based on a Probability proportional to (population) Size of

the sfatified zones.S calculation of minimum sample proportion required resultecl in
taking every fifth household from the unions without banktine, every ninth householcl
from the Unions with bankline, and every second household from the Char Unions.

2Fairly explicit knowlf^g-e-of the study area in question expedite
successful use of the questionnaire survey
because,_as steward (1950) says, "....it makes it possible to ftane questions that wi'il be meaningful iír
tenns ofknown cultue ând it helps estabüsh local and class va¡iationi". The culture field (the stud! area)
is very farniliar to the resea¡cher since it is a pafi of the greater Bengali culture the researcier h¡Ë tom.
A.lso see Crane and Angrosino (1974: 144).
3 See Haque (1988: i82-210) for derails
on rhe REIS sarnple design.
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2.3.7 The Survey Instrument and its Design
The necessary general data, as has been mentioned earlier, was collected through a
sffuctured questionnai¡e. This questionnaire was divided into four sections:

(i)

Demographic characteristics of the households- focusing on the household
structure, level of education, employment structute, age, sex, añd ma¡itai søtus,

(ii)

Socio-economic characteristics- focusing on the social structure of the
community, socio-economic structure of households in tenns of landholding,
owning or renting, income, use of input, lancl preparation, crop choices, harvestin"g
and mãrketing; slocial structure, accèssibility'anä use oiinrrãrt.uctuiáLraciìüi.i
attitude to family size, availability of credit faðilities and their use.

(iii) .Hazard P_erception; focuses on the farmer's understanding of and response to
erosion and flood hazards; this section deals particularly-with the pieasants'
perception of the impact, magnitude and causes of tlie haza¡ds,-and the
precautionary measures being adopted.

(iv) Hazard Experience; focuses on the history of farmer's dislocations; loss of
land, damage to crops and fa¡msteads, changes in livelihood and living standard,
expectations of re-emergence of lost land, and accessibility to accreted lañd.
The aim of the questionnaire was to collect info¡mation on the peasants accessibüity

to, and the control of, tho means of production, farm structüe, land-use practices, and
farmer's opinion on matte¡s related to flood ancl erosion hazards and public and private
sEategies for containing those hazards.

of

the fou¡ sctions of the questionnafe, the fi_rst

two consist of 'factual questions', traditionally known as classification questions
(household size, land-holding size). The other two sections in the questionnaire consist of

'opinion questions' for assessing respondent's perceptions of the natural hazards

ancl

public policy actions.4
A pre-test of the REIS questionnaire was run for 3 days with 30 questionnaires and
resulted in the revision of several question. In particular, care had to be taken in the

'wording' of questions. Rural people are not used to formal types of discussions, hence
words in the questionnaire had to be recast with a more specific, simple and clear meaning.

4 see Moser and K aJton,1,9'17:311-316;
c¡ane and Angrosino, 1g74:144-l,50iwemer and schoefle, 19g7,

vol.1:Ch. 11, for t)?ology of quesrions.
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It was found from

the pre-testing that local terms were more useful for easy communication

between interviewer and respondent. From the experience gained in pre-testing, a number

of modifications were made to the f,rnal questionnai¡e. The interviews typically took about
an houl and a half and were conducted during the months of

Ma¡ch-April, 1985.

2.3.8 The Nature of Questions
To elicit the desired info¡mation from ones' respondents, it is a necessity to have an

effective survey instrument. This involves more than simply listing necessary questions to

which respondents are obliged to provide answers. euality of informations that can be
derived through a questionnaire depends on the quaiity of the instrument developed and
used. It has been suggested that:
"...One of the weakest links in the design and administration of sample surveys is
the consfructio-n of questions and questionnaires themselves, frequeñily describecl
as an art or craft. Only recently have survey methodologists anempted toinform this
craft through systematic empirical inquiries into suchþhenomenã as the effects of
the placement of a question, ot the tendency of respondents to ¡ecall events as
Eqp"¡iqg_ mo_re recently or more distantly than they actually occurred"
(SSRC,1984-85: 22).
Thercfore, certain techniques in ttre principal research tool (the questionnaire) had to

be adopted so as to realize precise and correct answers. In the questionnaùe, care was
taken to asce¡tain the validity of answers each respondent put forward. Key questions,
lead questions, and follow up questions were carefully chosen. control questions were
also set to ascertain the validity of replies, such as the question 'what a¡e the sources
through which you acquired land? Mention sources and amount of land acquired. Such a

question was treated as control question to the lead question of 'how much land do you

own?'
Usually the head of a household was interviewed. However, in a numbe¡ of cases
the selected head of household was not readily available for the interview as they were out

of their home for marketing, visiting relations or working elsewhere. In such cases, any
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other responsible (usually one who looks after the househoids in absence of the formal
head) member of the selected household was considered as the respondent. The head of

a

household is defured as a person who plays the most significant role in the decision-making

about the farming operation.

A household is defined as a group of family

members

sharing a cotnmon source of income and expenditure, and using a common hearth. The

household was the basic sampling unit irrespective of its size, structure and sociai ancl
economic relations in the REIS questionnaires. In the analysis the peasants intewiewed in
the REIS survey were classified according to thei-r control of resources, especially land.

Kazipur and chilmari are basically agrarian and rural while at the same time floocl
and erosion prone. Therefore, the prime task was to study the way of

life of rural peasant

households in relation to natural hazards. It is assumed that while the broad pattoms of

rural life are being shaped by the ove¡all national socio-economic, and political
determinants, the micro-level differences will result from the adaptation of relations of
production to different local socio-economic, political, and natulal hazard environment.
This very process of production ultimately will shape the social pattern and modes of life in
terms of adaptation to floods and erosion. Indications of differentiation in the relations of

production in terms of land tenure, land-use and other related phenomena are well
documented in Bangladesh.5 As has been stated earlier, The subject of this survey is the
corollaries of differentiation in peasant agriculture, and hence attention was drawn to:

.
t

land holding sffucture (ownecl land);
operational holdings (that inclucle all sorts of leased-in and mortgaged-in lands);

' tenancy relations;
' labour relations;
' pattern of consumption and marketing;
' household capital conditions;
t

sources of capital; loa¡y'credit facilities and indebtedness;

glqlplg_A_larngh
L::"-.f":
(1986); de Vylder (1982):

(1978); Blair (1978); Jannuzi and peâch (1978)i Jahangir (1979); Rahrnan

Van Schendel (1981); Wesrergaard (1985); and Wood (1981).
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. occupation and income structure;
. labour use and natu¡e of technology

(including housing, agricultural implements,

livestock).
Information on land-ownership, tonurial status and land-use was collected explicitly
(see questions 11 to 45 in Appendix

A) because the pattem of agriculture in Bangladesh is

more or less a function of land-owne¡ship patterns. consciousness and attitudes towards
bank erosion, public development approaches and adjustment strategies were reflected in

the perception and hazard experience section of the questionnaire (section
Appendix

A).

c

and D in

case studies undertaken reflected more deeper feelings and consciousness

of the prevailing socio-economic relations. Because this approach of study was more
intimate and personalized compared to the sEaightforward questionnaire interviews, these
cases help understand consciousness ancl attitude

of one class to another, and the

institutions they have to deal with.

2.4 LMITATIONS OF THE DATA
The process of gathering information by questionnaires is based on usual face-value

of a verbal reply to a question that is being deemed suitable and set by researchers. For
example,

Question: 'What do you do when flood hits your homestead?'

Answer: 'Pray to God'.
Upon such reply, in every probability, the respondent will be imputed as being

fatalist. Background to the replies

are rarely probed, hardly compared

with a different

situation, with a different respondent. The replies on the surface are probably reflecting a

frusfation of real world experience. Does

a respondent

Íy

to be modest and very polite in

replying to structured questions, especially when asked by an 'educated investigator'? Is
there any probability that the replies are based on more complex personal experiences and

that, being suddenly asked to verbalize experience, replies are deluding or self-deceptive?
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These are some of the questions not addressed in the survey instrument. Hence,

it

is

possible that opinions and retrospective informations are flawed by responclent's cunent
state of mind, contemporary experience of, and therefore, attitude towards

life, social

and

natural environment. The Social Science Research Council reports that, ,,...the
(respondents') memory process is basically reconstructive. And this reconstruction often

involves the o¡ganization of p-a$Êaclsgnts of one's memory around cur¡ent cognitive
schema that bear only a faint resemblance to the past" (SSRC, 1987:46, emphasis is

added). On such grounds, tho amount of agricultural produce, and income figures of
household members reported by the respondents, bear doubtful validity. Limitations in the
suwey can therefore be summarized as follows:

¡ perce,ption variations in relation to seasonal changes, could not be ascertained, for
lack of longitudinal coverage;

. rural folks a¡e not used to maintaining accounts of their income, agricultural
productions, and its disposals, and hence consistencies and accuraciés can be
doubted;

. respondent's petceptions of, and deliberations on, experience of natural hazar.ds
might have been influenced by the inæwiewers' rather tñan thei¡ own opinions.
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CHAPTER Itr

ROOT OF LTNDERDEVELOPMENT IN BANGLADESH

3.1 A CONCEPT OF INTERNAL COLONIALISM
Given the concepts highlighted in Chapter 1, it is possible to locate (and focus on
how they are located) certain classes that clominate and exploit other classes in Banglaclesh.

Forty years is a long time since the British colonizers left and 20 years is not a trifle since
the Pakistanis 1eft, yet the counEy is steadily sinking into a cache of decadence and
perpetual instability. Peasant agricultu¡e has been neglected while the urban-industrial
sector has been subjected to widespread looting. It can be contended that the reasons for
underdevelopment and problems of stabilization rest not only with colonial exploitations,

but also with the manner in which the counhy has been controlled. An attempt is rnade
here to show how the cha¡acteristic manner of domination by certain groups of elite have

brought the country to conditions similar to those associated with alien coloniaL
exploitation. Analysis of the domestication of the classical colonial mode of exploiøtion by

local elite groups explains the root cause of the present dilapidated condition of the

country.l The relevance of the model of colonialism to Bangladesh condition will

be

evaluated through a slight modification of the original concept of internai colonialism
postulated by casanova (1969). In this chapter, an explanation of the concept of internal

colonialism and its principal features and relations will be made. Then, an attempt is made
to posit the 'hybrid elite group' of the lumpen bourgeoisie class in the role of colonizers,
and

finaily, the condition of the domestication of the classical colonial mode of exploitation

will

be highlighted.

1 The cou-nÍy started with an absolute fall in
GDP following independence in 1971. Per capita incorne fell
by zrbov¡22 percenr in r977-72 relâ.¡rve ro ig69-70 (ar consran ¡. ince of l97z-73). compárecl to 1969-70
level, the^oufput in industrial and agricultural sectors was lower by 25 percent and 13 percent respectively
(Islam, 1978).
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Colonialism, in its classical sense, is a system of invasion and domination of

a

foreign national teritory by an economically and miJitarily superior nation. This classical
phenomenon of colonialism is characterized by bringing about an economic, political ancl
sometimes cultu¡al control over the colonized nation. The rigorous control over the polity

and the economy deliberately denies the participation of the colonized people in the
economy, politics and social privileges. Economically the relationship is of pervasive
exploitation, and politically and socially the relationship is of unequal parties between the
colonize¡s and the colonizecl. This relationship continues until sense of nationalism takes

root and a movement fo¡ liberation stafts. Casanova (1969) holds that the international ancl
inte¡nal structure of a nation does not necessarily change when it becomes inclependent of

foreign colonial rule. Internal colonialism, according to him, resembles the relations of
domination and exploitation that are typical of the original colonialism (see chilcote, 19g4).

However, fo¡ Casanova, and for those who followed him, the domestic colonial
relationship was characte¡ized by the relationship of domination and subjugation between
two differing cultures within the same counfy, e.g., native Indians, blacks in Mexico and
the U.S.A. @launer, 1973), and Bengalis in Pakisran (Das, 1978).

3.1.1 Internal Colonialism in Bangladesh

It is reasonable to postulate a concept of colonialism within

a country when the

condition of domination and exploitation there resembles the classical colonial relations,
even within the same culture groups. The dominant gloup of elites, though they belong to
the broad realm of the general cultural identity, iclentifies itself separately ancl keeps

itself

seglegated ftom the common people through thefu superiority of education, group interest,

political and economic control in Bangladesh.2 The western style ofliving, social contact,

2 It is interesting to note that while in 1973
onty 7.9 percent of rulâl households owned more than 7.5
acres
land,61.6
percent
of
the
members
parliamènt (Mp) orvned landholdings of over 10.5 acres
of
_of
--Such MPs tend to pursue policies beneficial to thè large fùmer cilass to which they ûrãrnsetves betong.''
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personal values are all insfrumental to a total alienation of this group of elites from the
greateÌ mass (see Bertocci, 1982; Jahan, 1976). The origin of this alienated group can be

traced in different political organizations which are mostly dominated by compraclor
capitalists and other heterogeneous professionals such as petty businessmen, teachers,
lawyers and journalists (see Rashiduzzaman,l972. for examples).

Biair holds that

a

definite class structue at the macro-level in Bangladesh, and the

interests of the dominant sffata, do in fact explain much of what has happened, and what

will

happen, in rural development (1978). Domination over the micro level is maintained

though

a po\¡/er

structule that ah¡/ays consists of the large, educated and influential farmers

(Table 3.1).
Table 3.1. Economic Base and Educational Background of the Elites
(Percentage of Participation)

A. Union Council Chairman
1. Education

1.1 Below secondary level
1.2 Higher Education
2. Occunation
2.1 Land owne¡
2.2 Businessmen
2.3 Teachers
2.4 Othe¡ Professionals
(Lawyers/Doctors)

1. Education

1.1 University Graduates
1.2 Othe¡s

r973

t976

13.0
87.0

25.0
7s.0

20.0
26.7
20.0
26.7

12.5
s0.0
25.0
12.5

2. Occupation

90.6
9.4

2.1 Teachers
2.2 Businessmen
2.3 Lawyers
2.4 Others

I2.5
34.4
28.1
25.1

Source: Rashidu zzaman (1972); Khan (1978).

This group of dominating elites reinforces its power in collaboration with the
bureauc¡atic and military elites. The ftipartite alliance of such a very small number of
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military officers, bureaucrats and lumpen bourgeoisie controi the state powel.3 The
democratic rights of the people are being recuningly held hostage and honest participation

in the democratic process is thus denied.
conflicts of interests between competing groups of elites often results in Íansfer of
power from one group to the other thÌough violent tactics, as Sathyamurthy (1985) reports:
"...the cou¡se of Bangladesh politics, ovet the last decade, seems to have ielled in
form of a cycle in which coup is followed by a series of invariably viólent readjustments within the armed forces involving different groups coritencling for
power, th€ emergence of a single leader whose capture of èxecutive power oi the
state leads to the establishment of a base for thè regime in the foim of a new
political party, the eventual alienation of the armed forces from the heacl of state
which paves the \rr'ay fo¡ another major coup aimed at a toassertion of the
dominance of the military".
th.e

The recuning coups and countercoups, as noted by Sathyamurthy, are always
r¡asterminded by the earlier mentioned elites.4 This they do when they find thoir interests

at stake and need to reorganize their plundering of the national wealth. Hence

it is no

surprise to see staunch follower of Sheikh Mujib subsequently handling a ministry in
General Zia's cabinet, nor for Zia's blue-print planners later working hard in organizing
General Ershad's Janadal (people's party).

3.1.2. Intemal Colonizers--the Ruling Class
Elitist self intorest leads to creation of interest-group and hence factionalism withi¡
the major political parties in Bangladesh. The nation has witnessed many splits and
defections in party politics over the last 20 years, leacling to a stagnation

in

sound

democratic process (Ahmed, 1983; Bertocci, 1985). A comprador capital is overtaking the

formation of national capital leading to a weakening of national democratic interests in
Bangladesh (Zawad and Bari, 1983). As Umar (1985) suggests "...a lumpen bourgeoisie

3 See editorial of "Ptobashi", a Bengali
weekly, February 6, 1987, New york.
4 See Zânan (1983) for m interesting
account of coups and counter-coups reflecting interest-groups within
the militâry. AIso see Lifschultz (1979) and Bertocci (i982) fo¡ elaboratê discussionì on factióaïirn in the

militüy.
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grew and developed not through industrial production and labour exploitation but though

all conceivable forms of plunder". The ruling hybrid group of elites does not represent any
of the basic producing classes in Bangladesh and the political activists are comprised of
non-productive segments of the population. on this consideration the nature of political

control and economic exploitation that manifest the poverty and underdevelopment in
Bangladesh needs to be add¡essed more deeply than simply being generalizecl as a class
basis of rural production relations.

The curent political set-up deliberately fosters a policy of resource concentration

into the hands of a few (Table 3.2).
Table 3.2: Income Distribution: Percentage share of household income
by percentile groups of household s (197 6-77)
Lowest

20

6.2

2nd

quintile

10.9

3rd

quintile

15.0

4th quintile

21.0

46.9

Source: World Development Report (WDR) 1986, Oxford University press:
New York.

While the per capita income of US$150 is one of the lowest in the world, the
clisn'ibution of income in Banglaclesh is very unequal. For example the lo\'r'est 40 percent

of the population receives 17 percent of national income while the highest 20 percent
receives 47 percent, and the middle 40 percent receives 36 percent. Again most of the
income is concentrated in the top 10 percent of the population which receives 32 percent of
the national income

inc¡ease

(wDR, 1986). Emajuddn (1979:41) reporrs rhar, while there were

of l0 percent in average

an

annual householcl income, the top 0.6 percent of the

population gained the most with 32 percenr increase

in

1966-67 comparecl

to 7963-64.

This wiclening gap in income disnibution continued in the Bangladesh

of

19g0s.
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Moreover, low income results in low savings, and gross domestic savings actually fell by
50 percent, from 8 percent

in 1965 to 4 percent in

19S4

(WDR, 1986).

3.2 ALLIANCE OF DIFFERENT INTEREST GROUPS
The structural characters of the bourgeoisie needs to be highlighted to show which

faction of the exploiters is holding controlling power of the state machinery and using it to
enact a consumption behaviour to the detriment of local production. Bertocci (1982) made
an attempt to conceptualize the condition in Bangladesh into a paradigm

regime' following Kalecki's theory

of

of

inte¡mediate

intermediate class'. In his theory, Kalecki holds

that an intermediate class of middle-class professionals and educated groups (the petty
bourgeoisie in Marxist analysis) tends to exercise the state power in the absence of a
developed industrial capitalist ciass. Bertocci moved on to identify in Bangladesh 'an
amalgam of three institutional groupings, namely,

.
.

the militaty, and

o

the civilian politicians and

the

civil bureaucracy,

thef pafiies.

Bertocci's is an interesting generalization of bourgeoisie middle class political
structure in the early days of Bangladesh. But it is important to note that lately, th_rough

unscrupulous means, an elitist group has been lumped into a capitalist power out of

Bertocci's intermediate middle class. It is interesting to see how this hybrid group of
bourgeoisie create political partios with the help of so-called 'middle class' activists, ancl at
times of necessity, defects and regroup in yet another political pafiy. To posit the ruling

hybrid group of elites that control Bangladesh in capacities simila¡ to colonial relations, it is
important to understand the origin and social süuctrue of the Bengali elites. The British
colonial power created a middle class of bourgeois collaborators to ensure easy exploitation
and confiol while the subsequent Pakistani colonial power created a petty industrialistû

ader-businessman class for the same puÌpose. In pre-independent India, the bourgeois

Ão

elites of what later was to become Pakistan were the people who felt outrun and deprived in
the competition with the rising industrial and financial capital. They wanted a field of thei¡

own to play the game of exploitation and, therefore joined and financed the two state
movements in British India which resulted in the creation of pakistan (see choudhury

1984). A rising petty-merchant bourgeois accomplice was also existing in the eastern part
of Pakistan. They joined the movement with the hope of having a share in the 'pie' which
the independent Pakistan was hopefully going to offer them.

3.2.1 The Origin, and the Characteristics of the Ruling Class
Following independence in 1947, Pakistan faced

a

power vacuum in the economic

and administrative sphere. These spheres we¡e immediatety filled by a host of immigrant

families of traders such as the Bohra, Khoja and Memons from Gujrat and Bombay;
landlords from west Pakistan who transferred their resources to indusfial investments; and

the 'B¡itish fained bureaucracy' (see Sayeed, 1979; Ahmed, 1972 for details). There was
also a vacuum in Bangladesh (East Pakistan) following the out-migration of the Hindu
landed gentry. A petty bourgeoisie, consisting of small traders, shopkeeper, lawyers,
teachers and other professionals, became the most important class (Ahmed, 1972). The
conFast here between the two regions of Pakistan was that while west pakistan inherited
an admixture of a class consisting of'feuclal landlords, rich trading-cum-industrialists and

the trained bureaucracy', in East Pakistan (Bangladesh), the elites consisted of a decaying

muslim aristocracy which gave way to the middle-class petty bourgeoisie mentioned
above.5 This situation, for obvious reasons, brought Bangladesh into a colonial relations

with the west Pakistani bourgeois elite. The pakistani elites filled the power gap in
Bangladesh through investments and occupying most higher administrative positions (eg.

5Following

the recommendations by Flourl commission (1939), the East Bengal Land renancy Act was
enacted abolishing the Landlord (Zamindary) System in 1952. This act was one ol the major causes of decay
of the landed aristoqiìcy in Bangladesh .
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in the bu¡eaucracy and the military). Because of the virtual absence of Bengali capitalists,
feudal landlords, bureaucrats and senior miliøry officers, the west pakistani power
structure became the national power sfuctu¡e as well, ruling tre eastern half ofthe country

\'/ith the collaboration of

a

dying muslim aristocracy and the upcoming potty bourgeoisie

(Ahmed, 1972).

Within

a decade and a

half after

7947 ,

a group of about two dozen families brought

66 percent of industrial assets, 70 percent of insurance funds and 80 percent of bank assets

under their control (Sayeecl, 1979). This growth ofthe bourgeoisie in pakistan was geared

to a deliberate policy of'unequal clevelopment' between the two regions and between
classes (Papanek,1967: 45 and 242; see also Emajuddin, 1979; Hossain, 1979; Rahman,
1968; Ahmed, 1972; Alamgr,1976; Sayeecl, 1979; Burki, 1972).

All major indusrries and

services in East Pakistan were established through the peneÍation of west pakistani capital

with an aim of draining resources from the East to the indusnial deveiopment of west
Pakistan. Belore 1947, the GDP of East Pakistan was higher than that of west pakistan,

but the emphatic industrialization of \vest Pakistan turned Bangladesh into a colony of
'west Pakistan
and reversed the former economic advantage. state policies of resource
allocation and import-export policies were the main insfruments through which the
Pakistani colonizers exploited Bangladesh.

with the growing indusÍialization of west

Pakistan, the Pakistani bourgeois tulned Bangladesh into a market which was invariably in
a

condition of negative balance of payment. Bangladeshi merchants and conffactors were,

nevertheless, encouraged partially to join the growing pakistani bourgeoisie class. some
Bengalis were given shares of some of the i-rnport permits and trading licenses to legit nize

their own exploitation.

However, within a decade or so the Bangladeshi petit bourgeoisie sensed
deprivation and alienation from political decision-making, resource accumulation and
administ¡ative power exercise. Even culturally they wele negiected. The political elites
we¡e excluded from the decision-making, the nascent bureaucracy became subservient to
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the west Pakistani bureaucracy and the emerging Bangali merchants faced tough
competition from the Pakistani merchant-cum-industrialists with the help of the west
Pakistan-controlled financial institutions. This sense of deprivation and alienation led them

to a demand for a greater share in the stato machine and the economy (Hossain, 1979;
Rahman, 1968). Demand was placed more directly for regional autonomy and elimination

of regional disparities (Khan, 1984). The move for regional autonomy, however, was
based on claims of regional share

in the national economy and policy making but not in

terms of distribution of these to the greater mass. This conflict of interest resulted in the

violent birth of a new independent Bangladesh, Following independence in 1971, the
whole responsibiììty of the national economy and the political-administrative maneuvering
suddenly came to rest with the then subseNient political-bureaucratic-military elites. This
brought in a euphoric sense of possession of vast,

if not endless,

resources followed by a

feverish scramble for grabbing them. one may like to term this as a'plunder'of a nation's
wealth in a mannet similar to primitive accumulation.

The small cluster of elites that became elite through unscrupulous rneans of
accumulation are always in a condition of thleats to thei-r interest from competing forces of

accumulative interests and from general populace. The sense of insecurity, and in some
cases constraints to thei-r ruthless plundering, leads the elite group to deny democracy and

organize or reorganize their stand in collabo¡ation with authoritarian forces. The single
most authoritarian force is the military and the result of the collaboration, including the
authoritarian-siste¡-force called bureaucracy, forms a 'golden triangie' of ruthtess exploiters

in a coloniai abanclon.

3.2.2 Exptoptiation and Accumulation of National Wealth
The part of the lumpen bourgeoisie addressecl as the 'eüte-group' is a creation of the
movement for liberation from Pakistani colonialism. The nexus of creation of such a group

lies with, and is facilitated by, a confused and banlcupt political ideology. It has been
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pointed out earlier that this group of exploiters did not develop through a normal capitalistic
mode ofproduction, i.e., through production and exploitation of the working class.
One can precisely term the existing mode of production in Bangladesh a,lumpen-

bourgeois accumulation'. At least five ways and means of such accumulation can be

identified in Bangladesh over the last twenty years of its existence. First, there was the
enemy-properties; second, the endowed control of the nationalized indusÍies; thfud, the
govemments contractjobs; fourth, the bank loans/credits; and the fifth was the licenses and
special permits. Political allegiance was the only collateral for those who wanted loans ancl

privileges.
The evidences of primitive accumulation are well documented (see Umar, 19g5;
Plommer, 1986; The Economist, 1986; Hossain, 1979). The primitive accumulation that
staÍed with the ruthless plundering of abandoned properties of the Pakistanis culminated in
the purchases of those industries previously nationalized and with the establishment of

numbe¡ of private banJcs in the late 1980s. The Economist (1986: 24) reportecl that
pahonage had destroyed Bangladesh's credit system. patronage, in a broader perspective,

had not only desEoyed the credit system, but had also induced stagnation in industrial
development; bank loans wotth more than $500 million which had been advanced to
favoured persons were never recovered. Patronage also extended to 1icensing and special
permits for local nading, as well for importing and exporting.
The loans advanced for starting industries came through the nationalized ba¡ks and
through other government-o'"vned fìnancial institutions. Most of the monoy originated from
the Asian Development Bank (ADB) and the

world Development Bank (IDA). Au

these

funds were invested in quick-return-ventues, because such investments did not have to
wait for a long gestation period in order to reap returns, as the case with industries. Since
her birth in r9'11, Bangladesh has received about $ 25 billion from foreign sour.ces such as
the Paris consortium, Asian Development Bank,

world Bank, and various other relief

and

development agencies. This aid makes up 40 percent of government receipts, 50 percent of
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its foreign exchange income, and, most impoftantly, 90 percent of its development budget.

one need not be exÍa inquisitive to realize whither goes these billions of dollars (Dialogue,

1991:17). Twenty years is a long period for rejuvenating Bangladesh's dilapiclated
indusfies, not to speak of establishing any significant new industries; instead,

a

half dozen

private banks and insurance companies have sprung up recently.
There was no significant change in industrial production, although the GDp rose to

us$

12,320

million in 1984 from us$ 4,380 million in 1965, white secroral conrriburion

to GDP in agriculture declined from 53 percent in 1965 to 48 percenr in 1984; industry
grew only to 12 percent in 1984 from 11 percent in 1965, and the seryice secto¡ rose to 39
percont in 1984 fiom 36 percent in 1965 (Table 3.3). significant changes occuned in the
service sector throughout Third

world counfiies in general

and in Bangladesh in particular.

such changes occurred without any concomiønt growth in the indusnial and manufacturing
sectors. Trends in structural composition of the labour force gives a clear picture of change

in the economic structure of Banglaclesh (Table 3.4 ).
Table 3.3: Structuro of hocluction (clistribution of GDp) in Bangladesh.
1965
4380

GDP (million US$)
Percentages of
Agriculture

53

IndusÍy
Services
Gross Domestic Invesünent
Gross Domestic Savings

1984
12320
48

11

12

JO

39

i1

16

8

4

Soulce: World Development Report,l986: 184.
Table 3.4: Comparative labouÌ force structure by sector and lVorld Regions ancl
Bangladesh.
Regions

1960

Ag. Ind.

1970/80

Serv.

UDC
70;7 1i.5 17.8
Developed Counties 30.5 33.5 36.0
North America
7.3 36.3 56.4
Source: Adapted from Haque (1985: Table 5.1).

Ag. Ind.

Se¡v.

60.6 14.8 24.6
16.2 36.8
3.7 31.3

47.0
65.0
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change in the service sector iabour fo¡ce (doubling in nvo decades) indicates nonproductive increase in services while industries show a negative change. Employment was

cleated

for people patronizing the party membership. Apart from the lack of

indusnialization that did not create jobs, capital-intensive investments also discourage
employment, and, as McGee points out, that peneÍation of capitai intensive economy into a
bazaar-type economy holds back demand fo¡ labour in industrial sector. AsMcGee(1971:

27) suggests, "...a unique mode of production in Third world countries is thus created in
place of an industrial capital clevelopment"

.

3.2.3 Flight of Capital

The accumulation of funcls was affected by many manipulative ways in
Bangladesh. often old or obsolete industrial machine¡ies were imported through under-

invoicing and over-invoicing; in the name of establishing new industries, funds allotted

as

loans were fansfe¡ed out of the country. As a result, indusÍies did not develop, or at bost
they developed in a half-hearted manner, making it a losing ente¡prise. The prime aim of
the so-called entreprenews \tras to oxploit quick-retu¡n avenues. These 'industrialists' live
on cooporative pafonages which they have been using very efficiently for last twenty years

since independence. The result is that the industrial capital became subservient to Íades
and commerce. Refering to a Australian audit fum, a recent press report pointed out that 60

percent of the indusr¡ial ventures do not even exist in the country for which millions of
Taka were given as loans (Bichitra, 1991:30).
'where

did the capital thus accumulated end up? pattern ancl extent of conspicuous

consumption, flight of capiøl, investment in unproductive ventures and financing the party

activitios, and repressing public opinion through organized c¡imes all shows where this
capital ends

up. of

these channels, the most important are the

flight of capital and the

unproductive investments within the counhy. However, the lack of daø is a constraint to
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substantiating these contentions, although evidence shows that funds were moved out of
the country for investment in overseas stock exchanges such as investment in the midclle
East and Aftican countries (Anu Mohammed, 1984). K¡own safe deposits, apart from the
secret ones, in foreign banks by Bangladeshi persons increased 450 percent

from 19g1 to

1986 (Table 3.5).
Table 3.5: Deposits by Bangladeshis in Foreign Banks.
(Millions of US Doltars)
Year
1981

Millions US $

t982

140

1983
1984

160
150

mid-1986

270

1985

Percentage increase

60

250

ZJJ.5
266.7
250.0
416.0
4s0.0

Sou¡ce: International Financial Statistics, Vol.40(1):1987.

The finance for investments in non-productive ventures and in banking came, as
has been noted earlier, from foreign aid sources, privilegeJoans f¡om the nationalized
banks and other government owned finance agencies like Shilpa Rin Sangstha (Industrial
Credit Bank) which loans were never repaicl.

3.3 CACHE OF FOREIGN AID AND RELIEF
The economic plans for Bangladesh, blue-printed in international institutions like

the IMF and world Bank a¡e not inward looking but are simple measures for easy and
assured repayment of aid money. The volume

ofaid,

and

its

16 percent servicing,

might

appear less significant in comparison to the expedence of some Latin American and African

countries. But given the size of the economy and amount of Bangladesh's resources, the
levels of aid and debt servicing are substantial. The most significant fact relating to this
aid, is the manner of its procurement and use. It is not a simple 'generosity competition,
amongst the donors (see Globe and Mail, Aptir 4, 1992:A1). whether Bangladesh receive
any aid money depends on how it expresses allegiance to, and how effectively it responcls
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to the 'terms and conditions' of donors. It may be noted hete that the US government
stopped its food aid under PL-480

n

1974, a year of severe famine in Bangladesh, because

Bangladesh entered into a trade relation with Cuba (see Bertocci,l982:

1005). A little

elaboration of the aid issue can highlight the confusion of its need and utility. In rhe frst

half of the 1970s, Bangladesh ¡eceived considerable amount of relief aid on humanitarian
grounds from UN agencies like UNROD. During the later half of the decade, the volume

of bilateral aid has doubled and is offe¡ed by about 30 countries and 12 multilate¡al
agencies (see Ehrhardt, 1983). The aid during this periocl took the form of food aid,

commodity aicl and project aid (Table 3.6).
Table 3.6: Total aid and its form during 1971-80
(percentages of Million dollars for different itoms)

Year
7l-72
tz-t5
73-74
74-75
7s-76
76-77
77 -78
78-79
79-80
80-81

Food
2282.8

5.7
8.0
10.0
16.8
13.7

hoject
3152.4 229s.8
Commodity
4.4
9.1
J.J
11.9
11.7

0.2
3.5
5.4
6.3
5.4
6.5

5.3
7.8
7.8

lr.9

It.7

15.3

t6.4

t2.0

8.5

12.5

16.2
20.5
24.4

7.9

Total
7730.8
3.5
7.1
5.9
1.1.7

t0.4
6.7
10.6
13.4
1s.8
14.8

Source: Adapted from Ehrhardt (1983: 27 ,Table 2.3).

It is interesting to note that white food aid moved falteringly and commodity aid
changed slowly, project aid leap-froggecl from an annual
l9'7

0.i5 percent (3.5 million) in

r-72 to 24.40 percenr (560.2 million) in 1980-81. However, both the donors and the

recipients have their economic interests. Donors realize thei-r interest through imposed
"conditionalities" and the recipients realise theirs ttrrough unsupervised disbursement ancl

uses. Aid funds are often abused in procurement (procurement of commodities

and

contracts for construction) in the donor countries and aid disbursement (distribution of
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conìmodities and project conshuction) in recipient counüies (see Loxley, 19g5, Globe and

Mail, April 4, 1992:A9). Wrong technology or non-compatible innovations

and

implementation are based on the paûonage noted earlier. Governments led by a lurrpen
bourgeoisie class have thei¡ own interests and priorities, and for obvious reasons they long

for food and commodity aid which can be manipulated in theh group interests rathel than
the need of the

counfy. construction of roads and bridges, development of Íansport

communication, such as colour

and

TV network, satellite communications, and power

(including rural olectrification) funded

by

project aid have questionable meaning to

peasants at a time while the nation suffers from stagnant agriculture, malnutrition and

starvation, poor education and health. The funding that goes to rural clevelopment or
agricultural development usuaily enriches the rural po\ryer sfructure. Ru¡ai elechification
and irrigation innovations emerge meaningless to the 80 percent of the rur.al mass that have

neither land to irrigate nor proper homes to light up, and the green revolution was nothing
but a faiiure in generating employment. The patronaged conEactors and Eaders reap most

of the benefits of project and commodity aid.
For the last three decades, Bangladesh has been drawing huge amount of financial

aid and technical assistance (us$ 1.67 billion

in

1988-s9) from various international

soulces towards agricultural and ¡ural development th-rough mitigation of flood and erosion

hazards (Rahman, 1991:1).

All the measures offlood and erosion protection undertaken

phase-wise since early 1960's were aimed at agricultural development and rural
infrastructure building. The main focus was on the protection of towns and agricultural
settlements through flood embankments, drainage, inigation, channel diversion, and rural

electrification and road construction. The implementation of the general flood and erosion

control projects was affected through an instrument (Rural public works programme)
mostly funded by UsAID and world Food Programme, along with other financial and
technical support from IDA, CIDA, IBRD, ADB and UNDp (Alamgir, 19g3; Cain and

Liebermann, 1983; Rahman, 1984; The World Bank Report, 1987). Through these
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ambitious flood control and irrigation projects,

it

was hoped that millions of acres of

cultivable land could be protected ancl put to higher yields. Rahman (1984) reports that

consfuction of the Brahmaputra Right Bank Embankment provided flood protection to
388'000 acres (157,02i.50 hectares) of cultivable land resulting in 68 percent increase in
crop production. The Small Scale Flood Control, Drainage and hrigation (SSFCDI)
Projects (frst phase,1980-85) expected to improve production on about 140,000 hectare of

agricultural land (Wor1d Bank, 1987). As can be seen in Chapter 4, the overall impact of
these projects, or

for that matter, of all the development projects, was not favor.able for the

majority of the rural people; rather, it has been alleged that public policies of rural and
agriculturai development, including flood cont¡ol and bank erosion protection, were
instrumental in impoverishment of the peasanhy.
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CF{APTER

IV

NATURAL ¡IAZARD MITIGATION, PUBLIC POLICY AND DEVELOPMENT
STRATEGIES IN BANGLADESH

4.1 ROLE OF THE STATE IN HAZARD MITIGATION

In the

absence

of a powerful private sector, the state assumes the role of the

omnipotent motivator of socio-economic imperatives in a Third world country like
Bangladesh. The snength of the public sector can be asce¡tained from Table 4. 1. It shows
that the public sector has a superior edge over private sector. As is pointed out in chapter

III, the state machinery comes into power by itself

and

for itself, and therefore, political

survival is the flrst priority for these governments.

Table 4.1: Relative Strength of Public Sector in Bangladesh.
(in percentages of total development expenditures)
Investment

Public
Private

FFYP

(1973-78)

SFYP (1980-8s)

88.7

78.6

11.3

21.4

Sou¡ce: Statistical Year book,1983-84, Dhaka: 8BS,1984;

SFYP,1980-85, Dhaka: Bangladesh Planning Commission, 1980.
FFYP: First Five Year Plan; SFYP: Second Five year plan

Alliance between contending groups is the first step in the direction of power
consolidation, and secondly, attempts a¡e made to bring within, or for that matter.extend
conf,ol to, the sensitive economic sectors. The rural-agricultural sector is the most sensitive
sector in Bangladesh and this sensitivity is refiected in the abject poverty of the peasantry.

The sector provides employment and livelihood for more than 85 percent of the population.
The control over the rural secto¡ is articulated through sfucturing and lestructuring rural

institutions and attåching thereupon the so-called development approaches aided and funded
by international development agencies. This enables the state to organize a rural power-

base incorporating the rural

elite. For relative instability

and uncertainties

in the office, the

governments in Bangladesh are apt to concentrate on growth of a certain sector and for
certain sections of the population who have higher accessibility to means of production.

Agricultural development needs to be organized around farmers who have land to
farm on. Inevitably such concenÍation by-passes tho longer term development needs of the
greater poverty-stricken masses. Since more than 80 percent of the rural population are
landless or nearly landless, inputs sent to the rural sector go to those who are land-rich.
The purpose of investment in development is not to add¡ess the actual need of the land-poor

peasantry. Since flooding and riverbank erosions are chronic, the negative impact is a
recurring phenomenon causing heavy losses for the (land-rich) farmers in Bangladesh,

It

has been recognized that humanitarian relief can at best offer temporary measures towalds

impact aversion of such hazards. The long-term solution to this regularly occurring
problem requires that natu¡al hazard mitigation strategies be incorporated into the overall
development plans of the economy in general and rural and agricultural development plans
in particular.

i

Indeed, for a long time various governments of Bangladesh have attemptecl to
incorporate an array of development instruments into the national five year development
plans

.

The main thrust has always been on food crop production because Bangladesh has

had a deficit of about two miilion tons of foodgrain annually. Increase in foodgrain
production towards self-sufficiency was the fust priority in the fhst, second, and third five-

year plans respectively. As was mentioned earlier, since the 1975-76, foodgrain
production grew at a faster rate of about 3.2 percent compared to population growth of
about 2.6 percent, while overall agricultural production grew by 2.8 percent, It has been
recognized that in order to achieve self-sufficiency, or at least to fulfil the Third Five-year

I

The realization and implementation of such a concept is reflected in the government's attempt to use
'relief-rvheat' as an instrument for infrâstructuÌe-building torvards flood conõol and drainage tf¡iugh
ihe
Food for Works hograrnrnes' aided by the World Food prbgïâmme.
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Plan target of 5.2 percent growth in agricultural production, it is necessary to emphasize

removal, or at least reduction, of the physical constraints that substantially hincler growth.

The country needs to protect its cultivable land from the vagaries of nature through
compatible development planning for flood control, protection of bank erosion, and the
expansion of irrigation. Efforts have been made to meet this need since the early 1960's

through various large scale and small scale flood cont¡ol and irrigation projects.2 An

impressive structural effort to control floods vr'as the Brahmaputra Right Bank Floocl
Embankment (BRBFE), completed in 1967-68. It is reported that there was a significant

decrease

in

overbank

spill as a result of the construction of the

embankment

(Tarafder,1974:38). Flood protection for about 5,'179,500 acres was created by this
embankment, of which 388,000 acres were agricultural land within its immediate vicinity.

This resulted in an increase of production by 131,856 tons, or more than 68 percent over
the pre-project production

of 192,650 tons (Rahman,

1984: 12).

The change in production was made possible by faciJities created for the adoption

of

High Yielding Variety (HYV) rice replacing the long-stem local variety. In fact, all flood
control, drainage, and irrigation measures undertaken so far have enabled fa¡mers to shift

from traditional local varieties ofpaddy to HYV paddy and wheat. The Ganges-Kobodak
Project, covering 1.9 million acres in the districts of Kushtia, Jessore and Khulna, is a
large scale water development project undertaken in the early 1950's with technical and
financial assistance from FAo, canada and the

usA.

This project was intended to provide

irrigation facilities and drainage in an area of about 350,000 acres. However, the project
was successful in providing irrigation to only 40,000 acres because of several technical and
socio-economic problems (IBRD/ID4,1970:10). Two othel major i-rrigation, drainage, and

2 Important flgod.conÍol projects incl'rdes,
a) Kurigram Embânkment project, b) Brahmaputra Right Flood

Ernbanknent hoject, c) Brahmaputra Left Embanknent, d) old Brahmaputra phase I and II, e) Éekuchi,
qhâlan_Beel and Bogrâ Proiects, f) Dhaleshwari and Bangshi channel Iìnprovelnent hojects,'g) GangaSoutherni.a¡shaii,
5lpytâlg.hyl Projec!, h) Faridpur-Barisal.Project, and numerous orher projecr including-Meghna_Dhangocla,
Dhaka Southwest, Chandpur, Gorai, A¡ial Khan, Boral, Haor schemes, Kushiyara,
Titas, Gulnti, Khowai, Mono and Matanohori etc (Tarafder, 1974).
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flood conÍol projects were the Northern Tube-well project and the chandpur project,
which provided inigation potential to 71,000 and i27,000 ac¡es of land respectively.
Besides other infrastructure buildings, such as rural road construction, about ? million
acres of agricultural land have been protected from flood and the provision of irrigation was

afforded to more than 5 million acres in Bangladesh. Given the financial constraints, such
as

timely procurement and aliocation of funds,

as

well

as

political instability, the number of

wo¡ks so far completed under different Public works projects (pwp) such as Rural works
Programmes (RWP) and Food For Works Programmes (FFWP) are impressive (Appendix

B and C.

Coping with natural hazards is a test of survival efficiency for peasants of
Bangladesh. For centuries peasants have generally been successful in coping with periodic
severe natural events, but in recent years, peasants are becoming less able to meet the
challenge of such extreme events. The scale of economic losses, of out migration from
affected areas, and of social díslocations, are such that it is no longer possible to maintain
and revive thei¡ social and economic capability following a severe natural hazard. As a
result, peasants are progressively engulfed in an abyss of extensive poverty, inequality ancl
famine conditions. when the local 'fallback mechanisms' disappear, society at large (or the
state) attempts to provide relief of the burden. However, when the state itsolf is incapable

of mitigating the negative impact of natural hazards, international relief dependence
increases

greatly. For the last 30 years, Bangladesh has gained ample experience in

undertaking flood and erosion confol and the development of irrigation in association with

overall rural and agricultural development. However, progranìmes of flood conÍol,
irrigation and drainage have not been easy and simple success stolies and the sEategies
were not immune to severo critique (see Alamgir,1983; sobhan,196g; carruthers,l976;
waheeduzzaman, 1988). Proper identification of the real objectives of development plans
is needed to assess actual successes and failu¡es of the sEategies unde¡taken so far.

It is necessary to identify, in the first place, the basic tatget of the development

policy objectives. It would be wo¡thwhile to identify, and make distinctions between the
cennal objectives and the objectives that are peripheral to the central objective in the
development sEategies, before any evaluation can be attempted. Although unfortunate, it is

true that while all the planning documents emphasize'grow more food' (i.e., the central

objective) ancl organize all support services and inf¡astructure towards meeting that
objective, peripheral objectives are highly publicized. Keeping the above perspective in
mind, this chapter is set out to investigate the underpinnings of hazarcl mitigation strategies

in Bangladesh. It is intended to piace into perspective some of the relevant clevelopment
policies aimed at mitigation of natural hazards in Bangladesh. In so doing, focus will be on
the dfuections of attempted public poticy programmes as these relate to natural hazard

mitigation. An attempt will be made to identify the actual target groups and

the

beneficiaries of such sEategies.

4,2THE CENTRAL AND PERIPHERAL OBJECTIVES OF RURAL DEVELOPMENT
AND HAZARD MITIGATION PROGRAMMES
The need to eliminate the consffaints in agriculhual devetopment was transtated into

development sEategies leading to construction of flood control and drainage structuros,
canal digging, rural roads construction, elecnification, marketing and storage facilities.

The contral objective of ail the rural development shategies is to boost foodgrain
production. This becomes clear if five year plan documents of the last three decades a¡e
consulted. The disturbing issue of increasing poverty in the country as a whole, and in
ru¡al areas in particular, cannot simply be set aside, since the sheer size of landlessness,
and therefore, unemployment, is gigantic. No strategy could be successful without taking

this issue into account. Perhaps the nation is ill-equipped to take care of this problem

directly. Public works aimed at agricultural production can, though temporary, act

as an

indirect method of injecting some hope to the suffering millions. Hence, a peripheral
objective (employment creation) is tagged with the central objective (inftasnucrure building
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for food production). But rhetorically it is publicized that rural projects are undertaken to
create employment for the poor peasants only.

Foodgrain production has been emphasized repeatedly by government, and core
plans in the development plans were designed towa¡ds meeting that objective. The Micl-

Term Food Production Plan (MTFPP), for example, is such a programme. Within this
p1an, the main thrust

of

infrastructure buildings.

government investment has been directed towa¡ds rural

In technical terms, projects

implemented towards ¡ural

infrastructu¡e building, had proved to be appropriate and efficient (Alamgir, 1983:2j -29;

Nishat and Chowdhury, 1983:109; Srevens, 1976:95.128; Raper, 1970; Thomas,
1968:45-51). Results of such projects are reflected in the impressive infrastructure created

in the rural areas of the country. For example, an intensive rural road network has

been

developed in the country connecting every upaziila to the capiøi. Likewise, a sizeable area

of agricultural land has been protected from common flooding and has been brought under
irrigation. Ru¡al electrification

has reached many villages, and ru¡al

community centres and

Upazilla adminisÍative centres, as well as health centres, 'flere constructed. However,
these achievements in development programmos,

togeth with i¡novations in agriculture

such as HYV technology, have resulted only in benefits to the rural people who are lancl-

rich.

These achievements clearly shows the direction of public policies and brings out the

actual target group concealed in the planning documents.

4.3 PERSPECTIVE ON TTIE WATER RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT
4.3.1 The Focus
So fa¡ as agricultural and ru¡al development is concerned, the highest

priority

has

always been given to the fulfillment of the objective of foodgrain production.3 Ambitious
targets were set in successive Five Yea¡ Plans. Like thei-r predecessors in the pakistani

3 S"e Mahabrb Hossain, 1980:39-70,
and Mahfuzul Huq, 1980:i61-16g
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period, successive governmonts in Bangladesh have emphasized the all out efforts to
increase foodgrain production. Targets of 6.4 and

7

.2 percent gro\'r'th per annum \ryere set

during the plan periods of 1973-78 and 1980-85 respectively, while an overall agricultural

production growth of 5.2 percent per annum was planned in the period

of

1986-90

(FFYP,1973:91; SFYP,1980:XII-6; The World Bank Report#6904-BD:1). Though these
strategies afforded some commendable successes in increasing foodgrain productio¡r at a

¡ate faster than population growth, the overall targets were nover achieved for reasons
beyond the conÍol of the planning and implementing agencies.4 The whole strategy of
development has to be geared towards meeting the objective of self-sufficiency in food

supply. Growth in food production, or for that matter agricultüal growth, depends heaviiy
on flood control, etosion control, drainage and irrigation development, as well as the
necessary inputs and credit supplies to farmers in the floodplains of Bangladesh.

4.3.2 The Shift
The experiences ofBangladesh with flood and riverbank e¡osion confol and ove¡ail

rural development dates back to the early 1960's. These experiences can be divided into

two major phases, a) the attempt to develop large-scale flood control and irrigation for

a

period of about 12 years since 1960, and b) the shift to small-scale flood confol and
irrigation development for

It

appears that

a

period of about 18 years since Independence in 1971.

natual hazarcls, especially devastating floods, have from time to time

provided stimulus for governments to implement special projects for risk diffusion in the

rural agricultural secto¡. For example, the severe flood of 1955 afforded incentive to the
then govemment to seek the advice of a

uN Technicai Mission ( Krug Mission of 1956-57)

for suggesting a strategy for flood confiol in Bangladesh. As a result of the Krug
Mission's advice, a project planning, impiementing, and monitoring agency was created in
4
!I9tt q finâncial consûaints, timely procurement and ailocâtion of funds, extreme natural hazards, and
political instability are perhaps some of tlìe appiuent causes.
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1959 that came to be known as East Pakistan water and power Development Authority

(EPWAPDA). And on the basis of Krug Mission's advice, the massive consEuction work

of riverbank and coastal embankment was initiated.5 The floocl of 7962 stimulated
formulation of a special programme known as Rural Works programme (RWp). Wheat
was provided as flood relief under PL-480 to execute the Krug Mission proposal of
embankment construction. The 1974 flood created yet another incentive for a food for
development works programme known as Food For Works programme (FFWp). Under
this programme, a substantial amount of embankment consÍuction and reconstruction, as

well

as canal

digging and rural road construction, was facilitated by converting relief-wheat

(received as flood relief materials) into wages. This manipulation of relief into wage was a
commendable attempt.

The fi¡st Five Year Plan Document repofts that embankment construction had so far

provided flood protection to about 3 millions acres of land along the coastal areas and and

floodplains. These works included the construction of more than 2,000 miles of

coastaL

embankment repelling saline water intrusion and about 200 miles of riverbank embankment

controlling overbank spills. Irrigation related 'physical works include a total of over 1000
miles of main, secondary, and tertiary irrigation canals, some 4,600 sluices and regulators,
3 rnajor and 85 minor pumping stations' (FFYP,1973:143). The rationale of large scale
development schemes is rooted in the concept of "hickle-clown" of benefits to the less
fortunate section of the population. Ruttan points out that,

"...there are several reasons for the large scale inf¡astructure investrnents during
this (1950's and 1960's) period. A major economic ¡ationale was that publiõ
benefits exceed private benefits by such á wide margin that only the publicìector
could afford to undertake them. Spillover or seconclary developinent irnpacts'rvere
5 SpWAPOA

hfued an America¡ consulting flün (Intemational Engineering Company) which fonnulated a
20-yeæ.Master Plan of 3 barrages and 51 major water rcsources devlloprneñt projôcts. 'througtr suUsequenì
sup.portive consultations rvith the president of Mississippi River Corninission, Jähn Hardin i"n 1963 a;d J.
Thij,sse (Netherlands) in 1964, the Krug Mission's prþosals were püt to work in the early 1960's. In
1970, an ad-hoc-co1sr!1ancy group was fonned to rècoin¡nencl a linê of action on the ,'Action progrzun;;

lorwalded by IBRDTDA in rhe sarne year, This group consisred of J. pegg (Mississippi

comrnis_sion); R.-Rangelay (Alexander Gibbs and parrneis); D. simons (colorado
Snyder, UNESCOT1VHO Consultanr.

Stãt"iniuet.iö;

îiver
r.

anà
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believed to substantially exceed the benefits that could be captured in the form of
price or user charges (Ruttan, 1986: 39).

Lately, it has been realized that the ptoportion of costs to benefits in large scaie
projects is higher. Maintenance becomes a huge uncontrolable task, and ¡ent realization

from major irrigation projects is slow and even unsuccessful. Moreover, while the
gestation period is longer for such projects, the trickle-down effects we¡e much less

significant, This realization has brought about
süategios

in the

IBRDÄDA,1970

second phase.
and, 1972)

a change

in the flood control and irrigation

In the early 1970's, World Bank review studies

(see

of the land and water sector of the country recommended

changes in the sÍategy which led the government to shift to small scale, low-cost, ancl

quick-return projects in the flood control, drainage, and inigation development. The
strategic changes in the country's water resources development, though basecl on self
experiences, does not appear to be self motivated on the part of the govemment alone.
a game played amongst the

It is

different intetested international funding agencies.6 Since the

large scale projects do not

fit to the goal of quick agricultural

development which is

urgently needed to meet the food requirement of the country, ways and means have to be
founcl to that encl. without this, returns on the foreign political and financial investments
cannot be realized.

This inte¡est is apt to downplay natural hazards as the sole problerr. Emphasis is

laid upon agricultural production and the problem of natural hazard is only considered

far

as

it

as

concerns this production objective. These emphatic sfategic approaches are

intensified with other viøl policy planning for the economy as a whole. For strengthening

of the supply-side of the economy, the plan documents have formulated policies to\4'ards
6 It may be noted hele that a host of forcign govemmenls,
international tìnajìcial and development agencies

are involved in Bangladesh's rual, âgricultu-ral development or for that matter flood controt, Oraina-ge anO
irrigation development since 1950's, such as Austraüá, canadâ, w. Germany, The Netherlands, srieden,
U.K ald the USA, and FAO, Ford Foundation, Harvard Advisory Group, I-BRDIDA, ILO, UñDp, aná
WFP. They are involved in different capacities such as policy planning, project needs a-nO feasib ity stúdies,
financing, logistic sr.rpply, project implementation, rnoìitoring and cónsuliation, rnaintenance and training
etc. It is understood.that every âspect of economic developmènt including sûategic approaches like RWñ
and creation of Íaining academies, is cenEed a¡ound di¡ection of agencies involved in ìlìe country since the
late 1950's. (see for detail infoflnation of such involvemenr, Robert, et al. eds. (1976); and naperitgzo)).
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privatization of input supplies and sffengthening of the private sector investment. This
policy includes such steps

.

as

elimination of subsidies on agricultural development inputs,

o privatization of inigation equipments and supply of fertilizers

.

and pesticides, and

provision of higher institutionai credit to farmers (World Bank, 19g7: 2; Second
Five Year Plan,1980)

4.4 IMTIATTVES AND INTERESTS IN WATER RES OURCES MANAGEMENT

It was mentioned earlier in this chapter that the spocial development projects for
flood control, drainage, and irrigation are undertaken specifically at the time of natural
haza¡d occur¡ence in Bangladesh. However, there is deeper conjecture of political events

surrounding the initiation of such projects in Third world counÍies in general and in
Bangladesh in particular. This is perhaps because poverty and, therefore, development has

meaningful political connotations. A world Bank working paper focussed on the possible
relationships between existing political unrest, ensuing national elections, and unclertaking

of ce¡tai¡ works programmes in a number of developing countries including Bangladesh

(world Bank, 1976). one srudy has identified specific relationships of initiating
development projects such as RWP and government's intention to spread control over rural
electorate, in the case of Bangladesh (Sobhan, i968).

It is enlightening to ask and seek ans',ver
undertaken

at such

conjunctures, not

in

as to \ryhy development projects are

othets, while the issue of poverty,

underdevelopment, and agriculture's vulnerability to natural hazards are long standing?
The decision to undertake rural works prog¡ams as one study notes (world Bank, 1976:

56) '...depends on group interest as they relate to the problem and the proposed solutions;

and most importantly, the regime's sensitivity to group interests.

In the case of

Bangladesh, and perhaps also in many other developing counÍies, the regime's sensitivity

to the interests of different groups involves: 1) international aeencies, who provide
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consultancy and funds; 2) rural elites who are a vital

lhk

between the ¡ural society and the

state; and 3) the unemploved and unde¡emploved rural poor who are comparatively more
vulne¡able to social and natural hazards in Bangladesh.
1) International Agencies: As has been discussecl in Chapter 3, 90 percent of the

clevelopment budget of the government of Bangladesh is mobilized from international

sources. The international funding agencies often dictate the type of programmes to be
undertaken in developing counfiies. since there is no apparent cost to tho governments in
Bangladesh in taking up such projects, and since a substantial amount of 'easy-money' can
be used in political manipulations and other gains, the stake of foreign aid and relief is

lucrative to the regimes. The amount of wheat aid from various sources for funding the
Public wo¡k Projects is substantial. It is about one-fifth of the annual food import and

foodgrain import fluctuated considerably, while import of wheat for FFW plojects
inc¡eased steadily over the period of 1975-83 (see Asaduzzaman and Huddleston, 1983:

Table 1).

Policy planning of all important development projects emanated from the
recommendations of agencies and consultancies originating in the

Second Five Year Plan periods

us during

the First and

of Pakistan (1956-65). During this period, Ford

Foundation, USAID, Harvard Advisory Group, and Michigan State University, were

a1l

involved in national economic planning, and in the setting up of development sfategies
such as rural ¡oads construction and flood control, drainage, and irrigation. The Ford

Foundation-funded village-AlD prografnme (1953-61) culminated \'r'ith the creation of
Bangladesh Academy for Rural Development (BARD) in 1961. At about the same time the

concept of 'Basic Democracy'was fielded as a vehicle with which to impose control over
the rural areas.

At the end of 1960's, there came

a shift in position when

us involvement

became less direct and gave way to several other ',vestern countries and to a number of

international agencies. The period of the late 1960's and early 1970's saw an increasing

involvement of international agencies such as IBRDIDA, FAO, CIDA, and SIDA in
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national policy making endeavors. Involvement of these agencies is manifest in the
formulation and reformulation of short-term, mid-term, and long-term policy options

ancl

development strategies (see chaudhury and Siddiqi, 1984; and rhe world Bank Report no.

6904-BD, i987).
The government only complies with the formulation and reformulation of economic

and physical development policies and strategies proposed by international funding

agencies. Recently, a Canadian national ne\ s paper noted that ,'...Entire governments,
such as power and family planning, are financed ancl di¡ected by foreign donors (emphasis
added, see Globe and

Mail, Apri4,7992:A9). The logic is simple:

he who pays, clecides.T

Analogous to such a concept is the famous Brandt commission recommenclation "...of

developing and expanding mechanisms for transfening capital from the North, at the
discretion of the No¡th, and under the substantial control of the North, to the south" (cited

in carty and smith,1981:3). It is very clear that capital f¡ansfer is not a simple act of
charity for development in the Third World, as Carty and Smirh (1981: 5) notes that

'l...promoters of the new wave in aid, like their predecessors, find that renewed
development assistance efforts can conveniently ineet their national, self-defined
objectives while continuing.to ignore the basic causes of rhird world óevelopment.
They see the new aid as (1) providing short-term relief for Third world fiñancial
c4-ses; (2) silencing some of the Thiid World demancls for structu¡ai refo¡ms by
offering.instead more aid and only minor adjustments to inte¡national institutiond;
(3) building axew not',vork of political alliañce to support the west in its' renewecl
conJlict with the East (indicatefThe East European cõùnnies); (4) helping northern
economies export their way out of the economiic slump".
2) Rural Elites: The rural elites are the most important links between the policy
makers and the rural society. Attempts were made to bring these elites into the forefront of

policy implementation of tho state. Historically these attompts are made since the 19th
century, for example, the creation of union boards and disnict boards in Bengal. until the

7

Th" purpos", need. and priorities of the pârties involved in development (rhe government, the donor
agencies, the rural elites, and the târget population) often appear coiflicting inìnany unoeioevet,opeã
countries (for an interesting account, see Leona¡d Frank, The lieveloplnent Carie, Grantá¡. For interesiing
discu_s_sjons of the perspectives ând political and economic purposei and manipulations'of foreign
aiJ t3
Thirdr#orld countries, see carty and smirh (1981); clarke and swift (19g2); F-aa.lancl (19g1), anã Loxley
(1986).
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1960's, these village level and district level boards were a sort of iose organizations
focusing their attention to local affai¡s only. It was Field Ma¡shall Ayub Khan, who, for
the f,rst time, successfully attempted to bring the rural society into the foref¡ont of national

politics through creation of a system called Basic Democracy. The union and district
boards were renamed to union council and

disfict council. Thana councils were formed,

and more political and economic power 'ffas allotted to the these elite-controlled local

governments. These institutions became vital for the implementation of the policy

objectives, and controlling the countryside. Hence, subsequent governments
enthusiastically restructured these ru¡al institutions to fit into their own modus operandi.

Formation of Gram Sarker (Village Government) in the later half of the 1970,s, and
restructuring of thana council into upazilla (Sub-district) in the early 1980's, are some of
the examples of such attempts to reach or bring the rural society closer to the city-centred

politics of the country. The rural elite which control these local institutions originate from
the rich farmer-trader section of the villages of Bangladesh. These people, as Mps and

chairmen of union councils, decide projects and manage constructions and operations of
government rural development ptogtammes (see Blair, 1978, 1985; Rahman, iggg;
Sobhan, 1968; Wood, 1981). As Carty and Smith (1981:125) succincrly noted ',...sociery
as whoie cannot benefit
cases,

in countries where wealth and power

are

tightly helcl. In these

food-for-work ends up building infrastructues to benefit rural elites while the

administration of such programs also lines the pockets of the wealthy who use the scheme

for conuption and patronage".
3) The unemployed and underemployed rural poor: Despite ¡hetorical emphasis
posited in the development plan documents, and other political delibe¡ations, this group is

the most neglected one. Though the objectives are fervently set to create employment,
eliminate poverty and provide support to the rural poo¡, the innovations and incentives are

all deliberately directed towards the higher stratum of the society. It has been noted that
rural works projects do not solve poor peasants problem because "...such projects provide

B2

income to rural workers for a specified period, but do nothing generally to change the
funclarnental economic conditions that produced unemployment in the fust p1ace. ...such
projects tend to provide long-term benefits to landlords" (Junnuzi and peach,1977, cited in
Carty and Smith, 1981:125; also see Sobhan, 1968; Alamgir, 1983; Rahman, 1988).

Vr'ithin this brief socio-political setting, some of the rural development strategies

formulated and implemented to alleviate the problems in the agriculture sector may be
evaluated here so as to see for whom these are actually fielded and whose purposes these
strategies clo serve.

4.5 TWO DECADES OF PUBLIC WORKS PROGRAMMES
Emphasis laid upon the types of works underlaken in the rural areas reflects on the

sole purpose of public works programmes in Bangiadesh. There are various types of
projects undertaken within the general frame of Rural Public works initiatives that can be
summarized into:

o

directly benefiting agricultural production projects, such

as

flood control,

drainage and irrigation; and,

.

indi¡ect socio-economic benefit projects, such as road construction, bridges and
culverts, rural market developments, rural heaith centres, community cenÍes, etc.

It

has been noted earlie¡ that achievements in PWP are impressive. Two of pWps

are discussed here, namely, a) Rurai Works Programmes (RV/p) in the 1960's, ancl b)
Food For'Works Programmes (FFWP) in the 1970's and 1980's. These two programmes
are basically the same public works tactics, which in recent years have been adopted under

various titles.8 However, it can be seon that the emphasis on types of infrastr.ucture
development is excessively biased to the 'Indirect socio-economic benefit projects' (Table

4.2).
8 At l"ast six PWPs are in action in the rural areas, such as 1. special public
works progranme; 2.
Intensive Rural wo¡ks Programme; 3. Ea.rly Imptementation programrne; 4. Zilla Road lri'uint"nance

Progra:nne; 5. NormâI Rural works Programme; and 6. Food For works programme, public works in
rural a¡eas are also undertaken in

a

programrne called RD- 1 , financed by World Bank.
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Figures 4.1 reflects this trend in emphasis clearly. In these figures it can be seen

that rural road construction and reconstruction has been given highest priority.
Achievements in consÍuction and re-construction of rural roads, though declined during
the late 1960s, gradually increased during Bangladesh period. During the period of

ßj

4-

84, emphasis on construction and reconstruction of riverbank and coastal embankments has

increased steaclily along with drainage and inigation works. After 1980-81, however,
drainage, canal and irrigation wo¡ks were slowed down (Figure 4.1 B).

Table 4.2 Project Priorities and Labour Intensity in Rural works hograms in Bangladesh,

t962-73.
A. Proiect oriorities
T),pe of

1.

hojects

1963-72
(percentage of Total Fund)

1)

lrrigation, Drainage etc.

2. Road Construction, Culverts

& Bridges, Flood Control, Rural
Market development

7

3. Construction of Schools,
Clinics & Community Centres etc.

16.2

Source: Vy'orld Bank, 1976: Table

6.6

B. Labour Intensities
percentages of labour
cost to total
Year programme cost

t962-63
t963-64

68
60
59
54

1964-65
1965-66
t966-61
1969

54
)'7

r973

16

Itr.5 & VI.3.

It can be realized that the infrastructures built for indirect socio-economic benefit do
not provide any sustainable income benefits to those who have no means of production.
Roads constmction, market development, and building of other social infrasfructures can
be beneficial only to those who own or have easy accesse to the means of production. In

fact, these types of infrasÍuctüe building along with direct production increasing projects,

directly or inclilectly benefit the rich farmers in the rural a¡eas. one study reports that direct

benefit accrued by the land rich farmers is in the ¡atio of 5:1 to that of the poor in
Bangladesh (World Bank, 1976; Alamgir, 1983).
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In terms of employment creation,

these projects are a very temporary solution

Employment opportunities are created for a very short period of time in a given year at the

Figure 4.1 (A): Achievements in Rural Works programs, 1962-67
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(B): Achievements in Food Fo¡ Works Projects, 197 4-84.
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consftuction period of the projects. Thereafter, once these projects are launched, the
facilities created, and thei¡ income effects are hardly felt by the so-called 'target groups'
designatecl

in the planning documents, i.e., the landless and the marginal

peasants.

Moreover, the labou¡ intensity, in terms of labour costs to programmo costs, declines
sharply over the peak consÍuction stage and the completion stage of the impoftant projects

(Table 4.2, part

B).

Anothe¡ point of interest in pvy'p is that labour was the highest

consumer of RWP expenditures in the eariy 1960's, representing about 6g percent of the

total programme costs in the early 1960's. During 1962-63 and early 1970,s, the RWp
expenditures, compared to the total development expenditures, declined dramatically from
14 percent

in

If this

1964 to less than 3 percent
can be seen as a hint,

it can

in 1976 (Figurc 4.2

).

be said that development expenditues must have

been diverted from'employment creation' projects to tangibie infrastructure buildings,
such as community centres, health centres, and upazilla (sub-district) administr.ative

centres. In this case, prog¡amme costs heavily accounts for cost of building materials.
Moreover, the tempo of employment c¡eation, in terms of man-days of work, fluctuates

rhythmically with wheat availability from the donor agencies (Figure 4.3) and not with the
need itself of empioyment creation.

It is possible to argue that credible strategies were set to work in an incredible
situation, in the sense that tho rural society itself is not homogeneous in terms of resource

dist¡ibution. Homostatic strategies are bound to work well for one section of the
population at the cost of the others. In this regard, the strategies set so far are well suited
for the increase of agricultural production. But the issue of increasing poverty baffles both
protagonists and antagonists of rural development in Bangladesh. The dilemma created by

the need for food production and increasing unemployment and poverty brings about a
¡ealization of the fact that overall development in the countryside is not a simple technical
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problem. As Ruttan (1986) notes, "...the dynamic intenelationship between ûechnical and
institutional change" is

a

prerequisite. This need for i¡istitutional change seems to be

Figwe 4.2: Rural Works Programs Expenditure
Development Expenditures.
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Figure 4.3: Relation between amount of Wheat used and work
created in Food For Works. 1974-84.
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reitorated

in the

1980s, which is reflected

in the building of social infrastructures in

Bangladesh (see SFYP, 1980-85 and TFYP, 1985-90; also see Rahman, 1988; Hossain,
1987 cited in Rahman, 1988).

To understand the need for a viable social reform, it is necessary to analyze the
existing social organization in its historical perspective. Needs and priorities should be
drawn according to the weaknesses and sÍengths of the social organization, without which

efforts may result in continual underdevelopment. The next chapter focuses on the
character of the existing social relations of production in rural Bangladesh, and the di¡ection

that ought to be followed for a viable social reform.
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CHAPTERV

AGRARIAN STRUCTTJRE INBANGLADESH: A HISTORICAL CONTEXT

Most social scientists are in agreement on the question of the existing mocle of
production in rural Bangladesh. As discussed in Chapter 1, with few exceptions,l the
agrarian relations in Bangladesh are almost unanimously characterized as 'semi-feudal,.

Perhaps the complexities

in

agrarian organization

in

Bangladesh leads

to

such

characteÌization. The proponents of the theory of semi-feudalism conconÍate theh. attention
basically on three aspects of agrarian relations, viz.:

.
.
.

land-tenancy relations,
labour relations, and
credit ¡elations.

It is said that tho existing agrarian social structure of Bangladesh has the legacy of
the Land and renancy Reforms of the British colonial administration in Bengal and hence

the existing labour, tenancy and credit relations still reflect the traditional feudal
characteristics. It may be argued here that substântiai transformations have taken place in
Bangladesh agriculture since the end of British colonial rule, and the direction of the change

is clear and points to something other than feudalism or semi-feudalism. The residuals of

feudalism are so insignificant, however, that characterizing agrarian relations on the basis

of these residues is unjustified.
Before attempting to elaborate on the agrarian relations ofproduction in the colonial

period,

it is necessary to clarify

some of the relevant terms

for better understanding.

'Zamindar', 'Talukdar', and 'Jotedar' are terms found ubiquitousiy

1

in any study on

There exists a few feeble voices that recognize the existence of capitâlism in agrarian relations in
Bangladesh (see Akhlaqur Rahrnan, 1986; Akash, 1986). A few otheri conremplar;rhe rising trend as
capitalistic (see Jahangir, 1986, 1979; Atiu¡ R¿hman, 19g6).
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agrarian relations in B¡itish Bengal and concurrent Bangladesh. They are invariably
portrayed as the most vit¿i part of social relations of production in agriculture. In such
iiterature, however, it appears that the term 'Jotedar' is very confusing in both a literal or

practical sense. The Bangla word'Jote'means any cultivable iand, while'dar'means

holder. Thus, 'Jotedar' is one who holds land irrespective of its size. one recent study
notes that a 'jote' may be a unit varying from one paying a rent of Rs. 50,000 to one

holding

a

few bighas2 (Bose, 1986:13). Quoting several settlement reports, Bose further

noted that "any one in east Bengal with a piece of land subject to payment ofrent was a
Jotedar" (ibid: 23).

In fact, Jotedars, Talukdars and Zamindars with theil descending hierarchy of
'chakladar', 'patnidar', 'darpatnidar', or 'chukanidar', were used to designate various
grades of tax collectors in the Mughal, as well as the British period. In the Bengal of recent

times (Bangladesh and West Bengal) the term 'Jotedar' became popuiar to mean any one

with a substantial amount of land flexing omnipotent power and control over the decayi¡g
poasantry. Abundant evidence is found in literatule on agrarian relations portraying the

jotedars as feudal exploiters. In political circles, the'Jotedar'is identified as a class
enemy. Hence, the very cofirmon political slogan of Jotedar Khotom Koro. Samajtantra

Kayem Koro (eliminate the jotedars, establish socialism) is widely used among
underground leftist parties. For the present purpose the word 'Zamindar' (with all the rent

receiving Talukdars, Jotedars, Patnidars, etc.)

will be used to mean '¡ent

collectors'.

However, it is necessary to highlight the historical context of the peasants' agrarian social
sEuctures, in order to see whother there are similarities with colonial times and what
transfo¡mations have taken place since the British left, since the stucly areas are locatecl in

present day North Bengal (Kazipur being in old Pabna and Chilmari in o1d Rangpur),
agrarian relations in the districts ofRangpur and pabna

2 One bigha 0.33 decimal
ofland; 100 decimal = 1 acre
=

will

be discussed occasionally.
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5.1 LAND CONTROL VERSUS RENT CONTROL IN THE BRITISH COLONIAL

PERIOD

5.1.1 "Rent Offensive" and the Period of High Feudatism
After seizing power following the battle ofPlassey in 1757, the agents of East Inclia
Company (EIC) cast their attention on land tax -- the financial backbone of Bengal. They
annexed the most important Ministry of Revenue (Dewani) of Bengal

Mughals. In pursuit of

a secure and steady system

in 1765 from the

of tax collection, the EIC macle several

attempts at land reforms during the decades that followed and finally promulgated a
permanently fixed rent settlement regulation

in 1793. As part of this regulation,

the

imperial Mughal rent collectors - Zamindars - were given the right to collect permanently

fixed rents on behalf of the EIC. The number of such rent collectors increased
tremendously foilowing the Permanent settlement, reaching a total of 150,000 and included

533 large estates of more than 20,000 acres; 15,747 esøtes of 500-20,000 acres; and
137,920 estates of iess than 500 ac¡es (Oma4 1974:31).

The important point that must be noted he¡e is that the term'petmanent' in the
Permanent settlement of 1793 was cli¡ected to mean the þermanency of the amount fixed
as

rent for a given estate'. In other words, the amount of rent to be paicl by a Zaminclar

was permanently

fixed. The stability of a zamindary invariably

depended on its ability to

regularly pay the fixed tax established on a permanent basis between it and the EIC. It has
been reported that within the

fhst two decades of the permanent settlement, one-thiì.d to

one half of the Zamindarys of Bengal changed hands for failing to regularly make their tax

payment (sinha, 1967:102-104). This transfer of renr collecting rights from a traditional
rent collector was effected through auction sales (when the traditional collectors failed to

collect rent from the tenants the colonial administrators transfened the right of rent
collection to one who was able to pay the outstanding dues and who was able to assert rent

collection effectively). Likewise, within a few years of the permanent settlement, the
traditional estates of Natore zamindary we¡e sold for anears in ¡ent. Rich merchants and
traders of Pabna, Dhaka and calcutta purchased the rent receiving interests of Natore
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zamindary. The district of Pabna contained most of the Natole estates. Some of the
Amlahs (a petit bureaucracy of the landlords) of the Natore estate became the rent ¡eceivers

for the most of the agricultural land of Pabna district. Some parcels of rent-collection rights
were also allotted to ce¡tain Amlahs as tokens of gratitude for services to the suporiol rent
collectors (the Zamindars).

The new rent-collectors asserted their roles very vigorously. For example, in
Pabna district, and especially in Sirajganj sub-division, the parcels of Natore Estate were

taken over by families such as the Tagores of calcutta, Banerjees of Dhaka, sannyals of

salop, Palrasis of sthalbasantapur (sen Gupta, 1974). These new rent collectors rackrented their purchased rent-right to ryats. Tho types of the rent-receiving interests in pabna
appeared to consist mainly of (1) superior collectors called Zamindars, (2) a few depenclant

and independent Talukdars, and (3) Patnidæs. The size of theso rent-receiving interests

were not very large compared to those found in the northern-most districts of Dinajpur,
Rangpur and Jaþaiguri.

I¡

the district of Pabna, there were only six moderate estates with

about 20,000 acres of rent-interests and paying not more than Rs. 50,000 as ¡ent to the EIC

in the mid-l9th century (Sen Gapta,7974). Besides these six estatos, the¡e were

1g7

medium and 674 small rent-receiving interests controlling between 500 to 20,000 acres and
less than 500 ac¡es respectively.

unlike the Mughal approach, the EIC's rigid demand for

rent put the landlords of Bengal into an intense feudalism which sen Gupta (1974) termed
as "high landlordism" and which ¡eigned supreme

until the middle of the 19th century.

Bose (1986) termed the consequence of the regulation of 1793 manifest though the

first six decades as the "rent offensive". This rent offensive brought about significant
changes in the political and social relations of production during the British colonial period.

In the fi¡st half of 18th centuy the traditional zamindary system had been pushed to

an

unstable position (see calkins, 1976; Bose, 1986). Merchant capital and other competing
interests in ]and took advantage of zamindar's weakness in rent collection and became the
new Zamindars. In a defensive bid some of the superior rent collectors allotted large Íacts
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of land to Jotedars and ralukdars (rent collectors for the Zamindars). These substantial
Jotedars and ralukdars in turn rented parts of their land to persons variously known as

Chukanidar, Darchukanida¡, Dardarchukanidar, patnitalukdar, Darpatnidar, and
Dardarpatnidar (deputies of the deputy rent collectors). By the middle of the 19th century

this rent-offensive led to widespread discontent amongst the peasantry in Bengal. The
resultant Revenue and renancy Acts of 1859 and 1885 offered strong leverages to tho
peasants.3

Backed by legal rights and increasing penetration of agricultural credit, the market

for land intensified. Land søned changing hands through various channels, such as direct
sales, distress sales, and mortgages. Evidence shows that the intensification of the land

market gained momentum following the Tenancy Act

Vm of 1885. Omar (1974:40)

noted

that the number of deeds of land ftansfer reached 1.5 millions by 1913, comparecl to only
43,000 in 1884. This situation was encouraged by the gradual and steady integration of the
local commodity market with the international market (see Bose, 1986: 58-69).

5.1.2 Peasants Access to Land

With the settlement of rent fixed at a low rate, and the open discretionary right to
ievy tax on the ryats, made possession of a zamindary a lucratìve enterprise for many.
competition between individual Zamindars, between Zamindars and ralukdars, and the
entry of merchant capital into the competition together increased the value of land by the

early 19th century. This was the time when many traditional zamindars lost their
Zamndary (see Calkins, 1976; Hoque, I975:78). The high landlordism of the Zamindar.s
reached a breaking point in the middle of the 19th

3

centuy. History witnessed serious

The Rent Act X of 1859 had been.imposed to seltle disputes betrveen the rent collectors and fhe peasants.
This Act provided.that any ryat cultivâtirìg a certain portion of land continuously for tZ years ana iegutartl
paying rent can neither be evicted nor have theh rent increased unless uncler certain conctúons. fne Tãnancy
Act VIII of 1885 was a modification of the earlier Rent Act of 1857. This modification provided the setrleá
ryât with important rights such as a) to acquire occupâncy stâtus in all land held by him, b) to transfer his
holding, and c) consolidate occupancy on land held foi more than three years.
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peasants' revolts (e.9., the Blue Mutiny of the 1850s and the peasants, Revolts in the
1870s and 1880s) against the oppressive Zamindars and thei¡ excessive demand for (often

illegal) taxes. The result of these ¡evolts

',vas the

reitoration of peasants right laid out in the

Permanent settlement of 1793 (enactment ofRent and renancy Regulations

vIII

X of 1857 ancl

of 1885). By the end of the century, the competition for land started precipitating into

lower strata of the peasantry.
This competition was fueled by the growth ofpopulation particularly in Bangladesh

(East Bengal).4 The relatively young floodplains of East Bengal were very fertile ancl
capable of producing a number of agricultural crops, especially jute, paddy, sugarcane,
pulses, oil-seeds, wheat, and tobacco. By the early 20th century, Bangladesh had become
the principal supplier of jute to the international market. steady increase in demand for jute

on the international market stimulated the peasants of Bangladesh to intensive cultivation

while at the same time subjecting them to the vagaries of a market economy. These
agricultural opportunities genetated a steady rise in the population, especially tlu.ough
migration (see Haque, 1988; Zaman, 1988; Bose, 1986). As a result, the value of land
was rising and the land-man ratio was deteriorating. Scarcity of land was caused by

diminishing farm sizes due to fragmentation of households resulting from the laws of
inheritance. The Land Revenue commission (LRC) found that in 1938, about 56 percent
of the peasant households owned less than 2 acres of land, and about 26 percent owned 2 5 acres in East Bengal (The LRC Report). This commission considered a minimum of 5

acres of fertile land in East Bengal as an economic holding capable of providing a
subsistence for a householcl of

five. Thus, this means that by the late 1930s, about g2

4 citing several sources Bose noted that between 1881
and 193i, the population rose by gg, 60,

and

26

percent in chittâgong, Dhaka, and Rajshahi divisions respectively. Dènsities of population in sorne
districts were as follows: Dhaka 1265, comilla 1197, Nbat¡ati t tz, raridpur'10-03, Barisal g34,
Myrnensigh 823, Pabna 795, and Rangpur 742. while East Bengal was experiôncing rapid population
growth_during this period, west Bengal rvas going through a decline in poputation alia agriiutturat
ploduction resultng from famine, epidemic, and d¡astic change in the floodplain ecology due toihifring of
rivers to the easr (see Haque, 1988; Bose, 1986; Islarn, 1975:57; Mukhedi, i93g).
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percent of peasants were living below the subsistence level, a condition hardly changed in
contemporary Bangladesh.

Apart from the rent-receiving interests in Pabna, the peasanûy was divided into
several categories. The most prominent \4/ere the Jotedars who held permanent tenures and

they themselves cultivated the lands, and paid no more than Rs.l00 rent di¡ectly to the EIC.

The other categories of peasants wele the ryats, who held small parcels of land on rent

levied by the rent receiving interests. The ryats we¡e further divided into two types
namely, a) occupancy ryats, and b) non-occupancy ryats. The occupancy ryats were those

who obtained permanont occupancy of the tenure they held through Rent Act X of ig59
and Tenancy Act

Vil

of 1885. Non-occupancy ryats, on the other hand, were those who

did not have any permanent occupancy rights on their holdings and were thus subject to
rent-increment and were often evicted at a rent collector's will.

It

may be pointed out here that the rent collectots of Pabna were not large enough to

afford to sublet their rent-receiving interests to a number of sub-feudal interests, as was the
case elsewhere, such as

in the southem districts of Bakerganj and Khul-na, and the northern

distlicts of Dinajpur, Jalpaiguri and Rangpur. The rent collecto¡s were to deai with the
peasants directly for rent realiz¿tion with the

heþ of their petite bureaucracies (the Anrlahs).

Following the promulgation of the Rent Act of 1859, more than 50 percent of the
ryats in
Pabna became permanent tenure holders (occupancy ryats), which increased significantly

following the Bengal Tenancy Act of 1885.
Table 5.1: Household distribution by farm sizes: pabna and Bengal (1938).

4rea ,
Bengal
Pabna

size <
acres
55.9

Averqge fa¡m
3.07
2.39 acres

64.1

,jj\
19.10

es

14.9

9.5

Souce: Compiled from Bose, 1986:24; table 1.1).

An important change had taken place by the end of the 19th century Bengal in
general, and in Bangladesh in particular, namely, the widespread increase of smallholding
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peasant

farms. Increasing population p¡essure resulted in decreasing farm sizes. In the

early 20th century, the average farm size among peasants in pabna was about 1.5 acres
(sen Gupta, 1974). Such small farm sizes signify the dominance of smallholdings in the

district. Almost all were subsistence smallholdings. By the first half of the present
centuly, more than 85 percent of the land was held by the ryats. euoting the Land
Revenue commission of 1938, Bose (1986:23) notes that,"...in the districrs of East Bengal

roughly 84 percent of agriculturist families held less than 5 acres,
acres, and mere 5 percent over 10 acres" (Table

1

1

percent between 5-

5.1). Before the onset of the

seconcl

l0

half

of the 19th century, the¡e were vi¡tually no landless peasants in India. From the middle of

the century, the landlessness started to appear in increasing number, and by the third
decade of the present century the proportion of landless peasants had reached 30 percent

(1931 Census, cited in Omar, 1974:39).

5.1.3 Tenancy: An Alærnative Access to Land
Following rhe revision of the Pe¡manent settlement of 1793 (Rent Act of 1g59 and
the Tenancy Act of 1885), smallholder farming became a dominant feature throughout East

Bengal. Demographic pressure played
peasant househoid

level.

a key

role in the rapid decrease in farm size at the

Need for supplementing household income encouraged

sharecropping. Renting land on cash or kind was common fo¡ a labou¡ surplus peasant
household. In 1911, the Dacca settlement

offic

reported that:

"...it is the ord-inary raiyat,who adds to his profits by the cultivation of (Jotedar's)
khama¡ land. I doubt whetlrer in a single instance anj, (Jotedar) family gaìns frorn '
its barga lands more grain than is sufficient to suppoit itself; oály in ífãw instances
where jute.is gro,À/n on barga lands is there any mbneøry gain and for that an exÍa
share is given to the bargadar either in money or in K-n¿,,, (Dacca Settlement
Report, app.XI, xxvii-xxviii, cited from Bose, l-986:27).
The scenario in Rangpur disrict was completely different from that prevailing in the

southern districts of North Bengal5 and in East and central Bengal.

In the northern
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districts such as Rangpur, Dinajpur, and Jalpaiguri, as Bose (1986:12) puts it,
"...ecological factors had an impottant bearing on this particular fo¡m of agrarian
organization. Large tracts of land were assigned to substantial man of capital at low fixed
rents and with permanent and Íansferable rights to facilitate organization of large scale
reclamation from jungle". The reclamation work was carried out with the help of tribal
people. The Jotedars, however, managed to cultivate the major portion of ttreir holdings on

adhiari basis (sharecropping). The ryats held very small holdings in their control. To
supplement their income they often ¡ented lands from the Jotedars on a sharecropping
basis.

There existed a large number of landless peasants in the districts of North Bengal.

These landless peasants (known as pure adhiars) were originally the tribal labourers
mobilized by the Jotedars for bringing into cultivation of the huge holdings rented from the

Zamindars. once these lands were cleared and cultivated, the labourers remained to
cultivate the land as share-croppers (adhiars) but had no occupancy rights on the lands they
share-cropped. Thus the Jotedars became a key element in the agrarian social structure of

North Bengal through extending credits to the small-holders and the adhiars. In North
Bengal, the Jotedars as landowners, creditors, and buyers of agricultural produces,
controlled the poor peasants, putting them to near-serf conditions. The Jotedars even
dictated what ìvas to be grown on the sharecropped lands. This was in sharp contrast to
..vhat was found

in the disÍicts of East Bengal. The 'Jotedar-Adhiar relations' model that

was found in the frontier districts of British Bengal, has been used in recent studies to
explain the production relations in present Bangladesh.

5 During the British period, North Bengal consisted
of the disrricts of Rangpu, Dinajpü, Jalpaiguri under
cooch Bihar Raj, whereas the present north Bengal includes Rangpur, Dinajpur, eaunäl nogra'anã nristratri
dist¡icts.
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5.1.4 Agricultural Labour Relations
Demand for agricultural workers had been increasing across the predominantly
smallholder peasant farms in Bangladesh since the second half of the 19th century.6

Marginal and small peasants supplied this demand for labour. Being unable to secure
enough subsistence for their households from the meagre farm sizes, the peasants lookecl

for supplementary income through selling thei¡ labour. In the case of medium sized
peasant holdings, famiiy members were forced to wo¡k for wages in the event of natu¡al
disaster losses. The engagement of hi¡ed and some tied labourers (also termed as bondecl

labourers) occured mostly in North and west Bengal not only on the substantiai farms of
the Jotedars ancl ralukdars, but also on smaller holdings. Such labourers originated mostly

from among tribal people. In East Bengal, the relatively small peasants supplied labour in
the first place but the growing population of landless peasants gradually took over an
increasing share of the labour market. At the peak of the harvest and sowing seasons,

family members of marginal peasants formed a sort of informal 'cooperative labour pool'
(locally known as Bodlee) to work on neighbours field on a reciprocal basis.
Despite the fact that Pabna had become a densely populated district in the later half

of the 19th century (in 7872, the density was 616 persons per sq mile), demand for
agricultural labour was met by temporary migration from other pafis of Bengal. sen Gupta
(1974) noted that "...these immigrants were attracted to pabna because the rate of wages in
the disnict (4 annas a day for unskilled labour) was fairly high as compared with that in

other districts of Bengal". This seasonal demand for agricultural labour in present clay
North Bengal, and the related iabour migration f¡om the eastern part of Bangladesh, is still
6^Ornar^(1974:39) notes
that there were 7.5 million landless peasants in Indiâ in 1872, cornpared to none in

several souces, especially of J. c. Jack, fsetrlement officer or rariopui in is16, Bo;
]_8^a^2r -Quo¡lng
(1986:28-30)
says that landless labourers
virrualy nonexistent in east Bengal'in rh" ;¿¡ii tó;À
_w-e¡e
century.
according to the Census of 1931, proportion of landless labou¡ers iñ Bangtadesh was 30
percent. -But
It is natual to expect the rise of wage lâbour in an intensified agriculture. The ex-istence of wase
labou in the
centu-ry was noted by sen Guprâ (1974). Huque (1939-) re.corded an esrimare or per acie
-19th
lâbour-cost ofrhree
major crops in 1929-30 (at thar rime per acrè cost of iabou¡ was Rs.61.50 for
¡ite, ns.
29.25 for Aus Paddy, and Rs, 24.25 fo¡ Aman paddy).

9B

significant. In such situations, the contentions that landlords exploited labour

ancl

appropriated labour su¡pluses through 'bondages' have doubtful validity.

An important aspect of the ru¡al labour market that is often overlooked is the
existence of non-agricultural labour. Though precise statistics are not available for the

Mughal and the British periods, the existence of a separate workforce that provided goods
ancl services to the peasantry

in Bengal villages is well known. Fishing, oil-pressing

(Ghanni), weaving, boat making and repairing, river boat ferrying, manufacturing of
agricultural implements, house repairing, earth cutting, and other various artisamy must
have involved a significant number of hired workers.

v/ith the increasing emphasis

on

rural infrastructure development, a non-agricultural employment sector doubtlessly has
increased in recent times in Bangladesh. one rural study recently reported that about 24
percont of the rural work force sells its labour mostly to the rural non-agricultural sector
(Rahman and Islam, 1987). The same study noted that more than 28 percent of lanclless
labourers are involved in non-agricultulal wage employment. Analytical accounts ofthis

work-force in rural areas may porEay a different picture from the one presentecl by the
proponents of 'landlord-bonded labour' theory.

5.1.5 Rural Credit Rolations
By the end of 19th century, the era of Zamindars' exÍacting peasants, surpluses in
the

form of taxes started to wane. The Rent Act and the Tenancy Act of 1857 and igg5,

respectively, sowed the seeds for the destruction of high landlordism over the following
decades (see Islam,1975:60, son Gupta, 1974).

At this point, history witnessed the rise

and stengthening of the most damaging viliains in the agrarian relations of Bengal, and one

that overshadowed the waning 'rent offensive' of the Zamindars, namely, the rise of the
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money lenders.T The early 20th century saw a proliferation of a rural credit system
conffolled by merchants, moneylenders, and Joteda¡s. In an effort to controi the reign of
creditors, the government intervened with a number of regulations, such as usurious
Loans Act, 1918; Bengal Money Lenders Act, 1934, revised

in

1940; and Bengal

Agricultural Debtors Act, 1936, revised in 1942.
The credit system that entered the rural agricultural commodity markets had a faÌ

reaching effect on the agrarian relations of production in Bangladesh. with the gradual
intensification of agriculture, especially with cash crops such

into

a phase

as

jute, the peasanfy enterecl

of disintegration and differentiation in rural Bengal. By the

enct

of

19th

century, the peasanÍy was universally encouraged to producejute which brought it into the

realm of the international market. Because of the relatively higher return from jute,
production of it became important in offseting the insufficient food supply procluced on
small farms. The jute market was cont¡olled and financed by a long chain of middlemen,S

while the poor peasants had to act individually as sellers. The small peasants had no capital

to invest in the production of jute and there were no marketing cooperatives for the
peasants. The result was that they could not produce without credit and were thus
compelled to sell immediately after harvesting when prices were at their lowest. The need

to sell theh crops immediately after haNest was firstly, because they had to repay their.
loans; secondly, because they could not afford sufficient fanspo¡tation and storage facility;
and thirdly, because of their inabüity to bargain on the commodity market for better price.

According to Lenin (1964), usury

will

have a moderating effect on the

clifferentiation of the peasantry (the credit system kept the peasant family alive and heþed to
reproduce the small peasant economy), therefore, will hinder development of capitalism in

7 It is not to be assumed

that the incidence of noney lending and peasants' indebtedness rvas a phenomenon
which carne to exist only in the British colonial period, It haì beeñ reportecl that peâsânts' indebtedness was
widespread even in Mughal India (see Habib, 1969:43).
8.

The amourt of ùnported funds needed to mobilize and finance the jute markets of Bengal was very

significant (see Tornlinson, 1979).
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agriculture. Early 20th century Bangladesh presents convincing evidence of the above
argument. At that time, the majority of the actual producers were tenants under the
zamindary system in the northern part of the country, and in East Bengal, small peasant
holdings were forced to produce cash crops for the world ma¡ket. The traders, money-

lenders, and landlord-moneylenders became a nexus

in

agrarian production

ancl

reproduction, and appropriated the surpluses produced by the peasants through various
types of loans. In present day Bangladesh, the relationships between landowner/money
lenders and the tenants/small peasanß are not as pronounced as they were in the fi¡st half
the present centuIy.

If

of

the existing credit relations are analyzed in a contemporary context,

the argument that rural informal credit is an instrument of feudalìstic exploitation, proposed

by contemporary theorists, appears to be weak.

I¡

fact there is evidence of different kincls

of credit behaviour in rural Bangladesh. Atiqur Rahman (1979) convincingly argued that
landlords' credit relations with thei¡ tenants are not significant, ancl the usury is not a major
source of their income. He notes an important aspect of credit relations in his study area
\¡/as that "...a significant part

of credit f¡om non-institutional source is provided for

production purposes without interest and without anv apparent motive for appropdation of

collateral" (Atiqur Rahman ,1979:47, emphasis added).

5.2 CHANGING PERSPECTIVE AT THE END OF THE BRITISH RULE AND
CONTEMPORARY BANGLADESH

Due to continued socio-political pressure during the 1930s and 1940s, the so-called

Permanent sottlement came to an encl through the enactment of the East Bengal state

Acquisition ancl renancy Act (EBSATA) in 1950. This acr finally eliminated the renrcollecting interests and brought the peasantry directly under state control. But the ah.eady
impoverished peasantry could not recover from its vulnerability conditions. During the
fi¡st half of the 20th century, the peasants' inability to pay taxes and rents and their inability
of providing subsistence for their households, forced them into the money market. They
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were compelled to produce commercial crops to raise cash and, in so doing, they had to

bonow cash. Their inabiJity to repay loans force them bonow even more, or to sell their
assets or a

portion of their meagre land holdings. In the face of market uncertainties and

natu¡al hazard risks, the poorest peasants were the most vulnerable victims, and this led to
steacly disintegration of the whole peasantry.

A chilling portrait of this highly vulnerable

peasanÍy was drawn by the Bengal Land Revenue Commission (BLRC)

in

1940.

According to this commission, 75 percent of total households suweyed were below the
minimum subsistence level, which the BLRC considered as a minimum of f,rve acres. The

majority (46 percent) of these peasants owned less than two acres of land. Accordirrg to
another village survey

in 1946, six years after the BLRC report, 85 percent lived below the

subsistence level as defined by the BLRC (see Hossain, 1981, and Ishaque, 1946 cited

in

Rahman, 1983:5).
The most frequently quoted data on land distribution in Bangladesh is that of Land

occupancy survey 1977 and 1978. Investigators used this source clifferently in
categorizing landholding sizes in rural Bangladesh (see, Jannuzi and peach, 1979, 19g0;

Devylder, 1983; Westergaard, 1985; Rahman, 1983; Wood, 19g1). Despite va¡iations in

farm size definition, the common picture that emerges is that of the continuous
disintegration of small peasant farms. Average farm size has decreased from 3.5 acres in
1960 to 2.8 acres

in

1974 and to 2.00 acres

in

1977 (Alamgir, 197g; 94-95, Wood,

1981:11). There was a continuous decline in tenure-sizes f¡om 1960 onwards. The
owner-tenant size registered more than 30 percent decline, while tenant farms declined 37.5
percent in acreage. Elaborating on the sÍuctural changes in tenure size, woocl noted that
there was a 'dramatic decline in the numbe¡ of holdings in the middle sized farms while the

big farms (above 12 acre) remained more o¡ less unchanged' (Wood,l9g1:12).
The proportion of landless households in the rural area progressively increased

from

14 percent

percent

in

in

1951, to 18 percent

in

1961, to 38 percent

in 1973-i4,

and to about 50

1977 (Alamgi, 1978:101 and Land Occupancy Survey, 1977).

If

rhe size
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category of below half acre, as defined by the Land occupancy survey, is extended to
cove¡ farm size below 1.00 acre, the proportion of landless household rises to about 62

percent. This figure jumps to 77 percent when farms below two acres are considered

as

functionally landless. Moreover, most peasant holdings below two acres are frequently
forced to make disÍess sales (i,e., of crops, assets, land) or to mortgage thei¡ lancl. A

world Bank report (1983) estimates that

the land-owning strata in Bangladesh is:- (a) six

percent rural household with landholding more than five acres controlling 45 percent of

cultivable land, (b) 16 percent household with farm size berween 2.5 and 5 acres
controlling about 34 percent of the land, (c) 30 percent household controlling about 20
percent of the land in farm size between 0.5 and 2 acres and (d) those about 50 percent
household controlling about 3 percent of cultivable land in size category of 0 to 0.5 acres

land. If

a

of

farm size of six acres can be considered as a viable farm, as will be suggestecl in

chapter 6, the data fro¡¡ the world Bank report suggests that 94 percent of the agricultural
population is living below subsistence level.

As has been noted above, the usual condition in the northern part of British Bengal
rvas that a Talukdar would have controlled a very large

Íact of land,

and the adhiars would

be tenant-cultivators on a share-cropping basis. In such cases, the Talukdar often made
decisions about production. In contrast, in present day Bangladesh, land-owning peasants
are also involved in share-cropping. The context in which share-cropping continues in

contemporary Bangladesh is different ftom the one in the British colonial period. while
share-cropping in somo part of the Bdtish Bengal may be termed as a feudal instrument of

exploitation, this is not tÌue in contemporary Bangladesh.
Despite the drastic change brought about by EBSATA, the vulnerability conditions

of peasants in contemporary Bangladesh has not changed, rather, it has been intensifiecl.

what EBSATA did was to eliminate the intermediate rent-collectors (Zamindars

and

Talukdars). In fact, no land regulation can change or, for that matter, turn the alreacly
fragmented and ever decreasing sizes of holdings to viable fa¡m sizes for all the concerned
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peasants. This is quite impossible given that the counhy has too many peasants and too

little land. obviously,

a

practical reform would be to relieve agriculture from bearing the

burden of having to support the whole peasantry. The agricultural labour force would
serve agriculture better by creating a real demand for agricultural production, were

it to be

turned into an industriai labour force at a feasible scale of industrialization.

As can be seen from the above discussion, farm sizes are becoming smaller with a
consequent increase in landlessness. In terms of production, most of the peasant fa¡ms are

quite incapable of maintaining a bare subsistence and thus lacking the power ofpersistence

in the face of any socio-economic or natu¡ai hazards. As a means of production, the
possession

of an insignificant amount of land is meaningless for the majority of the

peasants in Bangladesh. This meagre ownership

of land does not put smallholding

peasants qualitatively away from landless labourers. The ownership of insignificant
amount of land (means of production) doos not put a peasant into the same level of owners

of substantial means of production, where

a

fa¡m is capable of producing surplus or, at

least, subsistence. Hete, separation of producers from the means of production is
qualitative and it is useless to identify the impoverished peasanfy as owners of means of

production. This ownership has no practical implications in the agrarian ¡elations of
production, except itself being exploited.
The traditional control of rural power is distinctly in Íansition. Traditionally the

political po'ffer was land based in the rural areas. village headman and local ralukclars
were usually the people who appeared prominently in the political scene at the union
council/board or village level Pancha]¡at. In contemporary Bangladesh, rural power is no
more singularly land-based but significantly originates from diversified professions. It is
very common to find school teachers, political activists, Íaders, lice mill owners, upazilla
conffactors, leaders of the Association of the Landless competing and holding office in the

local level political institutions. unde¡ such conditions, it would be very blunt to define
relations of production as emanating from landownership a1one, where the perpetratoÌs are
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seen as subjugato¡s of the labourers and marginal peasants for political interests through

so-called 'Patron-Client' relations. However, the issue of share-cropping, labour and
credit relations in contemporary Bangladesh will be øken up in chapter 6 in mo¡e detail.

Increasing resource polarization and differentiation process as shown, among
others, by Rahman (1986) demonstrate that a trend in capitalist development has already
been set

i¡

Bangladesh. This contention may appear speculative in the absence of concrete

evidence, but in light of demonstrated public policies and strategies of agricultural
development, existing free rural wage labour (see chapter 6), recently privatizecl input

mæket, and increasing technoiogical innovations

it

can be proposed that capitalistic

development in Bangladesh agriculture has taken a firm

root. It

can be argued that

capitalism in Bangladesh is in an earlier stage of development process. one may define
as a nascent

it

capitalism. However, more investigations are neecled to examine the stage of

capiølistic development Bangladesh is presently going through.
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CHAPTERVI
IMPACT OF RTVERBANK EROSION AND SOCIAL AND ECONOMIC CONTEXT
OF MPOVERISHMENT IN TFIE STUDY AREA

To understand peasants' adjustment strategies to natural hazañ, it is necessary to
place the study-population into its proper economic and social context. once the socio-

economic context in which the peasants operate is properly outlined and analyzed,

it

becomes significantly simpler to understand their perception of natural hazard, behaviour,
and strategies of the inhabit¿nts in hazard-prone areas. ln this respect this chapter

wiÌl deal

with the following aspects:

.

householdsustenance;

o

access to, and command over means of production;

o

altemative access to land;

.

labour and credit relations; and

o impact of natural

hazards on agrarian organization.

The two districts containing the study areas vary

in their socio-economic

conditions. The district of Rangpur is one of the most impoverished distlicts in
Bangladesh, while the district of Pabna is slightly better

off. It is interesting to note that

whenever a natural hazard or famine hits the counEy, Rangpur often looms large as a hard

hit area. In the British colonial period, the disÍict showed its peculiarity in matters of
agricultural social relations. For example, in the 1870s and 1880s Rangpur remained very
peaceful while the peasants' revolt swept through almost the whole of east ancl central

Bengal.1 However, while most of East Bengai remained silent in the 1940s, the district of
Rangpur, along with a few other nolthem disnicts, was swept with a violent movement of
the sharecroppers known as Tebhaga Sangram.
I In fact, the great Peasants'
Revolt of 18?os and 1880s had been stârted by a sort oï ag¡ariân league formed by the
District ( fo¡ details see Sen Gupta (1974 ).
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The contemporary relationships between peasants and the land in the study area has
become simpler than in the British period. It is a relationship between direct owners and

non-owners. Given the small size of the average holdings, it appears that there exists

a

homogeneity in land ownership. But among these small peasant farms, their viability is

solely determined by the amount of land a household operates. In this respect

it

is

worth\'r'hile to note what it means for a farmer to own and operate a holding of between 1-2
ac¡es

in size. It is also necessary

To analyze what the significance is

of different farm-sizes

to different peasant groups. In doing so, it is necessary to first determine how much land a
peasant household needs to survive and reproduce,

6.1 CONCEPT OF VIABILITY OF FARMING
In order to survive and reproduce,

(MSL). The concept of a minimum

a household needs a

standard of

minimum standard of living

living is arbitrary, perhaps because of the

variable nature of sociai objectives, preferences, and availability of goods and services to
different groups. However, to su¡vive a household requires a minimum of food, clothing,
shelter, and medicine. These basic neecls are what Harriss (1982) called "biological"
needs. According to Harriss the "...final definition of livelihood is biological". He further
notes that "...in practice livelihood is socially defined and different groups and individuals

have different ideas as to what constitutes a minimum acceptable standard".

one report

defined MSL for a family as 'adequate food, shelter, clothing, and certain household
equipment and furniture; and safe drinking water, sanitation, public transportation, ancl
health and educational faciüties'(ILO, 1977). Streeæn and Bu¡ki (1978) hold thar,
"...at the lowest level, basic needs a¡e those that have to be met for bare survival.at the next level, basic needs may be defined as those that have tõ-6ãããiãr
gqnÍinled surviyal and comprise a minimum of food and vvater, protection fiom
fatal diseases and adequate shelter. At the third level, the satisfactio'n of basic needs
covers continue-d plodrlctive suryival and in addition protecrion from debilitating
diseases, more food and some education".
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However, in order to continue on farming, peasant households not only need the

"biological" basics, but also need to reproduce and cushion themselves against destabilizing
effects of nature, the society, and the economy. A workable definition of a viable farm
may be put forward here. once this is done, any peasant household may be scaied against
such a definition to see the position

it occupies in the agrarian social structure of the study

area. A peasant household basically needs to produce a certain amount of agricultural
output fot:

o maintaining

a

minimum standard of living (MSL),

o

continuing in the occupation (ability to reproduce), and

.

cushioning against desøbilìzing effects of socio-economic and natural hazards.

Those farms which can afford to maintain the above conditions at a given level may be
te¡med as viable farms. Estimates can be macle of what constitutes a "viable fa¡rn" in the

study area from the basic nutritional requirements

of a household and the basic

requirements to cover the feproduction aspects and a possible amount of i¡su¡ance against
emergencies.

since rice is the principle agricultural produce, the strength of a farm household is
measured in terms of the amount of rice

it produces in a given season. Hence, a rice

equivalent of a 'viable farm' may be calculated from the paddy production statistics of the
study æea. First, on the biological aspect, it has been estimated by FAo that an aver.age
person requires 2,150 calories per day, while the Nutritional survey of Rural Bangladesh

(NSRB) estimated

n

1975-76 that the average per capita calorie requirement is 2,249 ror

all

ages and both sexes (Huq, 1984: 63).

According to NSRB figure, an average farm household of six members would neecl
13,488 calorie per day to

fulfil the basic biological requirements. The rice equivalent of

this amount of caiorie is about 35.5 mounds of milled rice per year2. This amount of rice

2 A mound is equal to
40 seers and a seer equals approxinately akilogram.
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requfues about 54 mounds of paddy. However, rice alone cannot provide alt the nutritional
needs of a human

being. Moreover, usually rice is not eaten alone; it requires some kind of

cuûy to go with

it. It may appear arbitrary to put forward

any estimate of additional

nutritional requirements of a rural household, but as a working hypothesis, a minimum
level of such estimate and its rice equivalent is proposed here. The additional requirements

(cuny) is based on discussions with the local people about thei¡ foocl habits. Based on
local food practices and market prices, it is estimated that an average household would need
about 2 mounds 10 seers of Dal (I-entils) per year at the rate of ono

fourth

seer of Dal per

day. This amount of Dal would cost the household about Tk. 1,100 per year, which

is

equivalent to the cost of 7.3 mds of paddy at the rate of Tk. 150 per mds ( 1985 local price).
The ba¡est minimur¡ amount of fish would cost Tk.5 per day, which is Tk.1,825 per yeat.
This is equivalent to the cost of about i2.2 mds of paddy.

6.2 VIABILITY OF OPERATIONAL HOLDINGS
From the above estimates, it can be seen that a peasant household in the study area

would need to produce about 75 mds of paddy per year in order to maintain a nuÍitionaL
requirement at an adequate level. In terms of other basic needs, only clothing for the
household is considered here. The apploximate cost of clothes that a household needs

throughout a year is estimated to be Tk. 1,780, which is equivalent of about 12 mds of

paddy:. This brings the total amount of paddy that needs to be produced to about g6 mds
(3.20 tons at the rate of 27 mds a ton). In order to be able to produce this amount of paddy
on a year to year basis, a peasant household needs to procure some means ofproduction as

well. The amount of investment, or for that matter the amount of paddy that can generate
the investment, clepends upon the size of the farm, types and patteln of cropping, draughts
3 A¡nual cost ofclothes
for a peasant household has been estimated on the basis of 19E5 market prices as followsi (1)
fo¡ a male household head, Tk, 210 for 3 lungi at the rate of rk. 70 each, Tk. 180 for 3 shirts aithe ¡ate of rk. 60
each, Tk. 60 for 3 ganji at the rate of Tk. 20 each, Tk. 80 fo¡ winter clothes (Chadder), (2) for a houservife, Tk.
300 fo¡
3 sarees at the rate of Tk. 100 each, Tk.90 for 3 blouses at the rate of Tk. 30 each, Tk. tàó for : p"tty cout, at tll,ote
ofrk. 60 each, Tk. 80 for a winter clothes (chadder), (3) approxirnately Tk. 600 for child¡ens cloihei fo¡ 4.
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animal, seeds, fertilizer and pesticides, and labour. Estimates of production costs of paddy
were made by Hossain for the year 1984-85 (1989: Table 21:53). His estimates show that
the cash cost of cultivating an acre of Íaditional paddy would be Tk.799 , or Tk. 1,226 per

metric ton. In estimating cash cost, Hossain included the cost of seed, fertilizer, manure,

ùrigation, pesticides, and hired labour. He also estimated total cost by imputing value of

family and animal labou¡ (Tk.2,425 per acre
Hossain, 1989:52). However,

and.

Tk.3,720 per metric ton of paddy;

if only the cash cost of traditional

vruiety is considered, a

farmer would need Tk.3,923 to produce 86 mds (3.2 tons), which is equal to the price of
26 mds (about a ton) of paddy. Altogether, a farmer would need to produce 112 mds (or
4.15 tons) of paddy to survive and to rep¡oduce.

Given the average paddy productivity in Bangladesh of 0.65 tons per acre,4 which
is about 18 mds, a farmer would need more than 6 acres of cultivable land to be considered
as a viable farm.

Table 6.1: Distribution of Operational holdings accorcling to size categories (in Acres).
1. Kazipur

2. Chilmari

Operational Vo of
Holding HH
0-0.s0
o.51-2.00
2.01-5.00
s.01-7.50
7.51+

M"*¡t

Vo

amount
land

land

49.92

0.r4

1.78

11.06

30.0s 1.08
15.67 2.96
2.58 5.94

n=619 n=748.80
mean farm size=7.21

of

of
HH
7o

5.84 56.85
26.87 19.58
38.36 14.73
12.68 3.64
16.24 5.20

Mean
amount
land

0.10
1.12
3.12
6.16
t8.24

Vo

of

land

2.95
t1.47
24.t0
11.7 5

49.',l3

n=577 n=1700.34
mean farm size=l.91

4 Hossain cites both Govem¡nent
stâtistios and BIDSIFPRI suwey ¡esults to show the average of all seasons ( Aus,
Arnan, and Boro) of paddy production to be 0.65 tons per acre ( Hossain, Mahabub, 19g9).
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The picture appears very gloomy

if

the dat¿ in Table 6.1 of the distribution of

operational holdings are examined. The table shows that a little more than 4 percent and
about 9 percent of farms in Kazipur and chilmari, respectively, qualify as viable farr¡s.

However, this is not surprising in a situation where more than 85 percent of the people live
below the poverty level. This definition ofa viable farm, moreover, is a modest one. To
be more realistic in defining a viable farm, one should not overlook the importance of
education, health care, housing, Eansport, recteation, and social obligations for reciprocity

in the rural areas (see

wolf

1966: 7 -10).

wolf desc¡ibed the reproductive

and other basic

need requirements as "replacement fund", and necessary surpluses peasants need to
produce as "social fund", and "funds for rents" The cost of these items

will certainly

increase the size of a viable farm. But for lack of information on the cost of these items,
they ',vere not considered in the present study.

If six acres

is considered as an indication of a viable fa¡m,

96 percent of the farms in Kazipur ancl 91 percent of the farms in

it can be

seen that about

chilmari fall drasticatly

short of being viable (Tabte 6.1). The greater majority of fa¡ms operate at a very marginal

condition. The reason why this population clings to farming is simple, namely, there are
few, if any, alternative opportunities available for peasants. However, peasants clo adopt

various informal sector activities to supplement thei¡ income. Thus, they turn to
sharecropping, mortgaging property, off-farm activities such as rickshaw peddling, selling

labour in tempolary and low-paid non-agricultural works, and indebtedness.

or

they

simply stawe. stawation is not an uncornmon consequence of the condition prevailing for
the most marginal group of peasants.

6.3 LANDOWNERSHIP AND MPACT OF RTVERBANK EROSION
Tab\e 6.2 shows the substantial diffe¡ence in landownership

chilmari. The distribution is highly

skewed

in Kazipur

and

in chilmari, where 7 .2 percent of

the

households with more than 5 acres own about 66 percent of the total land. Average land

ownership per household is also substantially higher in chilma¡i compared to Kazipur. ln

Kazipur 37 percent of the household with farm sizes between 0.51 and 5.99 acres own 63
percent of the total land.

^table 6.2: Distribution of Land-Ownership (acres)*

(1) Kazipur
Landownership
category(acres)
iandless

0.1-0.50
0.51-2.00
2.01-s.00
5.01-7.50
7.51+

Vo of
HH

Vo

38.45
21.49
26.6s
10.

Mean
landÆIH

0.00
s.58
31.09
31.54
10.34
21.45

i8

1.62
1.62

n=605.75

n=619
mean farm size = 0.98
mean farm size = 1.59 (excluding

of

Land

Toof

mean amount

HH

of land lost

0.00
0.25
1.14
3.03
6.26

t58

13.00

9

61

85
34
J

1.95
1.42
2.88
s.38
27.28
33.2'I

n=352

landless) rs = 0.46

(2) Chümari
Landownership
category(acres)
landless

0.1-0.s0
0.51-2.00
2.01-5.00
5.01-7.50

7.5I+

Vo

Land

s7.20
9.07
16.44
10.10
3.60
3.60

n=584
mean fa¡m size = 1.50
mean farm size = 3.50 (excluding

*

of

Vo of.

HH

0.00

t.62
1

1.61

21.09
15.69
49.99

Mean

o/aof

land/ÉIH

HH

0.00
0.27
1.06
3.13
6.54
20.83

mean amount
of lancl lost

173
38

s.50
5.96

32

10.55

T7

13

8.83

t6

14.17

n=875.10

landless) rs = 0.17

Landownership calculations are based on amountìflãnãìÇneãìnd used, plus the
amount of land owned but leased and/or sharecropped out.
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In o¡de¡ to see if land lost due to riverbank erosion is a prime determinant of farm
size, a simple bivariate analysis was undertaken (Spearman's coefficient of conelation).

It

was found that the impact of RBE is moderate in determining farm size in Kazipur (rs=

0.46). This relationship is more random in Chilmari (rs = 0.17). This is also supported
by

a regression

calculation as follows (Figures in parentheses are T values):

Kazipur

FS=

Chiknari

FS= -331.34+7.50ST+0.228L R2 = 0.75

204.67+0.64ST+0.108L
(3.s7) (2.6s)

R2 = 0.84

(2.88) (1.e1)

FS = Landownership in legal rights
ST = Amount of land rented-out on Sharecropping.
EL = Land lost due to rivetbank erosion

Keeping in mind the fact that the telationship expressed by the regression analysis
is not causal, rather it is functional, it can be said that the larger landowning farms are the
greater losers of land. The relationship appears statistically significant in Kazipur at 0.1
percent probability of enor, but it is not significant in Chilmari. This is congruent to the
previous argument that impact of RBE on land ownership is random in Chilmari.

6.4 ALTERNATIVE ACCESS TO LAND: STIARE CROPPING AND LEASING
Renting land for sharecropping is one way to access land. Both renting-in and
renting-out land are survival strategies for most people, especially for those who own
farms beiow a viable size. Those who rent-in land do so to supplement their income.
Those who rent-in land for sharecropping are usually the land-poor, and those who rentout theh land are land rich. one study points out that it is a normal practice for a land-poor

farmer to rent-in land and for a rich farmer to rent-out (Hossain, 1986:2g). Hossain notecl
that those who have farm sizes of less than 5 acres tend to take land as sharecropping and
those who are richer (having more than 5 acres) usually rent-out a portion of their lancl.
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But it was also found that land poor peasants also rent-out some portion of their land
because they themselves cannot afford to cultivate

it for lack of necessary inputs.

Table 6.3: Sharecropping and mortgages in the study Area (Land ownership in decimals)

A.Sharecropping-out

Kazipur

Landownership Vo

Mean

27.08 0.62 10.00
29.16 0.90 15.75
6.25 2.13 7.98
14.58 7.25 63.26
n=48
n=80.18
7 .7 SVo
acres

Landownership
Category
1-50

s1-200
201-500
501-750
751+

Vo Mean
HH Land

7o

HH Land Land

Category

51-200
201-s00
s01-750
751+

Chilmad

Vo

HH

Mem Va
Land Land

19.94 15 5.72
51.85 37 38.19
21.29 79 33.s4
5.55 165 18.24
1

.85 117

n=108
17.45Vo

4.29

Vo

Land

31.25 0.52
0.00 0.00
25.00 1.22
25.00 2.68
n=16
2.74Vo
7o

HH

Mem
Land

21
39
20.31, 80
9.37 52
21.87
43.75

13.77
0.00
25.75
56.s2

n=18.95
acres

Vo

Land
8.3

i

30.91

29.t7

4.69

272

8.75
22.85

n=54.33
acres

n=64

n=35.75acres

70.96Va

'With the inr¡oduction of modern
High yietding Variety (HyV) paddy,

a

phenomenon of reverse renting is also found in rural areas (wood, 198 1). In this situation

rich farmers rent-in land for cultivation of more profitable

Hyv.

being too high, a poor o¡ middle fa¡mer often cannot cultivate

The cost of production

Hyv.

It is more profitable

to get a share of the high yielding paddy without investing anything by renting-out.
Hossain (1986:27-28) noted a declining trend in renting-out land in ¡ich farm households
due to

IfYV innovation in agriculture.
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However, it is impottant to note that the overall proportion of those renting-out land

in the study area is very insignificant. only about

8 percent

of all households surveyed in

Kazipur and about 3 percent in chilmari are found to let out land on a sharecropping basis
(Table 6.3). The figures for those who t¿ke land on sharecropping is comparatively higher

in both Kazipur and chilmari. Table 6.4 shows that the proportion of those who take-in
sharecropping land is about 27 percent of all households surveyed. The proportion of
those who rent land for sharecropping are concentrated in the categories below 5 acres (97

percent renting-in about 95 percent of the available land). It was found that ¡ich farmers

also ¡ent-in land in both Kazipur (3 percent farmers renting-in 4.3 percent land) and

chilmari (7 percent renting-in 4.7 percent land). It appears that the mean amount of land
available for sharecropping in chilmari is higher than Kazipur. The mean amount of land
rented-in per household is also higher in Chilmari.

It is interesting to note from Tables 6.3 and 6.4 that the proportion of both
sharecropping-in and -out are concentrated within the farm sizes of 5 acres or less. In

Kazipur, only about 21 percent of the households with more than 5 acres of land let-out
land on sharecrop basis. The corresponding figure for chilmari is higher, accounting for

50 percent. The proportion of land let-out by these categories of landowners is
significantly higher. About 21 percent of households with more than 5 acres let-out about
71 percent of the total sharecropped land in Kazipur. The corresponding figures for

chilmari is 50 percent and 82 percent. Significant propofiion of households in the less
than 5 acres categories let out an insignificant amount of land. Table 6.3 shows that 71
percent of householcls let-out about 29 percent of total sharecropped land in Kazipur, while

in Chilmari the proportion is 50 and 18 respectively.

The amount of land available in the mortgaged market is offered in higher
propoftion by those who own less than a viable farm. About 77 percent of mortgaged lancl
is mortgaged-out by 93 percent of those who have less than 5 acres in Kazipur, while

in
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Table 6.4: Accessing Land thnough Sharecroppíng and Mortgaging ( Kot-in)
(Land ownership in decimals)

A. Sharecropping-in
(1) Kazipur
ownership
Category
0
1-50

51-200
201-500
501-7s0

757+

Vo

HH
20.93
30.23
32.56
13.18
1.55
1.55
n=729

(2) Chilrnari

Vo

Mean

7o

Land Land

0.67
0.39
0.55
0.83
0.59
1.00

HH

Me¿¡¡.

Land

35.54 1.18
18. 18
0.70
27.27 2.1s
12.39 1.14
4.r3 0.97
2.48 0.91
n=73.56acres n=121
n=161.88acres
24.47
20.66
31.42
19.13
1.60
2.'12

20.84Va

Vo

Land
31.41
9.48
43.85
10.59
3.00
1.69

20.7270

B. Mortgage

(i) Kazipur
ownership
Category
0
1-50

51-200
201-500
501-7s0

751+

7o

HH
27.12
23.60
37.27
14.28
2.48
1.24
n= 161
267o

(2) Chihnari

Mem 7o

Vo

Mean

Vo

Land

HH

r04

16.06
18.21
35.52
19.18

284

9.r4

r7l

25.t2

83
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1.8 8

29.55
9.10
29.55
11.36
9.10
11.36

9.88
23.18

n=724.15

n=44

n=34.12 acres

actes

7.53Vo

Lancl
s9
60

74

Land
52
65
38

158

Land
19.90
7.65
14.27
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Chilmari the figures are about 68 percent and about 86 percent respectively (Tab1e 6.3).
The highest concenÍation of those who mortgaged-out their land is found within 0.51-2.00
and 2.01-5.00 acres categories. Combined households '"vithin these groups amounts to
73. 1 percent

in Kazipur and 64.1 porcent in chilmari (Table 6.3). It is inreresting ro note

fhat 7 .4 percenr and 14. 1 percent of households within 5.0 to 7.5 and over 7.51 ac¡e sizes
mortgaged abott 22.5 percent and 31.6 percent of the total mortgaged land in Kazipur ancl

chilmari respectively. The reasons why both groups mortgage-out land are different and
often opposite. One group does so as a helpless survival strategy and the other to improve

on theiÌ present condition. Vy'ood (1981:12-13) found that ¡ich farme¡s sometimes
mortgage land only to generate cash flow for the purpose of more gainful investment. It

may be mentioned here that the richer fa¡mers find it more profitable to invest in nonagricultural ventures such

as

rice mills, buying and selling of agricultural commodities, and

various other forms of trading. The reason fo¡ mortgaging-out land for the other category
(those with less than 5 acres) may be considered as a survival strategy. Invariably, the
cash generated through mortgaging is usecl to buy daily necessities, agricultural inputs,
house repairs, and medical services.

Despite the fact that the proportion of sharecroppers

i¡

the study area is comparable

to the national average (about 21 percent in both Kazipur and chilmari), the proportion of
those who let-out land on a sharecropping basis is insignificant both in Kazipur (7.g
percent) and chilmari (2.7 percenr). However, the proportion of 1and that is let-out is

significantly higher with those who own more than 5 ac¡es; the proportion being 71.2
percent in Kazipur and 82.3 percent in

chilmari (Table 6.3). The amount of land that is let-

out on a sharecropping basis is significantly higher in Kazipur (80.2 acres) compared to

Chilmari (18.9 acres). Corresponding figures of mortgages are also significant.

An important aspect of peasant farming is that holdings are fragmented

and

scattered in smailer parcels all over and beyond a village. This fragmentation of peasants,

holdings is one of the reason for putting land into sharecropping. It is often impossible to
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operate scattered parcels of a farm with only one or two worHng members of a household.

Placing these parcels into sharecropping is a viable option for a peasant because operating

costs for these parcels are higher. However, the apparent distinction between landownerships and other controls over land described above does not really explain the social
process of production by which agrarian classes may be distinguished.

6,5 CONCEPTS AND

EMPIRICALANALYSIS OFTENANCY

What is the theoretical basis of the incidence of share tenancy? Is share tenancy and
mortgage an insfument of feudal or semi-feudal exploitation? Do natural hazards such as

riverbank erosion effect the incidence of tenancy? In recent years a numbe¡ of conceptual
postulations were put fonrvard in order to explain the incidence of tenancy. cheung (1969)
studiecl agriculture tenancy conhacts in Taiwan, and found that tenancy is determined by
the level of natural risk involved. A fa¡mer would shift his risks entirely by putting lanct on

fixed rent and partially by letting-out land on

a

crop-sharing basis. Bardhan and srinivasan

(1971) incorporated wage rate and technological innovations to explain tenancy. They
noted a positive association between \¡/age-rates and the incidence of share tenancy in

west

Bengal. In a Bangladesh study, Hossain (1978) notes that none of these factors play

a

significant role in determining tenancy. He found that land and labour available in a
farming household is more important in determining the incidence of share tenancy.

An attempt is made in the present study to observe the relationships between natural
hazard risk and incidence of land-renting. From a behaviou¡al perspective, a fa¡mer woulcl

ave¡t ¡isk by shifting it to a tenant

if

he apprehends loss of crop or even of land duo to a

natulal hâzard such as riverbank erosion. If this is the case, then it can be expected that the
more of one's land that is exposed to riverbank erosion, the higher will be the incidence of

renting-out (leasing-out and crop-sharing). An ordinary leastsquare method of regression
analysis has been used to analyze the relationship botween natural hazard risk and the
amount of land that is rented out either on a crop-sharing or lease-out (Kot) basis. In this
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legard a positive relationship is expected between the risk variable and land rented-out.
However, the incidence of tenancy and land leasing cannot be only a function of natural

risk. A

number of other va-riables relating to the agrarian structure may influence the

incidence. Hence, structu¡al variables such as farm size, family labour, land
fragmentations were incorporated into the following model:

T= bo+b1R+b2F+b3W+b4P+u

. where, T is the incidence of land rented-out;
. R is the natural risk factor, measured in terms of amount of land on the riverbank
and hence the potentiai erosion and flooding risk;

. F is the farm size, determined on the basis of the amount of land owned and used
and the amount that is rented-out;

. W is the number of family workers contributing to household income.
. P is the number of fragmented land parcels, and
. u is the stochastic disturbance term.

It may be stated that the higher the amount of land in the potential risk zone the higher will
be the amount rented-out. Similarly, fo¡ Hossain's argument to hold, the higher the farm

size the higher

will

be the amount tented-out. This is because the larger farms induce

higher cost of supewision and need a higher number of working hands.
For the same reason, the number of family workers available in the household will

influence the amount of land rentecl. Farms are invariably fragmented into several parcels

in the rural areas. It may be expected that an ever increasing number of parcels will cause a
problem of cultivation and supewision. Therefore, a farmer will tencl to rent-out at least
those parcels which are located away from the fa¡msteads. Location of par cels

i¡

terms

of

distance f¡om the fa¡mstead would have boen a botter indicator in this case but such
information is not available in the present data base. Instead, a numbe¡ of fragments were
used as an alternative. In this regard,
the higher

will

it

is expected that the greater the number of parcels,

be the amount of land rented-out.
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For the above arguments to hold true, the regression coefficients must be positive

for the independent variables R, F, and P , and negative for W.
Resuits of regression estimates:

Kazipur: T= 255.24-0.21R+0.70F-67.82W-8.95P R2=0.94
(-2.04) (6.ss) (-6.22) (-6.20)
Figures in the parentheses are T values.

In this calculation for Kazipur, it appears that the relationship between tenancy (T)
and natural risk (R) is negative, while there is a positive relationship with farm size. As
expected, the relationship between tenancy and family workers is inverse, implying that

renting out increases with the decrease in numbe¡ of family workers. Contrary to what has
been expected, the value of the coefficient for land fragmentation is negative.

All of these

values are statistically significant at 1 percent probability of enor, except for the natual risk

factor (R). The regression coefficient for R is negative, implying inverse relationship, but
this value is not significant at even 5 percent probability of error indicaterl by the T value (in

parenthesis). Response for the risk variable was not sufficient in the case of Chilmari,
hence coefficients

for the concerned va¡iables could not be calculated. Instead,

an

alternative variable, amount of land lost due to the RBE (D), was used to compíue the
condition in Chilmari. The regression estimates resulted

1.
2.

Kazipur
Chilmari

r =230.23 +0.02D.if; r?I
fr3

as

follows:

il.T ir,i_fIr,

T=9.09-0.04D-0.22F+41.81W+7.95P
(-3.17) (-r.39) (+2.12) (0.88)

R2=0.90
R2=0.96

The results in the second calculation for Kazipur reflects the fi¡st one for farm size,

family workers and land fragmentation. Although natural risk (D) appears positive here,
the coefficient is very close to 0, which is not significant at even 5 percent probability of

error. This

suggests that probably the relationship is not profound enough to have any

influence in reality. The negative relationship between tenancy and land fragmentation is
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perhaps due to the soil condition that precludes intensive cultivation

tenants less interest on renting

land.

i¡

Chilmari, that causes

However, this relationship needs further

investigation. In chiimari, the average number of parcels is higher than Kazipur and the
results of the regression estimates for chilmari are rathor interesting. Here, the risk
component (D) and farm size (F) shows inverse relations to tenancy, while family workers

(W) and land fragmentations (P) are positively related to tenancy. But none of the
variations expressed here are significant at 5 percent probability of error. Hence it may not
be much out of the way to conclude that the situation

in chilmari is simila¡ to Kazipur. It is

safe to conciude, however, that the incidence

of

tenancy

is more infiuenced

by

landownership size and family workers as ¡eflectecl in the following estimates (figures in
parentheses are T values):

Kazipur

T=70.31+0.86F-55.04W R2=0.82
(13.37) (-3.43)

Chilmari

T=33.01+0.23F-16.52W R2=0.88
(9.34) (-2.13)

These estimates are statistically significant at 1 percent probability of error, except

for (w) in chilmari, where it is significant at 5 percent probability of error. These findings
aro congruent to what Hossain (1978) argued.

6.6 LABOURRELATIONS
It is expected that those farmers who are considered viable will employ hirecl labour
to operate their farms. It may also be expected that they will employ the highest number of
landless labourers. At particular stages of cultivation, every farmer needs exÍa hancls to

work on the farm. Important studies (for example, Hossain, 1986:12) have shown that the
smaller fanns are intensive and efficient in their labou¡ use, and basically for this reason,
the¡e exists an inverse relationship between farm size and productivity. smail farms mostly
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use

family labour and the opportunity cost of family labour is lower compared to hired

labour used in richer farms.

In the present study, it is found that the ptoportions of both households and family
labou¡e¡s are highest in the farm-size category of less than 2 acres. About 80 percent of the
households with less than 2 acres of land use 74.2 percent of the family labourers in

Kazipur and about 76 percent households uses about 67 percent of family labourers in

chilmari (Table 6.5). However, the mean number of family workers is higher in

the richer

farm categories. This is consistent with the fact that the richer the farm in terms of land
ownership, the larger is the household size (see Table 6.6).
The other type of farm laboure¡s in the study a¡ea consists of casual or daily wage
labourers, and permanently hired labourers. The permanently hi¡ed labourers are employed
on a yearly basis and usually reside and take food in the concerned household. Their jobs
are more varied than those of the casual labourers.

A permanent labou¡er performs a

variety ofjobs besides working in the fields with casual labou¡ers. Their responsibilities
extend from household chores to harvesting, canying paddy to storage, tending cattle, otc.

An important segment of the agricultural labour force is casual labour, which is usually

hired to perform specific work on tho farm such as tilling, transplanting, weeding,
hawesting, threshing, etc. Casual labourers are employed on a daily wage basis.
The distribution pattern of households hiring labourers in the study area is shown in

Tabie 6.7. It is interesting to note that 79.3 percent of those who reported hiring casual
labour are those who operate farms botween 0.51-2.00 and 2.01-5.00 acres in Kazipur,
and the conesponding proportion

in chilmari is 68.5 percent. considering the percentages

of all categories of households, it appears that the proportion of those hiring wage labour
i¡creases with the increase of operational holding size in both Kazþur and

chilrnari. while

most of the rich farme¡s hire wage labour, the proportion drops to 50 percent with farrn
size of 0.51-2.00 acres, and to about 7.5 and 4 percent for farms

i¡

the 0-0.5 acre category

in Kazipur and chilmari respectively (Table 6.7). Table 6.7 also shows that the rnean
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annual numbor of \À/age

labour

s hfued also íncreases

dramatically with the increase in the

size of operational holdings.

Table 6.5: Distribution of Family Labour and Households Sizes.

A: Family members working for the households (unpaid workers)
(1) Kazipur

(2)lhilmad

holding

Vo of
HH

0-50
51-200
201-s00
s01-750

49.51
30.29
15.79
2.61

1.86
2.13
2.45
., Õ,1

7.7 9

4.54

operational

751+

Mean #

Vo

worker

\ryorker

of

Mean #

Vo

worker

wolker

s6.25

43.68
30.51
18.34
3.62
3.8s

n=614

7o of
HH

t.7

s

19.64 2.14
15.18 2.66

3.s7 3.10
5.36 3.40

n=1298

of

46.98
19.96
19.12
5.27
8.66

n=l177

Table 6.6: Disnibution of Household Sizes

(1) Kazipu¡

Landowning

of
HH
7o

category
0

38.45

1-s0
51-200
201-500
501-7s0

2t.48

751+

26.67
10. 18

1.62
1.62
n=619

(2) Chilmari

HH

Vo of
HH

size

members

Mean

s.00 33.42
5.03 18.78
6.28 29.08
7.57 13.39
8.30 2.23
10.70 3.00
X=5.75 n=3562

7o of
HH

Mean
7o of
HH
HH
size members

10.10
3.60
3.60

4.',77
5.51
5.95
8.24
10.33
11.81

n=584

X=5.83 n=3403

57.19
9.07

t6.44

46.69
8.58
16.'18
14.28
6.38
7 .29
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'lable 6.7: Distribution of Households Hiring Permanent and Casual Labourers.

A: Casual Labourers
(1) Kazipur

(2) Chilmari

Operational

holding

7o of
HH

Mean # of
labourer

7o

of

Mean # of
labou¡er

HH

category

0-s0

51-200

201-500

10.36

501-750

751+

t4.91
33.65
62.67
16s.83

4r.89
37.39
s.40
4.95

243.t8

6.70
29.38
39.1'1
10.31
14.43

n=222
35.86Vo of 679

5.00
2s.72
77.80
146.2s
281.78

n=194
33.227o

of 584

B: Permanent Labourers
Operational

Vo of.

holding
category

HH

0-s0

of
iabou¡ers
Mean #

51-200

6.12
20.4t
49.00

1.00
1.10
1.25

757+

14.28
10.20

1.t4

201-500
501-750

2.20

n=49
7.92Vo

Vo of
HH

Mean #

0.00
4.35
39.t3
19.56
36.95

0.00
1.00

of

labou¡ers

1.61
1.11

2.t2

n=46

of 619

7.88Va

of 584

C: Wages Paid

of Mean
Vo of 7o of
Va of
Mean
yeaily
wages HH
yearly
totål
HH wages
HH
\ryages
10.76 7.44 335.87 3.16 6.70 3.88 93.69

Operational

Holding
category

0-s0

7a of
HH

Vo

41.70 50.00 737.95 26.91 29.38
201-500 37.22 85.60 1435.28 46.70 39.18
501-750 5.38 75.00 1745.83 8.21 10.31
757+ 4.93 100.00 3482.73 15.02 14.43

51-200

7o

Total

n=223
36.037o of 619

0.44
8.98
35.82
14.08

s0.44 432.11

89.41 1292.83
95.24 1931.25
93.33 3983.93

n=194
33.227o

oî

wages

of 584

40.6'1
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However, an important point that should be mentioned here is that only about a
thil'd of all households in the study a¡eas hi¡e wage labour. ln other words, 64 percent of
the total households in Kazipur and 67 percent in Chilmari do not employ any wage

labourers. It is often reported that agricultural labour in Bangladesh works in a state of
bonded labour and that this bonded labour relationship makes Bangladesh a semi-feuclal
society (Zaman 1988; 87-93).
These reports ale usually based on an hypothesis

of 'patron-client' relationshíp

between labourers ancl their employers (Abdullah,et a1.,1976:211; A1amgir,197t: 702-112

Hossain,1986:35-36; Jahangir,l979:135; Rahman,1986: 164-166). According ro rhis
hypothesis, sharecropping is also based on a dependent relationship between the lancl
owner and the person renting it as a sharecropper. It is held in these contentions that the

labour and sharecroppers are bouncl to becomo obeclient clientele to those who offer
patronage through employment and access to land. It is contended here that the problem
propounded in the concept of 'patron-client' relations is more appalent than real.
The issue of pafon-client relations in the sphete of sharecropping is not important

in terms of its' significance of incidence. FiÌst, the amount of land involved in such

an

ari'angement is not significant enough to warlant such special cha¡acterization (Table 6.3

and 6.4).

It is also noted that land-rich

people also rent-in land as sharecroppers. A

significant proportion of sharecroppers are not landless, but are middle range farmers. ln
an upazilla or a village, there would be one or two persons who may be invoived in local or

national politics who may need a clientele to support their political endeavors. However,
not all rich people need or demand a clientele thu'ough patronages. ff there exists a dernand

for

a

clientele by the few rich people involved in politics, then it becomes pertinent to ask

how much land and employment they can offer as 'patronage'to the huge number of
existing clients.

It can be seen that a very insignificant number of petmanently hired labourers (the
so-called bonded labourers) are actually involved with a very negligible number of

t¿c
households in both Kazipur and Chilmari (Table 6.7). The usual practice of hiring a
permanent worker is on a year to year basis. In most cases, these labourers are minors

below the age of 15 years. They may continue year after year with the same households,
not so much because they are bonded by reason of obligations, but rather because this is
the only employment they can

find. The situation might be different if therc was scope for

alternative employment. Furthermore, it is not only the rich who hire permanent labouÌers.
Table 6.78 sho\¡/s that although rich households have more permanent labourers compared
to relatively land-poor households, permanent labourers a¡e found in all operational holding

categories. Other studies have also noted similar distribution elsewhere (Rahman, 1986;

Hossain 1989: 97).

It was found through personal discussions with farmers and labouers that while
some agricultural laboure¡s cannot find work on farms, farmers often cannot

find ',good"

workers for farm wo¡k. To quote one rich farmer in one of the study villages ". . .Komlara

ajkal jatey uthichey, mathey kaj kum kortey chaey na. Deen kal bodley gachey, Shaheb"
(time has changed, gentlemen, labourers have gained status. They don't \¡/ant to work in
the field anymore). In fact, such an allegation is not indicative of conditions of clependence

or bondage. Of course, it is not Eue that labou¡ers have gained social status and are
reluctant to work in the fields. The reluctance of a labourer to work on a farm is related to
some significantly related aspects of rural works. First, it is important for a farmer to look

for good worke¡s. In other words, farmers are more interested in hiring an efficient
worker than an obedient one who is not efficient. Efficient workers, on the other hand,
have the choice of deciding for whom they should

work. This is especially true when there

is an excessive demand for labourers in peak seasons. sometimes, demand for labourer
coincides with demand for rural public works such as earth cutting for embankments or

rural road consfiuctions. Such wo¡ks ptogrammes are more lucrative and d¡aw

a

significant number of rural workers. Also, rural workers would rather pull a ¡ickshaw or

t¿o
become porters for traders in rural markets, since such work is more rewarding than farm

wo¡k.
The point here is that wage labourers are not as dependent or bonded as is often

claimed by researchers. In the peak seasons, it is common to experience labour shortages

in the agriculture sector. The poor farmers, who constitute the agricultural labour pool,
also get busy in their own fields during peak seasons. However, in a slack season they

seek employment elsewhere. This seasonality

of agricultural work

opens up an

opportunity for 'migrant' labourers from neighbouring districts, especially from eastcentral Bangladesh. obviously, these migrant labourers cannot be used for political
support, o¡ for that matter, as 'patron-client' contracts. Instead,
determines for whom a migrant worker

it is the wage that

will work. However, for small or marginal

farmers, the situation is different. These groups of peasant farmers are usually accustomed

to a kind of 'work-cooperativo', as has been mentioned earlier, where they reciprocate
work in each other's field in peak seasons free of any charges. They do this as a group

pooled to work in tutn on each other's

farm. The cost of labour is an important

expenditure on the part of any substantial farm, especially at the time of preparing lancl,

transplanting, weeding, and harvesting, when a considerable number of workers are
required. The average daily wage for an agricultural iabou¡er in the study area was Taka 10
plus three meals. A daiiy wage without food is on an average Taka 20.

It

appears that a higher proportion of farmers in the categories between 0.51-2.00

and 2.01-5.00 acres, pay the higher proportion of wages, while the richer farmers pay the

highest average amount in wages (Table 6.7c). It is clear that small or marginal farmers
¿üe

apt to substitute labour for capital because they do not have to spend much on wages

and they have a higher supply of unpaid family workers. They can also pool community

cooperation for working hands. on the other hand, the richer farmers are requir.ed to
depend more on capital.
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6.7 DEMAND FUNCTION FOR WAGE LABOUR
The market for wage labour is found to be small compared to the size of the family

work force in both Kazipur and Chilmari. The casuality of labour employment is
significant because of its iregularity. The casuality depends not only on the seasonality of
cultivation, but also on the time a farmer is ready and able to hi¡e labourers. cultivation of
fields may be delayed despite the onset of agricultural season due to many other relovant

factors such as lack of the right amount of soil moisture or unavailability of required
amounts of seed and fertilizers. These uncertainties may result

in late sowing

and,

therefore, in late ha¡vesting. such late crops resulting from delayed cultivation are locally

known as Laimla Fosol.
Regular or permanent employment in farrning is very insignificant and mostly
involves minors, as has been mentioned earlier, who look afte¡ household chores and tend

livestock. According to Hossain (1989: 97) "...such employment is often determined by
the level of poverty in a village rather than by the demand for regular workers by an
employer".

It

has been noted that although households

with operational holdings between 0.51

to 5.00 acres hire the largest number of casual workers, the larger the farm size the higher
the number of workers hired. In order to reflect on what else determine the demand for
casual workers, besides farm size; the following demand function was calculated:

Kazipur

DWL= -33.42+15.04F+0.41T-3.23Vl+0.0 1Wg+0.0 lTech
(2.07) (4.78) (-0.97) (2.72) Q.43)

R2=0.59

Chilmari

DWL=-33.03+11.83F-0.004T+2.34W+0.04V/g+0.04Tech
(2.73) (-0.56) (1.12) (6.2s) (4.s4)

DWL

= Demand for Wage Labou¡ers

Tech

= Operational holdirgs in acres
= Amount of land ¡ented-in on sharecropping basis
= Number of family workers
= Wages paid to labourers
= Cost of fertilizers, as a proxy to technology used.

F
T
W
Wg

F

2=0.76

I

All of the above vadables in Kazipur

are

positively related to the demand for labour

except family worke¡s. These coefficients suggest that larger farm size, higher wages,

technological innovations, and limited working hands within the households enhances
clemand for casual workers. Except for family workers

all significant at 1 and 5 percent probability of

eror.

flil),

the variations suggested are

The relationship is, as expected,

inverse between the family worke¡s and demand for labourers, indicating that less wor.king
hands in the household may influence greater demand of hired labourers. But the variation
suggested is not significant statistically at 5 percent probability of error.

An alternative explanation may be put forward for this phenomenon. Perhaps the
earning members of the family are engaged in non-agricultural works. This argument is

plausible in the case of Chilmari. Here the coefficient for family worke¡s is positive,

implying that higher the family workers, the higher is the demand for hi¡ed workers.
However, none of these va¡iations are significant as indicated by the T values (in
palenthesos). On the other hand, the effect of wages and technological innovation are

positive and statistically significant at 5 percent and 1 percent probability of error in
Kazipur and Chilmari, respectively. But the coefficients suggest a very small unit change

in these variables would effect a very smail change in the dependent variable (DWL).
Tenancy appears to increase demand for labour in Kazipur, but in Chilmari it may have
nothing to do with change in labour demand. The negative coefficient does not suggest
much since the result is very close to 0.

6.8 CREDITRELATIONS
Lack of capital forbids the land-poor section of the peasantry to apploach any nonfarm economic ventures. Need for cash is often met through various ways, such as selling

or mortgaging propelty, selling produce that is actually needed fo¡ consumption, and
incuning loans. Basically, poor peasants incur loans for consumption purposes. It is not
surprising to find a peasant producing less than what is needed for family consumption,

¿ó
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selling a po¡tion of that produce to meet the cash needs. This is often termed as 'distress
sales',
Distress sales often involve the sale of a portion of the meagre amount of land they

own, or mortgaging it with the very little possibility of regaining
compels a peasant to

borow. The usual sources

it.

The need for cash

are money lenders, friends, and relatives.

Lack of collateral often restricts their accessibility to institutional sources of credits. Money

lenders in the rural areas extend loans to economicaliy weak peasants in the hope of

ultimately acquiring their land. The high interest rates make it difficult for the loanees to
repay even the interest, let alone the principal. In fact, the money lenders want their land or

labour. This condition is what Harriss (1982:191) te¡med "...a formal model which
explains the common obseryation that money is advanced in order to securo the labou¡
power or the products of the bonowers". This "formal model" has been put forward by a
number of social scientists in Bangladesh. The basic arguments in such a model ale that,

fi¡st, the usury capital diverts capital from productive investments. Return from usurious
investment is higher than from invesünent in agriculture. secondly, the usury investment
enables rich farmers and money lenders to subjugate poor peasants and landless labourers.

This second argument is viewed as an important point of feudal or semi-feudal
appropriation of surplus produced by peasants and labourers.

Unfortunately, detailed information on credit relations were not collected in the
present survey. However, the distribution pattern of incidence of credit in the present

study does not support the proponents of the formal model. Table 6.8 reflects

an

increasing involvement of the richer farmers as debtor in the creclit market. The pattern

appearing

in this table is rather interesting. It shows that the highest proportion of

households incurring loans belong to small farm-size categories (0.51-2.00 acres) in both

Kazipur and chilma¡i. An exception appears in operational holding category in chilmari.

Here, the marginal categoty (0-0.5 acre) appears to be the highest bonowers (2g.9
porcent). A similar pattern is also discernible in the proportion of total loan amounts. The
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small peasant households, both in terms of owned land and operational holdings, are seen

to share the highest proportion of total loans incurred (40.6 percent and 32.3 percent in

Kazipur and 25.6 percent in Chilmari). Again, exception appoars in the operational
holdings in Chilmari. Here, the middle peasants (2.01-5.00 acres) appear to be the
recipients of the highest proportion of loan money. The mean amount of loans increases
steadily with increase in farm sizes, either in owned-land or operational category, with a
slight fall in operational category of 7.5 and above in Kazipur (mean Taka7 142.9).

The relationship between these farming categories and the incurence of loans,
though positive, is insignificant in Kazipur compared to

chilmari. The coefficient of

correlation (rs) is 0.36 and 0.50 for owned-land catogory in Kazipur and Chilmari
respectively, and 0.38 and 0.55 for operational holdings. The picture posed in parr C of
Table 6.8 is very interesting. Here, the situation has changed dramatically from the one
exposed in part A and B of the table. When the distribution of loanees are placed in relation

to total income categories, the richer households (with income above Tk. 24,000)
accounted for the highest proportion incurring loans and the highest proportion of total loan

money. Relationships between income and incunence of loans is significant (rs being 0.54

for Kazipur and 0.58 for Chilmari).
However, orily 35.7 and 24.8 percent of total households in Kazipur and Chilmari
respectively appeared to be indebted. The present suwey was not broad enough to cover

information on important credit relations such as specific sources of credits, actual use of
loan money, interest rates and terms of loans, and process of repayment, Information on
these matters 'would have given a more realistic picture of credit relations in the study area.

The pich¡Ie reflected in Table 6.8 calls attention to the involvement

of¡ich farmers in credit

market and the use of such funds. The pattern of distribution of loan money, as shown in
the table, is indicative of the changing context of credit relations in ru¡al areas. The loa¡s

incur¡ed by the higher income group of the peasantry is most likely related to gainful
investment in farms and off-farms. This contradicts the condition where small and
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Table 6.8; Disfibution of Households Indebtedness by Different Categories.

A: By landownership category
(1)

Kazipur

Land
7o of mean
ownership HH loan
(Taka)
Category

0
1-s0
s1-200
201-500
501-750
751+

(2) Chitmari
7o of'laka Vo of mean
loan
HH loan

35.70Vo

of

of Taka

Taka

2s.3 16s0.0 14.0
16.7 t777.8 9.9
38.9 3122.4 40.6
14.0 494s.2 23.2
2.7 8666.7 7.9
2.3 6000.0 4.5
n=221

Vo

loan

n=662,010.0

619

31.0 1494.2 13.7
9.7 1217.9 3.s
26.2 3307.9 25.6
t7.9 4s14.0 23.9
6.9 5920.0 12.0
8.3 8758.3 23.4

n=145

n=491,655.0
24.83Vo of 584

B: By operational holding category:

0-50
30.8 r77r.2
51-200 .6 2s73.9
201-500 24.9 3870.9
501-7s0 3.6 8087.s
751+
3.2 7142.9
3'1

n=221
35.707o

of

r8.2
32.3
32.2
9.8
7.6

29.0
26.9
26.9
6.2
11.0

1370.8
2598.9
4159.4
5500.0
7562.5

n=662,0i0.0 n=145
619
24.837o of 584

tL.7
20.6
33.0

i0.1
24.6

n=491,655.0

C: by Total Income Category.

6000 22.2 1576.5 rr.7
26.9 1919.5 1r2
12000 0.9 2275.0 0.7
0.7 1000.0 0.2
1200124000 0.0 0.0 0.0
1.4 2300.0 0.9
24000+ 76.9 3413.0 8i.6
'1t.0 3992.6 83.6
n=662,010.0 n=145
n=491,655.0
\=2?1
35;70Vo of 619
24.837o of 584
<
6001-
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marginal peasants were sevetoly caught up with debt bondages, and, therefore, a loss of
land in earlier days.
However, analysis of indebtedness in relation to farming categories is not sufficient
to reach a final conclusion. The incunence of loans could be affected by a number of other

variables as

well.

Level of household consumption in relation to its resource

determines whether a household

will

be indebted or

consists of more consumers than earne¡s,

not. ln such

a situation,

base

if a household

it may be compelled to borrow. A household

that is involved in non-agricultural economic activities, such as trading or petty business,

may incur loans to finance such ventules. Purchase of agricultural inputs also lands a
farme¡ in debt. Depending on how viable a farm is in terms of its size, and in absence of
alternative employment opportunity, a household may enter into debt bondage for simple
consumption purpose. A ¡eflection of the determinants of indebtedness can be seen from
the

following regression model:
Kazipur

L=

-7 5.17

+0.36F +2'13.7 0H-0.17Nag+0. 18C+0.29Agx-0. 12AgI+ 1.59D
Rz=0.35

(0.10)

(1.51) (-1.6s) (1.76) (1.97) (_1.38) (2.s1)

Chilmari

L=

1

109.94- 1.84F+348.66H+0. 15Nag-0.39C-0.024gx+0.064gI+0.50D

(-0.88)

(1.e3) (1.43)

(-2.0e) (-0.36)

(s.81)

R2=o.ij
(1.02)

The coefficients for land ownership appears to be positive for Kazipur ancl negative

for chilmali, but the variations estimated are not significant at even 10 percent probability
of error. Apparently, there is no clear-cut relationship between landsize and indebtedness.
The household size is seen to be positively affecting indebtedness. The variations ale not
precise, as the estimate for chilmari is significant at 10 percent probability of error and is

not significant for Kazipur. Although the signs of the coefficients for non-agricultural
income in Kazipur and chilma¡i tell different stories, the variation explained for Kazipur is
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statistically significant at 10 percent probability of eror, while it is not significant for
Chilmari. What is being indicated for Kazipur is also true fo¡ Chilmari. The implication of
this negative sign is that the lower the non-agricultural income the higher is the loan

incuned. In other words, the loans appear to be related more to agricultural expenses,
consumption

and

level. The coefficient for agricultural expenses, which is statistically

significant for Kazipur but not for Chilmari, suggest that fa¡mers incur loans to purchase

inputs. The negative coefficient for Chilmari is meaningiess since it is not significant, and
the coefficient is not far from zero. The coefficient for consumption level (C) is rather

interestingly contrasting

in the two situations. The variations

suggested here are

statistically significant, Kazipur at 10 percent ancl Chilmari at 5 percent ptobability of enor.

\Vhat is suggested is that the higher the consumption level, the higher the loans in Kazipur..
This situation appears to
So far

it

be

just opposite in Chilmari.

has been noticed that there are important differences

in several parametric

characteristics between Kazipur and Chilmari. The explanation fo¡ these differences
pertains to the overall organization of the agrarian economy of the two areas, which was
discussecl in Chapter

3. In briei land ownership in Chilmari is highly concentrated and the

number of viable farms is more than double the size of viable farms in Kazipur. The

incidence of landlessness is also higher in Chilmari compared to Kazipur. Income
conditions of the study population are measured in the next section in order to see what
these relations of production so far explained actually mean. This measurement gives a

clear understanding of a farmer's position on a viability scale.

6.9

DIFFERENTIATON IN SUSTAINABILITY AND STANDARD OF LIVING
A statement of household income

and expenditures can help in providing an insight

of peasants' ability to suwive, and particularly, of their capability to adjust to

natur.al

hazards. However, it is not easy to calculate income and expenditures for the majority of
peasant households.

It is difficult to define what constitutes 'income' fo¡ most of the
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peasants.

It is even more problematic to calculate 'surplus' or 'disposable' income

after

expenses. Although expenses are generally a reflection of income, this may not always be

true in rurai Bangladesh. Estimates of expenses do not necessarily reflect a peasant's
income capability. Small and marginal peasants often borrow or sell what in fact they need
themselves. The point is that in such a situation estimates of income and expenditures (i.e.,

all cash receipts and cash expenses) cannot be considered in the normally accepted sense of
the term income. The limitations of the data, as mentionecl earlier in Chapter 2, restrict

trend analysis and the effects of markets on household income. Moreover, the data
collected were based on what respondents could recollect from their memory bank.
Usually peasants do not keep accurate accounts of what they produce, sell, or consume,
Incomes for Kazipur were calculated by Haque (1988) using the same database as

the present study. He analyzed income differentials of victims of rive¡bank erosion in
Kazipur, and found a very significant income difference between "displacees" and "nondisplacees" (a difference of Tk. 1,877 between the two groups; mean income of displacees

being Tk.12,575 and non-displacees Tk.14,452). Haque used both Chi-square test and
Lorenz Curve to prove his point. He concluded in favour of his hypothesis 'that riverbank

erosion has adverse effects on household income' (Haque,1988:

3I2-3lg).

In

conside¡ation of living conditions in the study area, it can be seen how iÍxnaterial is the
difference Haque found statistically significant. One needs only to refer to the per capita
annual income in the country as a whole (US$ 150, i.e., US$ 900 per household, which is

Tk.29,700 at the rate of Tk. 33 per US$). It can be

seen that Haque's higher income

group, the non-displacees, with an average income of Tk.I4,452 falls far below the
national average.

The information regarding incomes and expenditures treated here pertains to the
year preceding the survey, ie., 1984. This covered all three agricultural seasons, namely,

Bhadoi, Aghani, and Rabi; roughly coinciding with August-september, NovemberDecember, and March-April respectively. The gross values of agricultural produce and the
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income from non-agricultural sources are considered here to measure peasant's economic

performances. This includes total agricultural produce (consumed or proportion sold),
livestock, fishing, wages, salaries, interests, rents, trading and commerce, and remittances
f¡om relatives working outside the study area.

6.9.1 Sustenance Level of Peasants' Households

In o¡der to scale the level of

sustenanco

of households, a simple equation was

formulated, the results of which are shown in Figure 6.1 (also see Appendix D for clata).

A household is considered self-sustaining when GHI-VFL= > or = 0, and not sustainable

if GHI-VFL= <0, where GHI is Gross Household Income,
(which was set

aT 772

and VFL is Viable Farm Level

mounds of rice earlier in this chapter). When the condition is > or =

0, a household may be able to subsist or even have a disposabie income which may be
tu¡ned into savings and/or investment. On the other hand, when the condition is < 0, the
household

will

be

left to 'distress selling' of property, bor¡ow for suwival, or go hungry.

The Taka equivalent of the VFL of 112 maunds is Tk.16,800 (at Tk. 150 per
mounds -- the local price at the time of the field survey, i.e., 1985). The severe poverty

condition of the study population is reflected in Figure 6.1, with mean annual incomes of

Tk. 12,668 per household in Kazipur and Tk.11,008 in Chilmari. This average income is
itself an indicator of precariousness of the economic condition compared to the national
average. But mean income statistics conceal much more than they reveal. when the class-

wise dist¡ibution of income is considered, the probiem appears more serious in terms of
class differences.

It can be

seen

from Appendix D that about 80 percent in Kazipur and 78.5 percent

in chilmari fall drastically below the vFL. A biased pattern of income disnibution is

clear.

in this Appenclix. The magnitude of the difference is also d¡amatic. The rate of differcnce
in income level, in terms of VFL, between different groups is depicted in Figure 6.1. (also
see Column 4 and 5

of Appendix D). The relationship between farm size and income
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Figure 6.1: Relative Position of Households in percentages of Mean GHI
around VFL by Operational Holdings.
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from non-agricultural sources is,

as usual,

inverse. It is found that 90 percent of GHI is

derived f¡om non-agricultural sources for those who operate a farm of less than 0.50 acre

(Figure 6.2). A higher contribution of the GHI comes from non-agricultural sources for
0.51-2.00 ac¡es farm size (Appendix D). About 80 percent of total households clo not even
come close to the average income of the study areas. clearly, peasants' su¡vival is at stake,

not to speak of any insurance against natural hazards. The condition in chilmari appears
to be more deplorable than in Kazipur.

6.9.2 Impact of RiverBank Erosion on Agricultural Income

It may

be expected that high land loss clue to river bank erosion would have a

negative effect on agricultural income.

If

the ¡everse is

fue (i.e., if

the income is higher,

the land-loss would be negligible), the income from cultivation would increase. In other
words, there should be an inverse reiationship between riverbank erosion and agricultural
income in order to show positive income affect, The following regression estimates were
calculated incorporating some other relevant variables that are expected to influence income

in the agricultural sector (figures in parentheses are T values):
Kazipur

AI= -5628.82+

437

0.34F5+2.08EL+3 14.20FW-465. 17HS+8.04Tech R2= 0.65
(8.4s)

(6.e8) (430) (0.e0) (_1.63)

Chilmari
AI= -9633.64+1075.63FS-0.158L+1798.13FW+799.65HS+10.69Tech R2=0.51
(-0.13)
(6.e2)

(0.s4)

(1.63) (1.25)

AI

= Gross income from Crop P¡oduction
= Operational holding size
= Land lost ro RBE
FW = Number of Family Workers in the household
HS = Tot¿l number of consumers in the household
Tech = Cost of fertilizers used, as a ptoxy of technology

FS

EL

It is expected that higher farm size positively conelates with higher agricultural
income. This argument

appe¿us

Íue in the

case of Kazipur. The variation shown is

statistically significant at 0.1 percent probability of eno¡. The situation in chilmari is less
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clear. Although the regression coefficient is shown

as positive, this is not statistically

significant, as reflected by the T value in parenthesis. In this case, the efficiency of
fesource use may be in question, Kazipur reflects a more intensive cultivatíon compared to

chilmari. In the case of land lost

to erosion (EL), the coefficient in Kazipur is positive and

statistically significant, If the indication is raken literally, it will be quite meaningless since

it would be absurd to suggest that the higher the loss of land due to erosion, the higher the
agricultural income. In fact, the retationship indicated here suggests that the households

with higher agricultural income are those who experience higher ioss of land due to
riverbank erosion. Interestingly, the relation appears to be inverse in the case of chilmari,
indicating that the lower the land lost, the higher the income. In other words, the income

from cultivation would be lower if there is higher loss of land, and vice versa. However,
the variation suggested is not statistically significant as indicated by the T value. The
parameter is also not far from zero. In such a situation, a confident conclusion cannot be

drawn in favour of the indication that river bank erosion has a negative impact on
agrìcultural income in Chilmari as suggested by the coefficient.

Agricultural income is partly dete¡mined by technological inputs. Because of lack
of information on all inputs, only fertiiizer-use was considered in the above model. The
result shows that this variable is significantly related to agricultural income in both Kazipur
ancl

chilmari. The variation

suggested in the calculation is significant at 0.1 percent

probability of error. The number of family workers is another important factor. The
regression coefficient indicates positive relationship, and significant at 10 percent
probability of enor in chilma¡i, but nor significant in Kazipur. This perhaps indicates the
significance of hired labourers in Kazipur, reflection of which can be found in Table 6.7.

Agricultural income is perhaps the function of household size. Income needs to be
increased to meet the consumption demand

of the family members. Although not

statistically significant, this appears to be true in chilmari. Here, higher householcl size is
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associated with higher income. This is an indirect indication of the importance of family
members involved in agricultural income generation in Chilmari (see also the Table 6.6).

6.9.3 Pattern of Household Expenditures

Data on household expenses were collected

in the form of

gross annual

expenditures on specific items. These items were grouped into two categories as i)
Investment Expenditures in Agriculture, and

ii)

Basic Needs Expenditures. Investment

expenditures in agriculture included the cost of hired labour, rent, land taxes, hiring a
plough, equipment, transport, seeds and fertilizer, pesticides, livestock purchases, animal
feeds, repayment of loans, and Zaqat/Fitra.s Basic Needs expenditures inciuded cash
purchases

of foods; cost of clothing, education, health care, and important religious

festivals.

Estimates

of expenditure patterns shown here give a general idea. Detail

information on per acre cost of production of different crops in different seasons woulcl
have been a more appropriate estimate of farm expenses. Imputation of cost of family
labour would be yet another important criæria in obtaining meaningful expenditure pattems

of the peasant households. Given the limitations of the present data, an aggregate pattern
may be realized in understanding peasanß economic performances.

Table 6.9 reflects the usual pattern of distribution of expenditures by farm sizes.
The mean expenses in agriculture increases as farm size increases.

If presentiy available

account of expenses is accepted as a workable pattern, i.e., without imputing cost of family

labour, it can be seen that the return from land is remarkable (Table 6.9). In the case of
Kazipur, the return to cost appears proportionally higher with smalle¡ and marginal farm
sizes (compare column 2 to column 1 in Table 6.9). This is congruent to the contention
that the productivity of smaller farms is higher (Hossain, 1986). The picture is
5 ZaqatlFitra is

âreligious obligation of any capable person to donate

relatives or neighbours.

a

given portion of his/he¡ income to the poor

Table 6.9 Gross Household Income in ¡elation to Agricultural and Non-agricultural Income, and Expenses on Agriculture
(1)

Kaziour

(2) Chiknari.

Sean
rncome
ftom

percent
to

GHI

non-ag

0.51-2.00
2.01-5.00
5.01-7.50

7.51+

(s4.1)
6,437.7
(29.s)
9,644.5
(13.0)
6,434.8
(2.3)
4,383.0
(

51.7

42.3
23.4
11.1

1.1)

Figures in parentheses are percentages of

income
from

agriculture

1,554.93
(24.94)
6,321.92
(46.17)

t4,796.38
(23.46)
21,510.63
(3.es)
35,918.64
(2.72)

expenses

on
agriculture

(47.s4)
2,780.44
(31.58)
7,15t.87
(16.30)
9,511.13
(2.72)
16,799.9t
(1.87)

mean
rncome
from

petce

to

GHI

non-ag

(63.s)
5,875.5
(20.3)
8,831.0
(11.6)
9,384.0
(2.0)
5,515.4
(2.6)

71.6
48.0
39.2
13.5

rncome
from

expenses

agriculture

on
agdcultue

(30.48)

(27.s1)

2,307.98 1,831.50
(31.0s) (32.2s)
11,4t4.68 3,597.91

(24.22) (2s.1s)
5,969.67
(s.e8) (6.21)
37,885.76 t1,729.00
(8.26) (8.88)
18,721.76
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somewhat hazy in the case of Chilmari. The return to cost appears relativety higher in the

larger farm sizes in Chilmari. Although the avetage return to average cost appears very
promising in the study areas, the overall conditions, nevertheless, remain deplorable for the

majority in the sense that the average income (GHI) itself is very low compared to VFL.
The differential return to cost by farm size classes between the two upazillas indicates small

farms in Kazipur are more flexible than in Chilmari. This flexibility in Kazipur and
constraint in chilmari is manifested by greater dependence on non-agricultural income in

Chilmari compared with Kazipur. also, the agricultural production is low due to relatively
poor soil condition.

6.9.4 Basic Needs Expenditures
Expenses on basic needs items such as food, clothing, health-care, education, ancl

festivals consist of cash purchases. This means that the proportion of produce consumed

by the households are excluded f¡om the caiculations of expenditure on food. In other.
words the expenditure figures quoted for foods do not necessarily reflect total food
consumption estimates for a household. Another important point which needs to be reiterated here is that smaller farms have been reported to sell portions of their food crops
despite their own consumption needs. It is normal for a smali farmor to sell some of the

production despite already being below the amount required for household consumption.

This is a dilemma small farmers often have to contend with

-

'sel1

now-buy later'.

Moreover, small peasants borrow money to buy food. Hence, pattems of income and
expenditures aro not easy to conceive, especially in the case of small and marginal farms.

However, the available pattern of expenditures on basic needs items is rather interesting.

It

is found that relative expenditures on food drops drastically with an inc¡ease in farm sizes,

while the reverse is Eue on other basic need items (Figure 6.3; also see Appendix E1 and
E2).
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It is not surprising to see that the majority of the households spend relatively more
on food than on

oth

basic-need items. This is a simple reflection of that they are lancl-

poor and are dependant on non-agricultural income sources. The richer counterparts of the
population depencl on their own food production and are apt to spend more on other basic
need items. The pattern reflected in terms of expenses on clothing, education, medi-care,
and festivals is reve¡sed

with decreasing farm sizes. This does not mean, however, that the

poor do not need to spend more on these items. The demand is limited because their
capability is limited. The expencliture on religious festivals needs to be highlightecl. uncler
precarious economic conditions, expenditure on religious festivals may appear irrational.
However, it should be noted that expenditure on festivals are important, not because people
are religiously conservative and make i¡rational expenses on such occasions despite their.

urgent need elsewhere, but because these festivals once or twice a year are perhaps the only
sou¡ce of recreation for the peasantry (also see,

Wolf,

1966:7).

However, the expenditue patterns which are revealed in the figures and tables here

highlight the magnitudo of poverty in those te¡ms. These pattetns are more or less
expected. The important point here is that these expenditure patterns indicate a very
significant aspect of the problem of production efficiency in agriculture. It is clear that the

poor, who are in the majority, constitute the largest part of the buyers matket. But the
purchasing power of this majority is so weak that it cannot justify the normal growth of
prices of agricultural products. In this situation it is pertinent to ask why capable farmers

would aspire to be efficient producers in the sense of profit maximization? The market
condition does not offer any motivation to produce more. Potential demand is very high,
but real demand is absent. The hopeless condition of the groater majority is evident not
only in relation to landownership, income and expenditures, but also in relation to control
over other forces of production such as implements, livestock, and other household assets.
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Figure 6.3: Pattem of Basic Need Expenditures By Operational Holdings
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6.9.5 Pattems of Assets Ownership Disfibution

Livestock, especially draught animals, are an integral part of peasant farming.
Ownership of draught animals is a proxy indicator of farm sizes. It may be expected that
the larger the farm size the greater are the number of tivestock. This is found to be true in

both study areas. Although larger farmers own a larger numbe¡ of draught animals, the
number of draught animals owned by smaller and marginal peasants is also significant.

The average number owned by farmers operating below two acres is just over

th_ree

per

household (Table 6.10). The ownership of draughts animal in poorer households is
important for other reasons. Ffustly, it enhances their opportunity to access and operate
sharecropping land. Landlords usually would not let land on sharecropping to one u/ho
does not have draught power to

till

the

land. It is often uneconomic for

a

poor poasant to

hire a plough service. Secondly, owners of draught animals can sell plough services to
larger farms, and thirdly, draught animals can also be used to run carts on rental a basis.

Bullock carts are very important means of transporting and marketing agricultural produces
to and from a homestead. Poultry birds add, sometimes significantly, to poor poasants'
household income. Although the ownership of poultry birds is g¡eatel with larger farms, it

is also significant in tho poorer households. The size and pattern of farmwise ownership
distribution of draught animals in Kazipur and chilmari appears to be more or less similar,

while in the case of poultry birds, households in Chilmari own higher number of poultry
per household (Table 6.10).
However, rearing livestock in rural areas is becoming difficult, not only because the

majority of the poor peasants cannot afford to own livestock for economic reasons, but also
because

of a severe shortage of grazing fields. As a result, cattle feed is scarce

and

expensive. Thus, it is not sqprising that the mean number of livestock is fast declining in

rural areas. In fact, one study reported that the mean number of draught animals have
declined in the poorer households in the districts of Jamalpur and Bogora since 1951, while

it inc¡eased somewhat on larger farms (Rahman, 1986).

Table 6.10: Ownership Distribution of Drought Animal and Poultry Birds

of
HH

Kazipur

percent

mean

Operational

total

of
per

Holdings
<0.50

27.0

0.51-2.00

26.5

2.01-5.00

15.2

5.01-7.50

2.6

7.57+

1.8

number percent of
iotal HH

animal
HH

2.6
(37.0)
J.J
(36.3)
5.0
(20.8)
6.1
(3.5)
8.4
(2.4)

n=452

n=619

23.9

of
HH

Chilma¡i

percent

total

¿3.3
13.6

11.7

(21.0)
12.4
(3.s)
15.5
(2.7)

)?
1.8

n=619

n=401
x=9.1

Holdings
<0.50

3 1.0

0.s 1-2.00

16.8

2.01-s.00

14.4

5.01-7.50

3.6

7.57+

5.1

animal

2.3
(43.7)
3.6
(23.7)
4.9
(20.3)
5.3
(s.1)

'74

(7.3)
n=584

of
HH

number percent
of
total
per HH
mean

n=414
x=3.'7

28.8
15.6
12.7

3.4
5.0

of Poulfiy Birds
per HH

7.4
(36.e)
8.6
(35.e)

x=3.6
Operational

mean number

mean number

of Poultry Birds
per HH
9.2
(44.0)
10.6
(23.8)
15.2
(19.4)
22.5
(s.3)
29.0
(7.6)
n=382
x=12.9

figures in parentheses are petcentages of households reporting, HH= Households

Table 6. 1 1: Distribution of Assets by Gross Household Income (GHI) Groups.

Kazipur

GHI

Bicycle Bullock

Carts

Groups
<

6000

6001-12000

2
18

12001-24000 26

24001+

24

Boats

Motor

01027
01402654
023
134s9
019
11942
57

13

030
r40
820
18 I

30

27

12001-24000

24001+

9

Radio HTW DTW Plough

cycles

1n

1

0 18
r62
079
t54
81 162 2 213
816
149
12304sl
1532037
2536329
60 114 8

166
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To understand a household's position in assets ownership, items which

are

significant in farm operations are listed here. Although not listed, items such as Langal
(wooden plough), Dao (a blade for cutting woods), Kachi (a blade for cutting grass),

Nilani (hand weeder), Dheki (pedal-husker), and threshing sticks

are other impoftant assets

in peasant households. These items are ubiquitous and are usually very cheap in monetary

terms and hence kept out of the

listing. The ownership pattern may perhaps be best

anaiyzed in relation to income groups. Because the items listed reflect a household's
economic activities and position better in comparison to distribution according to farm
sizes.

The general pattern of distribution of ownership of assets is found to be biased
towards the higher income groups. But ownership of certain items such as bicyclos,
radios, HTWs, and STWs, are significantly present within the lowe¡ income groups (Table
6.1

1). This table shows that the distribution of

assets steadily increases

with increasing

income level in Chilma¡i, while the pattern is distorted in favour of middle income groups.

It is interesting to note that households with lower incorne level have reported owning
HTVr's, DTWs, and STWs. The numbe¡ of households reporting ownership of DTWs is
higher in Chilmari, while the number reporting ownership of HT'Ws is higher in the groups
earning less than Tk. 12,000, both in Kazipur and Chilmari. The DTWs and STWs are

exclusively used for in'igation purpose. selling water for irrigation is becoming a viable

option. Manually operated shallow tubewells for Irrigation (HTWs) are aiso gaining
popularity for very small scale irrigation. A HTW is inexpensive, technically very sirnple
and is good enough

for small parcels of lancl. They are make-shift type, and easy to install

and relocate wherever necessary. However,

it should be noted that a very insignificant

number of householcls in both the upazillas have repo¡ted to own assets as listed in Table

6.11. A slight exception is found in the ownership of pioughs and HTWs.

.57+

0.51-2.00
2.01-5.00
4. 2
5. -)

3- 9

2. 6

1.8
2.6
3.9
4.4
6.2

perHH

per HH
1.

rooms

mean

mean

houses

Vo

HH

49.9
30.1
15.7
5.01-7.50 2.6
7
1.8

< 0.50

Kazipur

5.0
6.3
7.6
8.3
19.5
14.6
3.6
5.2
10.7

.1

HH

HH
size

7o

mean

1.6
2.5
5. t
3.7
6.0

per HH

houses

mean

Chilmari

Table 6 .12'. Disnibution of housing strucrures by Operational Holdings
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The distribution of housing sfructures and rooms therein, is yet anothet proxy
indicator of peasants' socio-economic position. The table showing the distribution of
housing sÍuctures indicates that every household in the study area has at least one roof
ove¡ thei¡ heads. As usual, the number of structures and rooms therein appears to inc¡ease
vvith the increase in farm sizes (Table 6.12). The housing sffuctures listed here, however,

includes "kitchen houses", cattle sheds, and storages, and hence may not be precisely
comparable

in terms of living

space available per household or per head. For easy

comparison columns 3 and 4 for Kazipur, and 7 and 8 for Chilmari in Table 6.12 may be

considered. In any case, field observations showed that housing condition for the majority
is deplorable. The¡e exists a sovere scarcity of housing materials, and the costs are out of
reach for poor peasants.

Finally, it is seen that about 80 percent of the total households surveyed do not even
come close to the average income of the study areas. The statements of expenditures are
not necessarily a ¡eflection of househoid's disposable income. As has been mentioned, the
cash receipts and cash purchases in the household may give a misleading indication of
economic performances. This is because a part of the total fiansactions might have been
generated through "distress sale" or borrowing.

clearly, the very survival of the majority

is at stake, not to speak of any insurance strategy against natural haza¡ds. Under the
conditions stated so far, it is pertinent to ask how the peasants face natural hazards such
flooding and riverbanÌ< erosion? Chapter 7 attempts to answer this question.

as
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CHAPTERVII

PEASANTS' KNOWLEDGE AND ÐGERIENCE OF NATURAL HAZARDS

According to the stipulated objective of the present study, the purpose of this
chapter is to see how peasants' perception and experiences of natural hazards vary in
relations to their class positions. Perceived hazard concepts are expected to vary along
class

iines. Awa¡eness of the seriousness of

a certain hazard are reflected

in responses

as

far as these have di¡ect or indirect implications on respondents' socio-economic conditions.

In such

a pursuit, the study population was asked

to express its views on certain hazard

events and the perceived problems arising fi'om such events. Questions were asked to

reflect on the expected precautionary measures that are undertaken in coping with potential
natural hazards, and their expectations and views of the society at large in alleviating their
problems.

For the specific purpose of understanding peasants' perception of hazard and thei¡
coping strategies, the questionnaire in the present study was set to reflect only on problems

of natulal hazards. Unfortunately, the relative importance of socio-economic problems that
pervades the poor peasantry had not been considered. However, peasants' experience in

hazard-prone floodplains such as Kazipur and Chilmari needs to be placed in proper
polspective before analysis can be attempted. Peasants in Kazipur ancl Chilmari have, at

different stages of their life, experienced vatious natural hazards such as flooding,
droughts, cyclones, tornadoes/hailstorms, and some riverbank erosion.
these floodplains, however, are not necessarily

All inhabitants of

victims of these events in equal magnitude

and degree.

Perception of any natural, social, and economic hazard is subject to the degree of
one's exposure to such problems. Immediate reflections on hazards usually refer to those

that haunt the incumbents in their day-to-day

life.

One study on people's perception of
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natural hazards in the USA found that most people consider natural hazards as less serious
compared to socio-economic problems (Rossi, at el., 1982). This study noted that people
rate inflation, welfare costs, unemployment, and crime higher than flooding or eafthquakes

in hazard-prone places like California. The fact that peasants'

a\ryareness

of natural hazarcls

is subject to di¡'ect exposure has been elicited in several studies on Bangladesh (Haque,
1988; Islam, 1980; Ralph, 1975). On an aggregated account, Haque estimated thar those
peasants who inhabit, or live closer to hazard prono areas such as ¡iverbank e¡osion and

flooding zones, are more aware of the seriousness of hazard events. Haque also pointed

out that those respondents who are located away f¡om erosion ptone areas are mote
concerned with problems arising fi'om whathe calls "biological" events such as famines,
epidemics and pests. For obvious reasons, the highest proportion of peasants expressing
concern over riverbank erosion are those who have actual displacement experience due to
the event.

7.1 PEASANTS'EXPOSTJRE TO FLOODING AND RIVERBANK EROSION

It should

be noted that while flooding affects the whole peasantry

in

a

flooclplain,

riverbank erosion affects only a few at any given time. obviously the segment of the
peasanEy which is vulnerable to riverbank erosion is the ono whose properties a¡e located
on the bank of a river and on char lands. The proportion of such peasants is not very high

compared to the overall population, as can be see from Table 7.1. This table shows that

only 20.5 and 8.6 percent of

the suwey population in Kazipur and

chilmari, respectively,

reported owning cultivable land along the bank of Brahmaputra river. Most of the land
belonging to this propo¡tion of the population may be assumed to be highly vulnerable to

erosion. In fact, almost every respondent in the above proportion have repor.ted that their
land on the bank is effected by erosion (Table 7.1). It can be noted from this table that 729
households in Kazipur and 50 households in chilmari have reported to own land on the
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bank of the ¡iver, of which 125 in Kazipur and 44 in chil¡nari have reported that their lands
are actually erosion affected.

The percentage distribution of those whose land is erosion affected increases with
the increase in farm size, particularly in Kazipur, and generally in Chilmari (Table 7. 1). On

average, 32.8 and 17.6 percent of the landowners in Kazipur and Chilmari, respectively,
have reported that their land is actually affected by erosion, while 33.9 and 20.0 percent,

respectively, reportecl owning land on the bank. At this point, it may be ¡ecalled from
Table 6.3 that in Chilmari the proportion of landless is much higher, mean farm-size is
almost double, and the mean amount of land ownership in the highest category (7.51+
acres) is also much higher than in Kazipur. The mean amount of land reported on the
bank, and therefore vulnerabie to erosion, is 0.8 acres in Kazipur and 2.3 acres in Chilmari
per household (Table 7.1).

For obvious reasons, the peasant who has the greater amount of land exposed to
erosion is potentially the greater loser of land. The richer peasants in the study area own

the highest proportions of land exposed to erosion (Table 7.1) and are, therefore, the
higher potential losers (Table 7.2). This fact may go far in refuting the contention of many

researchers (Islam, 1971, 197 4)

úat only the poor and

disadvantaged peopie are

disproportionately located or compelled to live in hazard-prone areas.

It is useful to keep in mind the following points in further discussions on peasants'
perception of natural hazards and their strategies in case ofcoping with any crises:

'

all of the floodplain inhabitants are not equally victim of certain hazard events,

.

not all the poor are disproportionately located in natural hazardprone areas.

and

within this perspective, the level and variabitity of peasants perceived
concepts may be evaluated.

hazard
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Table

7.1

:

Distribution of Household and E¡osion Affected Land

(A) KAZIPUR
Land along Bankline

Ownership # of
category llH
(Vo)

amount
ofland

Mean

26.32
0.19
(n=i33)
0.51-2.00 32.73
0.'16
(n=16s)
2.01-5.00
47.62
1.18
(n=63)
5.01-7.50 40.00
1.78
(n=10)
7.57+ 60.00
2.69
(n=10)
<

0.50

33.86
mean 0.83
(n=381)
20.84Vo n=619

Erosion Affected Land

Total
land
(Vo)

6.'.75
39.7s
35.44
7.t2
16.13
105.19

# of HH
reporting
erõsion affect
25.6
(n=133)

323
(n=165)
42.9
(n=63)
40.0
(n=10)
60.0
(n=10)
32.8
(n=381)
20.19Va n=619

(B) CHILMARI
Land along Bankline

Ownership # of
category HH

Total
land

15.09
2.40
(1=s:; 0.30
0.51-2.00 12.50
1.12
13.41
(t=e6)
2.01-5.00 25.42
1.57
23.s4
(!d9)
5.01-7.50 23.81
1.69
8.4s
(n=21)
.51+ 60.00
6.55
65.48
(n=21)
20.00 mean2.27 113.28
(n=250)
8.56Vo n=584
<

7

0.50

amount
ofland
Mean

Erosion Affected Land

# of HH
reporting

r3.2
(n=s3)
11.5'
(n=e6)

23.7'
(n=se)
'19.1'
(n=21)'
38.1
(n=21)
t7 .6
(n=250)
7.53Vo n=584
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7

.2 TTIE VARIATONS IN PERCEPTON OF DIFFERENT HAZARD EVENTS
A number of studies evaluating variations in peasants' perception ofnatural hazards

have been conducted in recent years in Bangladesh. Haque (1988), among others,
evaluated natural hazard perception in terms of displacement/non-displacement status in

Kazipur. He furthe¡ evaluated variations in perception in terms of socio-economic
variables such as householcl income, landownership, education, and occupational status,
and found that pelceived hazard concepts vary with variations in status in all of the above

variables except education.

'lable 7 .2: Mean Amount of Land Lost to Erosion by Landownership Groups.
(A) KAZIPUR

(B) CHILMARI

Fa¡m-size
(acres)

#ofHH

0
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Mean amount

# of

of land lost

HH

Mean amount

of land lost

1.95
1.44

I7I

L35

60

t7

0.s 1-2.00

85

2.8 8

2.01-5.00
5.01-7.s0

3+

5.38
27.28
33.26

38
32

5.51
s.97
10.56
8.84
14.17

0.1-0.s0

7.5I+

3

I

13

t6

Data analysis shows that the study population is significantly aware

and

apprehensive of the adverse affects of the various hazards that are likely to procluce in the

future. These apprehensions

are basecl on previous experiences of not only natural, but

also socio-economic hazards (famine), health hazarcls (epidemic), and hazards in the fields

(pests). It is found that concept of hazald recurrence is the same ac¡oss

classes.

Inhabitants of a hazard-prone area, irrespective of thei¡ class positions, are expected to be
apprehensive of hazard possibilities in the future. The important point in identifying
variations in perception on the basis of class differentiations would be to examine peasants'

views and attitudes and thefu adopted coping strategies towards specific hazard.
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In the present study, respondents are found to recognize the potentials and danger
of hazud occunences with varied emphasis on different hazards (Table 7.3). For example,
the problem of pests in crops is a concern only for those who have agriculturai land for

crop production. Similarly meteorological hazards such as cyclones and tornadoes are

highly emphasized by those who a¡e landless or virtually landless because they have less
physical protection against such hazards, especially for their housing structures. On the
other hancl, hailstorms and droughts are a concern for the land rich farmers because these
meteorological hazards damage crops standing in the field.

If

the emphases of hazatds potentials can be rated from the tesponse frequencies in

Table7.3, it can be seen that only three natural haza¡ds rato highly. The perception of
flooding as

a hazard

is by far the highest ratecl natural hazard that concerns every one in

Kazipur ancl Chilmari. Here too, those who have limited or no access to productive
Ìesources arc less concerned compared to those who have greater control over means of

production. Table 7.3 shows that 89 percent in Kazipur ancl 83 percent in Chilmari of
marginal peasants perceive flooding as a hazard compared to 100 and 87 percent of the dch
peasants respectively. Although marginal peasants have no tangible property to lose to

flooding, their day+o-day living is seriously affected. Large farmers, on the other hancl,
face a high probability of property loss to standing crops, livestock, and transport. It is

interesting, though not su{ptising, to note that the haza¡d of riverbank erosion has been

rated third after tornadoos. Tornadoes and riverbank erosion hazards are equally
emphasized by rich farmers while

to marginal peasants, rive¡bank erosion is

less

threatening compared to tornadoes. The ¡eason is understandable - they have virtually

nothing to lose to rive¡bank erosion. However, a different picture appears in Chilmæi
whe¡e tornadoes are rated third after riverbank erosion.
Chi lrnari compared to Kazipur.

A cyclone is rated higher in
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Almost equaily high emphasis was placed on flooding and riverbank erosion when
respondents were specifically asked about the seriousness of these events (Table 7.4).

This may be considered as a general expression of concerns about the problems theatening

Table 7.3. Peasants View of Future Occunence of Certain Hazards in the Study Ar.ea.

(A) KAZIPUR
By Operational Holding sizes
Potential
Hazards

<0.50

Cyclone
Erosion
Flood
Tornado
Drought
Famine
Epidemic

r6.54
49.t9

n=309

89.00
58.90
14.s6
5.82
8.09
4.21
3.88

Pests

Hailstorm

0.50-2.00 2.01-5.00 5.01-7.50 7.57+

n=11

n=186

n=97

n=16

15.05
54.30
95.16
58.06
18.28
7.53
10.21
5.91
12.90

24.74
93.81
s0.52
17.53
10.31
10.31
9.28
14.43

18.75
56.25
87.50
50.00
50.00
6.25
31.2s
12.25
18.75

n=85

n=21

n=30

63.53
89.41
43.s3
10.57
4.71
18.82
7.06
0.00

57.t4

73.33
86.67
36.66

53.61

9.09

45.45
r00.00
45.45

Totat
n=619
17.28
51.53

9r.76
57.00

18 t7 .r2
9.09 7.11
0.00 9.53
9.09 s.98
9.09 8.72

18.

(B) CHILMARI
n=335

Erosion
Flood
Tomado
Drought
Famine
Epidemic
Pests

48.06
82.98
34.63
6.87

Hailstorm

3.8 8

18.21

1.19
0.30

the area they live

43.36
88.s0
49.56
8.8s
r.77
18.5I
5.31
0.8 8

in. Moreover,

90.48
JJ.JJ
4.7 6
4.76
33.33
4.7 6

0.00

10.00

6.67
0.00
0.00

30.00

n=584

51.03
8s.45
38.87
7.88
3.77
20.ss
2.91
0.34

they are all exposed to the sufferings of others caused by

these hazards. They hear and see for themselves the plights of riverbank erosion victims

while some of them o¡ their ¡elatives have been victims of the hazard.
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Table 7 .4 Views of High Fiooding and Rapid Erosion as Se¡ious P¡oblems

KAZIPUR

<0.50 0.51-2.00 2.01-5.00

Flood
Erosion

98.1
99.0

n=309

98.4
99.s
n=186

96.9
100.0
n=97

5.01-7.50 7.51+

Total

100.0
100.0

100.0
100.0
n=16

n=11

98.1
99.4
n=619

CHILMARI

¡,Iood
99.7 99.1 100.0
n=335 n=l13
n=85
Erosion 99.1 99.1
r00.0
n=320 n=172 n=94

100.0
n=27
95.3

n=20

100.0 99.5
n=30 n=584
100.0 98.8
n=30 n=556

Table 7.5: Peasants' View of Difference between High Flood and Normal Floods.

(1) KAZIPUR
Operational holdings

Criterion of
difference
Affects

crops

<0.50 0.51-2.00
n=309 n=i86

2.01-5.00
n=97

5.01-7.50

n=16

n=11

34.95

s8.76
30.93

4.21

4s.16
25.27
2.69
5.38

6. 18
5. 1s

43.75
2s.00
12.50
t2.50

54.5s
9.09
9.09
9.09

2.26

0.00

1.03

0.00

0.00

suddenly 15.86
Causes casualties 2.60
Occurs

God
Erodes roads and
culverts
Act of

(2) CHILMARI

n=335 n=l13

crops 38.14 53.51
suddenly 15.01 14.03
Causes casualties 2.40 0.00

Affects
Occurs

God
culverts
Act of

Erodes roads and

6.30 3.51
0.00 3.51

n=85

n=27

58.14
22.09
4.65
4.65
6.95

47.62
9.52
9.52
0.00
0.00

7.51+

n=30
66.6'l
23.33
3.33
13.33

3.33

Total
n=619

n=584
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It is generally recognized by the peasants that normal flooding (Borsha) of agricultural
a¡eas is beneficial ancl necessary

welcome event in that

for reptenishing soil fertility. Normal flooding is also a

it permits free-fishing for rural people in ditches, canals,

ancl

agricultural fields. on the other hand, high flooding (Bonna) is viewed as a serious threat

to life, livestock, all properties, and especially to standing crops in the fields. The
destruction of crops also means loss ofjobs for agricultural wage labourers. Disruptions
of Íansportations due to high flooding causes scarcity of daily necessities and, as a result,
causes

price hikes which affect the poor peasants the most. Peasants' tesponses to

a

question as to why they think high floods are different f¡om no¡mal flooding reflect the
ways in which high floods affect them. Table 7.5 shows that concerns that high floods
affecting crops are highest with larger farm-sizes.

7.3 PEASANTS'VIEW OF CAUSES OF RIVERBANK EROSION
The peasants' understanding of the causes of riverbank erosion appears consistent
across both Kazipur and

Chilmari. Interestingly, both the sample population recognizecl

hydrological events as the prime cause of rive¡bank erosion.

of

ail the hydrological events,

the fast cur¡ent in the river has been noted by moro than 58 pelcent in Kazipur and 53
percent in Chilmari as the major cause of erosion (Tabte 7.6). Peasants' emphasis on
hydrological events such as fast current, flood, or too much water in the river as the cause

of bank erosion reflect their true unclerstanding of the natural hazard that haunts them in
their economic life.

Although the geomorphic or meteorological events noted in Table7.6 appear to be
less significant in directly causing riverbanks to erode, the varied emphases on different

events

in the array of

causes

in the two study

areas reflect a difference

in physical

geography of the areas. The Brahmapuna is a braided river, with numerous mid-channel
sand bars (Chars). These sand bars are likely to slow down the

flow of flood water giving

rise to a volume of water that subsequently hits the unconsolidated soil of the river banks.
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TableT .6 Peasants' View of Causes of Riverbank Erosion (Percentages of Respondents by
Operational Holdings)

(1) KAZIPUR

<0.50
n=309

Operationai holdings
2.01-5.0
n=97

0.50-2.0

n=186

5.01-7.5
n=16

7.51+ Total

n=11

n=619

Causes of Erosion

A. H]¡drolosical

Flood

20.39
57.61
23.95

20.61
s6.70
22.68

2s.00
68.7s

7.53
8.60
J. JJ
10.75
13.44

15.46
4.12
4.12
14.43

20.6t

12.50
6.25
6.25
18.75
0.00

36.37

5.91

5.15
12.37

6.25
18.75

18.18

n=335 n=li3

n=85

n=21

n=30

40.00
60.00
11.7 6

47.62
42.85
19.04
9.52
23.81
4.7 6
0.00
0.00

30.00
10.00

1.7'7

15.29
10.59
7.06
4.7 |
2.35

9.73

14.t2

t7.70

17.65

0.00
9.52

20.00

in River
B. Geomorphic
Nature of river 3. 18
Too many chars 2.91
Breaking of dam 3.88
Loose
12.62
Shallow
6.79
C. Meteorological
5.50
Too much
5.82

soil
river
Tomado
rain

(2) CHILMARI

0.00
4s.45

18.28
60.21
17.20

current
'Water
Fast

A. H]'drolo sical
Flood
36.72
Fast current
48.36
Wate¡ in river
t0.75
B. Geomoryhic
Natu¡e of river 13.13
Too many chars 12.54
Breaking of dam 6.s7
Loose soil
3.58
Shallow dver
r.49
C. Meteorological
Tornado
7.16
Too much rain 13.73

12.36

40.71

60.17
14.16
15.04
9.73
6.19
3.54

43.7 5

36.37
1

18
0.00
0.00
8.

9.09

19.54
58.32
22.45
.27
4.85
'1

3.7

|

12.44
11.31

9.09

7.s7
7 .43

n=584

63.33 39.72
70.00 53.25
20.00 12.33
13.33 13.70
10.00 11.98

3.33

16.67

7.70
3.94
1.77

8.90

ls.24
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This enhances the rapid erosion caused by more direct hydrological events. However,
these physical conditions of the two areas

¿ì.re

subjects of geomorphological studies, and are

beyond the scope of the present study.

7.4 VIEWS OF RIVERBANK EROSION AND FLOODING AS HAZARDS
Apart from the perception of the haza¡clousness of a floodplain the peasants'
concepts regarding any natural hazard may be expected to reflect the poæntial impacts that

may be inflicted by these hazarcls. The impact of riverbank erosion, or of any other natural
hazalds at the household level, especially on the general family weli-being, will apparently
be felt hardest by those peasants who are in possession of properties. Loss of property,

including land, results in

a host

of other related problems. For example, if land is lost to

erosion, it will at least temporarily disrupt the normal livelihood of a household. This

in turn affect children's' education. The stress

will

caused by any property loss may clisturb

mental health, even leading to setious mental illness. In most cases, ones' social position

in rural Bangladesh is based on propetty relations. The social position is likely to be
eroded

if

that base is disrupted in any ways. This is what happens whenever a disastrous

flood situation occu¡ in the study areas (Table 7 .7).
However, it is worthwhile to remember that propeûy owners are people having
some resilience based on their control over resources. The poorer sections, on the other

hand, are the ones who have relatively little to lose in terms of social and mate¡ial

possessions. Once there is a material loss to a malginal peasant, such as the meagre
amount of land owned, it will perhaps mean some added days of hunger. In other words,
hazard losses

will

add a few more days of hardship and days without food to the conditions

of poverty they were already living in under normal circumstances. This is one of the
reasons why some poor peasants feel that

th

e is

little or no change in the household's

level of living (TabLe 7.7). Table 7.8 shows the property related impact biases. The losses
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'lable 7 .7 Impact of Riverbank Erosion on Family Well-being (by Operational Holdings)

(1) KAZIPUR

Operational holdings

<0.50 0.51-2.0 2.01-5.0 5.01-7.5 7.51+

n=216 n=98 n=59 n=11
Serious cut

in

level
Stops child's
education
Illriess in family
Mental ill¡ess
in family
Loss of assets
Loss of social
position
living

43.98
2.31
20.37
44.91
32.87

7 .41
Fragments Bansa 3.24
No rcmarkable
1.85

change
chi-squar

(2)

41.84

5.10 8.47
20.41 22.03
33.67 3s.59
38.78 42.37
7.14 15.25
14.28 0.00
1.02 0.00

e=35.13 df=21 critical

CHILMARI

n=277

Serious cut in

level
education
Illness in family
Mental illness
in family
Loss of assets
Loss of social
position
living

32.72

Stops child's

Fragments

Bansa

4.L5
19.8

1

25.35
39.63
9 .22
10.60

No remarkable

change

Chi-square=36.72

2.7 6
d1=21

40.68

54.55

0.00

)1 )1
18.18

4s.45
27.27
9.09

9.09

value=32.67

40.00
20.00
20.00
70.00
50.00
10.00
0.00
0.00
at 0.05 level

23.s3

1t.76
5.88

8.33
4.17
4.17

23.53
23.53

54.17
54.1"t
33.33
12.50

11.7 6

4.14

4i.18
41.18

43.1s
4.31
20.18
40.61
36.55

9.14
5.58

r.52

of significance

n=58 n=50 n=17 n=24

39.65 38.00
8.62 8.00
13.80 12.00
2s.86 22.00
s0.00 38.00
12.07 16.00
5.18 16.00
t.72 0.00

Toøl
n=394

n=10

n=366
32.51

5.74
15.85
27.59
42.08
12.84

1r.20
2.73

critical value=32.67 at 0.05 level of significance
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are felt according to class lines. This is also confi¡med by a chi-square test which suggest

that the impact of riverbank erosion is not independent of class (Tabie 7.8).
Theoretical arguments may be raised to emphasize the impact of loss of a marginal
farmer's meagre property, but in reality there is no shaqp dividing iine between a destitute

landless labourer and a marginal farmer. As was shown

in Chapter 6, the

subsistence farmers a¡e incapable of providing any adequate level

of

so-called

subsistence to

themselves. However, it is not intencled here to say that natural disasters are a problern
only for rich peasants. On the contrary, the real problem lies with the below-subsistence
level peasants. The problem arises from the decaying capacity to rebound from disaste¡s.
This in fact should be the main thrust of any mitigation strategy of natural hazards. It was
suggested earlier that not all hazards are expected to have an equal impact across ancl,

therefore, be of equal concetn to diffe¡ent classes in society. In otder to highlight how
peasants realize impact of specific natural hazards, questions were asked as to why they

think high flooding and rapid riverbank erosions are hazards. Responses to this question
reflect general class interests of the peasantry,
Table 7.8 shows that the highest proportion of tespondents generally point to the
impact of erosion on agricultural crops, household properties, and land. In this table, for

example, 83.0 and 74.5 percent

of the total respondents in Kazipur and Chilmari

respectively pointed out that riverbank erosion hults agdcultural crops, while 85.9 percent

in Kazipur

and 73.3 percont

in chilmari point to erosion hazard hurting

householcl

pÌoperty. Similarly, high proportions (52.5 percent in Kazipur and 46.1 percent in
chilmari) think that riverbank erosion has landJosing impact. In terms of specifìc class
concerns, household property loss and land erosions are mentioned by a relatively high

proportion of larger farmers, while landless and rnarginai peasants expressed their concerns
more on loss of societal property such as income and jobs. It is interesting to note that the

poorer sections expressed less concern over food shortages occurring due to riverbank
erosions. The impact of such hazards to the poorer sections is less likely to change much
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from their previous condition of limited food availability. on the other hand, if the richer
peasants feel the impact of riverbank erosion on their private properties such as food

producing land, it is very likely that there would also be immediate, though temporary,
disruptions in their food supplies.
Table 7.8 Peasants' View of Rapid Rive¡bank E¡osion as Hazard
(1) KAZIPUR

<0.50

n=186 n=97
74.1 92.5
90.7
82.2 89.3
89.7
20.1 27.4
33.0
20.4 21.5
30.9
50.8 56.5
49.5
19.1 16.1
14.4
3.9 4.3
2.1

n=309
Hurts crops
Hufts propefty
Food shortage
Transport problem
Erodes land
Reduces income
Reduces jobs

Chi-square=16.82
(2) CHILMARI

Hurts crops
Hurts property
Food shortage
Transport problem
Erodes lancl
Reduces income
Reduces jobs
Chi-square=82.53

Operational holdings

0.51-2.00 2.01-5.00 5.01-7.50

df=24
n=335

df=24

100.0
93.8
37.5
25.0
56.3
31.3
0.0

7.51+ Total

n=11

619

81.8 83.0
90.9 8s.9
36.4 25.0
18.2 22.5
54.5 s2.5

0.0

0.0

17.5
3.6

crittcal value=36.42 at 0.05 level of significance

n=113

66.0
65.7
22.1
9.9
44.2
25.6
r7.3

n=16

n=85

n=21

n=30 n=584

9.7

4.'l

90.5
95.2
52.4
28.6
14.3
9.5
0.0

96.7
96.7
46.7

i8.6

85.9
78.8
25.9
18.8
60.0
10.6

82.3
81.4

t7.7
10.6
49.6

critical value=53

.29

74.s
73.3
24.1
13.s

40.0
36.7 46.1

3.3 20.4
0.0 12.s

at 0.01 level of significance

However, a chi-square test of erosion hazard perception does not directly suggest
that the overall perception of riverbank erosion is dependent on class position in Kazipur.

This is in contrast to what is found in the case of chilmari. The chi-square test for

chilmari suggests that this perception may be dependent on peasants'class positions. The
explanation may be found in variations in the overall access to productive resources in the

t\¡/o areas.

It may

again be mentioned here that the proportion of marginal peasants is
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higher in Kazipur than chilmari, while the proportion of landless and marginal peasants is

higher in Chilmari. This is one of the reasons why a relatively higher proportion of
marginal peasants pointed to the impacts of riverbank erosion on crops ancl private
properties. However, it may be recalled that the proportion of peasants affectecl by the
hazard in question is not significant in any of the study areas.

'fable'7 .9 Peasants' View of High Flood as Haza¡d

(1) KAZIPUR

<0.50
n=309
Hurts crops
Hufts property
Foocl shortage

Transport problem
Water shortage
Erodes land
Reduces income
Reduces jobs
Sand covers land

Operational holdings

0.51-2.00 2.01-5.00 5.01-7.50 7.57+ ToøI

n=186

72.8
25.6
31.4
t.6
13.6
34.9
10.7
0.3

78.0
33.3
26.9
1.6
19.4
21.5
6.5
0.5

Chi-square=70.56 df=32
(2) CHILMARI

Hurts crops
Hurts property
Food shortage
Transport problem
Water shortage
Erodes land
Reduces income
Reduces jobs
Sand covers land

Chi-square=69.13 df=32

n=11

n=16

68.8

84.5
30.9
38.1

43.8
43.8
0.0
31.3

2.1

2s.8
15.5

3r.3

4.1
1.0

0.0
12.5

619

72.7 76.'1
t8.2 29.1
18.2 3t.2

0.0

18.2

0.0

0.0
0.0

1.6
17.8
27.1
7.9
0.8

critical value=53.19 at 0.01 level of signifrcance

n=335 n=l13

75.2
63.6
22.7
19.4
2.1
ls.s
28.9
2t.8
0.6

n=97

91.2
'17.9

14.2
31.0
1.8
16.8

23.9
15.0
0.9

n=85

n=21

n=30 n=584

96.5
75.3
28.2
37.7
3.5
17.6

100.0
85.7
47.6
28.6
0.0
9.5
9.5
0.0
4.8

100.0

t7.7
7.r
1.2

critical value=53

.29

at

0

.ü

90.0
50.0
43.3

6.7

83.6
70.2
24.1
25.9
2.4

16.7 i9.5
10.0 24.8

6.7

6.7

16.8
7.2

level of significance

High flood, on the other hand, affects almost all living on the floodplains. It can be
seen

from Table 7.9 that the effects of high floods are feit clearly along class lines. This

fact is also supported by a chi-square test where an alternative hypothesis (that the concept
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of hazaÌdousness of flood is dependent on class positions) is acceptable at a significance
levei of 0.01 (Table 7.9). The percentage disrribution pauern clearly suggests that the
overall hazard perception is subject to one's class position, as far as these hazards affect the
interests of the concemed classes.

7.5 TTIE MORAL ECONOMY OF COPING WITH DISASTER
Given the economic conditions described in Chapter 6, it is impossible fo¡ the
majority of the peasants to successfully cope with any natural haza¡d. In the absence of

a

sufficient coping ability at the individual household level, peasants draw instead on social

resources. voluntary aid to victims of hazards is a t¡aditional practice in rural areas in
Bangladesh. In the past there was a form of 'crisis coping food supply system' called
Dharma Gola. These Dharma Golas were organized within communities to meet the needs

of victims of socio-economic hazatd (famines) or natural hazards (tomados and floods).
However, such community-level crisis coping system have completely disappeared from
the rural scene of Bangladesh. Rural communities have become burdened with a higher

magnitude of poverty; they can no longer fund a Dharma Gola. Also, the magnitude of
crisis situations has increased, since demand for aid and relief greatly exceed the capacity of
the local moral economy.

Apart from the traditional Dharma Gola system in rural areas, there now exists an
emergency food supply system similar to what is known as'food banks, in the North

America. It is popularly k¡own

as

Langarkhana. The Langarkhanas are organized by the

state to supply cooked food to famine o¡ disaster

victims. under

the patronage of the state,

the Langækhana has become an nadition in mitigating disaster impacts, and apparently this

is a task the state emphasizes most in a disaster situation. when such local fall-back
mechanisms disappear, how can inhabiønts of a hazard-prone æea suwive? Undoubtedly,

they have to survive by themselves, which perpetuates the already chronic poverty
situation.

too
However, the rural moral economy of coping with disasters has not disappeared
altogether. It still functions in rural crisis situations at individual levels, if not at the forrnal
community level. Table 7. 10 gives a summary of types of assistance available in the study

areas. Food and shelter are the two most irnmediate needs people have in a disaster
situation arising from flooding and e¡osion. To some extent these types of needs are still
met by relatives, friends and neighbours. Despite their economic limitations, local people

offer various types of assistance, including financial help.

Table 7.10 Types of Local Assistance Usually Received in Crisis Situations

(1) KAZIPUR
Types of

<0.50

assistance

n=216

Operational holdings

CHILMARI

n=59
5.1

t0.2

3.7
0.0
0.9
0.9

9.2
r 5.3
6,7
0.0
1.0
0.0

n=217

i-¿
5.1

t7.r

Fi¡ancial
Moral support
Physical help
Advice þlace)
Advice (obs)
Food
Land for housing

In

n=99
'7.1

Financial
Moral support
Physical help
Advice (place)
Advice (obs)
Food
Land for housing
(2)

0.51-2.00 2.01-5.00 5.01-7.50

a place where

7

.4

10.1

21.7
2.3
0.0
2.3
0.5

n=11

7.51+

n=10

Torat

n=394

10.0

0.0
3.4
0.0

9.1
18.2
27.3
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0 7.r
20.0 t7.3
0.0 3.8
0.0 0.0
10.0 1.5
0.0 0.s

n=58

n=50

n=17

n=24 n=366

5.2
5.2
15.5
3.5
0.0

4.0
16.0
24.0
4.0
0.0
2.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
23.5
5.9
0.0
0.0
0.0

1.7

0.0

18.6

r.t

4.2

4.8

6.0

16.7 10.1
20.8 2L0

12.5

0.0
0.0
0.0

3.6
0.0

r.9
0.3

formal rescue operations and crisis counselling services are totally

absent, Iocal social traditions of comforting ones' stresses and strains is very important.

Physical help such as helping a disfiessed household in moving out of the disaster area,
plays a vital role in evacuating and rescuing households from disaste¡ conditions. This

tot
appears to be the most frequent type of assistance that is available in Kazipur and Chilrnari

areas. The noxt most frequently offered help is the provision of moral support people need
most in a disftessed condition (Tabie 7.10).

It is not unusual for communities to invent and adopt their own kincl of crisis
coping measures in the absence of national-level formal ptogrammes such as hazard
insurance, rescue and evacuation, and psychological counselling services. The role ofthe
state, as can be seen in Table 7.11, is hardly traceable despite peoples' expectations.

It is

interesting to note that local leaders and the district and sub-district level government
administrators are on a similar plane in terms of peasants' expectations of sources fo¡
assistance in a disaster situation. Distance between the place of haza¡d occurrence and the

disnict administrative offices may be one of the reasons for the negligence. Moreover, this
is not surprising in terms ofthe existing linkages between the national level elites and rural
leaders, as was described in Chapter 3.

Formal non-govemment organizations (NGOs) work throughout rural Banglaclesh,

albeit mostly on casual and often sporadic development projects. In crisis situations, these
NGOs reach some disaster areas, and act as tempotary relief agents, primarily through
distributing food and medicines. A regular presence of NGos in disaster-prone areas such
as

Kazipur and chilmari is neglìgible. Poorer sections of rural people

ar

e the target groups

of these NGos and, therefore, the poor peasants who qualify according to the set criterion
of the NGos receive assistance. The richer peasants do not usually expect any assistance
from relief agencies. But in a crisis situation the richer peasants indeed expect some kind
of assist¿nce f¡om the local or national goverrunent (Table 7.I 1).

In general, villagers appear to be the most significant source of assistance in
disaster situations. Table 7.11 shows that villagers offered assistance to the victims in a
number fa¡ exceeding expectations. They appear to extend assistance even to those who
did not expectit; for example, the larger peasants (Table7.11). Although relatives and
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Table 7.11: A Comparative Picture of Expected Source and Observed Source of Assistance
(X= Expected, Y= Received Assistance)
(1) KAZIPUR

Operational holdings

Assistance

<0.50

f¡om

n=216

Relatives (X) 19.0
(Y) 16.1
Friends (X) 13.0
(Y) 6.e
Other villagers (X)
.4
(Y) 4.6
Local leaders (X) 3.2
(Y) 1.8
Upazilla office (X) 2.8
(Y) 0.0
Disnict office (X) 0.0
(Y) 0.0
National gov't (X) 48.6
(Y) 0.0
Reliefagency (Ð
6.0
1

(Y)

(2) CHILMARI

n=99
55. t

20.4
21.4
13.3
2.0
4.1
3.1
0.0
3.0
0.0

i.0

0.0
52.0
0.0
J.

n=59
28.8
20.3

r0.2
10.2
1.7

t.7
3.4
0.0
3.4
3.4
0.0
0.0
59.3
3.4

_t

1.7

0.0

0.0

(Y)
villagers (X)
(Y)
Local leaders (X)
(Y)
Upazilla office (X)
(Y)
District office (X)
(Y)
National gov't (X)
(Y)
Other

iÐ

(Y)

20.3
22.6
19.8
16.6
6.9
1.8
'1

.8

10.1
1.8

0.0
0.0
46.1
1.8
16.6
1.8

n=11
27.3

9.0
18.2
0.0
0.0
18.2
9.r
0.0
9.1
0.0
0.0
0.0
63.6
0.0
0.0
0.0
n=l'l

n=2L7

Relatives (Ð
(Y)
Friends (X)

Reliefagency

0.e

0.51-2.00 2.01-5.00 5.01-7.50 7.51+ Toral

31.0
19.0
24.2
12.1
12.1
0.0
10.3
0.0
8.6
0.0
0.0
0.0
46.6
3.5
8.6
0.0

figures are percentages of households

30.0
40.0
30.0
20.0
r2.0
0.0
4.0
0.0
8.0
0.0
2.0
0.0
36.0
2.0
12.0
0.0

41.2
23.5
17.7
11.8
23.5
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
41.2
0.0
0.0
0.0

n=10 n=394

10.0

0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0

24.1
17.3
1'1 .0
8.6

l.s

10.0 4.6
10.0 3.6
0.0 1.0
10.0 3.3
0.0 0.5
10.0 0.s

0.0 0.0
52.3
0.0 0.s
0.0 0.5
0.0 0.5

80.0

n=24 n=366
41.7
25.0
29.2
16.7
12.5
0.0
20.8
0.0
8.3
0.0
0.0
0.0
37.5
0.0
0.0
0.0

25.7
24.6
22.4
16.1
9.6
1.1

8.2
1.4
9.0
1.1

0.3
0.0
44.0
1.9
12.8
1.1
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ftiends fall short of the expected frequencies, they are no less important sources to fall back

on. It is important to note from this table that while larger farmers do expect

mor.e

assistance from local or national government, the poorer sections expect assistance from

their own community (relatives, friends, and villagers). This fact explains why most
peasants, especially the poorer ones, want to cling to their localities, despite so many

hardships. This is not due to a 'love of the place' nor an invisible attachment to 'kinship
ties', as is often claimed by researchers, rather, it is clearly a question of the social security
that is available even

if it means poverty

sharing for both parties.

7.5.1 Local Information and Advisory Services

Information, or fot that matter warning, about

a

potential crisis situation is a vital

component in preparing oneself for coping with disasters. Inhabitants are well aware of the

potential hazards that may occur in Kazipur and Chilmari. Moreover, unlike earthquakes,

flooding and riverbank erosion does not occur without notice. Symptoms of an imminent
flood or impending erosion are recognizable well ahead of time to allow safeguarding of
life, livestock, and movable properties. The respondents'in the study area were found to
adopt precautions within their capabilities. Local level sou¡ces of information is available

for an impending disaster. Advice, precautions, and some supports are also available from
the local community in the face of disaster.

It

appears from

Table7.I2 that the most important source of information and advice

is within the local community, especially relatives and friends. while villagers and some

local leaders provide information and suggest precautionary measures, the role of the local

level to national level administration, or even the media, is almost

nil.

This is due to

a

complete absence of a forecasting system readily accessible to the local people. It may be

noted here that flood water levels in the rivers are reguiarly monitored by government
agencies such as

BWDB. some relevant

agencies of the government also monitor erosion

potentials at the vulnerabie reaches of rivers. The circulation of all this information is
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resÍicted, however, and seldom reaches the ones who in fact need it most.1 Nevertheless.

it

has also been mentioned that local or national government officials

do

provide

information and suggestions (Table7.l2). Table7.72 shows that only 0.16 percent of the
respondents in Kazipur were given suggestions or advice by upazilla and district officials,
or by the media, and only 0.32 percent 'rvere advised by national government officials.

Table

7

.12 Sources of Information and Suggestion for Precautions

(1) KAZIPUR

<0.50
Who

n=309

suggested
Relatives and

ftiends
Other villagers
Local leaders
Upazilla office
District office
National gov't
Media

Operational holclings

0.51-2.00 2.01-5.00 5.01-7.50 7.51+

n=186 n=97

7.r

Relatives and
friends
Other villagers
Local leaders
Upazilla office
District office
National gov't
Media

n=335

Toral

n=619

22.7
6.2
3.1
0.0
0.0
1.0
0.0

18.8

36.4

6.3
6.3
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

9.1
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

22.0

33.0
n=32

J1.J

n=4I

n=5

2t.6
n=8 n=619

n=113

n=85

n=27

n=30 n=584

9.7
5.3
4.4
1.8
0.0
0.9
0.9

11.8

4.8

5.9
2.4

4.'.l

23.0
n=26

21.2
n=18

7.5
6.6
2.4
1.5

0.3
0.0
0.0

19.1

n=64

n=11

15.r
4.3
2.2
0.0
0.0
0.s
0.0

3.6
3.9
0.3
0.3
0.0
0.3
15.5

n=48
(2) CHILMARI

n=16

t.2
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
4.8
0.0
0.0

14.3
n=3

27.3

r2.8
4.7
3.4
0.2
0.2
0.3
0.2

12.7

23.3
10.0
10.0

1.3
0.0
6.7
1.3

60.0

9.3
6.3
3.1
1.5
0.3
0.s
0.3

22.1

n= 18 n=584

1 A recent nervs release declares that â flood information
cenûe stârted to functon in Dhaka frorn May 2,
1991. The cenÍe intends to collect ând dessiminate nervs on river positions and floods (The Bangladeih
Observer, April 28, 1991)
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TabIe7.13 Precautions Suggested and Actions Taken (by Operational Holdings)
(1) KAZIPUR

Operational holdings

<0.50

P¡ecautions
Suggested
(Actions taken)

n=309

Pray to God
(hayed to God)
Leave village
(Left village)
Inform officials
(Informed officials)
Shift homesæad
(Shifted homestead)
Move to embankment
(Movedto embankmnt)
Rei¡fo¡ce bank
Earth protection
(BuiIt protection)
Make chegar
(Saved money)
(Sold land)
(2) CHILMARI

0.51-2.00 2.01-5.00 5.01-7.50 7.51+ Toral

1.3
14.9
4.5
23.9
0.0
0.3
6.8
66.7

n=186
3.8
20.4
6.5
35.0
0.5
1.6

8.1
4.2

n=97

n=16
6.3

3.1
17.5

15.5
48.5
0.0
0.0

t2.4

50.0
o.J
1

8.8

0.0
1.7

n=11

n=619

0.0

2.4

18.2

t7.9

18.2

45.5

0.0
9.r

18.2

7.1
31.3
0.2
1.0
8.6

t.6

t.6

14.6

r0.2

0.3

0.5
0.5
6.5
0.5
1.6
0.0

0.0

18.8
5.0
b.J
12.s
0.0
0.0
l.'7
0.0
0.0
0.0

n=335 n=l13

n=85

n=21

n=30 n=584

4.4

5

18.6
7.1
30.1

25.9
9.4
44.7

4.8
19.0
4.8
42.9
0.0
0.0
0.0
23.8
0.0
4.8
0.0
0.0
4.8
0.0
4.8
14.3

13.3
20.0
10.0
40.0
J.J
0.0
10.0
40.0
0.0
10.0
0.0
6.7
J.J
0.0
6.7
10.0

t.J
2.9
1.0

0.7
0.3

God
6.9
God) 20.9
Le ave village
6.3
(Leftvillage) 36.0
Inform officials
0.3
(Informedofficials) 0.6
Shift homestead 5 .7
Pray to
(Prayed to

(Shiftedhomestead) 45.7
Move to embankment 0,6

(Movedto embankmnt) 12.8
Reinforce
0.3
Earthprotection 0.0
(Built
0.9
Make
0.0
(Saved
2.1
(Sold
0.0

bank
protection)
chegar
money)
land)

7

1'7
0.9
6.2
46.9
1.8

8.0
0.9
0.0
0.0
0.0
7.1
0.9

7'7.3
1.0

6.2
0.0
0.0
5.2

2.r
1.0

1.2

2.4

7.t
44.7
2.4
9.4
2.4
0.0
0.0
0.0
10.6
0.0

7

72.7

',70.9

9.1 1.8
9.r 11.8
0.0 0.3
0.0 0.8
0.0 4.4
0.0 1.0
0.0 1.0
0.0 0.2
6.2

2r.0
7.0
36.8
1.0
0.9
6.0
44.7
1.0
1 1.0
0.7
0.3
0.9
0.0
4.6
1.2
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A similar picture is repeated in the case of Chilmari. Moreover, it would not be suprising

if all

the government-level information was provided on a personal basis rather than as part

of official responsibility.

It was mentioned earlier that the adoption of certain mitigation

measures against

potential haza¡d is subject to one's social and economic capability. Such capability also
determines the type of actions that one takes in a disaster situation. The type and pattetns

of information available to, and actions actually undortaken by the victims in disaster
situation is summarized in table 7.13. Most of these suggestions were not backed by
organized support services. As a result, victims found themselves left alone to actually
clecide where and how to move or make some ptotections against erosion. However, the

actions respondents took also reflect victim's capabilities to act. Interestingly, the larger
farmers received more advice comparecl to the ma¡ginal ones. It may be seen from Table
7.13 that more of the larger farmers left their village before erosion coulcl take place while a
higher proportion of poor peasants moved to flood protection embankments.

7.6 PEASANTS' ADruSTMENT STRATEGIES
The fact that tho magnitude of distress is higher for the pooter sections in a clisaster
situation is demonstrated in Table7.14. This table surnmarizes the response frequencies of
a question about the actions the peasants

undertook at the time of theh most recent flight

from riverbank erosion. The most prominent actions were (a) abandon land, (b) setl
livestock, and (c) dismantle housing structures and move

out,

Some also hacl to sell

cultivable land or jewellery in order to bear the cost of resettlement. Here again, the poorer
sections are forced to sell in distress to a much higher degree (Tabie 7.14).

It is not always

the case that everybody simply moves out of a place to avoid imminent disasters. some
stay back in the futile hope of protecting theh property. some even prefer to think that the
fast cunent or the rising wate¡ level is not serious enough to th-reaten theh properties. An
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'falc/'e'l .14 Strategies Before Most Recent Move

(1) KAZIPUR

Operational holdings

<0.50

Actions

0.51-2.00 2.01-5.00

n=216

livestock 2I.8
ornaments 2.3
land 2.3
land 4.6
land
1.9
land 51.4
Shiftedhomestead, 16.7
Saved money
2.3

Sold
Sold
Sold cultivable
Sold homestead
hotected
Abandoned

(2) CHILMARI

n=217

livestock 30.4
ornaments 15.7
land 0.5
land 12.9
P¡otectedland 1.4
Abancloned land
19 .4
Shifted homestead 13.8
Saved money
0.0
Sold

Sold
Sold cultivable
Sold homestead

n=gg
21.4
7.1
1.0
1.0

J.I
60.0
18.4
1.0

n=59

5.01-7.50
n= 11

32.2
0.0
0.0
t.'7
5.1
62.7
11.9
3.4

42.0
18.0
0.0

44.8
20.7
0.0
8.6
3.5
15.5
20.7
0.0

30.0

45.5
0.0
0.0

70.0
10.0

4.0
20.0
20.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0

24.4
3.3
1.5
3.3
2.8
5s.6
15.7
2.0

10.0

0.0

n=I7

n=24 n=366

4'7.1

37.5 35.5
16.7 t7.2

23.5
0.0
0.0
23.5
11.8
23.5
0.0

1.2.0

1+ Total

n=10 n=394

54.6
9.1
0.0

o1
0.0

n=58

7.5

4.2

0.6

4.2 10.9
29.2 4.9
20.8
20.8

0.0

18.6
16.7
0.0

Table 7. i5 Reasons for Staying at the Face of Erosion Disaster

(1) KAZTPUR
Reasons

for staying

Operational holdings

<0.50 0.51-2.00
n=216 n=98

Safeguard homestead
Hoped river

won't

rise
go
stayed

Safeguard homestead
Hoped river
won't ¡ise
Nowhere to go
Others stayed
So, had to be rescued

n=59

n=11

n=10

Total
n=394

.7

5.1

I 1.9

9.1

10.0

8.9

I3.4

5.1
5.1
0.0

11.9

t8.2

20.0
0.0
0.0
0.8

11.4
4.3
2.5
24.1

9

Nowhere to
5. 1
Ottrers
2.8
So, had to be rescued 15.0
(2) CHILMARI

2.01-5.00 5.01-7.50 7.51+

J.O

n=277
1.4

4.2
13.4

2.3
11.5

t.7
5.1
3.8

0.0
9.1
1.0

n=50

n=17

0.0

4.0

0.0
5.2

8.0
0.0
0.0
1.4

1.7

1.4

0.0
11.8

0.0
0.0
0.6

n=24 n=366

0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.6

13..t

4.1

8.7
1.6

1s.3
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average of 24.7 and 15.3 percent of respondents

in Kazipur and Chilmari, respectively,

were found to have remained and had to be rescued (Table 7.15). They stayed until the

situation had really gone out of control. Their ¡easons for staying in the face of imminent
clisaster are summarized in Table 7. 15.

It can be seen that the reason for staying to ptotect

their properties or in the hope that the river would not rise further is more or less consistent
across classes, while a much higher proportions ofpoorer peasants remained because they
had nowhere else to go (Table 7.15).

7.7 TFIE PROBLEM OF RESETTLEMENT
In a densely populated land like Bangladesh, where can people be resettled from
disaster-prone bank-line villages in Kazipur and Chilmari? Moreover, resettlement is not a

simple matter of physically rernoving people from an unsafe place to a safer one (even

if

such a place is available). Population resettlement needs to be integrated with socio-

economic resottlement. Respondents are apprehensive of any resettlement possibilities

without such integration. In a crisis condition, poor peasants can think only of a socioeconomic and geographic envi¡onment which woutd offe¡ them some leverage of survival

within their own control. A known environment, or an envir.onment similar to what they
are used to, is preferable to unknown

years an adequate knowiedge

ol uncertain environment. Peasants acquire over the

of their own

socio-economical and geographical

environments. They adopt and train themselves in certain technologies which they simply
cannot shecl and quickly settle in a new envi¡onment. Table 7.16 may be treated as an
illu sfration of this concept.
Peasants were asked where they would prefer to move in case they are forced to

relocate by riverbank erosion. It is not surprising that majority of respondents want to
move to a known envi¡onment. A nearby char obviously offers a known environment and
hence

it is a highly prefered choice. other places in

one's own sub-district (upazilla) are

also prefered (Table 7.16). Even settling on a flood control embankment is preferable
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because

it is located in a known surroundings. Other sub-districts or towns are less

preferred by r€spondents, except in the case of some larger farmers. This is because rich
farmers have established linkages in towns. Economically also they can afford to make
such a choice. But for the poorer peasants, khasland (land owned by the government) is a

viable option.

Table 7 .16: Peasants' heferences of Places to Move due to Erosion Displacement

(1) KAZIPUR

Operational holdings

<0.50
Move to
With relatives
To embankment
Khas land
Own upazilla
Other upazilla
To a town
To a Char
Resettlement area

(2) CHILMARI
Vy'ith relatives

To embankment
Khas iand
Own upazilla
Other upazilla
To a town
To a char
Resettlement area

0.51-2.00 2.01-5.00 5.01-7.50 7.51+ Total

n=309

1t.7
20.7
8.1

n=186
17 .2

n=97

n=16 n=11 n=619
18.8
0.0 15.7
6.3
9.1 t'| .3
12.5
0.0 7.3
3r.3
r8.2 16.0
0.0
0.0 3.6
0.0
9.1 0.8
50.0 4s.s 26.s
0.0
0.0 6.3

7.0
19.9
3.8
0.5
28.5
8.6

26.8
6.2
5.2
19.6
6.2
3.1
33.0
5.2

n=335 n=l13

n=85

n=21

n=30 n=584

28.2
10.6
9.4
22.4

38.1

26.7 18.8
10.0 17.6
3.3 8.4
26.7 16.4

tr.7
2.9
0.0
18.1
5.8

1

8.8

12.2 25.7
2t.8 13.3
9.0 8.9
15.5 14.2
1.5 3.5
0.6 0.0
25.1 26.6
10.2 8.9

r.2
0.0
25.9
3.5

t4.3
0.0
4.8
4.8
0.0
19.1

0.0

6.7

13.3

20.0

3.3

2.2
1.0

2s.0
8.2

The question arises as to \'/hy the more marginal peasants, in comparison with the

larger ones (Table 7.16), have a lower preference to move to a char, given that the char is a
known envirorunent. This is because of their relations in the production system. Marginal
peasants are, in fact, wage labourers. Their major source of income is from selling their

labour and not fiom farming. since charlands are cultivated less intensively, and because
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the demand for agricultural labourers is not as high as on the mainland, the char appears to

be less attractive to marginal peasants. However, char areas are stil1 the most preferred
place for all sections of the peasantry in both Kazipul and Chilmari.

It is interesting to note that govetnment resettlement

'"vas not received

enthusiasm (Table 7.16). Thisis notso much because peasants do

not\

with much

ant to be resettled

by government, but because resettlement to an unknown place involves uncertainties

as

regards to socio-economic environment. A very high ploportion of the peasantry might be

eagor to move to known chars under a government resettlement programmes. Such
uncertainty plays significantly in the minds of peasants regarding any public policy of
rcsettlement and hazard mitigation. For example, when asked \¡rhat tho govemment should
do about the overall mitigation and resettlement of vulnerable people, peasants commonly
expressed the notions of physical (engineering) solutions to flood and erosion problems,

which is discussed in the following section.

7.8 PEASANTS' ATTITUDE TO PUBLIC POLICY FOR DISASTER MITIGATION.
The attitudes towards government's role in population resettlement is summarized

in Table '7.16. h appears that peasants aro not very keen on govetnment attempts of
rosottlement options. This attitude is based on uncertainties in the resettlement options
hence option of relocating 'elsewhere' is viewed with apprehensions.

Apart ftom temporary socio-economic measures the state undertakes in mitigating
hazard hardships, such as Langarkhana, other interventions in rnitigating flood and e¡osion

disasters a¡e essentially engineering measures (see Chapter

4).

These include the

consEuction of embankments along bank-lines, laying concrete slabs along banklines to
lessen the effects of fast cunent on unconsolidated soils, and building groyns to divert fast

curents away from the bankline. Dams a¡e also possibilities in some instances, however,
they are uniikely in the near future. A higher proportion of respondents in Kazipur think
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that the government should build a dam on the Brahmaputra, \ryhile consEuction of more
embankments is prefened in Chilmari (Table 7.17).

Table 7 .77: Peasants' Attitudes regarding Government's Role in Disasær Mitigation
(1) KAZTPUR

Operational holdings

<0.50

0.51-2.00 2.01-5.00 5.01-7.50 7.51+ Total

n=309
Government Actions
More embankments 16.5
Strengthen embankmnt 2.6
More
29.5
More concrete
9.4
Build
3L.4
Relocate on
1 .0
Remove from
0.0

n=9'1

n=16

n=11

n=619

9.1

13.9

27.3

31.5

11.3
4.8
18.8
4.3
29.6

9.3
1.0
20.6
6.2
35.1

25.0
0.0
31.3
6.3
37.5

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0

CHILMARI n=335 n=113

n=85

n=21

n=30 n=584

23.9

30.6

7.r

9.1

36.7 25.5
30.0 8.1
10.0 10.8
23.2 19.4
10.0 11.6

groyns
slabs
clams
embankment
embankment

Relocateelsewhere
(2)

n=186

0.'1

More embankments 23.0
Sûengthen embankmnt 5.1
More
12.8
More concrete slabs 21 .8
Build
13.4
Relocate on
0.0
Remove fi'om
0.0
Relocate elsewhere 0.3

groyns
dams
embankment
embankment

7.1
16.8
10.6

16.5

<o

38.1
23.8
14.3
0.0
14.3

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0

11

9.1 3.1
s4.6 2s.4
t8.2 7.4
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0

0.s
0.0
0.3

0.0
0.0
0.2

In terms of embankment protection measures, respondents in Chilmari want the
government to place more concrete slabs along the embankment, whiie respondents in
Kazipur prefer that more groyns be buiit. Although hydraulic engineors in the BWDB are

in better position to asce¡tain the relative effectiveness of such measures, as well as the
respective costs and benefits, the local people have perhaps had some good experiences
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from the respective engineering structrues mentioned above, The engineering solutions that
aÌ'e suggested

to the government are generally expressions of interests from the farmers

who have lands to protect, rather than from the landless or the marginal peasants (Table
7.17).
Another interesting point needs to be mentioned here. In personal discussions with

local people during data collection in the field, considerable resentment was explessed
against the existence of the huge embankment that stretches about 250 km along the

Brahmaputra. It was suggested by some people that the extents and clurations of floods
have increased since creation of the flood control embankment. This allegation cannot be

totally ignored since the embankment is often breached unde¡ the heavy pressure of flood

water, As

a result, flooding occurs

in the enti¡e area near the breach. Moreover, once

flooding stalts at the breach-point the watel cannot move back into channel downstreams
due to the same embankment. Hence, at this point the flood ptotector becomes a flood
enhancer

i¡

terms of duration and expanse. While feasibility and costs and benefit analyses

were undertaken before the embankment was built in the early 1960s, it is not known if any
pre-project impact assessment was ever made in the context described above.
Such pre-project impact assessments are important for any development projects
and should incorporate people's opinion about developmonts that have a bearings on local

envilonment. Popular opinion at individual level, such as mentioned above regarding the
negative impact of the embankment, provide important petspectives on the whole project.

Individual level opinion regarding natural hazards and development sÍategies is the focus
of Chapter 8.

7,9 FATALISM IN PEASANTS' MINDS

It is often alleged that peasants in Bangladesh

are fatalists (see

for example, Islam

1974; and Haque, 1988); thei¡ actions are not pragmatic or they often do not do anything
because they believe that nothing can be changed againsr the

will of God. How justified
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are these claims and what is the basis of such an allegation? Peasants' apparent passivity

and their resistance to change and development or their failure to take initiatives in

mitigating crisis situations have variously been conceptualizecl. For example, Foster
(1965) holds that peasants view their world to be a finite one, where available lesources are
scarce and

limited. In such condition of scarcity one's gain means someone else's

loss.

According to Foster, this image of scarce or limited goods encourages peasants to take no
risk and become fatalist. Foster (1965:196) argues that

"...the kinds of behaviour that have been suggested as adversely influencing
economic growth are, among many, the 'luck' syndrome, a 'fatalistic' outlook,
inter- and inÍa-familial quarrels, difficulties in co-operation, exÍa ordinary ritual
expenses.by poor people and the problems these expenses pose for capital
accumulation, and the apparent lack of \'/hat the psychologist McCillancl has cãlled
"Need for Achievement".
However, Foster's qualification of peasants' behaviour is not sufficient to explain the
motivation of such behaviour.

In sharp contrast to Foster, Hvzer (7972) di¡ects his attontion to a "culture of
repression" highlighting coercive social structural conditions

in which peasants live.

Huizer suggests that the peasantry shows passivity and ¡eluctance in taking risk because
they are in a constant fear of hunger, of lossing jobs and property, and of punishment.
Huizer's explanation makes it easier to understand why poor people behave ]ike a fatalist in
a repressive

society. Physical vioience does not prevail in Bangladesh in such mocle and

magnitude as

it

clid in the Zamindary system in the past. Nevertheless, there exists a

constant sense of insecurity of food, job, and property. Kabir (1988:18, in Hussain Zillur
Rahman, 1988) points out that personal security is of vital importance as it relates to the

condition ofpoverty. She notes that
' ...Vu1nerability to violence and harassment appear to be endemic to the poverty
situati.on in Bangladesh. In the rural contexf, borh the intense competition foí
dwindling resources among the very poor as well as the mai¡tenance of the existing
power structures results in ranclom as well as systematic intimidation, harassment-,
violence and murder, of which it is the relatiíely powerless that arã most often
victims" (Kabir, 1988:18, in Hussain Zilur Rahmán; 1988).
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The complex of ever increasing poverty and the dominance of the rural power
structure over the society often make peasants remain passive and express fatalism.
However, the responses of peasants to various questions regarding hazard-causes and
mitigation sEategies does not support the contontion that the peasants are more fatalistic
than pragmatic.

It

was shown in the earlier discussions on peasants perception and

adjustment sÍategies that vulnerable victims show pragmatism in dealing with crises

situation. Indeed, some strongly hold that "...the actions of the members of

the

households observed were strikingly and nearly uniformly purpose-oriented in respect of

their obtaining a livelihood and economic security" (Jansen, 1987:1i, emphasis added).

Table 7.18 Peasants' Views of Supernatu¡a1 Powe¡ in Haza¡d Occurence

<0.50

0.51-2.00
2.01-s.00
5.01-7.50
7.57+

Will of God

Expected assistance

causes e¡osion

f¡om God

KC
30.4

40.3
34.0
37.5
t8.2

38.2
34.5
22.4
23.8
30.0

KC

r7.2
23.7
30.9
31.3
18.2

4.5
3.5
10.6
14.3

J.J

Prayed to God

KC
14.9
20.4
17.5
50.0
18.2

20.9
18.6
25.9
19.0
20.0

K=Kazipu¡, C=Chilmari

The basis of the allegation that peasants are fatalist comes perhaps ftom some of the
structured questionnaires used in social science survey resea¡ch. For example, the REIS

questionnaire contains a question asking what causes riverbank erosion. possible
responses to this question were supplied to respondents of which one was

,'Will of God"2.

A significant number of responses were forwarded by the respondents (Table 7.18).

2 Itremains to be seen whât the peasants re,sponse
would be if the word'God'is replaced with anothet word,

for exarnple, 'Devil'.
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On the basis of such high response it would usually be very tempting to draw a

conclusion that the concerned peasants a¡e fatalists. But

it wouid

be misleading to

generalize, firstly, on the basis of these percentages since a significant majority did not
express a similar view, and secondly, these responses are often an expression of tespect to

God. It has nothing to do with one's actions in

If it
precautions

a disaster

condition.

has to be believed that peasants are really fatalist, then their actions and

in the face of disasters, as shown earliel in this chaptet, would

become

meaningless. Verbal responses, that floods and e¡osions are the acts of God may be a self

delusíon. When a society is left \'/ith no efficient technology to control disasters, it can
only resort to God to express its helplessness and perhaps to gain

a

psychological boost to

survive. Victims of floocl and riverbank erosion in Kazipur and Chilmali, or in all the
hazard prone areas in Bangladesh, are more helpless than fatalistic. To understand the

reality of the helplessness reflected in peasants' apparent conviction one shoulcl,
suggested by Rogge and Haque (1987: 9

as

) "...not loose sight of the fact that the dilemma

faced by displacees is but part of the much la¡ger issue

of

impoverishment and

marsinalization that permeates the whole of rural Bangladesh" (emphasis added).
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CHAPIERVItr
INDryIDUAL E)GERIENCES OF SOCIAL, ECONOMIC AND NATURAL HAZARDS:
SOME CASE STUDIES

As noted in Chapter 2, the pulpose of these case studies is to focus on the free
opinion of individual peasants regarding agricultural problems and their views on the
effects of natural hazard on agriculture in general. The life histories of individual farmers
are intended to show specific examples of their ability to cope with crisis situations.
also expected that the individual

It

is

life histories will focus on the differential capabilities of

rich and poor peasants in coping with natural disaster. The specific purpose of the

case

studies is to understand the relative significance of social processes of impoverishment and

marginalization as

a

tesult of natural disaster.

Six case studies are presented in this chapter. The frst three respondents fall into
the category of Class B farms as outlined in Chapter 1, whiie rest are Class

A

far.ms.

Opinions on life experiences and data on farming put forward by the respondents are
recorded here exactly as reported, and any inconsistencies there may be were not corrected.
These inconsistencies do not invaliclate the data; ¡ather, thoy reflect sincere expressions

of

the manner in which farms are managed. They show that formal stock-taking or
accounting of farm operation is not usually practiced and that rural household budgets are

in fact negatively balanced in most cases in rural Bangladesh.
The real names of the respondents are suppressed, and pseudonyms are used on the

glounds of ethics and rights of privacy. However, the fact remains that the respondents

would be readily identified in the field on the basis of the facts recorded he¡e. The case
studies were recorded in Bangla and Íanslated

late¡. some of the inner

senses might have

been lost in translation but attempts have been made to keep the exact expressions of the
respondents.
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8.1 CASE STUDY # 1: CHILMARI
8.1.1.

MIR KASIEM TALUKDAR

85
Education: years
Qccupation: . Farming/business
Household size: 16
49"'

5

Land Ownership: 65 acres
(1) 1 acre (2) 0.90 acre
Homestead
Housing Structures: (1)
(2) not reported.
Land lost due to erosion: nil

land:

7

8.1.2 Household Structure
The household consists of 16 members, including three maids and three male
selvants. The male servants ate younger in age, ranging f¡om 13 to 17, while the maids
are

from 12 to 60. AII the servants are employed to take care of househoid chores. The

respondent had two sons, of which one clied at about 19 years of age. The eldest son,

Abid (50) is

a registered physician and

his wife, Abidjan (40) is a high school graduaro

(maniculate). They look after the family farm of 55 acres in Chhurimari. Abid has three
daughters whose ages range fiom 9 to 25. The eldest daughter, Gina is a final year medical

student, and the two othet daughters go to school. The respondent's deceased son left
behind his wife, Rani (45) and a son, Raja (Tabie 9.1). Both rhe wife and rhe son live with
the respondent. Raja (25) is mar¡ied and very recently became father of a daughter (Aloo).
Raja's wife, Momo (18) is a matriculate.

8.1.3 Family History
The family of this respondent is prominenr in the locality. The respondent himself

was a member of the Union Parishad (now Union Council), while his brothers was
Chairman since 1945. Originally they were rosident of Banshpara village, but due to
riverbank erosion they hacl to move to their present location in sargaon in Modafat Thana.
The respondent's grandfather (Ful Miah), though illiterate, was a gram oradhan (viilage

chief.¡; owned 13.33 acres of land; and had four sons and a daughter, including the
respondent's father. His first uncle, Komol, was also illiterate, a Matbar (leader) and a
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farme¡. Komol used to cultivate

a

four ac¡e farm, and had two sons and a daughter. The

second uncle, Dukhu, had the same amount of land as

Komol.

A1l his children (two sons

and a daughter) died of choiera, leaving the household descendentless (Nir.bangsha). The

third uncle, Jitu, was also a very well-to-clo farmer, and had 4 sons and 2 daughters, all of
whom are now maintaining impoverished households.
The grandfather's daughter, Fatema, was manied to a very rich Kuthial (plantation

farming of Indigo). This aunt had four sons and three daughters who are more or less well

off, but not comparable to their mother's property. The fourth son of the grand-father, the
respondent's father - Miru had five years of schooling and was very

well-off. He was a

manager of the Zaminda¡y-cum-Trading estate of Modhuram Shaha. During this time, he
purchased 28 acres of land through the privilege and influence he enjoyed by being the
manager ofthe Zaminder. Mi¡u also inherited six acres from his grandfather. Obviously
he could not cultivate âll these 34 acrcs by himself and thus rented-out all his land on 50

percent sharecropping basis. He was honest, simple, prudent, and a sociaily respectable

man. He was also

a social

worker and establishecl a primary school in the village.

Miru had thtee sons and two daughters. The first daughter, Hira, was married to a
very rich man and had five sons ancl two daughters, all of whom were educated

ancl

lespectable in the society. The second child, Akter, had BA and BT degrees and taught in
vadous govemment schools for a long time.

After retiring from his government job he became the headmaster of a local high
school. He had nine acres of 1and, all of which were rented-out to sharecroppers. He left
seven dâughters and two sons.

All his children are university graduates. All his daughters

are married to \¡/ell educated and service-holding

families. The youngest son, Abdul, was

a

govomment servant. Abdul rented out part of his inherited (10 acres) land and cultivated
part of it with the help of wage labourers. Abdul had four sons and nvo daughærs; all were

well educated. All the sons we¡e in various services, including the elder son who is

a

professor in Naogaon college. The last but most favorite of all children was a daughter
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(Sufia, now 78). She was married to a very rich and respectable family and had th¡ee sons
and three daughters.

All of them are educated

and well placed. Two of the sons are in

seruices. The eldest one is a farmer, a conÍractot, as well as a social worker and is
presently the elecæd Chairman of Paranpur Union Council.
The respondent, Mir Kasiem, was the second son, and third among the children of

Mi¡u. Mi¡ Kasiem

was a farmer,

a

jute trader, and

a member

of union council. His eldest

son is a doctor and practicos medicine in the locality and supervises their farm in

Chhurimari. The second son died, leaving behind his wife and a son. This grandson,
Raja, is a high school gracluate, and looks afte¡ the land in Modafat Thana, Raja also runs
a business,

8.1.4 Land Control, Farming, and Household Income

Mir Kasiem inherited

10 acres of land from his fathe¡ and purchased five acres

in

Sargaon. Later he purchased an agricultural farm of 55 acres in Chhurimari. Over the
years he had to sell five acres of land in Sargaon due

mainly to (i) loss of crops caused by

floods in the 1960s, (ii) to cover tho cosr of medical school for the eider son,

(iii)

to

purchase land in Chhu¡imari, and (iv) to meet union council election expenses. Most of the

money for the purchase of the 55 acre estate came from his jute Íacling.

At

present the

Mir Kasiems have a total of 65

acres

of land. The farm in

Chhurimari is supervised by the elder son and his wife. The land in Chhurimari was under
their direct cultivation with the help of wage labourers, but due to high labour costs thoy
have rented out 25 acres of land since 1984. The rest of the land (33 acres) remains fallow
due to want of interested sharecroppers because the land is not suitable for crops other than

tobacco. The homestead size is 0.9 acre including a 0.3 acre garden. The land in Sargaon

is managed by the grandson (Raja) and they have five ac¡es unde¡ their own cultivation
which they cuhivate with wage labourers. An amount of three acres is rented out on a 50
percent sharecropping basis. They also mortgaged-out an acre (to cover election
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Table 8.1 Arurual Agricultulal and other Expenditures

Expenses
Wages

Taka

Expenses

3, 000
(150 casual labourers, @ Tk. 20)
Hiring plough
2,000
500
Transport
s00
Fe¡tilizers
1,200
Pesticides
500
Bank interest
1, 600
Irrigation cost
5, 000
Land tax
2, 000

team

Implements

ZaqatlFita

Taka

G¡oceries
1, 800
Clothes
10,000
Education
7,000
Health
1, 000
Festivals
600
House repairs
200
Guest entert¿inment 500
House rent in town 3, 000
Election

expenses 150, 000

100

Permanent labourers 1, 300
(paicl to 2 workers)

Bank Loan

15, 000

Table 8.2. Housing Structures

Slucture

Size

3

540
540
s94

4

2t0

5
6
7

240
200
300
3600
3600
4800

1

2

8

9
10

ConsEuction Materials

(Sq.ft)
Wall and roof tin
Wa1I a¡d roof ti¡
Wall and roof tin
Wall and roof tin
Wall and roof tin
Stra\rr' hut
Stra'rv hut
Drying floor
Drying floor
Threshing floor

Bed¡oom
Bedroom, paddy storage
3 Bed rooms, 1 paddy store
Kitchen, Paddy Husking
Shallow Tube Well shed
Fire wood storage
Cattle shed
for paddy
for paddy husking, drying
threshingjute & SÍaw drying

There are conc¡ete walled and tin roofed bath room, a hand tubewell, and two tin walled
latrines in the homestead. They have electricity (grid) in the homestead.
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expenses). The value of agricultural land has risen subst¿ntially since 1940. Cost of one

bigha (0.33 acre) of land has risen from Tk. 50 in 1940 to Tk. 500 in 7962, to Tk. 4,000

in

1973, ancl to Tk. 25, 000

in

1985.

The fa¡m in Chhu¡imari is i¡rigated by a DTW. This is a government DTW, but is
managed by

Mir Kasiem's household. The land in this area is not suitable for all crops

needing inigation because the top-soii is very shallow (1

to

1.5 feet). The top-soil is

underlain by a layer of coarse sand and thus cannot hold irrigation water. Only tobacco is
suited for such shallow top-soil. While there are many DTWs in this area, farmers lost by
investing in irrigation in this area. The engineers who i¡stalled DTWs did not examine the
soil conditions, but rather installed them for thei¡ personal gain (the engineers were bribed).
The land in Sargaon is managed by the grandson (Raja) and the Mir Kasiems have

five acres under their control which is cultivated with wage labou¡ers. About three acres is
rented-out on a 50 percent sharecropping basis. Mir Kasiem also mortgaged-out an acre to
cover election expenses. The homestead consists of 0.33 acre of housing units, 0.57 acre

of ponds, and 0.05 acre ofbamboo grove.l Their household income includes Tk.20,000
from the medical practice of the elder son and Tk. 15, 000 from a business operated by the
grandson,

1.

Rural settlements are complex phenornenon in tenns of their size, function, and pattern. The pâttems and
sizes of settlements a¡e related to surface configuration, economic function, cultural values, ancl population
size (see Rahlnan, i981). A rutal settlement consists of fannsteads of various shapes and sizes. Due to high
population growú, the need for new housing is ever increasing in the rural areas, and valuable agricultural
lands are being lost regularly to accommodate new I'romesteads. Housing is needed for newly created,
separated, or erosion displaced households. The pulse of peasant society, its economy, values, alà attitudes
all gravitate towards the farmstead. A fannstead va¡ies in size with variations in activities of a peasart
household which is, in tün, a reflection of its social relations, resource control, and economic strength.
The âppearance of homestead structures in a rural setting will instantly reflect the sociat position óf a

pæsant household.
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8.1.6 Social Probiems and Changes

Mir Kasiem believes that the all pewasive poverty is the major problem in present
day society. This poverty causes widespread divorce and multiple marriages in the poorer

section of the community.

Mir Kasiem holds that despite poverty conditions due

to

excessive population growth, the condition of agricultural labou¡ers has improved much
these

days. They are gaining status. In the old days only rich people could afford

bicycles, but today poor people are buying and using bicycles. The Krishi Bank and the
Gramin Bank help the poor ancl destitute people, ospecially the women. Many women ale
now earning a living with the help of the loans from these Banks.2

Table 8.3 Ownership of Assets

Assets

Number

Bullock carts
Motor cycle
Bicycle

Other trunks and
Bedsteads
Dressing

suitcases

(Khat)
3
øb1e
Almirahs
3
Vy'ooden beds (Chauki) 4
Chairs/tables
10

Radio/cassette player
Hand tube well
Shallow tube well

Ploughs
Large wooden funk
'Wooden
boxes

Number

Assets

2
1

enough

1

Gold ornaments worth Tk. 20, 000
Cows

2

8.1.7. The Significance of the Case:

The ancostors of Mir Kasiem were traditionally ¡ich and prominent in the locality.

Members of the respondent's household and their relatives are all well educated and
ongaged in various professions. Although their prominence is traditionally land-basecl,
professional cliversification played a significant role in their local prominence. It appears

2

In fact, credit from the Kdshi B¿ì-nk (the Agricultural Bârk in rhe public sector) is not accessible to poor
peasants, especia.lly those who have nothing to offer as collateral; and the Gramin Bânk is still ân
experimental banking system in a few selected Upazillas airned at providing a non-collâteral fonn of rural
credit for úe poor.
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that the prominence of the family now rests more on diversified and significant professions
than on farming alone.

There are doctors, professors, civil servant, and traders in the greatel family circle

of Mir Kasiem. However, this household has lost much of the social power it had despite
the fact that they still own an unusually large landholding, much of which is sharecropped

out. Toclay, sharecroppers are much less obliged to act as obedient clients in this family's
confrol of rural power; the defeat of one ofits members in the local union counci_l election is
an example

of such loss of power.

Anoth

interesting point is that rich households such as this one mortgages-out

land when they are in need of cash. Mi¡ Kasiem also sells portions of his land as much to

mitigate flood damages as to buy land elsewhere. Moreover, unlike marginal peasants,
crop damage due to flooding does not cause any hardship from which the household cannot
recover.

8.2

CASE STUDY # 2: KAZIPUR

8.2.1 RAHMANMONDOL

Age

:
:
Occupation :
Education

40

BA

Farming/business
Household size: 13

Landownership: 8 acres
Homestead lancl: 0.66 acres
Housing Structures: 6
Land lost due to erosion: 35 acres

8.2.2 Household structute
Rahman's is

a

joint family of

13 members, including his aunt and cousins. His late

father, Shamsher Mondol, and uncle, Ali Mondol, jointly inherited five acres of land f¡om

theil grandfather, Borat Mondol. Rahman's grandfather (Borat Mondol) was an illiterate
farmer who formerly maintained a five acre farm and had thee sons and a daughter.
Rahman's father was the first son of Borat

Mondol. common interest in land that had

inherited made the two families remain as one household.

been
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Afte¡ the death of their parents, Rahman Mondol and his cousins remained in the
same household, which now consists of Rahman Mondol (40), his wife (32), one son (7)

and a daughter (3). Also included aro his two male cousins (45 and 28), their wives (25
and 22), and

thei¡ offsprings (3, I and 1). A widowed aunt (55) and a female cousin (13)

also live in the household. Rahman Mondol looks after the major functions of farm and
trades in

jute. The

youngest of the cousins helps him with farming while the older one

teaches in the local primary

school. Like Rahman Mondol, the older cousin also has a BA

degree. The female members of the household, except the aunt, have several years of
schooling. All the wives (whose ages range between 22 to 32), the aunt and the younger
cousin together look after the household chores.

8.2.3 Sphere of Social Relations

Rahman Mondol's households, starting from his parental household, were
displaced several time by riverbank erosion. Usually the

S

amaj remained together while

moving in the face of these erosion related displacements, except the younger uncie (Afzal
Monclol) who moved to Kunkunia following displacement in 1963. People belonging to
one Samaj do not usually move out of thei¡ own Samaj, because they would not be well
received in a new Samaj. Though people of another Samaj would likely üeat newcomers

well, in reality they osÍacize river erosion displacees. This is why frequent displacees
prefer to remain in their own Samaj.3
Rahman Mondol is a Matbar (village leader and arbitrator) in his own Samaj, as

weil

as outside

his. He is often invited by other Samaj to arbifate

and likewise Matbars

(leaders) of other Samaj are also called in to participate in dispute settlements.

3

The Mondols have a wide geographical, urcl therefore âlso a social sphere of relations and interactions

that extends to neighboring Unions, Thanas, and even DisEicts (Table 9.6). This table points to one
importíìnt facet of the social relations; maEimonial relations âcross geographical bounda¡ies invadâbly and
most necessarily reflects relationship across social (Samaj) boundaries. It may be mentioned here that 3,4
or 5 miles in ru¡al Bangtadesh is a significânt distance. Within such distances, there may exist â number of
villages and, therefole, social organizations (Sarnaj),
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The local level dispute settlement courts (Salish) are convened to deal with family

disputes over land propetty or monetaly transactions. The verdicts of the salishs

ar.e

normally accepted and carried out. But there are problems in implementing orders through

Salish. For example, one person was seriously injured in the head in a dispute over
clistribution of inheritable land and the verdict of the Salish was not honored. As a result,
the case ultimately landed in a civil coutt and was settled three years later. On an average
ttu'ee cases come to the Salish in a

month. Some

cases

involve women, mostly divorces.

Some of these cases are sent to formal courts and are settled there.

8.2.4 Land Control, Farming and Household Income
Rahman Mondol's father and older uncle jointly inherited all of his grandfather's

land (five acres) while his younger uncle purchased thtee moro acres of land in Kunkunia
(his father-in-law's village) and settled there. Before he settled in Kunkunia, he had lost
17.5 acres of land to riverbank erosion. Rahman Mondol and the joint famiiy of cousins

now own eight acres of land of which two acres ale in char areas, and four acres are
located in another union (Sonamukhi).

The family has lost a total of 35 acres of land to riverbank erosions. Rahman
Mondol's household cultivates a total of two acres which is ftagmented into six plots on the

mainland. They also cultivate 0.66 acre of their char land, while the rest of the land (1.33
acres) is sharecropped-out on a 50 percent share basis. The land they own

in Sonamukhi

Union (4 acres) is shareclopped out to 4 different farmers on 33 percent share basis.
Rahman Mondol recently sold two oxen for Tk. 2,600 and incured a loss of Tk. 3, 200
due to the death of two cows. They expect to pu¡chase two co'rvs this year.

8.2.5 Agricultural Technology
The Mondols use tladitional ploughing methods for cultivation and o\¡in

th-ree

modern irrigation systoms, namely, one powet pump and two STWs. These three systems
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are

irigating about 55

acros of land under

HYV paddy, chillies, wheat

and potatoes. Apart

from irrigating thei¡ own two acres of land, they rent the machines for irrigating others'

land. Rental income from the power pump is Tk. 3, 000 per season, while the two STWs
earn 500 mounds of paddy at a Taka value of about Tk. 75, 000.

Table 8.4 Sphere of Matrimonial Relations of the Mondols

Persons

Relationship to
respondent
Shamsher Mondol Father

Azhar Mondol
Rupali
Komola
Hayatoon
Afzal Mondol
Hossain
Saiful
Rahma¡r

Mondol

Uncle
Female cousin
Female cousin
Patemal aunt
Uncle
Male cousin
Male cousin
Self

i¡

Manied
the village

of

Distance from
homestead

Sariakandi Thana, 8 miles
District Bogora

Meghai
Fuljhar
Kunkunia
Dhunat, Bogora
Kunkunia
Meghai
Bawga, Dhunat
Own

village

6 miles
3 miles
4 miles
10 mites

4 miles
6 miles

6 miles

(Maijbari)

Table 8.5 Annual Household Expenditures

HouseholdExpenditures AgriculturalExpenditures

Taka
Paddy
6,000
Clothing 4,000
G¡oceries 5,000
Kubani (Eid) 900
Medicine 500
JakalFina 150
Purchases

Expenses
Taka
Fertilizers
2,000
Insecticides
200
Seeds
500
Rent (spray machine) 100
Transport
500
Labou¡
2,500
Land tax
I70
SEa'"v (fodder)
5.000

The two STVy's we¡e purchased through a Krishi Bank loan from the Bangladesh

Agricultural Development Corporation at cost of Tk. 66,000. They paid

a

Tk. 8,000 down

paymont and Tk. 1,000 as "service" charges (bribes). The terms of payment for these two
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STWs is six installments of Tk. 12,000 each. The two STWs consume nine bar¡els of
diesel and 10 gallons of mobiie oil per season at a total cost of Tk. 16, 500

.

Rahman

Mondols also own a HTW fo¡ drinking water which is also used by at least 10 neighbours

il

the village.

8.2.6 Displacement Experience
Besides losing 35 acres of agricultural land to riverbank e¡osion, the Mondols have
been displaced from their homestead five times since 1958. Following each displacement,

they moved a very short distances away from the riverbank and remained in the same
village until their third move to the present village (Maijbari).

Fi¡st Displacement (1958):
Lost a homestead of 1 acre, ancl moved 50 yards away from the river in the village
of Hat Gachcha. They were able to move their housing stnrctures. All the valuable
trees were lost to the river. Amount of loss was approximately Tk. 50, 000
(including value of lancl at the rate of Tk. 100 per decimãI).
Second Displacement (1959):

This time moved a distance of 100 yards in the same village. Lost 0.66 acre of
homestead land. At this time the value of land was Tk. 150 per decimal and total
loss amounted to Tk. 20, 000.
Thircl Displacement (196 1):
At this time they we¡e able to move out before erosion could øke its toll on the main
housing structures, except a cattle shed. Amount of loss was approximately Tk. 10,
000 when the land value was Tk. 150 per decimal. This displãCernent moved them
to a homestead of 0.50 acre in the village of Maijbari, 200 yards away.

Fourth Disnlacement ll 961):
Amount of loss was Tk. 8, 000 at this fourth clisplacement. Value of land remained
the same as before. This time they moved 300 yards inland to a new homestead of
0.83 ac¡e.

Fifth Disolacement (1963):
Approximate amount of loss was Tk. 15, 000 at tho rate of Tk. 200 per decimal,
and moved to a distance of 600 yards to the present homestead of 0.66 acre. The
river is approaching the present homestead and is at a distance of only 200 yards.
During these five displacements, the Mondols have had to move once out of their
orvn Mouza (Hatgachcha)

in

1961 to settle in the present one (Maijbari). On every
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occasion, neighbours were of great help in dismantling and shifting the housing structures
and other properties to the new locations.

8.2.7 Land Value and Riverbank Erosion
Rahman Mondol thinks that the reason for the rise

in

land value is not clue to the

WAPDA Embankment. Rather, he believes that demand for land has increased
uemendously due to riverbank erosion which creates scarcity of land. All displacees want
to purchase land for cultivation and for homestead.4

8.2.8 Housing Stuctures of the Mondols
Mondols have six housing structures (for bedrooms) made of tin roofs and walls.
They also have a large 900 square feet drying floor used for drying paddy, chillies, pulses,
and mustards. Their threshing floor is about 3,375 square feet and is used fo¡ tlu'eshing

paddy, drying jute and stra\ry and feeding cattle. This floor is capable of operating four
threshing teams simultaneously; usually six cattle are set to make a threshing team.

8.2.9. The Significance of the Case:

This household's prominence, like the previous case, does not stem from the
amount of land they cultivate. The main source of income is trading and renting irrigation

equipment. This case shows that the rural Samaj is not a closed institution as is often
portrayed by social scientists (see Chapter 2). The fact that rural Samaj do not necessarily
operate in a rigid social boundary is exemplified by Rahman Mondol's involvement in

activities of different Samaj. The extended family of Rahman Mondol is also involved in
different Samaj through manimonial relationships.

4 It is suggested

by many local people that the land values in this part of Kazþur Upazilla have risen
because of the ernbânkment created for flood protection by'WAPDA. This embankment has provided
protection to agricultual land and people can now cultivate safely. Hence, as believed by sorne, value of
land has also risen.
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The most significant point in this case is the number of displacements the household

suffered and the amount of land it iost to riverbank erosion. Despite five costly erosionrelated displacements and a loss of 35 acres of land, this household did not turn into a
destitute household.

8.3. CASE STUDY # 3. KAZIPUR
8.3.1.

MALI AKOND

Age

:
:
Occupation :
Education

60
3 years

Farming/business
Household Size: 72

Landownership:
Homestead lancl:
Housing structures:
Land lost due to

erosion:

5 acres

0.29 ac¡e
7
2 acres

8.3.2 Household Structure

Akond has four sons and three daughters. The eldest son, Hossain (40), is

a

member of the Union Council. He is married and has one son and four daughters. The
second son,

Ali (28), is a teacher in Bilchatal Pdmaty Schooi

and runs a clothing business.

The third son, Satter (20), is the driver of thei¡ own power pump. The fou¡th son, Islam

(17), is a student in grade ten. None of the other three sons are married. Of the three
daughters (Sabia, Salma, and Sajeda), the elder died of fever at the age of 22 and Salma
died during delivery of her second child. Salma's orphaned daughter, Lata (7), now lives

in her paternal grandparents house. The third daughter is maried and iives with her
husband in a separate household. Akond's household also contain two minor permanent
household seryants. He also hi¡es a maid servant on a daily basis.

8.3.3 Sphere of Social Relations
Mali Akond's grandfather, Baham Munshi, who was an Imam at the local mosque,
had an entrance (equivalent of matriculation) clegree. Therefore the family has had
considerable influence in the locality. Akond's household was displaced

in 1971 due to
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riverbank erosion and moved to a new Samai. He had no problems in adjusting to this new

Samaj. The general prosperity of the household was also not affected by the move to new

location. Riverbank erosion loss includes 0.66 acre of land valued at about Tk. 40, 000.
Before the river actually hit the homestead, they wete able to cut and seil all trees and shift

all housing structures and cattle. Like the second case study, Akond's household also has
a

wider geographical and social sphere ofrelations and interactions, as shown in Table 8.7.

8.3.4 Land Control, Farming, and Househoid Income

Mali Akond cultivates 4.77 aqes of land, including 1.33 acres leased-in,

ancl 0.83

acre sharecropped-in land, while he leased out 0.50 ac¡e of Charland.

Table 8.7: Sphere of Matimonial Relations of Akond's Family

Persons

Relations to
Respondent

Akond Grandfather's
brother
Rais Akond
Grand uncle
(Name not reporæd) Grand aunt
Jubeda Khatoon Grand aunt
Ahmed

Manied in
the Village of

Distance from
Homestead

Hatgachcha

0.5 mile

Char Ghoragachcha
Char Ghoragachcha

2.5 miles
2.5 miles
3.0 miles

Satkoya, Kazipur

8.3.5 Cases of Disintegrations
Akond's grandfather (Baham Munshi) had 16 acres ofland, including nine acres on
a

Char. He was an influential man in his locality because of landownership, education, and

his social position as an Imam at the local mosque. Baham Munshi had three sons and two
claughters, all of whom were illiterate. The first son, Ahmed, inherited 13.17 acres of

land, while the second one, father of the respondent, inherited 11 acres and purchased a

further two acres. Ahmed, the respondents' uncle, had four sons. He left 0.83 acre of
land for each of his sons. Ahmed's first son died without descendents and his land was
inherited by his brothers. The other th¡ee sons have now become marginal farmers with an
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average of one acre each. On the other hand, Baham Munshi's brother, Abdul, left a very

bleak future for his descendants. Four of his grand daughters now live on the WAPDA
Embankment, while seven of his grandsons are landless, one of which has settled in his
father-in-1aw's households on a

char. Abdul's only daughter was ma¡ried on a char

(Ghoragachchar Char).
Table 8.8 A¡nual Household Income and Expenditures (1984-85)

A). Agricultural Income
Crops

Sold

Paddy
Chillies
Jute
Mustard

Non-agricultural income

Taka

Source

15,000
16,000

Clothe business
Flour mill
Sale of livestock
Remuneration

6,700
7,000

Taka

13,000
10,800
4,200

1,800

B). Household Expenditures:

Agricultural Expenses

Costs

Taka

Costs

Food
Clothes
Education
Health care
Eid festival
Transport
Goats purchase

10,000
7,000
3,000
5,000
1s,000
3,500
700

Seeds
500
Fertilizers 3,000
Pesticides 200
Implements 200
hrigation
1,000
Labourers 6,000
Fiour mill

(UC Member)

Taka

operator

800

8.3.6. Significance of the Case:

Akond's is an enterprising household. His household income is derived from
farming, trading and seruices. Akond operates a viable farm which includes rented land,

while he leases-out half an acre of his own lancl. Income ftom various sources has given
this household an ability to mitigate a large erosion-loss ofproperty in

l9'll.

Despite their toots to a wealthy and prominent family, all of Akond's cousins

eventually turnecl into marginal and landless peasants. Their impoverishment is not,

'I

however, related to any natural haza¡ds.

It is interesting to note that a viable farmer such as

Akond is well received in a different Samaj after e¡osion related displacement.

8.4. CASE STUDY#4: CHILMARI
8.4.1. FOZLUL HOQUE

Age

:4I

Education :5 Yea¡s

structure:
Landownership:

Occupation : Business/farming
Household size: 9

Homestead
Land lost to

Housing

4

1.50 acres
0.15 acre
erosion: 0.34 acres

land:

8.4.2 Household SÍmcture
Fozlul was maûied to Ambia (30) in Guratipara, two miles from his own village
ancl had

five sons and two daughters. The third son died at bi¡th. The flust son, Shah Jalal

(16) is a student in grade ten. The daughter Kohinoor (13), the third ancl fourth sons,
Sekander (10) and Mustafa (8), are in grade 6, 3 and 1 respectively. The

fifth

son, Ershacl,

is five years old, while the last daughter, who has not yet boen named, is eight months old.

The household of nine inclucles a Rakhal (a permanent cowboy who is paid Tk. 800 cash
per year, plus clothing).

Fozlul's grandfather (Arat Ullah) had tfuee sons and 6.33 acres of land which were

inherited by his sons in equal shares of 2.11 ac¡es each. The grandfather's younger
brother, Zinat Ullah, owned 4.33 aqes of land which were inherited by his two sons in
equal shares.

8.4.3 Land Control, Farming, and Business
Fozlul Hoque had two brothers. His father's land (2.11 acres) was divided into
three shares, allowing Fozlul to inherit about 0.69 ac¡e. This inheritecl land was

in

16

fi'agmented plots. Later, Fozlul purchased 0.66 acre in seven fragments. Besides his own
land, Fozlul also sharecrops another 0.66 acre. Both Aus and Aman paddy are produced

9B

I
on this sharecropped land. Since 1984, he also started to cultivate

hri with the help of a

STW. He has to pay Tk. 50 per 0.33 acre for irrigation. Previously, most of his land was
under Aus paddy. Besides farming, he deals in cattle feed @husi Mal) which earns him

about

Tk.

1,000 per month. About four years ago, HYV paddy \ryas introduced in

Chilmari Upazilla.

8.4.4 Land Value and the WAPDA Embankment

Fozlul Hoque purchased 0.63 acre of land for Tk. 6,000 in 1982, and in 1985 he
purchased a further 0.24 acre of land for Tk. 8,000. In 1983, he lost 0.24 ac¡e of land to

riverbank erosion valued at Tk. 1,600, ancl in the same

ye

he bought another 0.10 acre

for Tk. 300, which has since gone to the river.
These days, the land value inside the WAPDA embankment is Tk. 24,000 per bigha

(0.33 acre) and outside the embankment land is very cheap at Tk.1,600 to 2,000 per
bigha.s Land is even cheaper outside the old embankment at Tk. 1,000 to 1,200 per bigha.
Land values immediately after independence in 1971 were Tk. 8,000 to 10,000 inside the
embankment, and Tk. 4,000 to 6,000 per bigha outside

it.

The price of lancl has gone up

due to the construction of the WAPDA flood protection embankment.

8.4.5. Significance of the Case:

In terms of landowne¡ship or operational holding, Fozlul Hoque is a marginal
peasant, but his second occupation, petty trading, gives him the advantage of living a

relatively bener life than his fellow marginal peasants.
This case, like case #3, shows the negative side of property disnibution through the

law of inheritance. Viable farms are often turned into unviable ones by this process of
property distribution. The viability of a farm cannot be preserved from deshuction because

5

Due to breaches at several points in the old elnbankment
old one.

a

new embarìktnent was constructed behind the

OO
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there are no alternative income oppottunities available for all the members of a household.

This situation makes family members cling to whatevor they can grab by the right of
inheritance.

8.5. CASE STUDY # 5: CHILMAzu

8.5.1. SATY NATH

Age

Structurc:
Landownership:
Homesteadland:

:59
Education : Illiterate

Housing

Occupation : Farmer
Household Size: 6

2
0.66 acres

veryinsignificant

Land lost to erosion: 11 acres

8.5.2 A Severe Case of a Victim of Natural Disaste¡
Saty Nath assumed responsibility for his household alThe a1e 42. At that time they

had 11 homestead structures including 5 large tin-roofed houses. They had 22 cows,
including eight milking cows which produced 15 to 20 liters of milk every day. They used
to have three plough teams, owned a country racing boat, and ¡ea¡ed a horse as a hobby.
Saty Nath hacl no brother or sister. At present, Nath has a 6 member household

living on the very b¡ink of the river on

a very small piece

of left-over land from bank

erosion. His father had 11.66 acres, while his grandfather had,23.33 acres of 1and. Saty
Nath was the sole owner of his father's land (11.66 acres), but unfortunately almost all of

it was eroded by the Brahmaputra between 1969 and 1985. Recently, 2.33 acres have
reemerged on a char but a¡e not cultivable due to excessive sand. The erosion has been
causecl by a channel called Dharla which used to run at a distance of more than two miles

from the Brahmapufa 40 years ago but now these two channels have blended into one.
Because of continuous erosion, the BrahmapuÍa almost ¡eached Nath's homestead

in 1969 but then receded, leaving behind a long rract of char. After abour six

years,

however, the river started again to encroach on his land and ultimately engulfed 33 bigha
(11acres)

ofit, including

the homestead. He moved to a new location but this location is
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now also highly vulnerable to erosion and may disappear at any time. Apart from the
damage caused by riverbank erosion, he also sustained damage from the invading

pakbahini (the Pakistani army) and local people who burnt their house and looted all
movable propefties during the war of liberation

in 1971. In order to escape trouble fi.orn

the Pakbahini. the whoie family had to take refuge in India east of Malliker Cha¡.

8.5.3 Significance of the Case:
This is an oxEeme case of riverbank erosion disaster. Rive¡bank erosion has tulnecl
this into a destitute household. However, the complete destitution of this household had to

wait fo¡ a final biow from the socio-political situation in 1971.

8.6. CASE STUDY # 6: KAZIPUR
8.6.1. GEDA

Age

MONDOL

Size:
land:

Household
Homestead
Housing Structure:
Land lost to erosion:

65

Education Illiterate
Occupation Wagelabourer

6

0.07 acre
2

nil

8.6.2 Household Structure
The household consists of 6 members that includes Geda's mother, Jamir.on (80);
his wife, Jamilonnessa (50); one son, Ramjan (20); a daughter-inlaw, Oleda (15); and a
grand claughter, Monzura

(3).

Gecla had

four sons and five daughters, but three of his

sons and t\'r'o daughters had died at very early ages,

for which he adopted

a boy, Haran.

Haran is now 25 and has one boy, Kansa (8), from his filst marriage and a daughter., Laily
(3), from a second maniage. The adopted son recently separated to form a household of

his own.
Geda's son, Ramjan, is illiterate and is a day labourer. His wife did not have any

schooling either. All of Geda's daughters are married and settled in different villages. The
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eldest, Saul Banu (27), is manied to the elder brother of Geda's adopted son Haran, and

lives in Pukuria village. Saul Banu's husband is a marginal farmer. They have a son and a

daughter. The second daughter, Jahane (25), is maniecl in the district of Rangpur.
Jahane's husband is a day labourer and occasionally a petty trader. They have th¡ee sons
and a daughter. The youngest, Gulbanu (23), is manied in the same village; at ptesent they

live on the WAPDA embankment.. Her husband is also a day labourer and has a son and
two daughters.

Table 8.15. Housing Structures of Geda Mondol.

Structules

Materials

Size

(sq ft)
1.

2.
3.

723.8
123.8

Straw

SÍaw

360.0

hut
hut

Use
Bed room for 3
Bed room for 3
threshing/clrfing floor

8.6.3. Land Control and Livelihood:
Geda's great grandfather had about 2 acres of land but had to sell one acre due to

want in the family. His grandfather inherited 0.33 acre of land from the great grandfather.

Geda bought 0.16 acre

of land from his father at the time he formed his

separate

household. After his father's death, he inhe¡ited 0.08 acre of his father's land. The other
part of his father's land went to Geda's brother.

At times Geda's family experiencecl se¡ious economic hardship in his own village.
This hardship compelled him to selI all of his land (0.24 acl:e) and move to Rangpur district
where he purchased 0.50 acre of land. He lived there for thiee years. During his stay in
Rangpur, his claughter (Jahane) manied. Unfortunately, he failed to make a living there,
ancl moved back to his own

village. He spent all his money on household expenses and on

constuction of the present homestead, At present, Geda cannot work because of stomach
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pain (ulcer). Thus, the six member household depends mostly on his son's (Ramjan) daily
wage income.

Neighbours often help the family with food (pacldy or rice) and some cash.
Sometimes the family also ¡eceives relief (wheat) from Union Council members, such as
20-25 Kg of wheat received in 1984.

8.6.4 Significance of the Case:
Geda Mondol is a typical example of an impoverished peasant in Bangladesh.
Geda Mondol, his grandparents and parents had no land to lose to riverbank erosion. This

householcl represont the common process of landlessness.

In the zamindary system,

Geda's great grandfather was a marginal peasant, while his grandfather and father were
landless labourers. His decendants live a similar life.

Geda, like many millions of other peasants, has tried hard to survive by changing

location, but not his profession. Because there is no choice available, changing his
profession is as hard for him as it was for his forefathers. Hence, povorty sharing is the
only survival strategy this household can think of. The enti¡e household, including Geda's
mother, survive on the only son's income from wage-labour and, more often than not,

it

depencls on the rural moral economy.

8.7 A Review
The six case studies presented above are self explanatory. However, a few points
need to be highlighted. These case studies reflect the resilience of natural hazard victirns
and shows that the ability to cope with natural hazards such as rivelbank erosion is cleally a

function of one's control of resources and occupational diversity. Apparently, the amount

of land lost to riverbank erosion does not necessarily land one in destitution (see Haque,
1988; Rahman, 1988; Zaman, 1991). However, the complete lack of ¡esources, or rhe
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absence of alternative income sources, make peasants hopeless victims of natural hazards.

Moreover, riverbank erosion is not the only cause of landlessness.

With increasing educational attainments and the occupational diversities of rich
households, interest in land appears to be declining (examples may be found in case study

#1). The "Jotedar-style" of land control, if it exists anywhere at all, is by itself not the sole
deteminant of control of social power in rural Bangladesh, For example, in the same case
study, the rcspondent's eidest son failed to commandeer sufficient votes to win the election

fo¡ union council chairmanship, despite the fact that most of their land was given to the socalled "pafonaged peasants" known as sharecroppers.

Another point that may be mentioned here is that the Samaj is generally viewed by
social scientists as a form ofrigid social organization which is often in conflict with others

(Bertocci, 1977;, Zaman, 1988). Describing Samaj in such manner is tantamount to holding

it

as a closed institution. Intermaniages (between adherents of different Samaj) and

interactions by Samajoatees or Matbars (leaders) of different Samaj shows that Samaj

relations are more fluid than

rigid,

Rahman Mondol's household is a representative

example of conspicuous lack of rigidity in inter-Samaj relations. For example, as is
reflected in the second case study above, Rahman Mondol participates in Salish (rural

informal dispute settlement courts) as an arbitrator across different Samaj and most of his
household are married to persons in different Samaj. This is not only a general practice in
the study area, but also in Bangladesh as a whole. Therefore, rigid characterization, as is
often done by social scientists, may not be valid in cletermining relations ofproduction that
is presumed to emanate ftom kinship and Samaj relations.

Apart from the experiences

and opinions recorded in the above case studies, a wide

range of opinions and concerns were expressed during personal meetings with various

individuals in the field. These opinions and concerns ranged from flood problems to
causes of poverty, effects of land fragmentation to population problem, indebtedness to

land values, lack of employment to changes in crop practices, and so

on. The general
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pattern of these concerns is more related to socio-economic problems than problems of

flooding and riverbank erosion. As an informant put it, "...flooding is a serious problern
once in a while, like Kazipur experienced serious floocling in 1974, and then again 10 years

later in 1984, but a lot of us lost land in repaying our parents or grandparents loans". In a
separate

intewiew, one Ala Bakth from Kachihara village detailed the process through

which he lost a major portion of his own land as follows (none of his land is vulnerable to
erosion):
1) sold 0.40 acre to repay his father's clebts,
2) sold 0.60 acre to buy draughts animal,
3) sold 0.30 acre to meet household's basic needs,
4) sold 0.50 acre to meet household's basic needs,
5) sold 0.30 acre to meet expenses of a litigation, and
6) sold 0.50 acre to meet expenses of anoth litigation.

Beside this specific case, quite a number of villagers narrated various causes of land-loss
and climinishing

falm sizes which can be summarized

as

follows:

(1) inheritance

(2) growth of family members
(3) distress sale (in meeting basic needs)
(4) in meeting litigation expenses
(5) cost of medical services
(6) crop damage due to flooding
(7) dowries and other matrimonial expenses
(8) pulchase of implements and draughts animal
(9) repayments of loans (formal / informal credits).
One informant, Tara Sarkar from Bilchatal Viltage, reported that approximately
three percent of the peasants in his village had lost land due to erosion

onty. The problem

for another poor poasants, Ibrahim, is lack of capital for farming. For example, Ibrahim
(30), owns 0.33 acre of inigated land but he cannot cultivate it for lack of draught animals,
and cash for inigation water and fertilizers. As a result, he sharecrops

it out.

Natural hazard problems, such as riverbank erosion and flooding, are necessarily

viewed as serious problems, but peasants are more concerned with their day to clay
problems of survival. Land lost through erosion creates additional problems on top of the
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already existing destitute condition. Lack of sufficient land fo¡ subsistence, lack of
sufficient employment oppottunities, lack of accessible education and health care services,
and inadequate housing are of prime concerns for the miltions of landiess and virtually
landless people in the floodplains.
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CHAPTER

IX

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

In the face of the general problem of food and agriculture, the conditions of
pervasive poverty and inequaiity in rural Bangladesh are exacerbated by natural hazards
such as cyclones, droughts, floods, and riverbant erosion. Such natural hazards often

trigger famine conclitions more often at local levels, but occasionally also at the national

level. In

a densely populated

country like Bangladesh, it may be expected that the plights

of poasants are intensified by the occunence of natural hazards. But one should also ask

why natural hazards become a critical issue, while hunclreds of thousands die of hunger
and malnutrition each year irrespective of whether thete are famines or cyclones. The

socio-economic ancl political causes of famine or natural disaster have been neglected in
natural hazæd studies until ¡ecently.

It

has also been realized recently that the conventional

wisdom of hazard causes and consequonces is insufficient to explain the vulnerability of
people living in hazard-prone areas.

It

has been argued here that the structure of social ¡elations of production moulds

the peasants' ability to respond to natural hazards such as riverbank erosion and floocling.

This ability, in turn, is a function of their socio-economic position in the social structure
they are placed

in.

The peasantry in Bangladesh is clearly differentiated into classes.

Therefore, the impact of flood and bank erosion is experienced differentially by different

social classes. A proper context of analysis should encompass social interaction in
exploiting nature -- the lesources through which a given society reproduces its material
means ofexistence and thus advances. Any exÍeme natural event such as flood hazard

for

example, that perturbs this societal reproduction and progress can be viewed in terms of
society's ability to cope with such events.
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The agricultural crises in Bangladesh are frequently intensified by deliberately
conceived development policies. The development sÍategies of the 1950's and 1960's, for

example, unduly favoured urbanization and industrialization. The whole economy was

strearilined on the basis of western development theories such as 'trickle-down' theory.
The fact is that the benefits of economic growth are bound to accrue to the owners of means

of production, especially in a class-based society. The natural polarization of resoulces
into the hancls of a few privileged elites leads to the pauperization of the masses and places
the unprivileged majority into a vulnerable situation in the face of extreme natural, social,

economic and political phenomenon. Public policy measures for protection of riverbank
erosion and flooding, and related agricultural development, by-pass the poor strata of the
peasantry, forcing dislocations of agricultural practices and reinforcing the viable farmers.

The integ¡ation of social, economic, and polìtical facto¡s into the curent theoretical

framework was necessary
behave/respond

Hence,

it

to

better unclerstand why peasants

in a way which may

in

Bangladesh

appear to a casual observer as being irrational.

was decided to evaluate the social class relations of production in order to

understand the impacts of, and adjustment strategies to natural hazards on peasants in
Bangladesh. The specific objectives of this stucly were:

.

to evaluate the underlying processes that contribute to peasants' vulnetability in
general, and in particular, at the times of crises caused by flooding and riverbank
etosron;

.

to analyze the condition and process ofpeasants adjustment to flooding and
Riverbank Erosion; and,

.

to focus on the links between the hazard vulnerability and the national
development policy objectives.

9.1 Internal Colonialism in Bangladesh

It was shown that a certain group of elites have brought the whole country into

a

condition similar to what Casanova (1969) termed as "inte¡nal colonialism". The ruling
hybrid group of elites do not represent any of the basic producing classes in Bangladesh
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and the political activists are comprised of non-productive segments of the population. The

small cluster of elites that confol the counhy th'ough unscrupulous means, did not develop

through normal capitalistic mode of production, i.e., through production and exploitation

of the working class; rather, they developed through plundering of a national wealth in

a

manner similar to primitive accumulation. The current political institutions deliberately
fosters a policy of resource concentration into the hands of a

few. While the per capita

income of US$ 150 is one of the lowest in the world, and the distribution of income in
Bangladesh is highly unequal and the

counfy is increasingly engulfed in inte¡national debt

bondage.

9.2 The Role of the State in Hazard Mitigation
For the last three decades, Bangladesh has been drawing huge amount of financial
aid and technical assistance from various international sources for agricultural and rural
development through mitigation of flood and erosion hazards. All the measües of flood
and erosion protection undertaken since the early 1960's were aimed at agricultural
development ancl rural infrastructure building. The main focus was on the ptotection of
towns and agdcultural settlements through flood embankments, drainage, irrigation, channel

diversion, and rural electrification and road construction. The general flood and erosion
control projects were implemented through Rurai Public Works hogrammes.

Despite rhetorical emphasis posed in the Development Plans and other political
deliberations, marginal peasants and landless labourers were neglected in the process of

development. Though the objectives are fervently set to create employment, eliminate

poverty and provide support to rural poor, the innovations and incentives are all
cleliberately directed towards the higher stratum

of the society. The purpose of

development investment is not to address the actual need of the land-poor peasantry. In

telms of employment creation for the landless, these projects provide very temporary
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solutions. Employment opportunities are created for oniy very short period of time durirg
the construction period of the projects.

It is argued that credible strategies were set to work in

an incredible

situation. The

development stategies were credible in alleviating the rich farmer's problems of agriculture
and food production. But the ¡ural society itself is not homogeneous in terms of resou¡ce

disnibution. The development strategies did not alleviate the dwinclling economic conclition
for the majority of peasants. Homostatic sÍategies are bound to wotk well for one section
of the population, whatsoever "target groups" are tagged to

it.

In this regard, the sÍategies

set so far are well suited for increasing agticultural production on the large farm-holdings.

But the issue of increasing poverty baffles both protagonists and antagonists of rural
development in Bangladesh. The dilemma created by the need for food production and
increasing unemployment ancl poverty emphasizes the fact that overall development in the
counhyside is not a simple technical problem, and no trickle-down method of development

is sufficient to deal with the ever inc¡easing povefty.

9.3.1 Agrarian Structu¡e in Bangladesh

Often it is theorized that the oxisting labour, tenancy, and credit relations reflect a
feudal relation of production. It has been argued here that substantial transfo¡mations have

taken place in Bangladesh's agriculture since the end of British colonial rule and the

prevailing social relations of production in agriculture is anything else but feudalistic or
semi-feudalistic. The ¡esiduals of feudaüsm are so insignificant that characterizing agarian
relations on the basis of these residues is insufficient.

The contemporary relationships between peasants and land in the study area has
become more simpie than was the case in the Btitish period. The relationship is one
between direct owners and non-owners of land. Given the small size of average holding,

it

appears that there exists a homogeneity in land ownership. But within these small peasant

farms, land being so vital a part of the means of production, the viability of a farm is solely
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determined by the amount of land a household operates. It has been reported that average

farm size decreased from 3.5 acres in 1960, to 2.8 acres in 1974, and to 2.00 ac¡es in
L97'7. Therc was also a continuous decline in other forms of land tenure from 1960
onwards, such as the size of owner-tenant farms registered more than a 30 percent decline,

while tenant farms declined 37.5 percent. The proportion of landless households in rural
area progressively increased

in

from 14 percent in

L9'13-74, and to about 50 percent

1951 ,

to 18 pelcent in 1961, to 38 percent

in 79'17. If the size categorization of landlessness

defined by the Land Occupancy Survey as below 0.5 acre, is extended to cover all farms

below 1.00 acre then the proporlion of landless household rises to about 62 percent. This
figure grows to 77 percent when all farms below two acres are considerecl

as

functionally

landless.

Most of the peasants holding below two ac¡es are forced to make distress sales (of
crops, assets, lands) or to mortgage land, which is seldom redeemed. A World Bank
Report (i983) estimates that the land-owning strata is (a) six percent of rural household

with landholding of more than five acres controlling 45 percent of cultivable land, and (b)
94 percent owning farms of less than five ac¡es.

If

a farm size of six acres can be

considered as a viable farm, the data from the World Bank Report ftanslates into the fact
that 94 percent of the agricultural population are living below a subsistence level.

9.3.2 Tenancy Relations
Following the revision of the Pe¡manent Settlement of I'193, viz. the Rent Act of
1859 and the Bengal Tenancy Act of 1885, smallholding farming became the dominant
featu¡e in East Bengal. Demographic pressure played a key role in the rapid decrease in

farm sizes at the peasants' household level. Sharecropping was influenced by the need for
supplementing household income. Renting land for cash or kind was common for a labour
su4rlus peasant household. The notion that the existence of sharecropping implies the
existence of feudal relationship appears no longer valid in Bangladesh.
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9.3.3 Agricultural Labour Relations
Demand for agricultural workers has been increasing actoss the predominating

smallholder peasant farms in Bangladesh since the second half of the 1gth century.
Marginal and small peasants supplied the labour force. Being unable to secure enough
subsistence for the households from the meagre farm sizes, peasants looked

fo¡ substitute

income by selling their labour. In the case of medium-sized peasant holdings, farnily
membors were forced to work for wages in the event of natural disaster losses. Analytical

accounts for these work-forces in rural areas reflect a different picture than the one
porFayed by the proponents of the "landlord-bonded labour" theory.

9.3.4 Rural Credit Relations
In modem day Bangladesh, the relationship between landowner/money lenders and
the tenants/small

peasants

e not as pronounced as they were

in the f,ust half of the present

century. In fact, there is evidence of a different kind of credit behaviour in rural
Bangladesh. Atiqur Rahman (1979) convincingly argued that the landlords neither have

significant credit relations with thei¡ tenants nol that usury is a major sou¡ce of their
income. This is confirmed in the present study.

9.4.1 Viability of Operational Holdings
With the limited definitíon of a viable farm adopted in this study, it was found that

a

peasant household in the study area would need to produce about 1 12 mds (or 4.15 tons)
of paddy to survive and to reproduce. Given the average paddy productivity in Bangladesh

of 0.65 tons per acre, which is about 18 mds, a farm would need more than six acres of
cultivabie land to be considered as a viable farm. Given this situation, the picture appears
very gloomy in Kazipur and Chilmari where a little more than four percent and about nine
percent of farms respectively qualify as viable farms. In other words, it means that 96
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percent of farms in Kazipur, and 91 percent of farms in Chilmari fall drastically short of
being viable. This is not surprising in a condition where more than 85 percent of people

live below the poverty level. The highest proportion of farms operate at a marginal
condition. There are no alternative opportunities available to allow people to abandon
agriculture completely. Peasants innovate strategies in various informal sectol. to
supplement their survival, such

as

turning to sharecropping, mortgaging property,

especially land, off-fa¡m activities such as rickshaw peddling, selling labour in temporary

and low-paid non agricultural works, and indebtedness. Alternatively starving (or
remaining half-fed) is the most common of the sfatogies the marginal group of peasants arc
forced to adopt.

9.4.2 Landownership and Impact of Riverbank Erosion

It is found that the impact of ¡iverbank erosion is moderate in determining farm
sizes

in Kazipur. This relationship is more random in Chilmari. This is suggested by

a

regression calculation. The relationship expressed by the regression analysis is functional,
rathor than causal, and it can be said that the larger farms are also the largest losers of land.

This relationship appears statistically significant in Kazipur,

but it is not significant in

Chilmari. This is congruent to the plevious argument that the impact of riverbank erosion
on land ownership is random in Chilmari.

9.4.3 Alternative Access to Land

The context in which an increased numbers of owner fa¡mers take lancl on
sharecropping basis (including rich ones) in contemporary Bangladesh is quite different

from the practice of sharecropping in the British colonial period. While the practice in the
British period may be termed as a feudal inshument of exploitation, the same ptactice in the

cunent situation may not be termed as such.

It

was found that proportion of both

sharecropping-in and -out a¡e concentrated within farm sizes of less than five acres. In the
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Kazipur area, only about 21 percent of the households with more than five acres of
landholding let-out land on a sharecrop basis. The conesponcling figure for Chilmari is
higher, accounting for 50 percent. About 21 percent of households with more than five
acre-farms let-out about 71 percent

of the total

sharecropped land

in Kazipur. The

conesponding figures for Chilmari is 50 percent and 82 percent. A significant proportion
of households in the less than five acres categories let out an insignificant amount of land.
However, the overall proportion of those renting-out land in the study areas is very

insignificant. The figures for those who take land on a sharecropping basis

is

comparatively higher in both Kazipur ancl Chilmari. Though the propoÍion of those who
rent land for sharecropping are concentrated in the categoties below five acres (97 percent

renting-in about 95 percent of available land), three percent of the larger farmers in Kazipur
and seven percent in Chilmari are found to

tent-in 4.32 percent

and 4.69 pelcent land,

rospectively. It appears that the mean amount of land available for sharecropping in
Chilma¡i is higher than Kazipur. The mean amount of land rented-in per household is also
higher in Chilmari.

9.4.4 Tenancy and Natural Hazarcl Risk
In recent years a number of conceptual postulations \¡iere put forward in order to
explain the incidence of tenancy. An attempt is made in the present study to observe the

relationship between natu¡al hazard risk and incidence of land-renting. In regression
calculations for Kazipur, it appears that the relationship between tenancy and natu¡al risk is
negative, while there is a positive relationship with farm size. The relationship between
ûenancy and

family workers is inverse, implying that renting out increases with the decrease

in number of family workers. These estimates are statistically significant at one percent
probability of error, except for Chilmari, where it is significant at five percent probability of
error.
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9.4.5 Labour Relations
In relation to each particular phase of annual farming operations, every farm needs

to have extra hands, besides those of its household, to work on the farm. In the present
study area,

it is found that the ptoportion of both

households and family labourers are

highest in the fann category of two acres or less. About 80 percent of the households with
less than two acres of land use 74.2 percent of the family labourers in Kazipur and about
76 percent households use about 67 percent of family labourers in Chilma¡i. However, the
mean number of family worke¡s is higher in the richer fa¡m categories. This is consistent

with the fact that the richer the farm in terms of land ownership, the higher the household

size. Given the fact that every

class of peasant household hires agricultural labourers, ít is

interesting to note that 79.3 porcent in Kazipur and 68.6 percent in Chilmari of those who
reportecl to have hired casual labourers belong to operational holding sizes of 0.51-2.00
and 2.01-5.00 acres. But considering the household porcentages of the total of different
categories, it appears that the proportion of those hiring wage labourers increases lvith the
increase of operational holding size in both Kazipur and

Chilmari. While most of the rich

farmers hire wage labourers, the proportion of hired hands drops down to 50 percent in the

farm size categories of 0.51-2.00 acres, and about 7.5 and four percent fol the 0-0.5 acre
category in Kazipur and Chilmari respectively. A demand function coefficient suggests that

larger farm size, higher wages, technological innovations, and lower numbe¡ of working
hands in the households enhances the demand for casual workers.

However, it is important to note that 64 percent of the total households in Kazipur
and 67 percent in Chilmari, do not employ any wage labourers at

all.

Hence, it may be

concluded that the problem expressed in the concept of "pafon-client" or bonded labour

relations is more apparent than real.

It was found that

a very insignificant number of

permanently hhed labourers (so-called bonded labourers) are actually involved with a very

negligible number of households in both Kazipur and Chilmari.
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9.4.6 Credit Relarions
Although it was found that the highest proportion of households incuning loans
belongs to the small farm-sizes, both in owned-land and operational holding categories

(0.51-2.00 acres) in Kazipur and Chilmari, the richer farmers are also increasingly
involved as debtors in the credit market. Although the relationship between these farming
categories and the incunence of loans is positive, it is insignificant in Kazipur compared to

Chilmari. However, the relationship between income and the incurrence of loans is
significant in both sub-districts (rs being 0.54 for Kazipur and 0.58 for Chilmari). The
pattem of distribution of loan money is indicative of the changing context of credit relations
in rural a¡eas.

9.5.1 Sustainability of Peasants' Househoids

It was found that
and

Tk.

11,008

the mean annual income is

in Chilmari. This

Tk. 12,668 per household in Kazipur

average income

is itself an indicato¡ of

the

precariousness of economic condition compared to the nationai average. But mean income

conceals much more than

it reveals. When the class-wise distribution of income

is

considered, the problem appeats more serious in terms of class differences. On
sustenance scale,

it

was found that about 80 percent

a

in Kazipur and 78.5 percent in

chilma¡i drastically fall below the defined viable farm level. The relarionship between farm
size and income from non-agricultu¡al sou¡ces was found to be inversely related.

9.5.2 Impact of Riverbank Erosion on Agricultural lncome

It was expected that there would be an inverse relationship

between riverbank

erosion ancl agricultural income. In orde¡ to show a positive affect, the higher the farm
size, the higher

will

be the agricultural income. This argument appears Eue in the case

of

Kazipur. The variation appeared sratistically significant. But the situation in chilmari is
Iess

clear. Although the legression coefficient is positive, it is not st¿tistically significant.
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In this case, the efficiency of the resource use may be in question. Kazipur reflects

a more

intensive system of cultivation compared to Chilrnari. The coefficient appears positive and

statistically significant in the case of land lost to erosion in Kazipur. The relationship
indicated here suggests that the households with higher agricultural income are those that
experience higher loss of land due to riverbank erosion. Interestingly, the relation appeats

to be inverse in the case of Chilmari, indicating that the iess land lost, the higher the
income. In other words, this means that the income from cultivation would be lower

if

there is higher loss of land. However, the variation suggestecl is not st¿tistically significant
as indicated by the

T value. The parameter is also not far from zero. In such a situation, a

confident conclusion cannot be drawn in favour of the indication forwarded by the sign of
the coefficient that riberbank erosion has a negative impact on agricultural income in
Chilmari.

9.5.3 Pattem of Household Expenditures

It was found that cash return from land is ¡emarkably beneficial. In the case of
Kazipur', the return to cost appears proportionally higher among smaller and marginal

farms. This is congruent with Hossain's (1986) contention that the productivity of smaller
farms is higher. But the picture found is not as clear in the case of Chilmari. There, return

to cost appears higher in the larger farms. Although the average return to average cost
appears very promising in the whole study area, the overall condition, nevertheless, remain

deplorable for the majority, in the sense that the average income itself is very

low. It is not

surprising to see that the majority of the study population spends relatively more on foocl

than on other basic needs. The pattern teflected in terms of expenses on clothing,
education, medicare and festivals is inversely related to decreasing farm sizes.
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9.5.4 Ownership Distribution of Draught Animals and Other Assets
Though the larger farmers own a greater number of draught animals, the number of
draught animals owned by smaller and marginal peasants is also significant. The average
number owned by farms of below two acres is little more than three per household. The
general pattern of distribution of ownership of assets is also found to be biased towards the

higher income groups. But ownership of certain items such as bicycles, radios, hand tube

wells, and shallow tube wells are significantly present within the lower income groups. It
has been found that about 80 percent of households suweyed do not even come closer.to

the average income for the study areas. Ciearly, the very survival of the majority is at
stake, not to speak ofany insu¡ance strategy against natu¡al hazards. Under the conditions

desc¡ibed,

it is pertinent to ask how

peasants face natural hazards such as flooding and

riverbank erosion?

9.6.1 Peasants' Exposure to Flooding and Riverbank Erosion
The segments of the peasantry that are most vulnerable to riverbank erosions are the
ones whose properties are located on the banks of the river and on Charlands

river.

within the

The proportion of such peasants is not very high compared to the overail population

in the study areas. Only 20.5 and 8.6 percent of the surveyed population in Kazipur and
Chilmari, respectively, reported to own cultivable land on the Brahmapuha banklines.

9.6.2 The Variations in Perception of Different Hazard Events
Data analyses show that study population is significantly awa¡e and apprehensive
about the adverse affects of various hazards likely to occur in future. such apprehension is
based on their previous experiences of not only natural, but also socio-economic hazarcls

(farnine), health hazards (epidemic), and hazards in agricultural fields (pests). It is found
that the perception of hazard recurrence is the same across classes. Inhabitants of a hazard-

prone area, inespective of their class positions, are uniformly apprehensive of hazatd
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possibilitios in the future. However, only three natural hazards are rated very highly. The
perception of flooding as a hazard is by far the highest rated and concern all people. Here
too, those who have no or limited access to productive resources are less concerned vis-a-

vis those who have greater control over the means of production. About 89 percent in
Kazipur and 83 percent in Chilmari of the marginal peasants perceive flooding as hazard
compared to 100 and 87 percent, respectively, of rich peasants. Although the marginal
peasants have few tangible properties to lose to flooding, their day-to-day

living is

seriously handicapped, while the larger farmers face the high probability of property loss.

It is interesting, though not surprising, to note that riverbank erosion is rated

as the

thild

most serious hazard after tornadoes. Tornadoes and riverbank erosion hazards are equally
emphasized by rich farmers, while to marginal peasants, riverbank erosion is seen as less

threatening than tornadoes, because the landless and marginal peasants have virtually
nothing to lose from riverbank erosion. However, a diffe¡ent situation is found in Chilmari
where tornadoes a¡e ratecl third after riverbank erosion, Local tropical stor.ms such as one

known as KalBaishaki are rated higher in Chilmari compared to Kazipur.

9.6.3 Peasants'View of Causes of Riverbank Erosion
Peasants' understanding

of the causes of riverbank erosion appears consistent in

both Kazipur ancl Chilmari. Interestingly, both sample populations recognized
hydrological events as the prime cause of riverbank erosion. Among hydrological events,
fast cunent in the rive¡ were identified by more than 58 percent in Kazipur and 53 percent

in chilmari as the major cause of erosion. The peasants' emphasis on hydrological events
such as fast current, flooding or too much \¡r'ater in the river as the cause of bank erosion
reflect their true understanding of the natual hazard.

However, it is worthwhile to remember that property owners are the ones having
some resilience based on thei¡ control of resources. The poorer sections, on tho other
hand, are the ones having relatively less to lose in terms of social ancl material possessions.
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Once there is a material loss to a marginal peasant, such as the meagre amount of land
ownecl,

it will result in little more than a few additional days of hardship ovel and above the

days they are already living in normal conditions of hardship. Theoretical atguments may
be raised to emphasize the impacts of loss of the meagre property of marginal farmers, but

the reality is that there is no fine clividing line between being destitute and possessing a

marginal

farm. It was shown that the so-called subsistence farms

are incapable of

providing meaningful subsistence to the peasants. Thus, the problem arises from the
decaying capacity to recuperate from disaste¡s. This lack of recuperative ability, in fact,
should be the main thrust of any mitigation strategy fot natulal hazatds in Bangladesh.

9.6.4 The Moral Economy of Disaster Coping

In the

absence

of a sufficient capability to cope with hazards at the individual

household level, peasants draw on wider social resources. But the local community's

ability to cope with c¡isis is fast disappearing from rural Bangladesh. Ru¡at communities
have become burdened with an ever higher magnitude ofpoverty; they can no longer fund

traditional moral support such as Dha¡ma Gola. The magnitude of crises has also increased
with demands for aid and relief substantially superceding the limits of the moral economy.

However, the moral economy still works in rural crises situations at individual
levels. Food and shelter are the two most immediate fo¡ms of assistance peopie need in a
disaster situation arising from flooding and erosion. To some extent, these forms of
assistance are still provided by relatives, friends and neighbours. Despite their economic

limitations, local people are found to extend various types of assistance including financial

help. In a place where formal rescue operations and crisis counselling services are totally
absent, local social Íaditions of comforting stress and trauma are very important. Physical

help also plays a vital role in evacuating and rescuing households from disaster condition.

This appears to be the most frequent forms of assistance available in the study areas. The
next most fiequently offered help is moral suppott. It is normal that communities evolve
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and adopt theh own kinds of crisis coping measures in the absence of formal national

programmes, such as hazard insurance, rescue and evacuation, and psychological
counselling services. In general, villagers appear to be the most significant source ofhelp

in times of disaster. It was found that villagers offered assistance to victims at a raþ far
exceeding expected ievels. Also,

it

was noted that while larger farmers expect more

assistance from local or national governmont, the poorer peasants expect assistance only

from within thei¡ own community (relatives, friends, and villagers). This fact explains
why most peasants, especiaily the pooror ones, ',vant to cling to

thei_r

localities, despite their

hazardousness. The role of the state is hardly noticeable despite peoples' expectations.

It

was founcl that assistance from the local leade¡s and government administration is almost

nil.

9.6.5 Local Information and Advisory Sewices
Apparently, inhabitants ale aware of potential hazards that may occut in Kazipur
and

Chilmari. Moreover, flooding

and ¡iverbank erosion, unlike earthquakes, do not occur.

without notice. Local level sources of information are generally available for

a

potential

disaster. Advices, precautions, and some suppotts are also available from the local
community in the face of disaster.

It is noted that the most impottant

sources of

information and advice come from within the local community, and especially from
relatives and friencls. While in general, villagers and some 1ocal leaders provide
info¡mation and suggest precautionary measuros, the role of local 1evel and national level
administ¡ations, as well as the media, is almost ni1. This is due to an absence of

a

monitoring and forecasting system accessible to the people in need.

It

has been contended that the adoption of efficient

nitigation moasules against

a

potential hazard is subject to one's economic ability. Such ability will determine the type of

action one can take at the time of disaster. The types and quality of precautionary
information avai-lable in the study areas ale not very useful because of the fact that these are
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not backed by any organized support services. As a result, victims find themselves alone

in deciding what to do i¡ an actual crisis situation. It was found that

a higher

ptoportion of

larger farmers left the village before the erosion took place while the highest propo¡tion of
the poorer peasants ended up on flood protection embankments.

9.6.6 Peasants' Adjustment Snategies
The most prominent adjustment strategies in Kazipur and Chiimari were (a) to
abandon land, (b) to sell livestock, and (c) to dismantle housing structures and move out.
Some have to sell cultivable land (that is unaffected by erosion threats) and jewellery or

ornaments in orde¡ to bear the cost of resettlement. Hero again, it is the poorer sections of
the peasanfy that are forced to make the highest propo¡tion of distress sales. Moreover,

not everybody simply moves to avoid imminent disasters. An average of 24.1 and I5.3
percent of respondents in Kazipur and Chil¡nari, respectively, temained in their homestead

in the face of imminent danger. Such people reported that they had to be rescued by others
f¡om the flood o¡ ¡iverbank erosion because they stayed until after the situation had gone
out of control. Their reasons for staying were (a) to protect ptoperties, (b) in the hope that
the river would not rise

9.6.7

T\e

futher and, (c) because they had nowhere to go.

P¡oblems of Resettlement and Public Policy of Disaster Mitigation

Respondents appear to be very apprehensive about ¡esettlement possibilities offered

by government. It has been noted that suggestion to be resettled by government agencies
was not received with much enthusiasm because of uncertainty about this policy. It is not

surprising to note that although there is little inte¡est in rcsettlement on the embankment,
people are strongly opposed to the suggestion that those already occupying embankments

should be removecl by government.

A high proportions of respondents think that

the

govemment shouid buiicl more dams and embankments, and construct concrete slabs and
groyns to protect proportios from flooding and erosion. Needless to say, the engineering
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solutions that are suggested to government are general expressions of interests by farmers

who have lands in need of protection, and do not originate from the landless or the
marginal peasants.

9.7 Individual Experiences of Social, Economic,

and Natu¡al Hazards

Traditional control of rural power is changing hands. The 'Jotedar-style' of land
control is no longer the sole deterrninant of confrol of social power in rural Bangladesh.
Traditionaliy, political power was land-based in ¡ural areas where village headmen and the
local talukdars who owned large Íacts of land were usually the people who were promi¡ent

on the political scene at the Union CounciUBoard or at the village-ievel Panchayat. In
contemporary Bangladesh, rural power-base is less singulally land-based ancl increasingly
comes from diversified occupations and professions. It is very common to find school
teachers, politicai activists, traders, rice-mill owners, and leaders of association of landless

competing ancl holding office in local-level political institutions as members and chair.men.

Under such changing conditions, it is naive to define relations ofproduction as emanating
from landownership alone.
The case studies reflect the fact that the resilience of natural hazard victims, or their

ability to cope with natural hazards, is clearly a function of their control of resources or
their occupational diversity. Apparently, the amount of land lost to rive¡bank erosion does

not necessarily make

one destitute. However, with an utter lack of alternative sources

of

income or any sufficient resource become hopeless victims of natural hazard. Riverbank
erosion is not the only the cause of landloss. There are various other causes of land loss
and climinishing farm sizes such as a) inheritance, b) growth of

family members, c) distress

sale (in meeting basic needs), d) meeting litigation expenses, e) cost of medical sewices,

f)

crop damage due to flooding, g) dowries and othe¡ matrimonial expenses, h) purchase of
implements and draught animals, and i) repayments of loans.
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Natural hazard problems, such as riverbank erosion and floodings, are necessarily
viewed as serious problems, but the majority of peasants are mote concerned with day to
clay problems of

survival. Lack of sufficient land for subsistence, lack of sufficient

employment opportunities, lack of accessible education and health care services, and lack
of housing, are all of prime concern fo¡ the millions of landless or virtual landless people in
the floodplains.

9.8 Policy Implications and Specific Recommendations
Farm sizes are becoming smalle¡ with the concomitant increase in landlessness in
Bangladesh. In terms of production, most peasant farms are incapable of maintaining a
bare subsistence and lack resilience in the face of any socio-economic or natural hazards.

As a means of production, the possession of an insignificant amount ofland is immaterial

for the majority of peasants in Bangladesh. Ownership of a meager amount of land does
not put smallholding peasants qualitativeiy away from landless iabourers. The ownership

of insignificant amounts of land (means of production) does not place a peasant into the
same level of larger farmers. Large farmers are capable of producing surplus or, at least,

subsistence. Here, separation ofproducers from the means ofproduction is qualitative.

It

is fruitless to identify marginal peasants as "owners" of means of production without
considering practical implications, other than the marginal peasants themselves being
exploited in the existing relation of production. Despite the drastic change brought about
by the abolition of the Permanent Settlement, the vulnerability of peasants in contempotary
Bangladesh has not changed; rathel, it has intensified. In fact, no land regulation can
change or, for that matter, turn the already fragmented and

evff

clecreasing sizes of

holdings into viable farm sizes for all needy peasants. This is an impossible task in

a

counfiy of too many peasants and too fittle land. Obviously, a practical reform is to relieve

agriculture from bearing the undue burden of supporting the whole peasantry. The
agricultural laboul fo¡ce would serve agriculture better by cteating a real demand for
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agricultural products,

if it could

be turned into an industrial labou¡ force at any feasible

scale of industrialization.
The problems embedded in the socio-political condition clescribed in chapter 3, need
a pragmatic

solution. The reason why such a irresponsible state of affairs exists in the

country is the lack of people's participation in the decision making process of politics and
national socio-economic development. A lack of people's participation rende¡s the decision
makers and the planers unaccountable.
The need for making the planners and the decision makers accountable to the people

is a decisive factor in solving Bangladesh's problems of poverty, and
development. Politicians, decision makers, planners and executioners

sustainable

in pubtic offices

can

be, and must be held responsible and accountable to the people fo¡ which developrnent

projects and prograÍrmes are meant. Common people are honest, harcl working, and they
have patience. People are also aware of the malicious social ancl political condition
Despite the fact that the people are socio-politically conscious, lack of proper organization
and network preclude the people ftom participating in decision making.

Though sporadic and insufficient, peoples awareness and attempts to organize in
exercising rights are not totally absent in Bangladesh. As for example, some rural NGOs,
such as the Gramh Bank, are trying to impart a spirit of organization of the disadvantaged

peasants. Spontaneous organizing and protesting to public irresponsible development
projects æe also not rare in the country (see Adnan, 1991: 98-101).
Perhaps Bangladesh can not develop itself without extemal assistance, and funding.

The funding agencies will be deciding on what to develop and how to run developrnent
p¡ogramlnes and projects. The dono¡ agoncios may play significant role in decision making
towards a sustainable development of the people, for the people and by the people. As far
as

humanitffian concerns are related, the external funding agencies have some obligations

and responsibility to ensure people's patticipation

in clevelopment programrnes

and

projects. Government attempts, so far, have failed to produce any real development fot the
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majority after several decades of "development". Now it is only pragmatic to give rights
and responsibility to tho people.

A formal social organization is a necessity for comr¡on

people to exercise rights to pafticipate, and demand explanation and review justification of

all local or national development projects and programmes. This ki¡d of organization can

play an important role as a watch dog to all public projects, funding, and process of
execution so that misappropriation and corruption in any form can be minimized.

Natural hazards are occurring frequentiy, and causing heavy loses to the national
economy, but a national policy on hazard mitigation is utterly lacking in national planning

(Rahman, 1991:1). Since most of the peasantry is highly vulnerable to social, economic
and natual hazarcls, national development policies should be directed to addressing the
needs of the teeming millions who are unable to make a living

from agriculture. Results of

the present study suggest a need for a drastic shift in rural development stratogies,
including water resource management, f¡om those currently being pur.sued. A wholehealted endeavor to generate employment outside

of agriculture, possibly in rural

indusfries, is thus urgently needed. It is possible to encourage informal sector investment

in rural areas which will diversify income-generating activities. Besides offering formal
incentives, monitoring and forecasting of disasters would be needed as a necessary
mitigation strategy. Beforc the adoption of

a

national strategy to aclclress the natur al hazard

problem efficiently and effectively, there should be a formal institution to deal with the

overall management of hazard problems. Therefore, it is aclvisable that national hazarcl
legislation be instituted under which all public policies coulcl be caried out. It may be
recommended that:

A.

People must be mobilized to form social organizations to exercise dghts to
participate, and demand explanation and assess all local or national dlwelopment
projects and programmes.

(local non government development organizations (Ì.{GOs) should be encour.aged
in foste¡ing sustainable dovelopment and ensuring peoples' participation through
networking and organization. NGOs with success stories arè the only ones whó
are organized and are able to reach the doors of the poor).
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B.

National natural hazard legislation may include clearly defrned poücies and
regulations on such matters as:

1. National Comminee on Natulal Hazard Management
1.

1

.

1.2.

Disaster Coping Assistance Programmes
1 . 1 . 1 . Post-disaster economic rehabifitation under which economic
resettlements (ftom agriculture to rural industries, commerce and
trading) can be encouraged by offering Disaster Recovery
Investment Credits (the experience of Gramin Bank can be used)
1 . 1.2. Investment Uaining, and
1. 1 .3. Consumption for disaster survival loans.
Pre-disaster Resource Assessment/nventory of pre-clesignated vulnerable
zones in a given upazilla.

.3.
I.4.

1

C.

Post-disaster impact assessment in disaster areas.

Policies regarding provisions of relief and rehabi_lítation (disaster shelter,
emergency food and health care).

Coordination and Organization of Mitigation Measures
1.

National Hazard Emergency Preparedness Cen (NHEPC) with upazilla units,

2. Provisions of pre-disaster mitigation measures,
3. Volunteer Rescue and Evacuation Team (RET) (organized with local teachers,
students, and village youths; under upazilla management),
4. Hazatd education, and preparedness training to potential victims,
5. Information cenfe, clisaster shelter, emergency food, sanitation and medicine,

6. Hazard (cyclone, flood and erosion) monitoring, forecasting and warning
system.
As far as naturai hazards are concerned, strengthening peasants' ability to cope will
be a more pragmatic mitigation strategy. At present, mitigation measures are reactive ancl
ad

cu

hoc. Ext¡aordinary

measures are taken after disasters

occrü. Since flooding and fast

ent cannot be stopped from occurring and eroding lands, peasants must be encouraged

to live with such hazards. In fact, that is what the peasants have been fi ying to do for ages

and thus they urgentiy need a more pragmatic form of support to be successful in their
struggle with nature.
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Appendìx A

RTVERBANK EROSION MPACT ST1JDY QUESTIONNAIRE
INSTRUCTION TO ALL INTERVIEWERS

At the start of every interview, the following statement was tead to the respondent-The ¡iverbank Erosion Study is a research project being undertaken by
Jahangilnagar University in collaboration with the University of Manitoba, Canadá.

Its aim is to collect information on the consequences of river erosion. This
information will be ci¡culated to va¡ious govemment agencies in Bangladesh and to
various relief agencies. Vy'e believe that there has not previously been any attempt
on a large scale to collect information which summarizes the plight and difficultiès
faced by rural peopie when the river erodes away theft land.
We do not promise that this research will have any direct impact upon
improving your conditions. We do, however, guarantee that the information we
gather and analyze will reach the eals of people in govemment who are in a position
to formulate programs and policies aimed at assisting rive¡bank erosion disþlacees.
We believe that the collection of a data base, which this survey is all about, will
give such agencies the necessary information which may, hopefully, lead to more
effective planning and relief measures in riverbank erosion effected areas.
It is our desire that you, the people affected by riverbank erosion, be
informed of our findings. These findings should be available in about one year's

time. We urge you to request a summaty of the findings from your

local

authodties.
This questionnaire is in four parts. We are focussing upon the household
unit, and ideally we wish to i¡terview the household head.
In the filst part of the questionnaire we will ask you a few questions about
each member in your household. This is followed by a section which deals with
the social and economic make up of your household. In a third section we ask you
about how you consid and unde¡stand the hazarcl of riverbank erosion. Onþ if
you have personally been displaced by riverbank erosion at some time in your life,
we will ask you the questions conøined in the fourth part of the questionnaire.
We would li1ie to request that only you answèr these queitions, that is, that
the other people that are here do not participate in the interview. The interview will
take at least one hour and may take longet for some people, especially if they have
been severely affected by erosion. If you are unable to spare so much timè right
now, then please advise us now, so that we can schedule the interview at a mòre
convenient time for you.
Although we wili be asking your name, tho information you give will
remain anonymous. Any information ¡eleased by the research team will not contain
the names of any individuals.

.

We thank you for agreeing to allow us to interview you.
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SECTTON A: DEMOGRAPHIC CHARACTERISTICS OF THE HOUSEHOLD.

Fi¡st, can you tell us how many persons live in your household including persons who
normally resides with you but who are possibly æmporarily away?
Now, in this section of the survey we request some basic lnformation about each membet
ofyour household, We need to record the names of each person so that we are clear about
whom we are speaking.
Household Structures:
1.

What is your name? ( Household head)

2. What is your relationship to the head of the household?

3. How old are you?
4. State whether male or female.
5. What is your marital status?
6.

r

hat is your highest level of schooling?

7. Vy'hat is your primary occupation?
8. Do you have a secondary occupation?
9. Were you bom in this Upazila?
10.

If

so what is it?

(if yes, next person)

In what Upazila were you born?

(Next person in the household and repeat the above questions)

SECTION B: SOCIO-ECONOMIC CHARACTERISICS
Landowne¡ship and Tenu¡es
11.

Ftst, how much land do you cunently own ancl

use yourself?

(excluding land leased or sharecropped out)
12.

How much of this is Char land?

13. How is this land cu¡rently used?
14. How many times per year do you normally crop it?
15. Is this land

curently erosion effected?

16. How much is on the bankline and currently vulnerable to erosion?
17. How much is currently unde¡ water?
18. How much land is currently leased to some one else through

agleement?
19. How much of this is Char land?

20. How is this land currently used?
21. How many times per year do you normally crop it?

22. Is this land cunently erosion affected?

KOT or other similar
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23. How much is on the bankline and cunently vulnerable to erosion?

How much land do you currently use by KOT or similar agreement?
24. How much of this is Char land?
25. How this land is cunently used?
26, How many times per year do you normally crop it?
27. Is this land currently erosion affected?
28. How much is on the bankline and cu-ûently vulnetable to erosion?
29. How much KHAS land are you leasing?
30. How much of this is Char land?

31. How is this land cuüently used?
32. How many times per year do you crop it?
33. Is this land currently erosion affected?
34. How much is on the bankline and currently vulnerable to erosion?
35. How much land do you own that is sharecropped by some one else?

36. How much of this is Char land?
37. How is this land currently used?
38. What proportion of the crop do you receive from the share cropper?
39. How many times per year do you normally crop it?
40. Is this land currently erosion affected?
41. How much is on the bankline and cunently vulne¡able to erosion?

42. How much land do you currently use as a share ctopper?
43. How much of this is Char land?
44. How is this land cunently used?
45. What proportion of your crop do you pay to the land owner?

46. How many timos pet yeal normally do you crop it?
47. Is this land currently erosion affected?
48. How much is on the bankline and currently vulnerable to erosion?
49. How much land does your homestead occupy?
50. What is the tenure status of your homestead?
51. How much pond land do you own?
52. Altogether, how many separate p¿ cels of cultivable lancl do you own or use/
53. What is the distance from your homestead to the fathest piece of land you own or use?
54. How much of your rural land did you inherit?
55. How much of your rural land did you purchase?
56. How much of your rural land did you receive from the government?
57. How much of your rural land did you receive through ma¡riage/
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58. How much of your rural land did you acquire by other means?
59. What were these other means?
60. Do you own any land in a town?
61. How much land?
62. How was this acquired?

Landuse ancl Agricultural Income:
63. How many of your household members conÍibute labour to generate household
income?
64. How many household membets do household chores for which they are not paicl?
65. How many household members are maintained as "hired labourer"?
66. In the busy season (Winter to early Monsoon), of those contributing to household

income in cash or kind, what is the average number of hours of work per day per
person? ( list according to age and sox)
67. Do you cultivate any land at ail?
68. Do you

grow AUS?

69. How many maunds do you grow per year?.

70. How many maunds do you sell?
71. What is the average price per maund that you receive?
(Same questions were repeated for AMAN, BORO, Wheat, Jute, Sugar-Cane,
Tobacco, Potatoes, Pulse, Maize, Oi1 seeds, Spices, Vegetables, Fruits, Paddy
seedlings, and other crops)
72. Do you own any livestock or animals?

73. What are those, and how many?
74. How many do you se1l in a year?
75. How much received fîom sells?
76. How many livestock or products are consumed in the household?

77. Do you fish?
78. Do you sell any fish?
79. How much income per year do you earn from sell offish?

Non-AFicultural Income and Sources:
80. Do any members of your household earn any non-farm income (cash or kind)?
81. What ale these soluces?
82. What is the annual income for each source?

83. Do you receive any tental income?

z-1¿
84. How much per annum
85. Do you receive any interest income?
86. How much pe¡ annum?
87. Has your household received any gifts, including ZAQAT and FITRA during the last
yeal?
88. What is the approximate Taka value of these gifts?
89. Have you received any loans in the last year?
90. What was the value of these ioans?
91. Have you received any relief assistance in the past year?
92. How much assistance did you receive?
93. Does your household receive any remittances from outside of Bangladesh?
94. What is the approximate annual value in Taka?
95. For how long have you received these remittances?

96. How ftequently?
97. Who is the remiuer?

98. From what countries are the remittances received?
99. Does your household receive any remittances from someone living elsewhere in
Bangladesh?
100 Vr'hat is the amount of these remittances?

101.For how long have you received these remittances?
102. How ftequently?
103. Who is the remitter?

Household Expenditures:

Agriculture.
104. Do you have any hiled labouer?
105. How many people do you hire on a pe4qaneû basis?
106. How many casual labourers do you hire per year?
107. What is the total cost of the wages you pay your hired labour per year?

108. What is the annual value of clothing, food and other provisions to your labourers?
109. Do you cultivate any land?
110. How much do you spend annually on land rent?
111. How much do you spend annually on land t¿x?
112. How much do you spend annually on purchase

if HAL?

113. How much do you spend annually on rental or purchase of farm equipments?
114. How much do you spend annually on fransport?
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115. How much do you spend annually on seed?
116. How much do you spend annually on fertilizers?
117. How much do you spend annually on pesticides?
118. How much do you spend annually on purchase of livestock?
119. How much do you spend annually on animal feed?
120. How much do you spend annually on other taxes (ZAQATÆITRA)?
121. How much do you spend annually on interest paid on loans?
122. Do you havo any other major agricultural expenditure?
123. What are those?
724.

How much are these?

Basic Needs Exnenditules:
125. Can you tell us about the amount your household spends annually on:
1.

Food 2. Clothing

3.

Education 4.Health care and medicine 5. Annual festivals.

Assets Ownership:
126. How many of the following assets your household own:
1. Bicycles 2. Rickshaw 3. Bullock Carts 4. Hand Carts 5. Boats 6. Motor Cycles
7. Radios 8. Hand Tube Wells 9. Deep Tube Wells 10 Plougjs 11 Any other Assets
Homestead Sfuctures:
127. How many buildirgs/structures are there in your homestead?
128. What is the total number of rooms in all of these snucrures?

129. Do any of these sfuctures have pucca roof?
130. Do any of these structures have pucca floor?
131. Do any of these stnrctures have tin roof?
132. Do you have a pucca latrine?
133. Do you have a hand tube well in your homestead?
134. Does any of your household ever use Hospital or Ru¡al Health Centre, Mobile Health

Unit, Paramedic Services?
135. Have there been any deaths in your household during the past year?
136. How many people have died during the last year?
137. What was his/her relationship to household head?
138. How old was he/she?
139. What did she/he die of?
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Familv Plannins:
140. What do you think is the ideal number of children that a woman should have?
141. How many of these should be sons?
142. Do you know

if

there are ways that a husband and wife can avoid or delay pregnancy?

143. Which ways do you know about?
144. Do you practice any of these methods currently?

i45. Which method?
146. Do you think that the problem of land shorøge in Bangladesh is because there are too
many people?
147. Do you think that the problem of poverty in Bangladesh is because there are too many
people?

SECTON C: HAZARD PERCEPTION.
148. What is the distance of your present homestead from the dverbank line?

149. To what extend has the riverbank line been approaching your homestead

i¡

rccent

years?
1.

Very Rapidly 2. Rapidly 3. Moderately 4. Slowly 5. Not at all 6. Don'r Know

150. Can you tell us what type of natural hazards are likely to occur and adversely affect

you and your household?
151. Do you consider the normal flood (BORSHA) to be different from the high flood

(BONNA) in terms of it' affect on household? Why?
152. Do you regard high flood (BONNA) to be serious hazard for your household? Why?
153. Do you consider rapid riverbank erosion to be a serious hazard? Why?
154. What do you think causes rapid riverbank erosion?
155. Do you recall rapicl erosion occuring during you¡ life time?
156. Was there any worse erosion than 1984? lVhich year?
157. Do you think that any of your cultivable land

will

be affected by erosion in futr¡re?

158. In how many years time is ttris likely to occur?
159. Do you think that your homestead
160. When do you think that

will

wili

be affected by erosion in future?

occur?

161. Have any plecautionary measures ever been suggested to you to help you cope with

riverbank erosion or flood?
162. What measruos were suggested?
163. Who suggested these measures?

¿óÕ

If erosion threatens your homesæad, what actions or precautions would you take?
165. If erosion was to tllreaten your cultivable land, what actions would you take?
166. If your household was affected by riverbank erosion and you were forced to move,
164.

from where or when would you expect to teceive help?

i67. What do you thi¡k the government should do to prevent or reduce riverbank erosion?
168. If your homestead was about to be lost to riverbank erosion and you were forced to
move, where would you most likely move to?
169. Why would you choose this location?
170.

ffyour cultivable land

was lost to riverbank erosion in the neal

futue, could you

afford to purchase land elsewhere?
171. Where would you buy such land?
172. How much land do you think you could afford to buy?
173. Have you ever been forced to move because your homestead was lost to riverbank
erosion?

SECTION D: DISPLACEMENT ÐGERIENCE.
(To be answered only by heads of households who have been displaced by riverbank
erosion)

i74. How many times during your life time have you been displaced because of riverbank
erosion (i.e., have had to move homestead because the land was eroded)?
175. When was the earliest move you can recall?
176. When was the most recent move?
177. In what Mouza and/or Upazilla were you

living before you were forced to undeì.take

the recent move?

178. What was the total distance you had to move?
179. When you were forced to move the last time and chose to corne to this location, can

you tell us some of the reasons why you decided to relocate to this place?
180. What rneasures,

if any, did you

take prior to your move?

181. Have you ever had to be rescued because your household nied to remain in the

homestead during high flood or rapid bank erosion?
182. Why did you remain so long so that you had to be rescued?
183. What measures did you undertake when you realized that you had no choice but to

move because riverbank erosion was eliminating your homestead land?
184. In any of your displacements, did you ever move before the bankline reached your
homestead?
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185. Have any of your relatives who previously lived with you in your village, but were
also displaced, moved away to more distant places?
186. To which places did they move?
187. What was the reason why they decided to move away?
188. TelI us how much land that you owned has been lost during your

life time?

189. Cultivable land?
190. Homestead land?
191. Other land?
192. During the same time how much new land have you acquired?

193. Cultivable land?
194. Homestead land?

195. Other land?
196. Can you summarize

for

us the other impacts that your clisplacement has had upon the

overall well-being of your family members?
197. Prior to your displacement, what was your primary occupation?
198. What was your principal secondary occupation?
199. When you were forcecl to move the last tirne, did you receive any assistance to help

you cope with the displacement?
200. What type of assistance did you receive?

201. From whom did you receive this assistance?
202. Did any of your displacement sep¿üate you from your BANGSHA OR GUSTHI?
203. What happened to the other members of your BANGSHA or GUSTHI?
204. Does the BANGSHA from which you have been separated continue to help you

in

any ',vay since you were displaced?
205. In what way does

it help you?

206. Did any of your displacement separate you fi'om your SAMAJ?

207. What happened to the other members of your SAMAJ?
208. Does the SAMAJ from which you have been sepatated continue to help you in any

way since you were displaced?
209. In what way does
210. What problems,

if

it help you?
any, have you encountered from the SAMAJ or other factions

which exist in the settlement to which you are relocated?
211. In your opinion, do the local people where you have resettled are friendly, hostile, or

indifferent to your presence?
212. Have you ever repossessed any of your land previously lost?
213. How were you able to repossess the land?
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214. Why have you been unable to repossess youl land?
215. Do you think that you will ever be able to repossess any of the land that you lost to
riverbank erosion?
216. Suppose that the govemment was to provide land for resettlement for persons such
yourself who have been clisplaced by riverbank erosion. If they provided assistance
to help you move to these areas, would you be witling to relocate to any of the
following?
(1). Other CHAR land farther away
(2). Coasøl CHAR areas
(3). Rehabilitation areas in Chitøgong Hill Tracts
(4). Other KHAS land in this Upazilla
(5). Other KHAS land in more clistanr Upazilla
(6). To a town or city
217. If yes to 2l6.6,Fot what reasons would you consider moving to a town/city?
218. What type of town or city would you move to?

End of Interview
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Appendix B
Achievements in Rural Works Programs During 1963-68

Dirt-Surfaced
Roads

(MileÐ

hrig Canal.

Roads

(Miles)

Miles)

(Miles)

Bridges/
Culve¡ts
(Nos.)

Area
Benefited
(Acres)

1962-63

0

1963-64

64

24,195

r,2t2

1,315

NA

1964-65

1,080

28,410

3,654

5,356

NA

1965-66

891

21,410

2,789

t,r44

NA

1966-67

447

12,298

1,543

1,561

NA

1967-68

678

t6,675

t,780

2,871

NA

3,160

115,288

1,338

13,997

NA

110,346
3,266,069
r,236,490
2,517,898
NA
7,130,803

Total*

FFYPTarget
(1973-78)

Achievements
Percentage

of Achievement

t2,

Community
Buildings
(Nos.)

NA

r

26,300
1,952
1,006
801

646

30,705

145

4,370

243

10,485

21,150

NA

NA

96

3.118

123

6,225

143,560

NA

NA

66

71

51

43

68

NA

NA

Source: Alamgir, 1983: 28, Table

trI.
* Figures include constructions & reconstructions.
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Appendix C
Food For Works hojects and Achievements During 197 4-84.

hojects
(nos.)
1974-75 21,479

1975-76 t,554
1976-77 2,328
1"971-78 2,087
1978-79 2,113
1979-80 2,124
1980-81 3,927
1981-82 3,431
1982-83 3,029
1983-84 4,292

River/Canals
(miles)

1,091
1,001
1,674
2,261
1,915
2,617
4,t59
803
1,071
2,07 r

Embankments

(miles)

871
774
1,906
303
2,167
2,027
3,147
4,000
5,333
5,223

Roads

(miles)

2376
900
1,078
r,470
1,100
2,051
3,095
4,294
5,725
13,722

Tanks
(nos.)

Bridges/Culverts Wheat Distributed
(nos.)
('ooo tons)

NA
NA
326
198
210
181
t97
301
NA
73

NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA

2t5
1,250

329
209
223
275
230
227
358
288
319
390

In addition to this there was about 4200 miles of roads that were repaired durin g 1982-84.
Source: Søtistical Pocket Book of Bangladesh 1984-85, Dhaka: Bángladesh Bureau of Statistics, 1985: 198-99.

Millions
Man-days
lnvolved

56
60

74
62
61
96
77
101

107
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Appendix D

Disnibution of Gross household Income (GH! by Operational holdings

A:

Distribution of Gross household Income (GHI)

Kazipu¡

Operational

Holdings

7a of
HH

7o of
GHI

meån

GHI

rate

by

< 0.50
0.51-2.00
2.01-5.00
5.01-7.50
7.57+

49.9
30.0

7962.3
12450.4
22823.5
27462.6
396s6.3

15.7

2.6
1.8

n=616

of

change

between groups

GHI

byVFL

31.1
29.5
28.2
5.6
5.6

-37.2
_t.7
+80.2
+116.8
+213.0

-52.6
_r< o
+35.9
+63.5
+136.7

34.3
14.4
24.4
7.8

-39.9
-26.0
+65.8
+115.7
+269.1

-60.3
-51.2
+9.4
+42.4
+143.6

x=12668.4

Chitmari

< 0.50

s7.0
19.5

0.s 1-2.00

2.01-5.00
5.01-7.50

5.1

666s.3
8204.2
18382.2
23917.2
40924.5

n=579

x=11085.5

14.7

3.6

7.57+

19.1

B: Gross Household Income f¡om Non-agricultural Source:

Kazipur

Operational

HH

Holdings (Vo)

<0.50

0.51-2.00
2.01-5.00

5.01-7.50

7.57+

54.1
29.6
13.0

2.3
1.1

Chilmari

mean

percent

HH

mean

percent

income

to GHI

(vo)

income

tO

7196.3

90.4

6437 .7

5t.7

9644.5
6434.8
4383.0

42.3
23.4

n=555 x=7241.5

11.1

63.6 6159.9
20.3 5875.s
11.6 8831.0

2.0 9384.0
2.6 5515.4

n=502 x=6458.2

GHI

92.4

7r.6
48.0
39.2
13.s

Appendix

El

Pauem of Distribution of Basic Needs Expenses in the Households by Operational Holdings.
(a) Kazipur

0.51-2.00

Farmsizes-> < 0.50

2.01-5.00

5.01-7.50

7.51+(acres)

Expenses

Food

(a)
(b)
(c)

5,381.23
s8.72
81.19
(30e)

4,273.18
27.01
66.91
(17e)

3,780.95
11.22
50.84
(84)

4,292.31
t.9'1
48.84
(13)

3,845.00 mean=4,77 5 .48
1.08 n=Tk.2,831,860
JJ.bJ
(8)

Clothes (a)
(b)
(c)

910.68
36.73
13.69
(306)

r,344.28
32.62
2t.64

r,778.38
22.50
27.33
(e6)

2,087.50
4.40
29.24
(16)

2,850.00
3.76
31.16
(10)

mean=7,239.67
n=Tk.758,643

188.66
1s.03
(60)

(67)

503.00
40.06
4.83
(60)

299.00
3.97
2.62
(10)

972.22
11.61
9.57
(e)

mean=365.72
n=Tk.75,339

0.ss

329.83
29.33
1.93

156.80
32.29
2.24
(2e3)

237.72
30.74
3.83
(184)

399.01
26.92
6.13
(e6)

515.62
5.79
7.22
(16)

550.00
4.25
6.62
(11)

n=Tk.142,288

175.19
23.13
2.41
(282)

361.92
30.50
5.70
(180)

699.4t
3t.76

920.00
6.46
12.10
(1s)

1,581.82
8.15
19.03
(11)

n=Tk.213,591

Education

(a)

(b)

(c)
Health (a)

(b)
(c)

Festivals

(a)

(b)
(c)

(184)

10.86
(97)

n=2,048,136 n=1,143,232 n=624,653 n=114,240 n=91,460 (Taka)
a= mean expenses, b=row percentages, c=colurrur percentages
figures in parentheses are Household numbers reporting.

mean=237.15

mean=365.11

AppendixE2
Pattem of Disnibution of Basic Needs Expenses in the Households by Operational Holdings.
(b) Chilmari

0.51-2.00

Farmsizes-> < 0.50

5.01-7.50

2.01-5.00

7.51+(acres)

Exoenses

Food

Clothes

(a)
(c)

(b)

4,805.18

(a)
(b)
(c)

Education

(a)

(b)
(c)

Health (a)

(b)
(c)

Festivals

(a)

(b)
(c)

3,858.05
16.80
75.36
(110)

3,530.00
11.60
61.15
(83)

3,819.05
3.17

579.54
39.19
10.26
(331)

755.95
17.14
14.90

1,151.53
20.00
20.43
(85)

1,537.50
6.28
23.89

181.67
8.72
0.35
(36)

34t.t3
18.20
2.42
(40)

737.68
40.34
6.31
(41)

133.69
33.49
1.96
(274)

192.79
18.00
3.49

338.35
24.44
5.58

147.17
32.73
2.14
(272)

213.51
17.63
3.83
(101)

63.ts
85.29
Q32)

(11 1)

(r02)

4,940.74
5.28
47.44
(27)

mean=4,408.89

2,937.93
17.40
30.30
Qe)

mean=850.00
n=Tk.489,600

394.55
5.79
3.37
(11)

1,262.50
26.94

mean=520.67

(79)

254.20
4.20
3.55
(18)

72s.67
19.90
7.74
(30)

385.74
25.55
6.52
(81)

442.50
7.24
6.87
(20)

686.67
r 6.85
I -35
(30)

62.3t
(21)

(20)

n=1,870,384 n=563,170 l=479,090 n=128,715
b=ror percentages, c=column percent¿ges
figures in parenthesis are Household numbers reporting.
a= mean expenses,

t=Tk.2526296

n=Tk.14,970

7. 18

(16)

n=281,170(Taka)

mea¡=217.44
n=Tk.10,973

mean=242.64

n=Tk.122,290
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